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1. Introduction

The trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing 

technologies, called Industry 4.0, impacts the organizational 

processes as well as the role of the R & D employee. R & D 

companies need to identify their competence gaps and fill them 

efficiently. Employees can have their own aspirations regarding 

their lifelong professional development and plan them 
accordingly thanks to cognitive styles. 

A proper analysis and interpretation of the big data in the R 

& D area can improve our understanding of learning processes as 

well as effectiveness, efficiency and attractiveness of learning 

and training at the workplace, making them more authentic and 

thus also more motivating, which is crucial.  “Another important 

aspect is a better understanding of the user needs and objectives 

that should enable a higher quality in personalization and 

adaptation of learning and training experiences, as well as 
cultivation of metacognitive skills” [1]. 

Today’s conditions are now being transformed into the new 

circumstances of the transition towards Industry 4.0, which is a 

big challenge. The organizational and technical changes imply 

regularly updated and dynamic competence profiles of 

employees, requiring requalification through cognitive styles 

directly at the workplace. This development calls for increased 

communication skills and performance of employees, as well as 

new abstraction and problem solving competences. Therefore a 

cognitive style might have implications for ways of learning, 

emotional expression, problem-solving, management and 

leadership styles, conflict management and stress management, 

or coping styles. Both successes and failures that have been 

attributed to abilities are often due to cognitive styles. Cognitive 

styles are considered as basic elements for successful 

performance. Memory, attention, reasoning ability, speed of 

information processing and knowledge are broad examples of 

these basic elements of performance. Cognitive style is thought 

to predict performance in two ways: by allowing employees to 

quickly learn job-related knowledge and by processing 

information resulting in better decision making. But cognitive 

styles have received much less attention than they deserve, given 
their importance to employee’s functioning. 

2. The Concept of Cognitive Style

Cognitive style is “widely recognized as an important 

determinant of individual and organizational behavior in the 

psychology literature, playing vital roles in individual and 

organizational workplace actions, processes and routines” [2]. 

Cognitive style is defined as “consistent individual 

differences in preferred ways of organizing and processing 

information and experience” [3]. In other words, cognitive style 

refers to “the information processing style of individuals and is 

usually seen as a dimension ranging from the analytic pole where 

individuals process information step-by-step to the intuitive pole 

where individuals process information in more holistic ways 

based on their feelings and wider perspectives” [2]. Cognitive 

style refers to the differences in perception, problem solving, 

learning and contact better relationships and communication.  

Cognitive styles are related to the way that individuals 

interpret and approach the problems as well as how they learn 

and how they form their relationships with others. Messick, states 

that, “cognitive styles are usually conceptualized as characteristic 

modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking, problem solving, 

and decision making, reflective of information-processing 

regularities that develop in congenial ways around underlying 
personality trends” [4]. 

Individuals's cognitive style is his/her preferred way of 

gathering, processing, and evaluating information both in 

individual and organizational terms. It influences how 

individual's brain scans different environments for information, 

how he/she organize and interpret that information, and it 
ultimately guides his/her behavior. 

There are several different cognitive styles; however, in this 

study, we’re going to focus on two general categories: 
“Analytical (Thinking)  and Intuitive”. 

Analytical Thinkers; Analyticals prefer logic and an ordered, 

linear focus on detail. The key word here is analysis. Analyticals 
can be split into two styles: 

Knowing Style; This person prefers logical, impersonal 

information processing. They value accuracy and making 

informed decisions based upon a thorough analysis of facts and 
rational arguments. 

Planning Style; This person is attracted to structure, searches 

for certainty, seeks feedback from others in more powerful 

positions, and prefers a well-organized environment. They like to 

make decisions in a structured way and are mostly concerned 

with process efficiency (being able to measure the degree of 
success of a process). 

Intuitive Thinkers; Intuitives take a holistic approach, 

viewing an environment or situation as a whole. Their word is 

synthesis. Intuitives or Creatives tend to make decisions based 
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primarily on intuition, relying on objective data as a secondary 

approach. They often seek feedback from a broad range of 
sources [10]. 

“Humans are complex beings, and most of them are capable 

of both the analytical and intuitive forms of reasoning. So while 

most people aren’t 100% one or the other, they are likely 

predisposed to or prefer a particular cognitive style. And even 

then, the degree can vary from person to person, like on a 

continuum. Those who fall in the middle are called adaptive 
thinkers” [10]. 

3. The Effects Of Cognitive Styles On Employee 

Performance (R&D Employees) 

Given that the core task of R & D workers is to initiate 

technological innovation and develop new products, their 

cognitive style or basic orientation to problem solving may play 

an important role in shaping their job perceptions, performance 

and turnover. Cognitive style is a “personal disposition that 

orients individuals towards a particular way of thinking and 

problem solving [5] which has critical implications for their 

organizational adjustment” [6]. In this regard, “one of the most 

widely used frameworks is Kirton’s adaptation–innovation (KAI) 

theory”. Kirton (1976) proposed that “individuals can be located 

on a continuum of cognitive style ranging from adaptive to 

innovative” [7]. This cognitive style is considered to be stable 

over time. Adaptors prefer to operate within consensually agreed-

upon paradigms and are skilled at improving current ways of 

doing things. In contrast, innovators are more likely to 

reconstruct a problem and tend to perceive the existing paradigm 

as part of the problem [8]. 

With rapid technological developments and increasing global 

competition, recruitment, retention of talented, performance and 

productivity of R & D personnel is important agenda in many 

organizations, particularly in technology and research based 

companies. 

Whereas successful R & D activities often rely on “a small 

number of highly capable and successful members, existing 

studies of R & D workers have for the most part been based on 

technicians or entry-level engineers who may not typically make 

a critical impact on the direction and outcomes of corporate R & 

D activities” [8]. 

Result of the Wang, Wu and Horng's (1999) study indicated 

that “creative thinking ability and cognitive type were related to 

their subjects' R & D performance”. Accordingly their (1999) 

study “specifically speaking, fluency and originality of an R & D 

worker's creative thinking ability were related to his/her 

productivity on the first-autored technical report and the first-

authored paper publication; whereas thinking type of cognition 

was related to the productivity of the first-authored service 

project and performance rating” [9]. These researchs may shed 

some light on the nature of R & D activities in this R & D institue 

in particular and the relation among creavity, cognitive type and 
R & D performance. 

This research (1999) “separates the cognitive types of R & D 

workers in two; as feeling and thinking individuals”. According 

to their research “feeling individuals are more sensitive to other's 

needs and tend to be sympathetic, relating well to most people. 

This link is a quality important to success in teamwork”. On the 

other hand, thinking individuals prefer logical structures and are 

analytical and insensitive to personal feeling. The result of this 

study suggests that, “the nature of R & D works of the companies 

may fit better with the thinking type”. The link between cognitive 

type and R & D performance is that thinking type individuals 

tend to receive higher performance ratings and have more 

opportunities to be principal investigator in service projects than 

type individuals [9]. 

Thus the direct and indirect effects on the job performance of 

cognitive style include; “Leadership skills, interpersonal skills, 

how you learn, solve problems, and make decisions, ability to 

work within a team and with different groups of people, ability to 

transition from one task to the next, ability to adapt to change, 

especially in a fast-paced work environment, fulfillment level at 

work” [10]. A cognitive style is neither right nor wrong; 

however, there may be aspects of individual's cognitive style that 

help or hinder he/she at work. 

Understanding individual's own cognitive style can help 

he/she improve his/her leadership and interpersonal skills, help 

he/she adapt to the challenges he/she face at work, and make 

he/she happier with his/her job. For employers, an awareness of 

the different cognitive styles can help he/she understand his/her 

employees better, as well as determine whether an employee (or 

prospective employee) is the right person for the job, or if 

individuals are a good fit for his/her company culture. This is 
also true for the culture of the R & D companies [10]. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, the effects of the cognitive styles of the 

professionals in R & D centers on their individual and 
organizational performance and productivity are discussed. 

Research has shown, and it stands to reason, that the more 

closely related a person’s cognitive style is to the task demands at 

work, the better their job performance will be. Understanding 

employees' cognitive styles can help their convey information 

more effectively in both individual and organizational terms.  

This can be very helpful for people in employee and leadership 

positions at the R & D centers. Cognitive style of the employees 

help with the demands of their position and help them be more 

productive – and happier – which of course benefits the 
organization as a whole in the workplace. 

It’s important to develop the skill of cognitive styles and 

technical styles. People who lack these abilities are more rigid in 

their approach and therefore unable to adapt to certain 

environments.  This can affect individual's work life and personal 

life. The opportunities that cognitive styles offer to employees 

include: flexibility in terms of cognitive, more easily adapt to 

change, step outside his/her preference to see another’s 

perspective, transition from one  important task to another, 

problem-solve in an efficient, flexible manner,  think before 

he/she act, adapt to a changing  innovation and technological 

environment. Someone with cognitive styles has the ability to 

reason and process information using both the intuitive and 

analytical types and will be able to draw upon the skills necessary 
for a given task at the R & D centers. 

Both cognitive style and ability affect performance, but 

researchers emphasize the importance of distinguishing the two 

concepts. Ability-related factors led themselves better to 

measurement. On one hand, “performance usually improves as 

the ability needed for that particular task improves or increases”. 

Cognitive style, on the other hand “can facilitate or inhibit 

optimal performance of a task [13]. The relationship between 

cognitive style and performance need not be exclusive”. If 

analytic information processing is strengthened as a result of 

exposure to situations where analytic information processing is 

facilitated or is experienced in effective ways, then the impact on 

performing a particular task requiring similar information 

processing may be positive. Previous exposure to situations that 

disclose analytic thinking may facilitate an individual's 
adjustment to new situations [13]. 
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Cognitive style is generally referred to “as a dimension of 

individual differences including stable attitudes, choices, and 

habitual strategies related to an individual's style of perceiving, 

remembering, thinking and solving problems, but if style is a 

malleable feature, the division between style and ability becomes 

more ambiguous”. [13]. 

Cognitive styles can be effective not only on the employee 

but also in the recruitment processes. Therefore, multifunctional 

effects of cognitive style should be preferred by all companies. 

Because cognitive style assessments have been claimed to be 

relatively fast, easy and inexpensive to conduct with the results 

usable for a variety of purposes, such as increasing person-job fit, 

improving, performance, team-building, and enhancing 
individual and organizational learning [13]. 

5. Conclusion 

People, not products, are the major assets of innovative 

companies in the era of industry 4.0. Hence, the top priority for 

human capital in R & D organizations is the attraction and 

retention of talent to support product or service growth [11] 

because creativity is the source of innovation and is embedded in 
talent [12]. 

The cognitive style is effective in individuals' personality 

traits, ways of thinking and individual decisions. A cognitive 

style might have implications for ways of learning, emotional 

expression, problem-solving, management and leadership styles, 

conflict management and stress management, or coping styles. 

These elements are also determinants of the relations of 

individuals with the workplace. Cognitive styles are considered 

as basic elements for successful job performance. Memory, 

attention, reasoning ability, speed of information processing and 

knowledge are broad examples of these basic elements of 
performance. 

Research and development are the enabler of economic 

growth in especially developing countries, because the creation 

of technology is the result of knowledge accumulation. R & D 

organizations must emphasize the importance of effective 

cognitive styles management to technical personnel in the 

industry 4.0 era. This can help foster creative thinking and team-

oriented atmosphere. Only then will the R & D personnel be 

positioned to deliver better innovation performance [11]. The 

effectiveness of R & D, depends on both good cognitive 
management and technical ability. 

Cognitive styles, which have a positive effect on the success 

and performance of the current employee, arise from external 

factors as well as personal characteristics. First of all, companies 

should identify their employees' needs and improve their learning 

skills. 

With the increasing importance of technology and people 

during the Industry 4.0 period, the education and management 

system has changed and performance evaluation practices have 

improved. Today, firms should focus on the emotional and 

mental abilities of employees. This is possible by exploring the 
cognitive styles of employees. 
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Abstract: In this article, we present an idea for enhancing functionality of ordinary cardboard boxes for Industry 4.0. The simple sheet of 

paper and pencil were used for making an environmentally friendly sensor. By using simple technology and adhesive tape a system for 

opening detection was made. Emphasis was put on using off-the-shelf items; thus, everyone can replicate such sensor.  

KEYWORDS: GRAPHITE SENSOR, LAB-ON-PAPER, PAPER TECHNOLOGY, CARBOARD BOX, INDUSTRY 4.0 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the logistics or grocery market demands much more 

automatization and security then before. Some exporting companies 

must defend themselves against counterfeits or even stealing while 

transporting their cargo. By implementing Industry 4.0 ideas, 

mentioned problems can be decreased to minimum, e.g. putting 

GPS localization module into courier vehicle. Even final client in 

grocery shop can be warned before buying i.e. expensive liquor[1]. 

Such bottle is enhanced with NFC chip and metal cord working as 

seal.  

Researchers was always trying to find a better way for 

measuring physical values like gas concentration[2], content of the 

medical fluids [3] and many others [4]–[12]. The last trend is 

modifying such equipment for structures made on paper. Such 

objects are made for being one-time-use. Due to using only 

ecological structures like cellulose, they can be easily disposed in a 

fire [13].  

Another problem to solve in logistic market is a restorable 

warranty or novelty seal. It is not a trouble for a thief to open a 

transported box, reseal it with tape and replace warranty stickers.  

The purpose of the work is to manufacture paper seal with 

specified (known) resistance between its contact. If the resistance is 

different than expected, then it means that the item was opened or 

damaged earlier (Fig.1).  

 

Fig. 1 Visualization of the cardboard box with integrated pencil drawn 
sensor. 

 

Such sensor can be easily integrated with NFC/RFID system 

(resistance strip connected to ADC from NFC/RFID 

communication chip). Later mentioned system can be connected to 

the compute cloud for providing even more information for the 

manufacturer [14].  

 

 

2. Manufacturing process 

Authors have used a CO2 laser (type SL5030, SERON) and a 

Whatman filtration paper (for more fragile sensor). First move was 

cutting of paper into single structure (Fig.2). Project for CO2 laser 

was made in laserGRAV software, it is freeware program with 

CAD functions. Presented design in Fig.2 was made with 

perforation holes, for even more fragile structure. Such perforation 

is not mandatory step.  

It was decided to set laser plotter values:  

• output power: 12 W,  

• scanning speed: 100 mm/s,  

• work mode: cut. 

Parameters depends on used paper substrate, for thicker paper 

output power should be larger. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Screenshot taken from the laserGRAV with sensor’s design. 

 

The next step was drawing conductive line with pencil. 

Ordinary 2B pencil was used for this research. To obtain line with 

lowest resistance, it has to be drawn multiple times with high 

pressure. The results of drawing with different pressure is presented 

in Fig.3. With line drawn on the paper surface (Fig.4), paper sensor 

is ready for further research and integration with boxes.  

 

 

Paper Sensor Cardboard box 
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Fig. 3 Photos of the drawn line with pencil. From lightly (A) through semi-
heavily (B and C) to heavily drawn (D). 

 

 

Fig. 4 Photos of the paper sensor -without (A) and with perforation (B). 

3. Testing 

The last part of the presented research is testing the paper 

sensor. Authors decided to check the precision of the CO2 laser. 

Mentioned in Chapter 2 settings was used once again. The strips 

with various width were cut with laser (Fig.5) and later were 

measured with Digital Microscope HIROX KH-7700. Results are 

presented in the Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Photos of the laser cut strips for measuring experiment. 

Table 1: Measurement of the line width (cut with CO2 laser): 

  
Designed 
width [µm] 

Obtained 
width [µm] Change [%] Δ width [µm] 

1 1500 1315 87,63 186 

2 2000 1805 90,23 196 

3 2500 2316 92,62 185 

4 3000 2842 94,73 158 

5 3500 3313 94,66 187 

 

It was noticed that every shaped manufactured with laser was 

reduced by ca. 190 µm (or 85 µm from single edge). That proves 

every design needs to be corrected with this value. Such value 

comes from the finite size of the laser dot.  

The next step was measuring pencil drawn strip resistance vs 

designed width. The very same design was used as previously. 

Before irradiating it with laser, the authors covered its surface with 

pencil drawing. The length of every mentioned strip is ca. 15mm, 

later resistance was measured by connecting probes at each end. 

Results are presented in the Table 2. 

Table 2: Designed width of the line vs measured resistance  
(line length = 15mm): 

  Designed width [µm] Measured resistance [kΩ] 

1 1500 45,6 

2 2000 31,5 

3 2500 27,2 

4 3000 19,3 

5 3500 12,4 

 

The last step of testing part was measuring resistance of the line 

from the paper sensor (presented in Fig. 4). The whole U-shaped 

drawing has the resistance equal to 120kΩ. 

4. Integration with boxes 

There are few ways of implementing paper sensor into 

cardboard boxes. First one is simply using tape while securing box 

(Fig.6). The tape must be previously prepared, with laser cut holes 

for measuring electrical parameters of the pencil drawn line. It can 

also be made in the sticker form (Fig.7).  

Another approach is just simply using glue to attach the paper 

sensor to the surface. Mentioned in Chapter 2 paper sensor with 

perforation can be used. Perforation was made for making sensor 

even more fragile; thus, it would be torn with every attempt of 

removing it. 

  

Fig. 6 Photos of the implemented paper sensor with tape. 
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Fig. 7 Photos of the implemented paper sensor (perforated) with glue - 

closed and opened box.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a method of manufacturing a simple paper sensor 

was presented. Even with simple items, the whole sensor can be 

made. Such sensor provides important information about the 

packaging (i.e. if it is damaged or opened before the final client). 

Also, it can be easily connected to NFC chip and provides even 

more information for carrier or final client. 

The main advantage of the presented sensor is the feature that it 

cannot be restored if the box was opened once. The the sensor 

resistance is only known for manufacturer. Thus, third party person 

would have a lot of difficulties to recreate such paper with the same 

resistance.  

To avoid problem with widely known resistance of the pencil 

drawn strip, designer can change its resistance via its width (Table 

2). 

Also, this paper proves that using laser for such application is 

precise enough. CO2 laser did not burned paper covered with 

graphite.  

This system is a great advantage over the standard seals, due to 

ecological materials like paper and graphite pencil.  
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Abstract: This paper will examine whether information technology solutions can contribute to the work of a road repairer. The aim of the 

research is to develop an algorithm for identification and volume calculation of the road pits. 

The paper presents an overview of three existing methods to identify holes as objects. Recent study uses an ultrasonic sensor to determine the 

size of a 3D hole; special attention is paid to its noise classification and possibilities for its reduction. The authors have found a way to organize 

road surface scanning, convert the resulting data into binary code and calculate the volume of the object. Calculations can be made on both a 

mobile microcontroller-controlled device and a computer after receiving data. A worker, a self-propelled robot or a drone can be used as a 

sensor carrier. 

Study results can be used for further development in the field of transport systems engineering, as well as for mechatronics specialists to 

develop algorithm realization equipment in a real environment. 

  KEYWORDS: MECHATRONIC DEVICES, 3D OBJECT, POTHOLE, ULTRASONIC SENSOR 

 Introduction 

Motor-road maintenance is associated with a lot of economical, 

planning, technical, etc. challenges and problems to be solved. 

Recent research focuses specifically on information technologies 

(IT) sector capacities to diagnose road damages, mainly in relation 

to pothole detections. 

Potholes are repaired using different techniques (choice depends 

on seasonal and other environmental factors) – one of them: refit 

with hot asphalt concrete technology [10]. This technology is much 

more expensive than the most common chip and paving asphalt 

(bitumen) method – accordingly, it is particularly important  to use 

relevant resources efficiently. It means, first of all, that repairing 

materials supply must reflect quantity of damages on particular road 

sector [10]. For that reason we have the following research question 

for the recent study: could IT be helpful to ease reparation works. 

Therefore, aim of the research is to develop IT solutions for motor-

road asphalt covering damage detection and road potholes volume 

calculation for hot asphalt concrete technology implementation. 

1. Pothole detection methods 

1.1. Georadiolocation method 

This method is based on electromagnetic impulses radiation in 

tested media, and georadar is device which performs digital 

treatment of emitted and reflected signals. Reason why response 

signal has been detected (i.e. why electromagnetic impulses have 

been reflected) is the following: non-homogeneity within the tested 

object like split or density change [1]. 

 The main advantage of georadiolocation method is its 

multifunctional applicability in different fields. This method has 

been most frequently used for 

1) geological survey; 2) horizontal drilling; 3) motorway and 

railway inspection (detecting) road technical condition and its 

damaging reasons, b) thickness of old covering and its regeneration 

possibilities); 4) archeological survey; 5) reinforced concrete 

constructions monitoring; 6) communication systems inspection; 7) 

hidden objects search; 8) ecological assessment [9]. 

Detailed data treatment has been performed through using 

specialized georadar data analysis software. This software includes 

so many complicated functions that data obtained can be adequately 

applied only by experts who are skillful in data interpretation and 

experienced in motor-road maintenance. 

Device`s visualization software has been adjusted in order to 

improve data perception for fixed layers. For example, road`s cross-

sectional layers in a real life could look like in Fig. 1; their modified 

view has been demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Motor-road cross-sectional layers (R.Korczak, 

M.Bruder, S.Spisani, 2016) 

 

Fig. 2. Inspected fragment of motor-road: cross-sectional layers 

(Roadscanners 2016) [5-7] 

A GPR module is necessary to implement detailed analysis of 

layer measurements. This GPR module has been built into device`s 

software and can provide big data processing – this capacity could 

be demonstrated e.g. by mobile laboratory car`s abilities to perform 

simultaneous driving and measuring activities, and to process 

unlimited amount of data during one measurement act [11]. 

1.2. Image processing method 

This method is based on road pitholes automatic identifications / 

diagnosis through using asphalt covering pictures obtained by 

mobile or stationary video cameras. [2]. 

1.2.1. Image segmentation  

Machine learning is an inevitable part of contemporary IT field / 

science; moreover, deep machine learning becomes an urgent 

necessity for IT application developments. Deep machine learning 

utilizes image processing methods among others, and image 

segmentation in particular (i.e. partitioning a digital image into 

multiple segments – based on computer vision algorithm). 

Image segmentation process in the case of road potholes 

identification is related to potholes localization detection in the 

picture – it must be carried out through using image processing 

function image classification with localization [8]. 
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Fig. 3. Function Image classification with localization: 

implementation for pothole`s identification 

 

Fig. 4. Function Object detection: implementation for pothole`s 

identification 

Despite image processing is basically rooted in implementation 

of this function it is often necessary to identify also different 

specific features in the image, e.g. shape of the pothole; see Fig. 3-5. 

    

 

Fig. 5. Representation of Image segmentations 

Image segmentations have been implemented in 2 basic ways as 

follows: 

a) semantic segmentation where each pixel belongs to A or B class 

(A – background, B – pothole); one specific color is used to mark all 

the objects of one particular class (A– white, B– yellow), see Fig. 6;  

 

 

Fig. 6. Representation of Semantic segmentation 

b) instance segmentation where also each pixel belongs to A or B 

class (A – background, B – pothole) however unlike semantic 

segmentation one particular class objects have been marked 

specifically (X pothole – gray, Y pothole – orange, Z pothole – blue) 

(see Fig. 7) [8].   

 

 

Fig. 7. Representation of Instance segmentation 

Image segmentation carried out at the final stage of image 

processing have to include object detection function as well [8] – 

see Fig. 6. Image segmentation means that image has been divided 

in segments or districts, accordingly, it is necessary to detect 

object`s (i.e. potholes) localization in advance – in order to 

guarantee / ensure that only potholes instead of whole image will be 

analyzed. It would help to avoid time-consuming, inefficient, risky 

(regarding to probability of errors) identification of objects. Since 

every image actually represents itself an aggregate of pixels the 

main task of segmentation is related to recognition of similar pixels 

[8]. 

1.2.2. Shape modeling  

Image segmentation process must be resulted in identification of 

district to be studied – pothole. Next step in image processing is 

getting precise shape of the object (shape modeling). In order to 

fulfill this task several algorithms must be followed – Fig. 8 

demonstrates results of these methods implementation. 

 

Fig. 8. Pothole segmentation: way to obtain shape of the 

identified object (C.Koch, I.Brilakis, 2011)  

It is crucial not only to separate object from the surrounding 

district: in case of pothole identification an important issue is also 

defining adhesion for other, dissimilar objects (like stones, cracks) – 

one can see relevant representation in Fig. 8. This figure also 

demonstrates intermediate picture obtained through using 

appropriate algorithms – so called skeleton [2] which represents 

itself contour of the object (Fig. 8 b). Further, Fig. 8 shows how 

ramification points on the contour have been fixed (see transition 

from (b) to (c)) and then how these branching points have been 

joined together designing thus continuous line (see transition from 

(c) to (d)). This process is necessary in order to define borders of the 

pothole shape without including identified cracks of the surrounding 

district [2]. As a result, partial shape of the pothole has been 

obtained. In order to get complete shape elliptic regression function 

must be applied – Fig. 8 (d) to (e) transition shows how elliptic 

shape of the pothole has been approximated and designed [2]; Fig. 8 

(f) compares result of image shape modeling process with actual 

photo of the pothole. 

1.2.3. Texture: obtaining and comparing 

Next step after getting pothole`s shape is data acquisition on 

hole`s texture as well as comparing it with the structure of the 

surrounding district. It is necessary to avoid already repaired 

potholes and cracks to be identified as road damages [2]. 

 

Fig. 9. Texture of the identified pothole in Liepaja, Ausekla 

Street (left – pothole`s structure, right – surrounding district`s 

structure) 

Main image processing techniques for district texture`s 

diagnosis are statistic, structural and spectral ones [2]. All these 

methods are related to identification of main properties of the 

surface – is it smooth, grainy, (see Fig. 9) etc. The procedure 
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includes detection of image`s gray tone intensity and afterwards, 

using mathematical calculations standard deviation has been found 

out – it is the way how texture differences between pothole and 

surrounding district could be revealed [2]. 

Texture has been compared using filters from Schmid and 

Leung & Malik sets, i.e. Schmid No 4.and Leung & Malik 40, 42, 

44 filters [2]. Recent paper avoids deepened arguments to 

substantiate choice of these filters. 

Implementation of Georadiological method discussed above 

depends upon expert qualification (both in the field of data analysis 

and motor-road infrastructure) at great extent – in contrast, 

advantage of image processing method is automatic data treatment 

supported by machine learning approach. Still, debatable are 

machine learning related results in non-standard situations like  

a) road sections with repaired potholes (see Fig. 10a), b) pothole 

with accumulated rainwater (see Fig. 10b), c) fake pothole, i.e. 

presence of rainwater drainage and other elements of underground 

infrastructure in road covering (see Fig. 10c). 

   

 

Fig. 10. Motor-road damages 

1.3. Ultrasound sensor application method 

This method is focused on fixing presence of potholes and 

artificial elevations or speed ramps. Method is implemented through 

using device which is equipped with PLC microcontroller, 

ultrasound sensor, GPS navigator and Global System for Mobile 

Communications (henceforward – GSM) module [8]. 

Microcontroller represents itself a key element of this device. 

Ultrasound sensor`s function is to detect distance of pothole as well 

as speed ramp. GPS navigator has been added to the device in order 

to detect localization of the fixed pothole. In turn, GSM module 

implements data processing results transmitting to user`s smart 

device [3]. 

1.3.1. Data processing 

Data processing consists of two parts, namely, data storing in 

data base and data processing results representation in user`s smart 

device. The following data have been stored: 

1) type of the fixed object (pothole or speed ramp); 2) distance 

in cm (height or depth); 3) width coordinate; 4) length coordinate 

[8]. 

This method is advantageous since two types of objects have 

been fixed – in particular, information about speed ramp could be 

valuable because it indicates which ultrasound sensor`s detections 

are useless when fixing potholes. 

1.3.2. Real-world application of Mechatronics elements 

Ultrasound sensor has been applied also for real-world 

measurements – device has been attached to moving vehicle. Initial 

position has been detected prior to start measurements [3]. 

Single ultrasound sensor will be used in the framework of the 

current study – nevertheless, test measurements performed by 

several sensors would be profitable for further development of this 

research. Several sensors utilization would accelerate data gathering 

process through simultaneous fixing a number of closely located 

potholes. Still, it should be emphasized that increasing number of 

ultrasound sensors does not mean increase in resolution and 

accuracy. 

2. Development of Object identification and 

volume calculation algorithm 

Device which has been developed to implement empirical part 

of the current study is equipped with mechatronics elements 

necessary only for data gathering. Equipment comprises ultrasonic 

sensor HC-SR05, microcontroller Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

(supplied with data inventory and transmission technology), power 

supply and shell. Sound-impulse frequency is 40 kHz, provided 

electric current – 10-40 mA. Characteristics to be particularly taken 

into account when performing measurements are resolution (0.3 cm 

for this sensor) and angle (15 degrees). Sensor HC-SR05 allows to 

perform measurements at various distances – from 2 till 450 cm. 

This device could be carried by different agents – like workman, 

self-propelled robot or drone. The latter agent`s biggest challenges 

are action difficulties in strong wind, rain, snow (nevertheless, drone 

does not face road driving related risks like e.g. robot). 

Fig. 11 demonstrates electric chain connection between chosen 

microcontroller and ultrasonic sensor.   

 

Fig. 11. Electric chain connection MC - sensor 

Data obtaining is simulated with experimental measurements, 

imitating real-world environment. It has been assumed that device 

which would move in real-world environment will drive strictly 

horizontally implementing 35 measurements (interval – 0.5 seconds) 

during a single passage; 20 passages will be performed altogether 

(see Fig. 12). 

  

Fig. 12. Moving direction in a Real-world environment 

(Google Maps, 2019) 

Measurement data obtained after the code has been executed 

have been saved in .npy file – it is programming language Python 

NumPy library. 

3.3. Data processing for object identification  

Data have been obtained at the very moment of ultrasonic 

sensor impulse registering. All the data processing has been carried 

out in programming language Python; its Drawing Library 

Matplotlib has been used for visual identification of the fixed object. 

Matplotlib capacities are similar that of MATLAB program however 

advantage of Matplotlib is its free access for every user. 

3.4. Data processing for volume calculation  

Current study focuses on research question how to integrate IT 

solutions in motor-road maintenance to facilitate the repairing 

works. Different road potholes identification methods have been 

discussed in this paper – however, there is still an unsolved problem 

with unknown amount of hot asphalt necessary to repair identified 

potholes. In order to find out this particular amount volume of the 

object must be identified. An idea for volume calculations algorithm 

a b 
c 
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has been taken from research paper [4] where high resolution 

camera Microsoft Kinect was used for measurement identification. 

Measurement results matrix with binary representation has 

been used for volume identification.  Matrix dimensions for current 

study simulation measurements are 35 x 20, where 35 – 

measurement number per one passage, 20 – total number of 

passages. Ultrasonic sensor minimum and maximum distance values 

have been detected when processing measurement results. For 

example, Fig. 18 graph (see Experimental Results chapter) has its 

minimum value of 7.12 cm, and maximum – 20.72 cm. Minimum 

and maximum values detection is necessary to ensure binary 

image`s dividing in measurement height intervals. 

3. Experimental results 

In order to judge ultrasonic sensor`s credibility and usefulness 

for motor-road potholes identification measurements in simulated 

environment were carried out. The following environments were 

used for measurements: 

a) bright light (sunlit) environment; b) heightened humidity 

environment; c) variable height environment. 

3.1. Results objectivity in sunlit environment 

Flash-guns have been periodically used while implementing 

measurements – this was imitation of real-world situation when 

sunlit illuminates pothole and reflects in sensor. 

Results of this experiment have been mirrored in Fig. 13 – graph 

doubtlessly demonstrates that data obtained in such conditions are 

not useful. Graph shows that distance from ultrasonic sensor till 

object is more than 100 cm in some places; besides, despite of 

possibilities for visual detection of imitated road pothole`s location 

anomalies which are fixed in the district will not allow to obtain 

precise data about pothole`s depth. Distance measured does not 

represent the real depth of the imitated pothole – malformed 

measurement results have been created by flash-light effect. 

   

 

Fig. 13. Data obtained in sunlit simulation environment 

In Fig. 14 for visuality purposes, graph`s coordinate system`s 

angle should be changed to represents the depth of the road pothole 

more clearly. 

 

Fig. 14. Changed angle for sunlit simulation data representation 

(a) useless data obtained under sunlit influence; (b) motor-road 

pothole which represents only part of the imitated pothole 

Experiment results clearly demonstrate that in a real-world 

situation pothole`s exposure to bright sunlight will influence 

ultrasonic sensor`s functioning and, accordingly, will create 

malformed data. Possibly the only available solution would be 

sensor`s narrow-angled placing on robot or drone – such a decision 

has been supported also by our experiment: ultrasonic sensor creates 

distorted data only when being under certain angle in relation to 

flash-gun. 

 3.2. Results objectivity in rainfall and ice-cover situations 

Current study also imitated situation when real-world 

measurements have been performed during heightened humidity on 

roads, e.g. during rainfalls or ice-cover. 

 

Fig. 15. Pothole under rainfall: data representation 

Measuring results prove that ultrasonic sensor of chosen type 

(see above) cannot provide credible data on simulated pothole`s 

depth. The problem is that sensor fixes distance till object`s surface 

and if the pothole is partially filled with rainwater this surface is 

represented by water: manual measuring demonstrated that 

particular pothole was deeper than it was found out according to 

data provided by sensor. 

In order to fully ascertain that climatic conditions influence 

measurement results the same pothole was repeatedly tested – now 

during dry (low humidity) weather conditions. 

 

Fig. 16. Pothole in dry environment: data representation 

Despite the same motor-road pothole was studied depth 

measurement results in dry and humid weather differed by 8 cm – 

namely, sensor indicated 4 cm depth after rainfall and 12 cm depth 

for the same pothole during dry weather. 

3.3. Results objectivity for measurement at various heights  

Ultrasonic sensor`s technical specification points out minimum 

and maximum values for measurement distance – current study was 

testing them through various height measurement imitations for one 

particular pothole.  Fig. 17 demonstrates measuring where sensor`s 

distance from imitated asphalt surface is 39 cm (mean value) and 

distance from pothole`s bottom – 51 cm; it means pothole`s depth is 

12 cm. 

 

Fig. 17. Pothole`s depth measurement representation (height – 

Z-axis) by high height 

Fig. 18 reveals measurement for the same pothole, now at 

another height – this time ultrasonic sensor`s distance from asphalt 

surface is only 8 cm, and distance from imitated pothole`s bottom is 

20 cm – accordingly, pothole`s depth appeared to be 12 cm, just like 

in the previous case. 
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Fig. 18. Pothole`s Z measurement representation by low height 

Results obtained confirm that ultrasonic sensor can be surely 

used for motor-road pothole measurements at different distances. 

Still, comparison of both graphs (Fig. 17 and 18) reveal more 

pronounced surface roughness when measurement has been 

performed at bigger distance (Fig. 17) – it confirms that higher 

location of sensor is related with more ambient environment noise 

influence. 

3.4. Results objectivity for simultaneous fixing of several objects 

Since real-world motor-roads usually suffer from numerous 

damages (e.g. potholes) simultaneously current study included also 

simulation of situation with several potholes in the test zone. 

Measurement results have been reflected in Fig. 19.  

 

Fig. 19. Three motor-road potholes simulation 

Results obtained confirm that method can be applied in real-

world situations, i.e. for roads with several neighboring potholes: 

Fig. 19 demonstrates simultaneous volume calculations for 3 

potholes. 

3.5. Development of pothole volume detection algorithm  

The following pothole volume calculation algorithm has been 

developed in order to implement motor-road potholes volume 

detection in real-world situations: 

• determine which file's data array is subject to further 

processing; 

• determine min and max values; 

• measurements are sliced down into layers, taking into 

account the one step (1 cm); 

• the pothole binary image is created; 

• count the previously calculated ones  ('1')  and multiplied 

by a step of one layer to get the pothole volume in units of 

measure - cm3. 

Binary image development must be implemented for each layer. 

If this is the case, the values of the x-y cells of the layer binary 

image are marked "1", conversely, the measurement values for that 

sensor that are not part of the corresponding object retain the same 

"0" value. Afterwards, each layer`s binary image has been saved in 

the matrix. 

When performing simulated motor-road pothole`s volume 

calculation for Fig. 17 graph the following result has been obtained: 

pothole`s volume is 714 cm3. Calculation results comparison with 

relevant manual measurements demonstrates about 90% compliance 

– it confirms credibility of technique proposed for particular 

pothole`s volume calculation. 

4. Conclusions 

This study will continue in the future by adding an ultrasonic 

sensor-driven holder to the experimental installation and equipting 

the drone with a GPS sensor for the location of the device in real 

time. The main findings of this development phase are as follows: 

• The objective of the study has been achieved by finding an 

IT solution for identification and volume calculation of 

road or motorway. 

• The HC-SR05 ultrasonic sensor used for the 

implementation of the practical section in realistic 

environmental simulations with heavy rains, although 

capable of identifying the pothole position, is still incapable 

of determining the true depth of the road pothole. 

• The impartiality of the results with the fixation of the same 

motor-road pothole at different heights makes it possible to 

make the assumption that in the real-life unmanned aerial 

vehicle – the drone will provide objective results at 

different heights. 

• At different heights, suggests that the amount of ultrasonic 

sensor noise depends on the distance between the ultrasonic 

sensor and the zoned environment, i.e. with increasing 

distance, the volume of noise increases. 

• Necessary to use an algorithm which removes ambient 

noise from the environmental impact. 
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Abstract: The strategic initiative Industry 4.0 implies integration of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud 

computing, leading to what is called "smart factory". The lack of theoretical foundation and methodologies creates barriers that may hamper 

the adoption, commercialization, and market success of the new CPS applications. The reference frameworks and architectures support the 
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1. Introduction 

The European Commission's strategy for European 

Reindustrialization aims of increasing the industrial sector's share of 

gross value added in the European Union to 20% in 2020, based on 

European strengths in the fields of engineering, automotive, 

aeronautics, etc. [1]. The only way in which the manufacturing 

sector's share of the economy can ultimately be increased is if it 

achieves faster sustainable growth than the other sectors (especially 

services) [2]. The Industry 4.0 platform is an initiative of the 

German Federal Government to support German industry in the 

transition to digital production with intelligent, digital networks and 

systems that enable largely self-control and self-management of 

manufacturing processes [3, 4]. Especially strong is the focus of 

Industry 4.0 on the functions of future intelligent, adaptive and 

predictive technical systems that need to be self-optimizing, self-

configurable and self-diagnosable, enabling cognitive information 

processing and intelligent networking in continuous interactions 

with environment. That is why the strategic initiative Industry 4.0 

implies integration of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), the Internet 

of Things (IoT) and cloud computing, leading to what is called 

"smart factory".  

CPS are physical and engineered systems whose operations are 

monitored, coordinated, controlled and integrated by a computing 

and communication core [6]. They are unique in that the 

components can be distributed both spatially and temporally, and 

include complex networks of feedback controllers and real time 

communication. The effective control, associated with achievement 

of a high degree of adaptability, autonomy, functionality, reliability, 

security and usability is the core of cyber-physical systems. The 

synergy between cyber and physical systems can be both at the 

nano-level and also at the level of "system of systems". The 

Strategic Research Co-operation Plan [7] points out that European 

industry should take advantage of the opportunities resulting from 

the wider application of the CPS concept as one of the key 

technological options (capabilities). Still, however the science is 

owed to CPS the lack of theoretical foundation and methodologies 

creates barriers that may hamper the adoption, commercialization, 

and market success of new CPS applications [8]. The development 

of CPS is much more than the union of computation and physical 

systems and in order to apply the principles of CPS to new 

applications, new approaches, methods, algorithms, techniques and 

tools are needed, which will support the process of analysis and 

design of CPS, on the basis of a widely accepted reference 

framework or architecture. Establishing an excellent science 

foundation and close cooperation between researchers in the field of 

CPS is a prerequisite for increased competitiveness and a means to 

address the major challenges. 

While the hardware industry is relatively well prepared for the 

transition to CPSs, there are serious challenges to software and 

architectures. An important step in the right direction is the use of 

reference frameworks and architectures which aim to achieve 

interoperability, simplify development, and facilitate performance. 

Some of the most popular reference architectures, used in the 

domain of CPSs are: RAMI4.0 [9], IIRA [10], IoT-A [11]. None of 

these frameworks and architectures, however, takes into account the 

specificities of cyber-physical systems. While IoT-A focuses on the 

functional and informational aspects of architecture, RAMI4.0 of 

the Working Group ”Industry 4.0” and IIRA of the Industrial 

Internet Consortium are all focused on the industry. There are some 

similarities and cross cutting points between the last two reference 

architectures, and there is an agreement between the participating 

organizations to accurately identify the interoperability 

characteristics between the two architectural paradigms and try to 

align them and define the standardization requirements by using 

common testbeds. Subject of consideration and analysis in this 

paper are the reference framework and architecture of CPS 

proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies 

(NIST) of USA, which offers concrete solutions especially to the 

CPS, taking into account their specific characteristics [12, 13]. 

The paper is organized in 4 parts. After the introduction, in part 

2 some research activities and peculiarities by the development of 

CPS are summarized. Part 3 represent an analysis of the basic 

definitions and meta-models of reference frameworks and 

architectures are presented and discussed. The standards connected 

to these meta-models do not comply with the characteristics of CPS. 

Part 3 proposes an analysis of the suggested from the NIST PWG 

Framework and Reference Architecture of CPS. Finally some 

conclusions are made. 

2. Short analysis of the research on development 

of CPS 

Research and development in the domain of CPS is of great 

importance for 5 key areas in Europe - transport, energy, well-

being, industry, and infrastructures. One of the most promising and 

challenging applications of CPS are the cyber-physical production 

systems (CPPS). Research in the field began in 2006 in the US 

when the Council of Science and Technology Advisors (PCAST) 

identified research in the field of CPS as a national priority and 

since then hundreds of millions of dollars have been invested in 

research [14]. The European Industrial Association ARTEMIS-IA 

[15] also focuses its interest on embedded systems and their 

evolution towards the CPS, with research amounting to around € 2.7 

billion, mainly in more than 50 projects under the European 

Framework Programs (7 Framework Program and Horizon 2020). It 

is widely believed that the development and deployment of CPS 
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should be based on a new scientific basis that will bridge the 

successive semantics and the parallel physical world. In this 

connection, the research is also focused on 3 European Horizon 

2020 projects under the Co-ordination and Assistance Action 

Scheme - Road2CPS, TAMS4CPS and sCorPiuS. The main 

objective of the Road2CPS project is to create a road map for 

technologies and applications that identifies and describes the main 

technological areas and related research priorities that support the 

development of reliable CPSs as well as specific technologies, 

needs and barriers for their successful implementation in different 

application areas [16]. The TAMS4CPS (Transatlantic Modeling 

and Simulation of CPS) project (2014-2017) promotes strategic EU-

US cooperation on modeling and simulation for CPS [17]. The 

consortium is developing in 2017 a "Strategic Research and 

Cooperation Program", which is expected to provide the basis for 

joint activities in the coming years. The aim of the ScorPiuS project 

is to present a definitive road map for research that identifies and 

describes the research priorities and formulates strategic and 

technological recommendations for adopting the CPS in industry, 

optimizes the impact on large, small and medium-sized enterprises 

[18]. 

The design of CPS requires knowledge on the dynamics of 

computers, software, networks, and physical processes. The main 

challenges in the development of cyber-physical systems have 

different nature and may be grouped in different categories, such as 

technical, organizational and social. To organizational challenges 

belong the standardization and issues connected with regulations 

and legislation. Till now, there is not a universally accepted and/or 

standardized reference framework or architecture for development 

of CPS. Different reference models and Standards for 

interoperability of different systems are needed. The most important 

social challenges are connected to the Computer – human 

interactions and interface design. The technical challenges in the 

design and analysis of CPS stem from the need to build a bridge 

between sequential semantics and parallel physical world and are 

connected with the following engineering domains: 

 Modelling, development and realization of CPS components 

and systems; 

 Validation, verification and testing of the models at different 

levels of abstraction; 

 Maintenance and evolution of the introduced CPS 

components and systems. 

3. Basic Definitions and meta-models 

3.1. Definition and meta-model of Reference Framework 

The framework is considered as a logical structure for 

classifying and organizing complex information. It is a set of pre-

defined views, interests, key stakeholders, and viewpoint 

compliance rules that are set to capture the common practice of 

describing architecture in particular areas or user communities [19]. 

The framework meta-model is shown in Fig.1. Some of the best-

known frameworks in the domain of Enterprise systems are: 

CIMOSA, GRAI-GIM, PERA, ZACHMAN, ARIS, TOGAF, 

C4ISR/DODAF and their GERAM summary (ISO-19439, ISO-

15704). 

 

Fig.1: Framework meta-model [19] 

3.2. Definition and meta-model of Reference architecture 

The Reference architecture, in turn, represents a fundamental 

organization of a system consisting of components, the relationships 

between them and the environment surrounding them, and the 

principles governing their design and development. It is based on 

the notion of view, defined as a description of a system from the 

perspective of multiple related concepts. As such, the view consists 

of one or more patterns. The Reference Architecture is a 

standardized, common architecture describing all systems in a 

particular area, based on limitations in the reference requirements, 

specifying the syntax and semantics of high-level components. It is 

reusable, expandable, and configurable, is the basis for creating 

partial (reusable) and specific architectures and models. Elements of 

the reference architecture are: model (topology), configuration, 

architecture diagram, dependency diagram, description of the 

interfaces between components, constraints. Reference architectures 

are intellectual paradigms that support the analysis, correct 

discussion and specification of an area, and facilitates the 

unification of methods used by various disciplines such as industrial 

engineering, control theory, communication and information 

technology, thus making possible their combined use. The reference 

architecture meta-model is shown in Fig.2. 

The IEEE 1471 (2000) [20] standard, adopted and extended from 

ISO as ISO/IEC 42010 (2011) [21] referring to the recommended 

practice for architectural description of software-intensive systems, 

defines architecture as a fundamental organization of a system 

consisting of components, relationships between them and the 

environment that surrounds them and the principles guiding its 

design and evolution. The conceptual framework of the reference 

architecture according to ISO/IEC 42010 (2011) is presented in 

Fig.2. An architectural description is directed to the system’s 

stakeholders in order to answer their architectural concerns about 

the system and is organized into one or more views of the system. 

The view is defined as a description of a system from the 

perspective of a related set of concerns. As such, the view consists 

of one or more architecture models. Each view addresses one or 

more concerns of the stakeholders. The architectural views are the 

actual description of the system. Each view corresponds to exactly 

one viewpoint. Viewpoints define the resources and rules for 

constructing views. Each viewpoint used in an architectural 

description is “declared” before use. Viewpoints are not system 

specific, unlike the stakeholders and views. Concerns drive the 

selection of the viewpoints to be used and each concern is addressed 

by some architectural view.  

 

Fig.2: Reference architecture meta-model [21] 

3.3. Definitions of Reference model and meta-models 

Many of the current information systems are built using the so-

called reference models. The reference model is a generally valid 

conceptual model used at the same semantic level. The main task of 
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reference models is to speed up (rationalize) the design of different 

types of models through a common solution. The use of reference 

models is motivated by the design paradigm through reuse. 

Reference models speed up the modeling process by creating 

repositories from models for important processes and structures. 

The benefits of using reference models increase significantly, when 

they are generalized in relevant reference frameworks and 

architectures.  

The design and development of CPS is significantly different 

from the systems and applications that are considered in this 

frameworks and architectures. Some of the significant differences 

are related to the following features of CPS such as the existing 

strong connections between cyber and physical parts; the open 

nature of CPS and the higher risk of unexpected behaviour; the need 

a specific interoperability methodology; the importance of 

trustworthiness due to the significant impact of CPS on the physical 

world; and include time-sensitive components and timing is a 

central architectural concern. CPSs are heterogeneous and complex, 

mostly systems of systems, able to change their goals, used in 

various applications, which must be freely composable, adaptable to 

different computational models, supporting variety of 

communication modes and interacting with their operating 

environment. 

The next part of the paper presents and analyses the NIST 

reference framework and architecture of the CPS, which are built on 

the above-mentioned standardized frameworks and architectures 

taking into account the specificities of the CPS. 

4. Reference framework, architectures and meta-

models of CPS 

3.1. Reference framework of CPS 

The reference framework, suggested by NIST [12] and 

illustrated in Fig.3, has the goal to support the understanding and 

development of new and existing CPS and of comprehensive 

standards and metrics base for CPS. The role of the reference 

framework for achieving interoperability is also important. The 

framework will help to create a reference language for describing 

CPS and to help create tools, standards, and applications. Basic 

elements of NIST Framework of CPS are domains, concerns 

grouped in aspects for representing facets, properties. They are 

formulated based on different perspectives, represented by the 

following subgroups from experts: Vocabulary and Reference 

Architecture, Cybersecurity and Privacy, Timing and 

Synchronization, Data Interoperability, and Use Cases.  

 

Fig.3: Reference Framework of CPS [12] 

The framework is supposed for concrete domains, as shown in 

Fig.3. “Domains” represent the different application areas of CPS as 

shown in Fig.3. “Facets” are views on CPS in the system 

engineering process and contain well-defined activities and artifacts 

(outputs) for addressing concerns. Three types of facets are defined: 

conceptualization, realization and assurance. The conceptualization 

facet contains activities describing the high-level goals, functional 

requirements, and organization of CPS and has as output the 

conceptual model of the CPS. As an example, the main activities 

and their corresponding artifacts for conceptualization facet are 

shown in Fig.4. The realization facet comprises the activities in the 

following phases of the development life cycle of CPS - detailed 

engineering design, production, implementation, and operation. Its 

output is the CPS. The assurance facet includes activities for 

analysis and confidence that the CPS built in the realization facet 

satisfies the model developed in the conceptualization facet. This 

facet generates as output the CPS assurance. “Concerns” are 

interests in a system relevant to one or more stakeholders and 

“aspects” are high-level groupings of cross-cutting concerns. The 

aspects defined in the framework are: Functional, Business, Human, 

Trustworthiness, Timing, Data, Boundaries, Composability and 

Lifecycle. “Properties” are assertions directed to the concerns 

including different requirements, design elements, tests, and 

assessments. The main concerns of the aspect “trustworthiness” are 

shown in Fig.5. For example “reliability”, according to the 

definitions in framework, brings together concerns related to the 

“ability of CPS to deliver stable and predictable performance in 

expected conditions”, while “resilience” unites concerns related to 

the “ability of CPS to withstand instability, unexpected conditions, 

and gracefully return to predictable, but possibly degraded, 

performance”.  

 

Fig.4: Activities and Artifacts of Conceptualization facet 

The development process includes 4 steps: i) Identification of 

domains; ii) Identification of cross-cutting concerns (societal, 

business, technical, etc.); iii) Analysis of cross-cutting concerns to 

produce aspects; iv) Addressing concerns (aspects) through 

activities and artifacts according the fundamental facets of 

conceptualization, realization, and assurance.  

 

Fig.5: Concerns of the aspect “Trustworthiness” 

3.2. Reference architecture of CPS 

NIST and in particular the created CPS Public Working Group 

offer a reference architecture of CPS, shown in Fig.6, consisting of 

6 layers and even more transversals capabilities, each of which is 

included in each layer [13]. The first layer “physical systems” 

includes all the engineered devices. The sensors on the second layer 
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acquire data from the physical systems, and transmit that 

information to the next layer and actuators receive data from the 

control components and act on the physical systems in an adequate 

way. Monitor and control systems at the third layer consist of 

hardware and software components, which acquire data from 

sensors, perform local processing and control the actuators in order 

to reach the wanted state in the physical systems. The forth layer 

“Data analytics” includes software for processing, filtering and 

storing the information from different control components. It is also 

possible to include software for pattern recognition, decision-

making, predictive analysis and machine-learning. The fifth layer 

(Modeling, Optimization and Simulation) develops and maintains 

dynamic computing models. The sixth layer (business and 

consumer goals) refers to the measurable objectives defined by the 

users to be achieved. In this paper the focus is on the third layer, as 

in the next section the current state of the art in the field of CPS 

monitoring and control will be analyzed.  

 

Fig.6: NIST Reference architecture of CPS [13] 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The importance of the CPS and their applications will grow 

more and more rapidly. However, disclosure of the full capabilities 

of the CPS can only be realized if they are built of interoperable 

components, supported by reference frameworks and architectures. 

The creation and use of a widely accepted and consensual CPS 

reference framework provides a common basis for the development 

of CPS, their safe and secure combining, testing and offering of 

interoperable CPS. Other benefits of using the framework are the 

enhancement of research developments in the domain, improvement 

of their quality, reliability and easy integration with other products 

and services. 

The NIST CPS reference framework uses the concepts of facets 

and aspects to support the development of a methodology for CPS 

analysis based on the identification of activities in the particular 

facets, which are implemented in a coordinated approach, directed 

to the concerns through the whole lifecycle. For this purpose 

different models of the development lifecycle can be used. The 

developer's goal is to use the framework as a reference language for 

describing the CPS and to develop tools, standards, and 

applications. One of the main issues that the framework needs to 

address, due to the strong commitment of CPS to the Internet of 

Things and Industry 4.0, is to achieve interoperability with the 

corresponding frameworks and architectures IIRA, IoT-A and 

RAMI4.0. 
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Abstract: In the first part of the paper it is shown, that in the case of specific initial conditions, solutions of the Cauchy problem for 

linearized Boltzmann equation have exponential damping when time tends to infinity. In the second part of the paper exact analytic solution 

of spatially homogeneous linearized Boltzmann equation is built by the use of discrete Laplace transform. The result may be useful in 

research tasks inside the area of applied rarefied gas dynamics. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The Boltzmann equation is well known as the basic 

equation of the kinetic theory of rarefied gases. Already L. 

Boltzmann understood the role of this equation for substantiating 

macroscopic models of aerodynamics. In 1916 - 1917 D. Enskog 

and S. Chapman independently proposed a formal mathematical 

derivation of macroscopic aerodynamic equations from the 

Boltzmann equation, including the natural derivation of 

macroscopic relations for viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 

diffusion coefficients (the so-called Chapman-Enskog method, 

which is now considered classical). 

On the other hand, the study of the Boltzmann equation as 

a mathematical object (the theory of the existence and uniqueness of 

solutions, the analysis of the qualitative properties of solutions, the 

correctness of the formulation of various problems for this equation, 

etc.) was noticeably developed only in the second half of the 20th 

century. The reason for this was, in our opinion, mainly two 

circumstances.  

First, the real need for priority use of the kinetic approach 

when considering practical problems of aerodynamics arose with 

the development of rocket and space technology and high-altitude 

aircraft, vacuum technology, etc. With a sufficiently high degree of 

gas dilution (when the average free path of a molecule becomes 

comparable to the size of a body moving in a gas, which for the 

earth’s atmosphere corresponds to altitudes greater than 100 km.), 

Classical aerodynamics should be replaced by the kinetic theory of 

gases. The basis of this theory, as already noted, is the Boltzmann 

equation. Thus, when solving practical engineering problems 

related to the motion of bodies in the high-altitude layers of the 

atmosphere, it became necessary to develop adequate approximate, 

in particular, numerical methods for solving the Boltzmann 

equation. But for the reliable use of certain approximate methods, 

their rigorous justification is necessary, which cannot be obtained 

without mathematically accurate results on the existence and 

properties of solutions of this equation. 

Secondly, the mathematical apparatus, which proved to be 

suitable for a rigorous analysis of the Boltzmann equation, was 

sufficiently developed only in the second half of the last century. 

First of all, we are talking about the methods of functional analysis, 

related, in particular, to the theory of unbounded operators in 

Banach spaces, the theory of one-parameter semigroups of 

operators, the theory of generalized functions. At the same time, 

many mathematical problems associated with the Boltzmann 

equation, are not too tough for even advanced methods of functional 

analysis. 

It can be stated that, despite the serious successes 

achieved by the works of not too numerous foreign and domestic 

researchers, the mathematical theory of the Boltzmann equation is 

still far from any kind of completed. From this point of view, even 

partial results relating to the mathematical theory of the Boltzmann 

equation can be very informative and practically useful. 

This paper is devoted to two mathematical problems 

related to the Boltzmann equation. The first concerns the asymptotic 

properties of solutions of the linearized Boltzmann equation on an 

infinite time interval, the second – to the algorithm for constructing 

an exact solution of the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation. 
 

2. The exponential stability of solutions of the Cauchy 

problem for the linearized Boltzmann equation 

 
Consider the Cauchy problem for the linearized 

Boltzmann equation of the kinetic theory of gases [1, 2]:  
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Here ( , , )f x u t  - linearized distribution of molecules by 

coordinates x  and velocities u  at the moment of time t .  K f - 

linear bounded operator acting on  f  as a function of u ; 

( ) ( )u O u    at u  , 0 1  , u u . The 

properties of the function ( )u  depend on the specific model of 

intermolecular interaction, taken in the derivation of the kinetic 

equations. See details in [1, 2]. 

It is known [3a, b] that the solution to problem (1), (2) is - 

in the case of "hard" intermolecular interaction potentials 

, 4kU r k- >:  - has at t   in general, the power asymptotic 

of the form 
1

, 0
1

O
t


 

 
 

. This result is obtained under the 

assumption that ( , , )f x u t  at x x   behaves like a function 

from ( ), 1p xL p 3
R . 

It turns out that if we impose more stringent requirements 

on behavior of ( , , )f x u t  at x  , for example, require that  

( , , )f x u t  satisfies by x  (and evenly by ,u t ) a condition of type 

(3)                  1
( , , ) exp ,f x u t O x x
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i.e. equilibrium ( 0f   at t  ) is setting exponentially fast. 

The idea of the proof is as follows (we use notation from 

[7, 8]). We shell seek ( , , )f x u t  in a class of functions such that for 

almost all u 3
R  and all 0t   ( , , ) xf x u t E , i.e. the function  

f   can be represented as (see [7, 8]) 

(4)             
   

0

( , , ) ( , ) ( )
q q

r q r

f x u t c u t x


 

 .      

Substituting this expression into (1) and taking into 

account Theorem 3.1 and formula (3.3) from [8], we get infinite 

"hooking" system of equations for coefficients 
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where 

1 2 3, ,I I I  denote multi-indices (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) 

respectively.  

Equations (5)2 represent inhomogeneous equations of the 

form 
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( )[ ] ( , ), 0

q
q

q

c
L c g u t q
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, 

where ( , )qg u t  - known function (at each step - its own). Thus, the 

properties of functions 
( ) ( , )qc u t  depend on the properties of the 

operator L. The latter have been thoroughly studied [1-6]. In 

particular, the operator L  on the subspace of functions ( , )w u t , 

orthogonal in the sense of 2 ( )uL 3
R  subspace of additive invariants 

(which is essentially equivalent to the implementation of the 

classical conservation laws for the mass of gas), generates a 

semigroup ( ), 0T t t   of bounded operators [9], solving an abstract 

Cauchy problem for an equation (5)1; it turns out 
( ) , 0tT t const e     . By a method similar to that used in 

[3, 4], by induction, we obtain, for solutions of equations (5)2 an 

estimate of the form (the norm is understood in the sense of 

2 ( )uL 3
R ): 

( ) ( ) , 0q tc t const e     , where const depends on 

the initial distribution function 0 ( , )f x u  and parameters of the 

operator L. The latter estimate, taking into account Theorem 1.8 

from [7], allows us to make a conclusion about exponentially fast 

(in time) establishing equilibrium in the system described by task 

(1) - (2). 

 
3. The exact analytical solution of the spatially 

homogeneous linearized Boltzmann equation 

 
 Consider the Cauchy problem for a spatially 

homogeneous linearized Boltzmann equation in the case of “hard” 

intermolecular interaction potentials , 4kU r k- >:  (hereinafter, 

notation and terminology see, for example, in [1, 2]): 
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Here ( , )f u t  - is the linearized velocity distribution function of the 

molecules at the moment of time t .  K f - linear bounded 

operator acting on f  as a function of u ; ( ) ( )u O u    when 

u  , 0 1  , u u . Properties of the function ( )u  

depend on the specific model of intermolecular interaction, taken in 

the process of derivation of the kinetic equations. See details in [1, 

2]. The requirements of the "rigidity" of potentials determine the 

properties of the operator  K f  and the function ( )u . This 

problem has been studied quite well from a mathematical point of 

view with respect to questions of correctness and qualitative 

properties of solutions to the problem (6)-(7) (see for example, [1, 

2, 10, 11]). 

However, there remains the question important not only 

from a theoretical, but also from a practical point of view: the 

question of constructing (at least in special cases) exact analytical 

solutions of this equation. This is due, in particular, to the fact that 

the general theorems of existence and uniqueness for the Boltzmann 

equation, due to its complexity, give results that are not well 

adapted to the problems of constructing its solutions (even 

approximate). A sufficiently complete overview of these results can 

be found in [12–14] (little has changed regarding the questions of 

interest to us since these reviews were written). Numerical methods 

for solving the Boltzmann equation are based, as a rule, on 

statistical modeling methods, and are far from always strictly 

justified [15, 16]. On the other hand, the presence in the stock of 

exact analytical solutions of even particular problems can be useful 

for the analysis of mathematical models of more general processes. 

Here we will propose a solution to a similar problem - the 

construction of an exact analytical solution of the problem (6) – (7). 

We introduce the notation 
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We will seek a solution of (6) – (7) in the form  
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It is clear that if series (8) converges absolutely and uniformly (with 

respect to u 3
R ), then we obtain the solution of problem (6) - (7) 

that is analytic in t. Let us prove the convergence of the series (8). 

Let us turn to k  in (6) and then to the discrete Laplace transform 

[17, ch. 8]: 
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* ( , )q u  we obtain, therefore, the equation  
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It is easy to understand that with sufficiently large Req  the 

operator qA  will be contractive (in any u - space, in which the 

operator K is bounded). Hence follows the boundedness of the 

function 
*  by q. But then there exists an inverse transformation 
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from which we get that     
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where ρ and μ – are constants. From here we immediately obtain the 

absolute and uniform - by u - convergence of the series (8), as 

required. Not without interest is, in our opinion, the fact of 

analyticity of the solution with respect to time. 
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Abstract: A new two-coil crucible induction furnace with a lateral coil connected to the one-phase electric power supply and a bottom 

coil connected to a capacitor bank with an appropriate value of the capacity is able to realize a desired balance between the induction 

heating of the lateral face and of the bottom face of the furnace bath. The evaluation of the optimum value of the capacity, which 

corresponds to the same mean value of the induced power density on the respective faces, represents an example of simulation-driven 

optimal design. Finite element models are used to study many variants of the new furnace related the number of turns of the two coils and 

related the diameter of the furnace bath for imposed bath volume. 
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1. Introduction 

The induction furnace of crucible type continue to be one of the 

most wide-spread device for melting, alloying, holding of the 

metallic and of the non-metallic materials like glasses, salts and 

oxides, which in the molten state are electro-conductive enough [1, 

3, 8, 11]. 

Taking into account the evolution in the last decades of the 

hardware and software for numerical computations, the deeper 

investigation of phenomena associated with induction furnaces 

operation, the study of new configurations and the optimal design 

are becoming more and more accessible to peoples involved in 

research and industrial developments [2, 4 - 7].     

In the usual induction furnaces the molten bath / the furnace 

charge is placed in a cylindrical volume surrounded by the inductor. 

The inductor produces the AC magnetic field, whose penetration in 

the furnace charge is associated with the generation of induced 

currents in the electro-conductive material of the furnace bath.  The 

inductor of the furnace [9] usually consists in one or many circular 

turns, series connected. Each turn of the inductor can consist in 

many conductors connected in parallel through one input and one 

output terminals.  

The usual induction furnaces are one-phase electrically 

supplied. The one-phase inductor with one turn or many turns series 

connected is called also the furnace coil. In fact, the term furnace 

inductor is associated with the phenomenon electromagnetic 

induction and the term furnace coil defines a correspondent physical 

component of the device.  

If together with the induction heating effect of the 

electromagnetic field, a controlled electromagnetic stirring and/or 

the levitation of the molten bath is desired [2, 10], the inductor has 

more than one coil and the furnace is multi-phases supplied. In both 

cases, one-coil one-phase inductor and multi-coils multi-phases 

inductor, the inductor is placed around the lateral face of the furnace 

bath. In such a configuration the density of the induced currents on 

the circular face of the bath’s bottom has the maximum value on the 

circle between the lateral face and the bottom face and decrease in 

an exponential manner to zero value zero in the bath axis. The mean 

value of the power associated with the Joule effect of the induced 

currents is much lower on the bottom face than on the lateral face of 

the furnace bath. As consequence, the induction heating of the bath 

bottom face is much less intense than the heating of the lateral face. 

The novelty of the two-coil inductor configuration studied in 

this paper consists in the simultaneous action of two coils, a lateral 

coil, electrically supplied, and a bottom pancake coil, connected to a 

capacitor bank. The optimum design of such a two-coil one-phase 

inductor ensures the same mean value of the induced power on the 

lateral face and on the bottom face of the furnace bath.  

All applications in this paper correspond to the frequency 

supply 300 kHz, volume of the molten glass bath 110.8 dm3, 

reference value of bath radius 275 mm and the gap 45 mm between 

the furnace bath and the coils.  

 

2. Geometry and mesh of a one-turn LATERAL 

    coil and three-turns BOTTOM coil  

 
The images in the figure 1 show the main components of the 

new two-coil crucible induction furnace with cylindrical bath. The 

inductor contains the one-turn LATERAL coil, with eight 

conductors parallel connected, and the three-turn BOTTOM coil.  

   

   
Fig. 1. Geometry of the new two-coil crucible induction furnace.    
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    The finite element analysis of the electromagnetic phenomena 

associated with furnace operation uses Flux3D models [12] with 

the meshing presented in the figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Finite element meshing of regions with current density                        
                   in the electromagnetic field computation domain. 

 

 

3. Volume density of induced power in the usual                           

    one-coil inductor induction furnace  
 

If the terminals of the BOTTOM coil are free, or if the coil is 

connected on a high resistance resistor, for example a voltmeter, 

Fig. 3 a), this coil is not involved in the induction heating of the 

furnace bath when the LATERAL coil is connected to the power 

supply source. The furnace operates as a usual one-coil one-phase 

furnace. The distribution of the volume density of the induced 

power in this case, Fig. 4, shows that the heating of the bath bottom 

face, heating in direct connection with this density, is much lower 

than the heating of the lateral face of the furnace bath.  The ratio of 

the mean values of the induced power volume density (dJp) related 

to the lateral face and to the bottom face of the furnace bath, 

LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp = 5.337, is much higher than one. 

Consequently, there is a week contribution to the induction heating 

of the entire furnace bath of the bath volume in the bottom 

neighboring.  

 
 

Fig. 3. Circuit models of the studied furnace: a) BOTTOM coil connected on 

a high resistance resistor; b) BOTTOM coil connected on a capacitor. 

The result in the figure 4 corresponds to the value of the current 

injected in the LATERAL coil for which the power induced in the 

molten glass bath is 400 kW. In order to see the distribution of the 

volume density of the induced power in the volume of the furnace 

bath, a quart of this bath was set invisible.   
 

Fig. 4. Volume density of induced power in the usual one-coil one-phase    

induction furnace 
 

 

4. Influence of the capacity connected to the 

BOTTOM coil terminals in the two-coil furnace 
 

The figure 5 presents the dependence of the ratio 

LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp on the value of the capacity of the 

capacitor bank CAPA, Fig. 3 b), connected to the terminals of the 

BOTTOM coil. This operational parameter of the new two-coil 

furnace reflects the balance between the contributions of the 

cylindrical face and of the circular bottom face of the furnace bath 

to the induction heating determined by the diffusion of the AC 

electromagnetic field through the respective faces.    

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Dependence on CAPA capacity of the operational parameter 

LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp 

 

The optimal value LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp = 1 in the 

figure 5, respectively the same mean value of the induced volume 

power density on the lateral face and on the bottom face of the 

furnace bath, corresponds to the values of the CAPA capacity         

C1 = 232.49 nF and  C2 = 294.67 nF.  
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The dependences on the capacity of CAPA of the power 

induced in the furnace bath and of the voltage and current related to 

this capacitor are presented in Figs. 6 and 7.   
 

 

Fig.6. Dependence on capacity of the power induced in the furnace bath. 
 

 

 

Fig. 7. Dependence on the capacity of CAPA voltage and current 

 

The volume density of induced power in figure 8 corresponds to 

the optimal value C1 of the CAPA capacity and to a value of the 

current in the LATERAL coil for which the power induced in the 

furnace bath is 400 kW. It is obvious from both images the 

contribution of the BOTTOM coil of the new two-coil furnace to 

the induction heating of the  furnace bath bottom.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.8. Volume density of the induced power for optimal value C1  
           of the CAPA capacity, NEord1 and NEord2 results. 

 

    The maps of the volume density of induced power in the figure 9 

for the two values C11 = 221 nF and C12 = 240 nF of the CAPA 

capacity, under and over the optimal value C1, correspond, the first, 

to the case in which LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp = 1.3428, 

when the heating of the lateral face of the furnace bath is more 

intense than the heating of the bottom face, and, the second, to 

LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp = 0.7734, when the heating of the 

lateral face of the bath is less intense than the heating of the bottom 

face. In the first case the bottom of the furnace bath it is 

underheated and in the second case this area is overheated. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 9.. Density of the induced power for two values of  CAPA capacity  

      C11 = 221 nF and C12 = 240 nF, under and over the optimum C1. 
 

 

5. Two-coil furnace variants with different  

    number of turns  

 
In the SIMULATION-DRIVEN OPTIMAL DESIGN context, 

there are presented in Table 1 results for three optimal C1 variants 

of the new two-coil furnace with different numbers of turns of the 

LATERAL and BOTTOM coils. One from the three variants can be 

selected based of the criteria (1) maximum of furnace electric 

efficiency, (2) minimum of BOTTOM coil losses, or (3) minimum 

of voltage of LATERAL coil and/or of BOTTOM coil. Taking into 

account globally all three criteria, the variant 1 turn LATERAL coil 

and 5 turns BOTTOM coil should be selected. The drawback in 

comparison with other two, related the high value of the BOTTOM 

coil voltage, should be compensated by the reduced value of the 

current in this coil.      

 
Table 1: Different number of turns of LATERAL and BOTTOM coils. The 

optimal values of CAPA capacity are  C1 = 233.9 nF; 233.9 nF; 83.13 nF 

LATERAL coil /         BOTTOM 
coil 

1turn / 
3turns 

2turns / 
3turns 

1turn / 
5 turns 

Charge induced power [kW] 399.9 399.7 398.8 

LATERAL coil losses [kW] 1.060 1.398 1.029 

BOTTOM coil losses [kW] 37.05 34.41 23.71 

Furnace electric efficiency [%] 91.30 91.36 94.16 

LATERAL coil voltage [V] 1387.1 2853.7 1383.6 

LATERAL coil current [A] 1367.5 683.8 1361.6 

BOTTOM coil voltage [V] 2807.9 2822.5 3877.1 

BOTTOM coil current [A] 1238.0 1215.1 607.53 

LATERAL_dJp/BOTTOM_dJp 0.989 1.001 1.000 
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6.  Different diameters, same volume of the 

furnace bath of two-coil furnace 
 

In the same SIMULATION-DRIVEN OPTIMAL DESIGN 

context, the results in Table 2 correspond to different values of the 

furnace bath diameter: 430 mm, 550 mm and 670 mm, Fig. 10. The 

variant 1 turn LATERAL coil 5 turns BOTTOM coil is considered. 

Maximum of the furnace electric efficiency and minimum values of 

the BOTTOM coil losses and of the voltages of the two coils of the 

furnace correspond to the first value of the bath diameter. 

Fig. 10. Different diameters, the same volume.  
   

 

Table 2: Different bath diameters, the same volume, 110.8 dm3. The optimal  

           values of CAPA capacity are C1 = 106.1 nF; 83.13 nF; 68.92 nF 

Charge Diameter  
[mm] 

430  550 670 

Charge induced power [kW] 399.1 398.8 399.7 

LATERAL coil losses [kW] 1.687 1.029 0.7224 

BOTTOM coil losses [kW] 21.60 23.71 25.91 

Furnace electric efficiency [%] 94.49 94.16 93.74 

LATERAL coil voltage [V] 1181.4 1383.6 1574.4 

LATERAL coil current [A] 2365.8 1361.6 919.4 

BOTTOM coil voltage [V] 3242.3 3877.1 4500.1 

BOTTOM coil current [A] 648.7 607.53 584.6 

Lateral_dJp/Bottom_dJp 1.003 1.000 0.9995 
 

 

7. Volume density of induced power along a path 
 

The curves in figure 11 show the variation of the volume 

density of the induced power along a path consisting in a vertical 

line of the lateral face of the furnace bath and the correspondent 

radius of the bottom face. The first map in Fig. 11 corresponds to 

the usual one-coil furnace, the second to the new two-coil furnace. 

The results correspond to the 550 mm diameter of the furnace bath. 

 

8. Conclusions 
 

The new two-coil crucible induction furnace one-phase 

supplied, with a capacitor bank connected to the bottom coil, 

represents a better solution than the usual one-coil furnace in what 

concern the distribution of the induction heating on the lateral and 

bottom faces of the furnace bath. Through the value of the capacity 

connected to the bottom coil, the intensities of the induction heating 

on the lateral face and on the bottom face of the furnace bath can be 

coordinated with furnace operation requirements.  

In the context of optimal design of the new two-coil inductor, 

solutions to reduce the Joule losses in the bottom coil, respectively 

to increase the furnace electric efficiency, are under study.  
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Abstract: The novel approach of fully digital and maskless manufacturing of electronic devices requires new technology set for electronic 

device manufacturing. These demands can be achieved by designing of technology equipment that can support such concept at technology 

level as well as on hardware and software levels. 

One of the promising technology is the Electrodynamic coating that can perfume nanomaterials deposition to create structures for printed 

3D electronics devices. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 Electrospinning technology is known for decades and 

commonly used for producing filters and non-wovens for the textile 

industry. By electrospinning wires of several nanometres thick are 

produced. A typical electrospinning setup is configured by a syringe 

pump, high voltage supply, needle and collector. 

  
Fig. 1. Electrospinning Setup 

 Traditionally a rather chaotic random deposition of fibres is 

deployed on a relative far field spinning distance of about 300mm 

and under 20K to 30K electrostatic voltage. By this electrostatic 

repulsion a polymer solution or melted polymer fibre is stretched 

and streaming out of a so called ‘Tailor cone' at the spinning tip or 

needle. The solvent evaporates out of the solution during flight In 

case of a melt the fibre solidifies during flight. This is followed by 

whipping. The whipping process causes the fibre to be elongated 

further and is creating chaotically deposition on the collector. The 

whipping process is caused by the relocation of the charge to the 

surface of the fibre, which causes the flow to go from ohmic to 

convective characteristic (Reneker & Yarin, 2008). The whipping 

process creates a drastic decrease in fibre diameter and an increase 

in fibre length. 

  
 

Fig. 2. Taylor cone 

  
Fig. 3. Distribution of charges in the wire 

   

 Recently application research on electrospinning is focused 

on nanotechnology in electronics. By near field electrospinning at 

about 10 to 20 mm distance, controlled deposition of fibres creates 

new possibilities such as patterning and masking for lithographic 

process or direct deposition of functional materials 
 

2. Materials & Applications 
 

  For materials all kinds of polymers are applicable as 

underneath table shows.  
 

Table  1. Available materials 

Material Description 
Min Dia 

[nm] 
Max dia 
[μm] 

PVDF PolyVinylidene DiFIuoride 300 1,40 

PEO PolyEthylene Oxyde 400 1,30 

PVA PolyVinyI Alcohol 300 2,30 

PLLA Poly-L-Lactic Acid 400 3,00 

Nylon6,6 Nylon6,6 300 2,70 

Nylon6 Nylon6 100 1,00 

PET PolyEthyleneTerephthalate 400 1,80 

PS PolyStyrene 400 8,50 

PU PolyUrethane 400 1,20 

PMMA PolyMethyIMethAcrylate 900 3,00 

PP PolyPropylene 1500 12,00 

PE PolyEthylene 1200 6,30 

PSU PolySUIfone 400 1,40 

PAN PolyAcryloNitrile 300 5,00 

PCL PolyCaproLactone 500 15,00 

PLGA PolyLactic-co-GIycolic Acid 1000 3,00 

PES PoIyEthyleneSulfone 400 2,60 

PEG PolyEthyleneGlycol 700 2,40 

CA Cellulase Acetate 400 5,10 
    

Note Quality and performance of materials may differ 

by their manufacutreres. 

 Fibrillation or mass production sometimes be difficult 
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3.  Electrospinning process 
 

 There are many parameters that effect the creation of 

nanowires with the electrospinning process. The parameters can be 

distinguished into three groups: materials, process and 

environmental conditions. 

Recent research presents electrospinning of coaxial 

nanofiber material. Production of silver nanowires is feasible being 

conductive after photonic curing or thermal sintering. These new, 

unique, proprietary silver nanoparticle (AgNP) inks and 

electrospinning deposition technology has been developed by The 

Dow Chemical Company. The inks have tunable properties, 

especially a significantly improved balance of low viscosity and 

silver load versus other inks in the market. The inks can be sintered 

to high conductivity using typical photonic or thermal sintering 

methods. The process in combination with the inks enables 

deposition of narrow lines and is also suitable for transparent 

conductive films on large substrates (≥ 50 inch) keeping excellent 

transmission, resistivity and haze. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Ag nanowire. Left – general view; right – not sintered 

 
 

Fig. 5. Ag nanowire. Left – termaly sintered; right – photonic 

sintered 

 AgNP Bulk resistivity comparison: 

ρ (thinfilm)/ρ(bulk) = 2 

 With conductive silver nanowires all kinds of applications 

in electronics become feasible: OLED / OPV Electrodes, 

Transparent Conductive Films for ITO replacement, Transistors on 

flexible substrates and for instance transparent heating functionality. 

As fibres below 3 to 5 microns are not visible by naked eye, 

manufacturing transparent conductive layers and films are enabled, 

 
 

Fig. 6. Metal Mesh AgNP 

Creating metal mesh by electrospinning is an attractive 

technology because of high conductivity at low cost. 

 
Fig. 7.Technology comparation 

 
Metal mesh can be created in direct write mode by coaxial 

polymer/silver-nanoparticle Ink or by using a subtractive method 

via masking and lithography. Recent research is showing the 

capability of this technology creating great resistivity and 

transparency. 

 
Fig. 8.Layer properties 

 
Besides Touch Screens research and development can be 

performed and explored in fields like Batteries, Memory, Bio chips, 

MEMS technology and Micro Electronics. By controlled 'direct 

write' electrospinning deposition also functional components  like  

transistors and flexible substrates for micro-electronics are possible 

applications. Underneath pictures show some research examples 

from recent research. 

  
Fig. 9. Research examples (part 1) 
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Fig. 10. Research examples (part 2) 

 

4. Nano-Wire printing platform DM50-ENP 

 

 For enabling such a direct write mode a multifunctional and 

versatile printer platform is introduced. The DM50-ENP features a 

direct write mode for near field electrospinning technology. 

 

  
Fig. 11. DM50-ENP 

 

 This printing platform is based on the PiXDRO LP50 Inkjet 

Printer by Meyer Burger of which over the last decade more the 200 

units are sold worldwide. 

 

  
Fig. 12. DM50-ENP printing platform 

 
 

5. General Specification 

 

Substrates max size 327 x 227 mm (A4) 

System accuracy X-Y axis Repeatability ± 5μm 3σ 

Y-axis direct drive velocity max 500 mm/sec 

X-axis stepper motor driven velocity max 200 mm/sec 

Z-axis stepper motor driven repeatability ± 5μm 3σ 

Rotate substrate table on Z-axis stroke -1°/1° 
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Abstract: Cyber-physical systems are structures that are controlled and monitored by computer-based algorithms consisting of physical 

components. The energy industry is becoming a large and complex cyber physical system with the industrial revolution. These developments 

in the energy sector have a positive effect on Industry 4.0. Developments in the fields of production, transmission and distribution, retail 

sales, trade and consumption from the elements of the energy sector are increasing day by day via sensor-based communicable autonomous 

systems. U.N. Industrial Revolution in its report in 2017 elaborate the relevancy between the Sustainable Development Goals no. 7 and 9 

about sustainable energy and inclusive industry development that Industry 4.0 and sustainable energy transition share crucial concerns that 

can be interconnected to pursue a sustainable energy transition. Sustainable energy is defined to have two main components: energy 

efficiency and renewable energy. UNIDO’s initial hypothesis tells that a comprehensive shift in manufacturing may change the behavior in 

energy consumption, including energy efficiency and renewable energy usage. Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) technology is one of the 

important factors contributing to the above mentioned concept of sustainable energy. 
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1. Introduction 

Industry 4.0 is a collective whole of organizational concepts 

that involve the use of information technologies and industrial 

activities. It is based on the concept of cyber-physical systems, the 

internet of objects and the internet of services. The use of cyber-

physical systems means that almost all of the people are self-

coordinating and optimizing themselves, creating kendi smart 

factory insan systems that can produce [1]. Industry 4.0 generally 

consists of the following 3 structures: 

 The Internet of Things: Every conceivable object is in 

some way accessing the Internet and communicating 

with other devices. 

 Internet of Services: With this structure, cyber-

physical systems can provide their own continuity by 

connecting with people and other structures. 

 Cyber-Physical Systems: Organize, plan and develop 

the production stages independently of humans. 

The biggest aim of Industry 4.0 is the production of robots that 

can communicate with each other, detect the environment with 

sensors and realize the needs by analyzing data and take over the 

production of these robots; to create better quality, cheaper, faster 

and less waste production systems. Industry 4.0 will bring together 

the Information Technology and Industry, and will enable more 

efficient business models to emerge because the intelligent factory 

system will be created and each data will be collected and analyzed 

in a good way. By integrating modern information and 

communication technologies, such as Cyber-Physical Systems, 

Cloud Computing in the manufacturing sector to increase 

efficiency, quality and flexibility, it will allow you to analyze the 

possible yield conditions and gain an advantage in the competitive 

environment [2]. 

With new generation software and hardware, which means low-

cost, low-energy, low-heat, but also highly reliable hardware, unlike 

today's classic hardware, with operating and software systems to run 

this equipment; perhaps the most important component, all the 

devices on earth are used to exchange information and data with 

each other. 

Today's economic system needs continuous change and 

development to maintain its continuity. The rapidly changing 

population growth and the difficulties experienced in the use of 

resources, the changing world brings with it innovations and 

changes. While efficiency in production continues its importance, 

the production of quality products is crucial. This situation leads to 

technological progress, robotics or approaches like Industry 4.0. 

With less manpower, shrinking factory areas offer advantages such 

as increased product variety and production, rapid introduction of 

new products, shortening of production times and increasing 

quality. 

In general terms, mathematical modeling is a dynamic method 

that facilitates the ability to see the relationships in the nature of 

problems in all aspects of life, to reveal, classify, generalize and 

produce results in mathematical terms [3].  In order to understand 

the behavior of the system or to evaluate different strategies in order 

to operate the system with this model after the modeling of a 

theoretical or physical real system, simulation is a technique that 

evaluates the characteristics and behaviors of these systems through 

computer. 

Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) systems are designed to re-

rotate the unburned particles from the furnace to ensure full 

combustion. In this way, both low-calorie and high-calorie lignites 

can be burned with high efficiency. With this technology, it is 

possible to provide energy economy in every period according to 

the periodic variations between fuel alternatives. 

In this study, advances in CFB biomass gasifier technology 

were introduced. Also, improvability of modeling and simulation 

studies of this systems were discussed in view of Industry 4.0. 

2. Circulating Fluidized Bed Biomass Gasifiers 

A rapid increase in population and industrialization brought 

about the need for energy. Biomass energy is one of the sources that 

will be used to ensure sustainable energy supply without causing 

environmental pollution. The fact that biomass energy is an 

inexhaustible resource is seen as a suitable and important energy 

source because it can be obtained everywhere, especially because it 

helps socio-economic developments for rural areas. 

Specially grown plants such as corn and wheat, herbs, 

seaweeds, algae, animal feces, fertilizer and industrial wastes, as 

well as all organic waste (fruit and vegetable residues) from houses 

are the sources for biomass. The use of biomass is becoming more 

and more important to solve the energy problem due to the limited 
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energy resources such as petroleum, coal, natural gas, as well as 

their environmental pollution. There are many methods for biomass 

conversion. Fig. 1. shows the biomass conversion routes [4]. 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of biomass conversion routes [4] 

CFB systems have advantages such as high modulation rate, 

low vapor cost, enabling fuel diversity, low emission value, high 

efficiency and ease of operation. Any kind of coal between 2500-

6500 kcal can be used in these systems. Schematic view of a CFB 

system is given in Fig. 2 [5]. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of CFB [5] 

3. Modeling and Simulation Applications in CFB 

Biomass Gasifiers 

Modeling and simulation has become an important tool in the 

fluidization system design, optimization, and scale up in the last 

years [6]. Mirmoshtaghi et. al investigated effect of various 

parameters on CFB biomass gasification process. In the study, 

partial least square-regression and genetic algoritm were utilized to 

optimize input values for three various output targets. These targets 

were high gas quality, high carbon conversion and dry gas and low 

tar yield [7]. Krzywanski et. al used machine learning approaches 

(Artificial neural networks/ANN) and genetic algortims (GA)  to 

sorbent enhanced hydrogen generation in bubbling fluidized bed 

and CFB. According to the results, experimental results and model 

estimations were in a good agreement [8]. Model development steps 

of the study is given in Fig. 3.  

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Model development steps (a) and neural network architecture (b) [8] 

In a study conducted by Zhu et. al, three dimentional large 

scaled CFB risers were analysed. Developed material-property-

dependent sub-grid drag modification were validated with 

simulation model [9]. Gungor, were developed two dimentional 

model for a CFB biomass gasifier to predict hydrodynamic, heat 

transfer and combustion parameters. Simulation model were utilized 

to calculate versatile parameters such as gas emissions, pressure 

drop, particule size distribution [10]. In addition there are many 

studies in the literature which investigated various thermochemical 

systems [11], stoichiometry impact on optimum conversion 

efficiency [12] and  emission reduction techniques [13]. 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are widely used in CFB 

studies to investigate the behaviour of the fluid and particles in the 

system. Nikku et. al were analysed CFB with momentum exchange 

model with three dimentional semi-empirical model process. A 

novel gas-fuel momentum exchange model was developed for the 

analyses [14]. Yang et. al investigated the ash properties of the 

effects of the oxyfuel combustion. Also, they conducted the 

uncertainity analysis of the CFD modeling to analyse ash 

heterogeneousness and distribution [15]. Ghadirian et. al examined 

the most advanced relationships between the numerical modeling of 

all CFBs and the interface interactions between phases in the system 

using the CFD approach. Three-dimensional CFD model of this 

system were developed and analysed [16]. Schematic view of the 

CFB and the preliminary solid volume fraction is given in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the CFB and the preliminary solid volume fraction 

[16] 

4. Conclusion 

Modeling and simulation applications on CFB studies are 

basically focused on enhancing the performance of the system. This 

multi-perspective improvement studies are directly related with the 

structures of Industry 4.0. When the studies are examined, it can be 
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said that studies contribute directly or indirectly to the effective use 

of energy. The use of automatic control systems in industrial 

applications of these scientific studies will provide important 

contributions on behalf of Industry 4.0. Simulation and modeling 

processes allow the system to be analyzed better and to eliminate 

deficiencies. Implementation of automatic control technologies in 

the application part will both reduce the costs and contribute 

positively to the environment. 
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Abstract: A qualitative and quantitative analysis of toxic but currently non-regulated hydrocarbon chemical species  ranging from C5 - C11 

was studded which is generated from   a modern gasoline direct injection (GDI) engine by using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC 

- MS). The GDI engine has been operated under different engine speeds and different engine modes (SI and HCCI modes). HCCI has the ability

to operate on lean combustion which leads to the reduction in engine pumping losses, and fuel consumption However,  HCCI mode has a high

levels of unburnt HCs which leads to  present heavier species such as Toluene, which is   presented in higher concentrations under stoichiometric

HCCI engine operation  mode, while  species such as , benzene, are mainly found in the engine exhaust during SI engine operation,

Engine speeds has high impact on engine tail pipe emissions for both engine modes.. increasing engine  speed leads to higher concentration in

Benzene species while toluene was  decreased and presented in higher concentration at low engine speed  for both engine modes.

KEYWORDS: HCCI , SI HYDROARBONE SPECIATION GDI

1. Introduction

     In terms of emissions, hydrocarbon speciation is a powerful tool to 

understand the complex reactions happening inside the cylinder 

during the combustion process and to observe the effects of varying 

the fuel composition, fuel additives, and emission control system. 

Using speciation data enables researchers and scientists to evaluate 

the relative reactivity of the exhaust and evaporative emissions. 

Different hydrocarbons in urban air form from differing levels of 

ozone (smog) which depend on the reactivity of these chemical 

compounds. To evaluate hydrocarbon impact on ozone formation, HC 

speciation is required which will also help to determine the presence 

of toxic emissions from the exhaust tailpipe. Using speciation data 

has helped researchers to make a number of non-proprietary 

observations about the relationships between fuel property 
modifications and automotive emissions [1-2] 

   Clarifying the hydrocarbon components in conventional gasoline 

fuel is considered to the key step in speciation of HCs in the engine 

exhaust. By using the retention times of some known compounds 

chromatograms and the NIST library together, the peaks in gasoline 

chromatograms could be identified. The hydrocarbons in gasoline 

consist primarily of light aliphatic hydrocarbons (butane, pentane, 

methyl-pentane, hexane, methyl-hexane, heptane and octane) and 

aromatic compounds (toluene, xylenes and trimethyl-benzenes), with 

smaller amounts of olefin hydrocarbons (pentene, hexenes, heptenes, 

octenes and nonenes).  The content of toluene in this fuel sample 

is13% by volume, and iso-octane is 11% by volume. 

2. Experimental Work

    The hydrocarbon speciation of C5-C11 coming out of the V6 HCCI 

engine  figure 1  was analysed and carried out using an on- line GC-

MS. A Fisons 8000 series GC equipped with direct injector was 

connected to a Fisons MD 800 mass spectrometer, used as a detector. 

The gas samples were introduced via a heated line into a six-port 
Valco valve fitted with a 0.1 ml sample loop. 

The fuel used for combustion investigation was analyzed by using 

another J & W scientific DB-1 column. This column gave details on 

the components (C5 to C11); presented in 95 RON unleaded 

commercial gasoline.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a V6 engine system 

3. Results and Discussion

    In general terms, the engine output emission concentration for all 
the studied comical species were higher for HCCI combustion with 
the exception of benzene  was presented more in SI mode .The higher 
unburned hydrocarbon emissions under HCC combustion are due to 
the lower in cylinder temperature and available energy to drive the 
complete oxidation reactions of the hydrocarbons part of the fuel and 
to also reduce hydrocarbon oxidation post combustion. On the other 
hand, the lower concentration of the rest of species under HCCI 
conditions can be attributed to i) the conversion of iso-octane to 
methane  ii) a higher formation rate of toluene, p-xylene, naphthalene, 
methyl-naphthalene or any other compounds derived from benzene 
due to the higher presence of hydrocarbon to react with, and iii) the 
breakdown of the already formed toluene and p-xylene during SI 
combustion process producing benzene and ethylbenzene [3-7]. In SI 
mode as post-flame oxidation increases, the fraction of fuel paraffins 
to total, hydrocarbons (THC) decreases because fuel paraffines are 
oxidised into smaller HCs (e.g.  total olefins and methane) . Benzene 
enrichment from aromatic fuels is of Benzene results from the 
incomplete combustion of toluene and other alkyl-benzenes. 

The formation of benzene during combustion of the used 

fuel in this study which contain < 1.0 % explains the observed 

enrichment in the exhaust relative to other aromatic fuel components 

available in this comercial gasoline fuel. [8-10] Emission of benzene, 

increased by increasing the engine speed at SI mode on the other hand 

increasing speed at HCCI mode resulted in higher toluen species 

comparing to SI mode. Figure 2 this constitutes an appreciable 

fraction of the total emission. The HCCI mode follows the same trend, 

but since the combustion temperature of HCCI mode is always lower 
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than SI mode under the same engine conditions, the oxidation of fuel 

paraffins is less. As a result the amount of total olefins, methane and 

benzene are lower than in SI mode. For toluene as well as for the other 

aromatics (e.g. xylenes) except benzene, there is a decrease in the 

percentage concentrations in the exhaust due to the increasing engine 

speed  for both modes. The level of the toluene compound in the 

emission in both modes was the highest figure 3 . In SI mode the 

amount of toluene is always lower than in HCCI mode under the same 

engine conditions . 

    Figure ( 2)  Benzene species at different engine speeds SI, HCCI 

    Figure (3) Toluene species at different engine speeds SI, HCCI 

4. Conclusions

  Exhaust hydrocarbons have been speciated, Species such as , 

benzene, are mainly found in the engine exhaust during SI engine 

operation, while heavier species such as Toluene  are presented in 

higher concentrations under stoichiometric HCCI engine operation , 

HC emissions, , rise significantly in this region, which is very 

probably due to incomplete combustion.  Data obtained on the 

contribution of C5 - C11 (indicator of the amount of unburned fuel) 

to the total exhaust hydrocarbons with variation in engine speed and 

for both SI and HCCI modes.  The C5 – C12 ratio is frequently used 

to describe the extent to which fuels burn in an engine.  In this 

investigation, it was found that in HCCI mode the proportion of 

species attributed to C5 – C11 in total HC is higher than in the SI 
mode.  
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Abstract: In this paper the solution to the inverse problem of hydrodynamics of the viscous incompressible liquid, moving through pipes 

of the circular cross-section without a free surface, is given. For a given mass flow at one of the outlets of the pipeline system, the required 

pressure at its inlet is determined. The numerical simulation of the change in liquid velocity in the pipeline system is carried out for the given 

pressure variation at the inlet of the system. 
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1. Introduction 

The task of control of the flow of a liquid in pipeline systems is 

an urgent problem of various industries and national economy, from 

heat networks in cities to oil and gas pipeline systems. Researchers 

are studying issues of flow distribution in large hydraulic networks 

[1-3], controlling the transition from laminar gas flow to turbulent 

[4], calculating hydrodynamic systems with distributed parameters 

[5] and etc. 

No less important and interesting are the "inverse" tasks relating 

to the construction of such control of a liquid flow in a pipeline, 

which allows to obtain the desired result associated with the desired 

structure and flow characteristics. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Consider a pipeline system, consisting of a main pipe and two 

branches (fig.1). We assume that the pump pressure pp  acts at the 

inlet of the main pipe, pressures 
1p  and 

2p  act at the two outlets. 

 

Fig. 1. The scheme of the pipeline system 

 

We will consider laminar flow. The model describing the 

laminar isothermal flow of a viscous incompressible liquid through 

the pipe of the circular cross-section was obtained from Navier-

Stokes equations [6, 8]. This model assumes a pressure flow of 

liquid, i.e. the cross-section of the pipe is completely filled with 

liquid and there are no free surfaces. Let us assume that the flow 

rate of the liquid in the main pipe is distributed between two 

branches so that the flow in these pipes is also pressurized. So we 

can write  

 1 2mQ Q Q  , (1) 

where 
mQ  – the flow rate of the main pipe, 

1Q  – the flow rate of 

the first branch, 
2Q  – the flow rate of the second branch. The liquid 

flow rate in a pipe of the circular cross-section is calculated by the 

formula [6] 
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Q R
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  , (2) 

where   –the liquid dynamic viscosity, R  – the pipe radius, l  – 

the length of the pipe, p  – the pressure difference at the inlet and 

outlet of the pipe. Thus we can see that the flow rate of the main 

pipe 
mQ  can be regulated by changing the pressure at the inlet or 

the outlet (or both). In turn with the change of 
mQ  flow rates 

1Q  

and 
2Q  will change. 

We set the task in a following way: determine what the pressure 

pp  should be in order to ensure the flow rate 
1Q  with the given 

1p , 
2p  and 

2Q  (all subsequent calculations are also applicable if 

1Q  is replaced with 
2Q ). 

3. The solution 

Let’s write the equation (1) taking into account (2) and the 

pressure difference for the three pipes under consideration 

(subscript m  refers to the main pipe, 1 – to the first branch, 2 – to 

the second one): 
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Express the pump pressure from the last relation: 
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We exclude the node pressure np  from this equation, 

expressing it through the flow rate of the first pipe: 
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Substitute this ratio into (3): 
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. (4) 

The pressure value expressed by formula (4) – is the pressure, that 

must be maintained by the pump, located at the inlet of the pipeline 

system, in order to ensure the flow rate 1Q . As we see the pressure 
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depends on other known parameters of the system, such as 

diameters of the pipes, their length, liquid viscosity and pressure at 

the outlets of the system. 

4. Numerical simulation 

An important aspect of the control of the flow in the system 

under consideration is preservation of the laminar flow. As is well 

known viscous incompressible liquid flow is laminar if the 

Reynolds number Re  does not exceed 2300 [6]. To calculate the 

Reynolds number it is necessary to know the liquid velocity in the 

pipe therefore we will conduct the simulation of the velocity 

distribution in the pipeline system under consideration. 

We will calculate the liquid velocity in pipes using the formula 

[7] 
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where ( )f   – a function describing the change in pressure gradient 

with time. 

We set the following parameters: 
57 10pp    Pа, 

5
1 5 10p    

Pа, 
5

2 5 10p    Pа, 0.5mR  m, 1 0.25R  m, 2 0.4R   m, 

2000ml  m, 1 500l   m, 2 1000l   m. To begin with, we 

calculate the stationary velocity distribution in the system under the 

action of the given pressures. It should be noted that with the 

condition (1) the nodal pressure will be given by the following 

relation: 
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The simulation results are presented in fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2. Liquid velocity variation in three pipes over time at the constant 

pressure at the inlet of the system 

This figure shows plots of velocities on pipe axis. We see that 

velocities retain constant value with little fluctuations; Reynolds 

numbers for flows in three pipes do not exceed 2300, which 

indicates the preservation of the laminar regime of the flow. 

Now we set the desired flow rate of the first pipe 1 2.5Q   

m3/s. According to the formula (4) we determine the pump pressure, 

which will provide the given flow rate of the first pipe and 

gradually change the pressure to this value. Simulation results are 

presented in fig.3 and 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Liquid velocity variation in three pipes over time with a change in 
pressure at the inlet of the pipeline system  

Next at some point in time we set 1 2.5Q   m3/s, and then 

1 2Q   m3/s. 

 

Fig. 4. Liquid velocity variation over time with changes in pressure at the 

inlet to the pipeline system  
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5. Conclusion 

In this work the first step was made in solving the inverse 

problem of controlling the viscous incompressible liquid flow 

through the pipeline system. At a given flow rate at one of the 

outputs the required inlet pressure is calculated and then the pump 

pressure is gradually set to this level. In the future it is necessary to 

determine the optimal time for which the pressure should change. 
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Abstract: The objective of this work is the use of an Algerian natural waste to synthesize a binder geopolymer as an ecological 

alternative for conventional cement. The used waste is a dam sludge calcined at 800°C. The mixture was attacked by KOH-alkaline solution 

of 8M and dried in an oven to 40°C. Techniques, FRX, XRD, TGA, FTIR, BET, SEM, were used to characterize the synthesized geopolymer. 

Mechanical tests were carried out to evaluate the mechanical performance of this geopolymer. The results showed that the elaborated 

product was composed from an amorphous phase of geopolymer molecules with other crystallized phases of aluminosilicates. The results 

revealed that this geopolymer was characterized by high compressive strength which was more than 33 MPa after 28 days.  

Keywords: GEOPOLYMER, WASTE, SYNTHESIS PROTOCOL, DAM SLUDGE, HYDRAULIC BINDER 
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1. Introduction 

The geopolymer binder is considered as an alternative material 

to the conventional cements although it does not contain Portland 

clinker. It can be obtained from low environmental impact materials 

such as metakaolin, or from hazardous industrial wastes and by-

products such as fly-ashes. The geopolymer binder synthesis 

follows the same reaction mechanism reported by Xu and Van 

Deventer [1]. The reaction mixture is attacked by high pH-alkaline 

solution which dissolves the oxides. After amorphization of the 

mixture and the formation of precursors, the geopolymer 

precipitates in amorphous or semi-crystalline state. Previous 

research on geopolymers have shown that these materials are 

characterized by high compressive strength, best heat and fire 

resistances [2], in addition to the high chemical resistance in acid 

medium [3]. Besides these benefits, geopolymers are considered as 

an ecological alternative to hydraulic binders. This is due to their 

low manufacturing energy consumption and their low CO2 

emissions [4, 5]. 

Various raw materials have been used by researchers to 

synthesize geopolymers [6-12]. They have used the metakaolin to 

prepare geopolymers by reaction with sodium or potassium alkaline 

silicates. The metakaolin is obtained by calcination of natural kaolin 

at temperatures higher than 600°C [9-17]. Chareerat et al. [18] have 

synthesized a geopolymer by using a mixture of 20% of metakolin 

and 80% of fly-ash, while Van Jaarsveld et al. [19] have used fly-

ash mixed with a small amount of kaolinite to reduce significantly 

the shrinkage cracks. The researches carried out by Tchakoute et al. 

[20] have shown that it is possible to synthesize with volcanic slag, 

at room temperature, a geopolymer with mechanical properties 

similar to the metakaolin geopolymer. The addition of metakaolin in 

volcanic slag increases the amount of amorphous phase in the 

mixture and promotes the dissolution of alumina and silica, which 

leads to the formation of geopolymer binder by polycondensation 

reactions. According to another study [21], the geopolymer binder 

obtained at room temperature from only volcanic scoria, is 

characterized by a low compressive strength and long setting time. 

Other researchers have shown that geopolymers can be obtained 

from several sources including aluminosilicate fly ash [1, 3, 19-27]. 

According to the molecular structure of monomer, geopolymers can 

be classified in three types, poly(sialate), poly(sialate-siloxo) and 

poly(sialate-disiloxo) with Si/Al molar ratio equal to 1, 2 and 3 

consecutively [7]. It was shown that geopolymers with Si/Al molar 

ratio of 2 are characterized by binding power [28-30]. 

 All this research led to the production of gepolymers with 

varying characteristics, but with high fragility and low mechanical 

strength. The objective of this work is to synthesize a binder 

geopolymer of high mechanical performance from natural waste at 

very low temperature (40°C). The hydraulic dam sludge of Tiaret in 

the west of Algeria was used. This material was still not used, 

which constitute the originality of this work in addition to the low 

cure temperature. This waste was chosen for its chemical 

composition rich in silica and alumina which permit it to be 

valorized in eco-material manufacture in order to reduce its 

disadvantage environmental impact. The manufacture of this 

geopolymer can replace the ordinary cement obtained at high 

temperature, while promoting natural waste. This material can be 

considered as an ecological alternative to the conventional cements 

which is potentially emitters of greenhouse gases, including carbon 

dioxide (CO2). 

2. Materials and methods 

The dam sludge was dried to 105°C in oven and then crushed to 80 

um. The crushed raw material was burned at 800°C for 24 hours. 

The chemical composition of the dam sludge (SLD) determined by 

X-ray Fluorescence analysis (XRF) is shown in Table 1. To 

synthesize a geopolymer binder an alkaline solution was prepared 

by mixing an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide (8M, 99% of 

KOH pallets dissolved in demineralized water) and pure alumina 

powder. The mixture was heated at 75°C for 16 hours. The calcined 

raw material (dam sludge) was added gradually and mixed for 10 

minutes. The mixture paste so prepared was introduced into silicone 

cylindrical mold, of 20mm diameter and 20mm height, and then put 

under vibration on a vibrating plate for 5 minutes to drive out the 

trapped air bubbles. The prepared paste was covered by a thin 

polyethylene film and heated to 40°C in an oven. After 48 hours of 

heating, the film was removed and the geopolymer sample was 

demoulded and conserved at 40°C in the oven.  

Table 1. Chemical composition of Dam sludge   

Oxides SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 MgO K2O SO3 LOI* 

Wt% 39.6 12.70 16.46 5.92 3.20 2.65 0.54 17,95 

(*) LOI: Loss Of Ignition  

3. Results and discussions 

The geopolymer raw material (dam sludge) was characterized by 

the Laser Technique to show its particle granulometry. The 

characterization result is given in Fig. 1. The mineralogical 

compositions of the used raw material (Dam Sludge) before and 

after calcination at 800°C were determined by X-Ray Diffraction. 

The results are given in Fig. 2. The dam sludge (SLD) used in this 

study is composed from Quartz, Calcite and Illite mineral. After 

calcination at 800°C, Calcite and Illite were disappeared from the 

material and other minerals near Quartz were formed, which are 

Anorthite, Gehlenite and Rankinite. FTIR technique was also used 

to show the functional groups contained in calcined sludge 

materials (Fig. 3). The results show the presence of Si-O-Al, Si-O-
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Si and O-H functional groups in the raw material.   

 
Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of Dam Sludge 

 
Fig. 2. XRD of the used sludge before and after calcination  

 
Fig. 3. FTIR spectra of calcined sludge (SLD) 

The chemical composition of the synthesized geopolymer from 

dam Sludge (GSLD), determined by XRF technique, is given in 

Table 2. It was shown that the chemical composition of geopolymer 

(Table 2) reflects the oxide contents in the used raw material (Table 

1). GSLD contains high percentages of calcium and iron oxides. 

The high presence of CaO and K2O in SLD geopolymer explains 

the formation of calcium and potassium aluminosilicate minerals 

that found by XRD analysis (Fig. 4).  

Table 2. Chemical composition of the geopolymer  

Oxides SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O LOI* 

Wt% 31.06 12.65 6.67 22.44 3.60 13.75 9.43 

(*) LOI: Loss Of Ignition  

Fig. 4 shows the XR Diffractograms of geopolymer obtained 

from dam sludge and hardened at 0, 7, 14 and 28 days. The 

geopolymer is composed from Quartz, Calcite, Illite, Gehlenite and 

Rankinite that were present in the raw and calcined materials, and 

other minerals like Anorthite, Muscovite, Kilchoanite, Phillipsite, 

Tobermorite and Xonotlite, that were formed during the 

geopolymerization process. In the beginning of geopolymerization 

(before 7 days of hardening), Anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8), Rankinite 

(Ca3Si2O7) and Gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7) of Calcined SLD disappear 

from the product after transforming into other minerals like 

Kilchoanite and synthetic Muscovite. After 7 days, the oxides (CaO, 

SiO2, Al2O3 and K2O) react between themselves in water and KOH 

alkaline solution to produce a mixture of calcium aluminosilicate 

hydrates, like Tobermorite, Xonotlite and Phillipsite, which are 

frequently found in the Portland cement pastes. These hydrates 

consolidate the geopolymer texture and then increase the 

mechanical strength. It was also observed the formation of 

amorphous phase which appear as bump in XRD at 2θ/26°-38°. The 

presence of this phase is the most important indicator of the high 

hardening. 

 
Fig. 4. XRD of Geopolymer after 7, 14, 28 days of hardening 

FTIR spectra of the hardened geopolymer at 0, 7, 14 and 28 

days are given in Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5. FTIR spectra of geopolymer hardened at 7, 14, 28 days 

A large band of low intensity is spread between 3000 and 3500 

cm-1 and attributed to the stretching vibration of OH. The very low 

band at 1650 cm-1 is attributed to the bending vibration of 

vibrationnal transition of H-O-H bonds. The Band at 2360 cm-1 

corresponds to the stretching vibration mode of OH of strong 

hydrogen bond. The band at 1430 cm-1 shows the presence of (O-C-

O). Another area contains a large band at around 950-1000 cm-1 

near a shoulder of small intensity at 840 cm-1. These bands are 

assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric vibrations of valence 

bonds Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al. The band at 570-600 cm-1 is for the 

double ring structures formed by Si and Al tertrahedra. Another 

band at 445 cm-1 was previously assigned to in-plane bending of the 

Si-O bonds found inside the basic aluminosilicate tetrahedron. The 

presence of all these FTIR bands shows the best formation of 

geopolymer structure which leads to the consolidation of its matrix 

texture and improving its compressive strength. 

The results of the Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of the 

synthesized geopolymer are given in Fig. 6. TGA diagram shows a 

double peak between 100 and 200°C attributed to the hydrates 

(calcium aluminosilicate hydrates) with zeolitic water. The peaks 

between 300 and 400°C explain the presence of chemical water 

bonded with aluminum and silicon, and the peak at 450°C is 

attributed to the calcium hydrate contained in the geopolymer 
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structure after transformation of CaCO3. The peak at around 800°C 

testifies to the presence of carbonates like Calcite (CaCO3), which 

is in accordance with XRD and FTIR analyses (Figs. 4, 5). TGA 

analysis of GSLD confirms the mineralogy found in the product by 

XRD and FTIR techniques conducing to their hard structure and 

texture.        

 

Fig. 6. TGA-DTG of Sludge Geopolymer hardened at 28 days  

The SEM micrographs of the synthesized geopolymer are given 

in Fig. 7. They indicate that the obtained geopolymer is 

characterized by an organized compilation of homogeneously 

distributed grains. They also indicate the presence of undissolved 

particles near crystal and amorphous phases of geopolymer. This is 

due to the incomplete polycondensation of raw particles because of 

the high potassium content in the used alkaline solution (8M), 

which inhibits the formation of aluminoslicate gel. The product 

texture shows the presence of some micropores which is a 

characteristic of geopolymers, despite the high compactness 

confirmed by BET analysis giving 11.8m2/g. 

 

 
Fig. 7. SEM micrographs of geopolymer (x 4000) 

The obtained geopolymer is intended for a binder application, 

so it is necessary to know their hydration activity and their 

mechanical properties. To do this, the compressive strength after 7, 

14, 28 and 90 days of hardening of geopolymer pastes was 

measured under room temperature using an electro-hydraulic press. 

It should be noted that geopolymer obtained from Algerian kaolin 

was used in this study as control sample to evaluate the mechanical 

performance of the manufactured dam sludge geopolymer. The 

results illustrated in Fig. 8 show that the compressive strength of 

Sludge geopolymer (GSLD) is similar to the Kaolin geopolymer 

(GMK) used as mechanical control material. The compressive 

strength of geopolymer paste increases with the hardening time to 

achieve important values at 28 days: 33.73 and 35.12 MPa for 

Sludge and Kaolin geopolymers successively. The mechanical 

performances are related to the mineralogical composition, the 

structural and textual characteristics and the bonding nature of the 

obtained SLD geopolymer. 

 
Fig. 8. Compressive strength evolution of Kaolin and Sludge 

geopolymers 

4. Conclusion 

Geopolymer with adequate mechanical performance was 

obtained from a natural waste which is an Algerian dam Sludge. 

The compressive strength values of the obtained geopolymer are 

similar to that of geopolymers synthesized by other researchers. The 

dam Sludge geopolymer is composed from a mixture of calcium 

aluminosilicate hydrates: Tobermorite, Xonotlite, Phillipsite and 

amorphous phase. All these hydrates consolidate the geopolymer 

texture and then increase the mechanical strength. FTIR analysis of 

the dam Sludge geopolymer shows the presence of several bands 

testifying the formation of the aluminosilicates hydrates. TGA 

diagram of the Sludge geopolymer confirm the presence of 

aluminosilicate hydrates in crystal or amorphous state that were 

detected by XRD and FTIR analysis. These hydrates conduce to the 

reinforcement of the geopolymer texture. SEM observations have 

shown a compact texture with some micropores and undissolved 

particles. The mineralogical characteristics of the synthesized 

geopolymer in addition to their structural and textural properties, 

have led to a rapid development of their compressive strength. The 

results conduce to classify the obtained geopolymer as binder 

materials equivalent to cement of class 32.5. These mechanical 

performances permit the geopolymer to be applied in the 

construction field as ecological binder. The industrial 

manufacturing of the Sludge binder geopolymer, obtained at 

ambient temperature, will be qualified as an ecological alternative 

for the conventional cement because of the reduce of energy 

consumption and CO2 emissions in addition to the valorization of a 

natural waste (dam sludge).  
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Abstract: This work presents the results of an analysis of the main expected potential problems that may occur in the 

implementation of the INDUSTRY - 4.0 reform. It is proved that the pace and level of development of this reform will 

largely be determined by the effectiveness of the used mechatronic systems. 

It has also been established that as a result of systematic miniaturization of the nodes of radio-electronic equipment 

and microelectronic equipment and microelectronic technology, the main problem of these reforms and the 

implementation of complex technological processes is instrumental support, especially cutting micro-tools. Therefore, 

the examples of these micro-tools show methods for improving their performance characteristics. 

 
Ключевие слова: “Индустрия – 4.0”, мехатронные системы, микроинструменты для электротехнической 

промышленности, оптимизация геометрических параметров сверл. 

 

1. Введение и постановка задачи 
 

На сегодняшний день уже однозначно 

признанно, что в начале XXI века весь мир находится 

на рубеже четвертой научно – технической революции, 

которая фундаментально должна поменять стиль и 

уровень мышления т.е. правила жизни каждого 

человека и особенно молодого поколения во всех 

странах мира. Это обусловлено тем, что по 

утверждению многих ученых и авторов 

широкопрофилных исследований по изучению 

состоянии необходимых условий для обеспечения 

достойной встречи таких крупных реформ предстоящее 

изменение оценивается как самая комплексная и 

масштабная в истории всего человечества. Она будет 

проходить под сокращенным названием “Индустрия – 

4.0”[1]. 

В период первой индустриальной революции, 

которая продолжалась дольше, чем два века для 

механизации отдельных операций промышленности 

были использованы вода и пар. В результате второй 

революции на основе применения электроэнергии были 

созданы массовые производства многих изделий по 

разным направлениям народного хозяйства. Во время 

третьей революции с помощью применения 

электронных и информационных технологий 

производственные процессы стали 

автоматизированными. А сейчас, на основе результатов 

третьей революции развивается четвертая революция, 

которая опирается на цифровых технологиях, 

разработка которых была начата еще во второй 

половине прошлого века. Она подразумевает слияние 

нескольких современных технологий и исчезновение 

всяких границ между физических, цифровых и 

биологических сфер, т.е создание кибер – физических 

систем[2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. 

Иными словами конечной целью реформы 

«Индустрия 4.0» является: полная автоматизация и 

дистанционное управление сложных технологических 

процессов и административно-финансовых операции 

путем использования суперсовременных мехатронных 

систем [1,9]. 

Результаты первых трех революций были общие и 

применяемые для всех стран, для каждого предприятия 

и, практически, для каждого человека. Однако, процесс 

развития 4 – ой революции и степень 

последовательного использования результатов ее 

отдельных этапов на практике будет иметь 

своеобразный характер для разных отраслей 

промышленности. Конечно основные принципы будут 

общие, но поскольку каждая конкретная отрасль имеет 

свои специальные современные, многооперационные и 

многопараметрические технологии для их 

проэктирования и управления нужны будут 

специальные знания и индивидуальный подход. 

Для создания вышеупомянутых мехатронных 

систем, которые определяют уровень и темп развития 

реформы «Индустрия 4.0» требуется высокоточное 

технологическое оборудование и специальные 

микроинструменты разного назначения. 

Нами еще в 90-ых годах прошлого столетия 

сделано классификация всех основных 

микроинструментов, применяемых на предприятиях 

микроэлектроники и микроэлектронной технологии, 

которие делятся на три основние группи: режущие, 

монтажние и сборочние. В каждой группе входят 

подгруппы с разными типоразмерами инструментов и 

конкретными областями их применения. 

Для существенного повышения надежности 

микросхем и соответственно конечной продукции 

обязательно надо отметит еще одну группу 

микроинструментов контролные инструменты - 

приспособления, которые дают нам возможность до 

посадки на печатную плату проверить все 

эксплуатационные характеристики уже готовой и в 

корпусе вставленной закрытой микросхемы и на 

специальных стендах исследовать стабилност этих 

характеристик в широком диапазоне изменения 

электрических, механических и теплових нагрузок. 

Нами запроектированы, изготовлени, испытаны и 

запатентованы несколько вариантов таких 

приспособлении для разных типоразмеров микросхем и 

их корпусов. Создана даже технологическая оснастка, 

штампи и пресформы, для их производства. 
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Рис. 1. Прибор для измерения осевого усилия. 

Рис. 2. Прибор для измерения крутящего момента. 

После тестирования и отборов микросхем 

такими методамы можно практически исключить 

досрочных в слючанных отказов сложных микросхем и 

дорогостоящих оборудовании и приборов во время 

эксплуатации, что обеспечивает большой 

экономический эффект. Конструкции и принцип 

работы вышеуказанных всех типов микроинструментов 

будут подобно доложены при презентации. 

Все эти инструменты применяются достаточно 

в большом количестве, так как значительная часть 

современной техники, начиная от бытового и 

заканчивая космической аппаратурой, является 

совокупностью механических узлов, гидро и пневмо 

аппаратуры и микроэлектронных блоков или целых 

систем управления, то есть представляет собой 

сложную мехатронную систему. Для их изготовления 

требуется осуществление многих технологических 

операций разного профиля. 

В представленном докладе показана 

классификация используемых микроинструментов 

применяемых для производства основных узлов 

современных мехатронных систем, а также пути 

систематического улучшения эффективности 

использования отдельных групп инструментов с учетом 

процесса интенсивной миниатюризации приборов 

радиоэлектронной аппаратуры и роста уровня 

требований предъявляемые к их эксплуатационных 

характеристикам. 

Однако, следует отметить, что среди них 

многократно в большом количестве исползуются 

режущие микроинтсрументы, особенно спиральные 

сверла. Это вызвано тем, что в процессе производства 

узлов мехатронных систем нередко возникает 

необходимость обработки отверстий малых диаметров 

(около 1 мм и меньше), особенно на деталях гидро и 

пневмо аппаратуры. Что касается производства 

микроэлектронных узлов, в технологических процессах 

изготовления базовых деталей – печатных плат, 

значительную часть работ приходит на операциях 

сверления огромного количества отверстий малого 

диаметра. 

Для получения отверстий в печатных платах 

применяются разные методы, однако практика 

показала, что самым приемлемым методом, особенно 

при обработке многослойных печатных плат с 

последующей металлизации поверхностей отверстий, 

до сегодняшнего дня является метод сверления. 

Сверление осуществляют микросверлами из 

твѐрдого сплава, оптимальные значения 

геометрических параметров которых установлены 

многократными экспериментами и опытами 

соответствующих производств. В частности: 

оптимальный передний угол и соответственно угол 

наклона спиральной канавки составляет примерно 30
0
, 

а задний угол 18
0
. Их перетачивают через каждое 1000 

отверстие и рассчитаны на 3-4 переточку. 

Производство печатных плат это массовое 

производство, где с целью увеличения 

производительности осуществляется сверление пакета, 

составленной из несколько пластин, то есть происходит 

глубокое сверление, где глубина сверления превышает 

к диаметру 8÷10 раз. 

Простои дорогостоящего технологического 

оборудования, особенно в массовом производстве 

связаны со значительными экономическими потерями. 

В производстве печатных плат простой связан не 

только с предусмотренной заменой инструмента с 

целью их переточки, но и непредусмотренной, 

вызванной хрупкими разрушениями даже до первой 

переточки. Вероятность хрупкого разрушения 

значительно растет при глубоком сверлении пакета 

печатных плат. При этом зона разрушения находится в 

поблизости конца спиральной канавки. 

 

2. Методика исследования 

 

Предусматривая массовость производственных 

процессов изготовления печатных плат, хотя бы 

незначительное повышение стойкости, в том числе 

хрупкой стойкости микросверл и соответственно 

повышение производительности процессов сверления, 

может дать значительный экономический эффект. 

Исследовательские работы с целью повышения 

стойкости твердосплавных микросверл и 

производительности процесса глубокого сверления 

пакета печатных плат были проведены в лаборатории 

прецизионных микроинструментов департамента 

«Производственные технологий инженерной 

механики» Грузинского технического университета в 

тесном сотрудничестве со специалистами 

Магдебургского технического университета им. Отто 

Фон Гурике (Германия). 

Исследования были начаты изучением 

характера изменения силовых показателей – крутящего 

момента и осевого усиления в зависимости от глубины 

и режимов сверления пакета печатных плат из 

стеклотекстолита. 

Для измерения осевого усилия был изготовлен прибор 

на основе известных методов и существующих 

аналогов, измеряющим элементом, которого является 

система высокочувствительних тензодатчиков, 

смонтированная на упругом корпусе (рис. 1). 
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Рис. 4. Зависимость крутящего момента от глубини 

сверления для стандартных свѐрл 𝜔 = 300 при разных осевих 

подачах  

Рис. 5. Зависимость изменения осевого усилия от глубини 

сверления для стандартных свѐрл 𝜔 = 300 при разных 

подачах свѐрла 

 

   

 

Что касается измерения крутящего момента, то 

в нашем случае существующий косвенный метод, при 

котором измерение осуществляют с помощью 

измерения мощности процесса резания непригоден, так 

как при сверлений микросверлами показатели 

мощности настолько низкие, что зафиксировать его 

изминения практически невазможен. Поэтому нужно 

использовать такой метод, который даст возможность 

измерить непосредственно крутящий момент, при этом 

с высокой точностью. С этой целью нами был 

спроэктирован и изготовлен специальный прибор (рис. 

2), в котором стол заготовок для сверления установлен 

на оси, имеющий возможность углового поворота. Со 

своей стороны, ось стола оснашен лиской, плоскость 

которого проходит на оси симметрии и определенным 

плечом воздеиствует на упругий измерительный 

элемент. В качестве измерительного элемента здесь 

тоже применяется смонтированная на упругом корпусе 

система  тензодатчиков высокой точносты измерения 

(чувствителность 0,1 грамм). 

Эксперименты проводились сверлами из 

твердого сплава марки ВК6ОМ диаметром  0,9мм 

длинной рабочей части е = 10мм . Передний угол и 

соответственно угол наклона спиральной канавки  

задний угол составлял 180. 

Осуществлялось сверление пакета печатных 

плат из стеклотекстолита толщиной 1,6 мм 

составленной из 5 пластин с общей толщиной 8 мм 

(рис. 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Основная част работы 

 

Сверление заготовок осуществлялось на 

разных режимах резания и через каждый 1мм глубины 

фиксировались показания измерительных приборов. 

Результаты экспериментов показаны на рис. 4 и 5. 

Из этих результатов явно видно, что, как и 

ожидалось, силовые нагрузки с увеличением глубины 

прогрессивно растут. При этом если осевое усилие 

растет приблизительно в 1,5 раза, то величина 

крутящего момента увеличивается в 3÷4 раза. 

Ставится вопрос, чем вызван такой рост 

силовых показателей? Условия резания у режущей 

кромки сверла с увеличением глубины не меняется. 

Единственной причиной этого может быть увеличение 

площади контакта абразивной стружки с поверхностью 

обработанного отверстия и возникшего от него сил 

трения. 

Нужно отметит, что резкое падение осевого 

усилия на участках глубины 2-3 и 5-6 (см. рис. 5) 

обусловлено отсутствием на этих участках 

обрабатываемой заготовки (рис. 3) медного слоя. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Главным фактором повышения вероятности 

хрупкого разрушения режущего инструмента из этих 

двух силовых показателей может стать не рост осевого 

усилия, а более прогрессивное увеличение крутящего 

момента, так как прочностные показатели 

твердосплавных материалов на сжатие значительно 

превышают показателей на кручение. 

Ускорение процесса стружкоудаления из зоны 

резания способствовало бы уменьшению сил трения и 

соответственно повышению надежности процесса 

сверления. Проблему удаления стружки при сверлении 

глубоких отверстии в разных случаях решают разными 

путями. Например, при сверлении сверлами крупных 

размеров это осуществляют методом вымывания с 

помощью смазочно-охлаждающей жидкости, который 

подаѐтся в отверстие через каналы, выполненной в 

самом теле сверла. В других случаях, когда размеры 

сверл не дают возможность подачи охлаждающей 

жидкости вышеуказанным методом, с целью удаления 

стружки применяют прерывистый метод сверления, 

при котором после просверления определенной 

8 mm 

1 
2 3 

Рис. 3. Схема пакета печатных плат из 5 пластин. 

1-медная фольга, 2- стеклотекстолит, 3-двойной слой 

медной фольги. 
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Рис. 6. Геометрические параметри сверла с переменным углом 

наклона спиральной канавки, А-А – сечение сверла плоскости 

перпендикулярной его оси: I - Полезная плошадь сверла, II – 

профиль конавки. B-B – сечение сверла в плоскости 

перпендикулярной спиралных канавок: III - Полезная плошадь 

сверла, IV –профиль конавки. 

Рис. 7. Схема изменения ориентации осей заготовки 

сверла и шлифовального круга методом 

поворота оси шпинделя заготовки. 

1

2

1
cos

2

4 
nSПd
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глубины периодически осуществляется отвод сверла из 

отверстия быстрым ходом. 

Применение этих методов в нашем случае 

неприемлем т.к. во первых дело имеем с 

микросверлами и при этом применение смазочно-

охлаждающей жидкости в производстве печатных плат 

не допустимо. Нецелесообразен и метод прерывистого 

сверления, так как это привело-бы сильному падению 

производительности. При обработке глубоких 

отверстии микросверлами ускоряющим фактором 

удаления стружки может стать увеличение шага 

спиральной канавки, то есть уменьшение угла наклона, 

но это привело бы к ухудшению условий резания из-за 

уменьшения переднего угла сверла. 

Если конструкцию сверла выполнить таким 

образом, что у вершины сохранить максимально 

эффективный для процесса резания передний угол и 

соответственно угол ω, а в направлении конца 

спиральной канавки постепенно уменьшить его 

значение, то есть спиральную канавку нарезать с 

переменным углом наклона и постепенно увеличить 

его шаг, это привело бы к ускорению процесса 

стружкоудаления и облегчению условии сверления. 

На рис. 6 показана схема сверла с переменным 

углом наклона спиральной канавки, где угол наклона 

канавки у вершины сверла ω0, а в конце рабочей части 

ω1. Ширина канавки в сечении перпендикулярной 

канавки Bn по всей длине не меняется, но меняется в 

торцевом сечении и у вершины составляет: 

,
cos 0

n
To

B
B  а в конце рабочей части 

1

1
cos

n
T

B
B 
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Меняется и полезное торцевое сечение сверла, 

значение которого у вершины: 

                                                                                                

 

а в конце рабочей части:  

                                                                      

 

где nS площадь канавки в 

перпендикулярном сечении, d–диаметр рабочей части 

сверла. 

Если учтѐм, что ,10    то получается, что в 

направлении конца рабочей части полезное сечение 

сверла усиливается. То есть такие сверла по сравнению 

с стандартными должны выдержать повышенные 

нагрузки. 

Изготовление таких сверл связано с 

определенными сложностями. При изготовлении 

стандартных сверл с постоянным углом наклона 

спиральной канавки специальное приспособление 

осуществляет взаимное согласование двух движении – 

вращения заготовки сверла и его перемещение в осевом 

направлении таким образом, что на каждый оборот 

заготовка равномерно перемещается на один шаг 

спирали. В случае переменного шага осевая подача 

осуществляется с определенным ускорением, так, что 

обеспечивается равномерное уменьшение угла наклона 

спиральной канавки по всей длине нарезки. Из-за этого 

нам пришлось модернизировать оборудование и в 

кулачковом механизме подачи кулачок с Архимедовой 

спиралью сменить кулачком с профилю, 

изготовленный по нашим расчетам, исходящей из 

закона изменения угла наклона и соответственно шага 

спиралной канавки сверла. Кроме этого, из-за 

переменного угла наклона спиральной канавки, при 

вышлифовке таких канавок обязательно нужно в 

процессе обработки менять 

ориентацию  шлифовального круга относительно к оси 

заготовки сверла соответственно к изменению угла 

наклона канавки. Это можно осуществлять двумя 

способами: при неподвижной оси шлифовального 

шпинделя поворачивать ось шпинделя заготовки 

вокруг точки пересечения этих осей на величину угла 

10   (см. рис. 7), или неподвижным 

оставить ось шпинделя заготовки и поворачивать ось 

шлифовального шпинделя (см. рис. 8). 
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Рис. 8. Схема изменения ориентации осей заготовки 

сверла и шлифовального круга методом 

поворота оси шлифовального шпинделя. 

 

Рис. 9. Принципиальная схема механизма поворота оси 

заготовки сверла относительно к плоскости 

шлифовального круга при вышлифовке 

спиральной канавки с переменным углом 

наклона. 

 

Исходя из конструктивных соображений нами 

предпочтение было отдано первому варианту (рис. 7) и 

в процессе модернизации оборудования был оснащѐн 

дополнительным механизмом поворота, 

обеспечивающим при нарезании спиральных канавок, 

поворот оси заготовки сверла относительно к 

плоскости вращения шлифовального круга на величину 

угла .10    Текущая величина угла наклона 

определяется по формуле: ,0  Кхх  

 где х  текущая величина угла наклона, 0 угол 

наклона у вершины сверла, х текущая координата 

длины режущей части сверла, К величина 

изменения угла наклона спиральной канавки на 1мм 

длины режущей части сверла. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Принципиальная схема такого 

модернизированного приспособления с рычажным 

механизмом поворота показана на рис. 9. Нужно 

отметит, что с целю достижения более высокой 

точности взамен рычажного механизма можно 

применять зубчато-реечную пару.  

Приспособление для вишлифовки спиральных канавок 

в сторону заготовки сверла 1 установлено на оси 

вращения 2, смонтированной на столе заточного станка 

- 3Д642. При этом, ось поворота приспособления 

обязательно должен проходить на точку "О" 

пересечения оси заготовки сверла и вертикальной оси 

симметрии шлифовального круга 3, заправленной 

соотведственно профилю спиралной канавки сверла. 

Другой конец приспособления опирается на круговое 

направляющее 4. Поворот осуществляется рычажным 

механизмом, опорный ось 5 которого  неподвижно 

установлен на основании 6 приспособления. При 

осевом перемещении верхней салазки 7 и 

соответственно заготовки сверла, жестко связанный с 

ним палец 8 поворачивает правое плечо рычага 9. 

Левое плечо рычага связано с пальцем 10, неподвижно 

смонтированным на столе станка. Таким образом, 

поворот рычага вызывает поворот всей конструкции 

приспособления. При этом, элементы рычажного 

механизма рассчитаны так, что при осевой подаче 

заготовки сверла на величину длинны винтовой 

нарезки приспособление поворачивается на величину 

изменения угла наклона спиральной канавки 

.10    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Для этого рассчитывается расстояние между 

левим неподвижним пальцем и осю поворота 

приспособления по формуле: 

          



2

360

п

л

L

L
lR    

           Где  l - длинна спиральной нарезки сверла, мм; 

     лL - длинна левого плеча рычага; 

     пL  - длинна правого плеча рычага; 

      - величина изменения угла наклона  

                 спиральных канавок сверла. 

В конструкций приспособления заложени так-

же возможности регулировки величини осевой подачи 

заготовки и началного угла у вершини сверла ω0 в 

определенном диапазоне. Благодаря этому нами были 

сконструированы и изготовлены опытные образцы 

сверл с разнимы диапазонамы изменения угла наклона 

спиральной канавки: ,1730 0 ,2035 0

,2240 0  и .2343 0  

На всех этих свѐрлах были проведены такие – 

же эксперименты, как на стандартных. Результаты 

экспериментов для свѐрл 
01730   и 

02035  

показаны на фиг. 10, 11, 12, 13. 

Анализ этих графиков показывает следующее: 

для свѐрл 
01730  показатели осевого усилия 

почти не отличаются от стандартного сверла 30  

что так, и ожидалось, так как у этих сверл одинаковый 

передний угол и соответственно, условия резания у 

режущей кромки. Что касается величин крутящего 

момента, они на сверле 
01730  в зависимости 

от режимов резания занижены на 12-16%-ов. 
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Рис. 10. Зависимость крутящего момента от глубини 

сверления для свѐрл ω=30-170  при разных осевих 

подачах 

 

Рис. 11. Зависимость изменения осевого усилия от 

глубини сверления для свѐрл ω=30-170 при разных 

подачах свѐрла 

 

Рис. 12. Зависимость крутящего момента от глубини 

сверления для свѐрл ω=35-200 при разных осевих подачах 

Рис. 13. Зависимость изменения осевого усилия от 

глубини сверления для свѐрл ω=35-200   при разных 

подачах свѐрла 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Для свѐрл 
02035   показатели осевого 

усилия сравнительно занижены, так как передний угол 

увеличен на 5%-ов и этим облегчен процесс резания, но 

величина крутящего момента с увеличением глубины 

сверления растут более интенсивно и превышают 

показателей обоих предыдущих образцов. Ясно, что 

занижение показателей крутящего момента на свѐрлах 
01730   по сравнению со стандартными 

свѐрлами 
030  обусловлено постепенным 

увеличением шага спиральной канавки и 

соответственно уменьшением площади контакта 

образованной стружки со стенками обрабатываемого 

отверстия. Увеличение угла наклона и соответственно 

уменьшение шага спирали на свѐрлах 
02035  

опять вызывает обратный процесс – показатели 

крутящего момента интенсивно повышаются. 

При сверлении свѐрлами 
02240   и 

02343  эти силовые показатели относительно 

занижены (см. рис. 14-15), что объясняется 

улучшением условий резания из-за значительного (5-

8
0
-ов) увеличения переднего угла у режущей кромки. 

Однако уменьшение угла заострения при дальнейшей 

эксплуатации вызывает увеличение интенсивности 

износа, и они без переточки доходят лишь до 600-800 

отверстий. 

Очевидно, что для получения более ясной 

картины нужно было продолжать сравнителъние 

эксперименты между стандартными свѐрлами 
030  

и свѐрлами с переменным углом наклона спиральной 

канавки .1730 0  Эксперименты были 

продолжены до поломки сверл. При этом через каждый 

200 отверстии проверялись силовые показатели, 

которые с увеличением износа режущей кромки 

постепенно увеличиваются. После 1000 отверстий 

проверку осуществляли через каждый 100 отверстий, 

так как повышается вероятность поломки сверла. На 

протяжении всей серии экспериментов для обоих типов 

сверл почти одинаковыми оставались показатели 

износа режущей кромки и осевого усилия. Что касается 

крутящего момента, его значения на стандартных 

свѐрлах 
030 всегда превышали показателей свѐрл 

с переменным углом наклона спиральной канавки 

.1730 0  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Рис. 14. Зависимость крутящего момента от глубини 

сверления для свѐрл ω=40-220 при разных осевих подачах  
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Рис. 15. Зависимость изменения осевого усилия от 

глубини сверления для свѐрл ω=40-220   при разных 

подачах свѐрла 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Статистика показала, что поломка стандартных 

свѐрл 030 происходит от 1200 до 1300 отверстий, а 

свѐрл с переменным углом 01730  от – 1400 до – 

1500. 

 Актуальность проведенной научно-

исследовательской работы и необходимость 

совершенствования методики проведения 

экспериментов с течением времени становится все 

время острым и нужным. Это обусловлено тем, что 

постоянная минятуризациия узлов и деталей 

радиотехнической аппаратуры и компьютерной 

техники вынуждает специалистов области 

проектирования и осуществления технологических 

процессов их обработки, соответственно уменьшить 

размеры основных исполнительных поверхностей. Об 

этом свидетельствует тот факт, что 10-15 лет тому 

назад для сверления печатных плат использовались 

сверла с минимальны размерами рабочим диаметром 

0.5-0.6 мм, а в настоящее время по последним 

информации эти размеры снизились до 0.2-0.3 мм. 

Процесс минятуризации по прежнему продолжается и 

не трудно представить приблизительную ситуацию, 

которая будет например через 20-30 лет. В это время 

процесс оптимизации геометрических параметров 

сверл станет еще более важным потому, что надо будет 

максимально эффективно использовать каждый микрон 

сечений рабочего диаметра сверла. Этот же метод 

можно использовать и для повышения эффективности 

эксплуатации других инструментов. 

В настоящее время подобные эксперименты 

для выявления эффективности свѐрл с изменяемым 

углом наклона спиральной канавки проводятся при 

обработке широко используемых в промышленности 

металлических материалов, как например титановые и 

алюминиевые сплавы и цветные метали с разными 

физико – механическими свойствами.  

В ближайшее время будут опубликованы 

результаты этих работ. 

Через каждое определенное время как в этом, 

так и в других направлениях  периодически возникнет 

необходимость создания более точных и более 

приемлимих методов расчета оптимальных параметров 

ответственных деталей и инструментов, а также 

проектирования технологических процессов их 

получения. 

 

4. Выводы: 

 

1.Установлено, что темп развития реформы “ 

ИНДУСТРИЯ – 4.0” в сильной степенны зависит от 

эффективности эксплатационных характеристик 

использованных мехатронных систем. 

2.Доказано, что выходные характеристики отдельных 

узлов используемых мехатронных систем можно 

существенно улучшить оптимизацией конструктивно-

геометрических параметров и процессов их 

изготовления. Например стойкость твердосплавных 

прецизионных спиральных сверл рабочим диаметром 

меньше 1 мм и производительность сверления 

печатных плат можно увеличить минимум на 20-25%-

ов. 

3.Путем оптимизации геометрических параметров 

твердосплавных микросверл можно  значительно 

улучшить процесс стружкообразавания и их свободное 

удаление из зоны резания при сверлении печатных 

плат, что положительно влияет на качество 

обработанной поверхности и в последствии ее 

металлизацию. 

4.Доказано, что для успешного развития реформы 

“ИНДУСТРИЯ – 4.0”, на ряду с другими вопросами, 

принципиальное значение имеет уровень подготовки 

молодых инженерных кадров. Поэтому с этой целью 

сформированы основные необходимые навикы, 

которыми должны обладать они, а также пути реформы 

учебного процеса в ключая вопросы создания 

соответствующей методической литературы, 

лабораторных работ и материально-технической базы. 
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Abstract: Technological developments are fast and at industry level we have fourth industrial revolution going on. More and more new 

technologies are being applied to production to make it more efficient and more competitive. In order for new technologies to be better 

implemented and for the end user to be able to apply them to their industry, it is necessary for educational institutions to accompany the 

rapid development of technology and apply these new technologies in curricula.  
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1. Introduction 

 

As the deployment of robots is a reality today and at an 

increasing pace, there is a growing need for people who can handle 

robots and other new technologies. The use of robots in industry is 

largely influenced by the lack of qualified labor. There is a need for 

people who can install, set up, maintain, program robots, set up data 

networks and more. At the same time, business leaders must 

educate themselves about robots so they can better understand how 

robots affect the "big picture" of production [2,3]. 

Buying a robot is not a way to go with fashion. When buying a 

robot, the whole chain where the robot is installed must be 

analyzed. Robot's work and behavior differs from how human is 

working and therefore cannot be equated with a person in terms of 

workplace. Often a robot is viewed as a human substitute in the 

workplace where there is no person to take. When installing a robot, 

its inputs, outputs and operating environment must be reviewed and 

how they affect previous and subsequent processes [1,4]. 

In order for robots to be better implemented, people need to be 

educated and there is a big part to do for the education system. 

Robotics includes knowledge in a wide variety of fields - physics, 

electricity, automation, mechanics, IT. You also need to know the 

specifics of the robot's field of application. All this has to be taught 

in a standard volume curriculum [2]. 

The goal is to create a learning lab where you can demonstrate a 

comprehensive automated process from order in the ERP system to 

the completion and storage of the final product. The purpose of 

building a system is to deploy as much as possible the topics 

discussed in the Industry 4.0 concept, such as robots, 3D printing, 

Radio frequency identification (RFID), Enterprise resource 

planning (ERP), Manufacturing execution systems (MES) etc.  

 

2. Solution of the examined problem 

When creating the concept, the author put himself in the 

position of the entrepreneur where he have to chose the equipment 

from the market that is compatible and capable to communicate 

with existing devices at shop floor. When building the system, the 

equipment was chosen from among the most used in the industry 

and among those that are able to communicate with third-party 

software solutions. 

The design of the system's logic was based on the fact that the 

failure of one device or the occurrence of an error would not affect 

the operation of other devices, as long as other devices have tasks to 

do. The factory works 24/7 and is 100% automated, but that does 

not mean that a person is excluded from the system. In this solution, 

a person can perform many of the same tasks that robots do. 

Starting and completing a task must be confirmed on the MES-

related user interface. 

 

The system is divided into five major modules: 

- Production; 

- Assembly: 

- Storage;  

- Release of the goods; 

- Internal logistics.  

Each module contains one or more devices. Top of the modules is 

MES (Manufacturing execution systems), which coordinates the 

work of all modules and their communication. Each module is a 

stand-alone unit that works independently of other modules. The 

connection between the modules is only through the movement of 

the produced product it self. 

MES

Production Asembly Storage
Release of the 

goods

Internal logistics

ERP

Customer

 

Fig. 1 System schematic diagram 

When one module has completed its task, for example the 3D 

printer has finished printing, the signal is given to the MES system 

which analyzes the road map of the product and gives a start 

command to the next module that takes over the finished product 

from the 3D printer and performs internal operations of the module 

according to the product road map.  

Resource management is done by ERP. Its function is to make 

production plane based on customer orders and consequently the 

need for materials and supplies. Production is not directly controlled 

by the ERP system, due to the fact that it is not possible to precisely 

define all the processes in time. System management remains at the 

level of the MES program, from which the start and end times of 

certain processes are given as feedback to ERP system. ERP will 

use this information for product cost calculation. Each time the 

information about time is different, therefore the average time of all 

times is calculated. For example a mobile robot moves along a 

freely chosen trajectory that takes a different time each time.  
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One of the important modules of the system is a Internal 

logistics where are used devices like mobile robot and robot hand. 

Robot arm is installed top of mobile robot. The purpose of this 

module is to serve all other modules by providing the necessary 

components and transporting the finished product between different 

modules. The mobile robot is freely orientated in the room based on 

a previously scanned map. The robot can stay in the room with the 

person, because the robot uses Lidars to avoid collision with 

obstacles. When the mobile robot moves, the robot arm is in driving 

position. It works only if mobile robot have stop.  

 

Fig. 2 mobile robot with robot arm 

The design of the MES system was based on the need for the 

system to be modified later and for the system to be able to add new 

modules and devices such as a quality control module or CNC 

bench to the production module. 

 

3. Results 

The study lab was prepared at TTK University of Applied 

Sciences. With the completed laboratory, the university can 

demonstrate to students and use the full functionality and essential 

parts of a 100% automated production system. Students will get 

hands-on experience and are more aware of the possibilities of 

implementation new technologies and interconnecting them. 

Students will have much better  practical knowledge’s when 

entering the labor market. Industry 4.0 study labs get knowledge 

about robots, mobile robots, 3D printers, RFID technology, MES 

and ERP programs, and their collaboration with each other. 

The learning laboratory can also be used successfully to conduct 

in-service training. Individual topics can be taught separately, such 

as robot programming or explaining the functioning of the whole 

system. It is also possible to play through different scenarios that a 

customer may have in their production process. 

 

Fig. 3 Industry 4.0 laboratory at TTK University of Applied 

Sciences (Tallinn) 

4. Conclusion 

The completed system works and has been implemented in the 

study. The construction of the laboratory was funded by the 

Archimedes Foundation from program ASTRA. The system left a 

number of options for further development, which will be done in 

the future. The system should be equipped with machine visioning 

to improve the robot arm capturing an objects, as well as AR 

(Augmented reality) technology to visualize factory planning and 

picking the goods from storage processes. 

In author further research, the analyzes of possibilities of 

implementing a mobile robot and robot arm tandem in industry will 

be carried out. 
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Abstract: In this paper are considered various options for the interaction stages of the life cycle of an electronic product, initiated by the 

application for the development or supply of products, reclamation act or application for service. At the same time, variations of procedures 

and product data are formed, which form a digital passport and are used to generate several types of design solutions. It is shown that the 

content of a digital passport allows you to automate the procedure for obtaining design solutions, for which an appropriate methodology has 

been developed. 
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Introduction 
At present, an industrial enterprise can not be imagined 

without the implementation and operation of modern automated 

information systems, such as PDM, ERP, MES and / or EAM. 

This allows you to create, store and manage data about the 

electronic product at each stage of its life cycle [1-3]. This creates 

an information space, called a single digital passport of the 

product. As a rule, its content is used to solve the following tasks: 

- analysis of the remarks recorded in the preparation of 

production and during the production; 

- control of the processing of each individual remark; 

- analysis of the causes of failures in the operation of 

electronic products; 

- formation of lists of so-called "unscrupulous" 

suppliers; 

- management of the structure and composition of the 

electronic product and its modifications; 

- management of design and technological 

representations of data on an electronic product, etc. 

These tasks are part of the data management processes 

that determine the interaction options of the stages of the 

electronic product life cycle. Each option contains a sequence of 

steps and processes that characterize the chain of actions to be 

performed, which is caused by the occurrence of one of the 

events initiated by the customer - the sending of an application 

for development or delivery of a product, a complaint with a 

copy of the product or a service request. 

Receipt of an application for product development 

determines the search for analogues, the result of which is the 

determination of the list, cost and deadlines for the stages of 

work. With a positive search result (including obtained by several 

parameters), two planning tasks are solved. The first is the 

development of documentation for the original parts of the 

product, the second is the need to adjust the documentation for 

borrowed parts of the product [4,5]. This is the reason for 

planning the development or adjustment of documentation, as 

well as the stages of preparation for production. 

Upon receipt of the application for the supply of 

products in the same way, it is necessary to adjust the 

documentation for the product according to the comments 

identified during the previous production cycle of the product. In 

accordance with this, the stages of development, preparation of 

production and production are planned. Further, after the transfer 

of a copy of the product to the customer, work on it at the 

enterprise will resume after the sending of the reclamation act. 

This implies the solution for several problems. The first is to 

determine the cause of the failure of the product copy. The 

second is planning the adjustment of design documentation or the 

entire preparatory stage of production, including production - the 

manufacture of parts and assembly units, as well as the assembly 

and testing of the product [5, 6]. 

Therefore, the occurrence of any of these events means 

the generation of actions that constitute data management 

processes. They are characterized by lists of processed data on an 

electronic product, and the sequence of execution is determined 

by the work schedules and steps specified in the contract with the 

customer. In other words, the data, along with the event that 

occurred, constitute the initial requirements, in accordance with 

which the lists of actions and processes are formed, which are 

design decisions [7]. 

Since a single digital passport contains information 

about the processes of managing data about an electronic product 

at all stages of the life cycle, it is possible to pose the problem of 

automating the generation of design solutions based on initial 

requirements. This paper is devoted to the creation of methods 

for its solution. 

 

Formation of the content of a single digital passport 
The practice of building an information space of data 

shows that each enterprise creates its own digital environment, 

using as a basis the experience of similar enterprises. This means 

doing the following: 

- definition of the stages of the life cycle of an 

electronic product, which implements the activities of the 

enterprise; 

- formation of sequences of data management processes 

for each stage of the life cycle; 

- identification of options for automating the actions 

that make up each process using different types of systems; 

- implementation of the process automation option in 

accordance with the functionality of the implemented systems 

and system requirements imposed on the enterprise. 

The life cycle of an electronic product is formed by a set of 

stages (Figure 1), for each of which the corresponding lists of 

processes for managing product data are defined, and for each 

process - a list of its constituent actions. This allows you to 

describe the procedures for the interaction of units, on the basis 

of which to identify processes that require automation, taking 

into account the experience of similar enterprises. 

The result is the creation of descriptions, for example, 

in the form of diagrams in IDEF0 notation, which takes into 

account only the type of systems used - PDM, MES, ERP and / or 

EAM - and their functionality. Specifying the names of the 

systems is not required, since they differ from each other due to 

the implementation of the interface. Consequently, the variety of 

software solutions allows enterprises to independently choose 

their best option and work out the integration mechanisms [8]. 

In other words, a single information space is created 

about the product at all stages of the life cycle, which allows it to 

be used in making design decisions. 
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Figure 1 - The interaction of the stages of the life cycle of an electronic product 

 

Variants of CAD design solutions 
An analysis of the organization of the activities of 

enterprises shows that the adoption of a project decision is due to 

the receipt of the application from the customer. This involves 

determining the set of procedures performed in a given sequence, 

and product data generated at different stages of the life cycle. 

So, if the company received an application for the 

development or delivery of products, then the following sequence 

of procedures and lists of product data can be generated: 

1. A list of available data on products developed by 

the enterprise is being formed. In case of receipt of 

an application for development, the products being 

developed are analogous with respect to that 

indicated in the application, and in the event of 

receipt of an application for supply, data on the 

product indicated in the application. 

2. The procedures of the contract conclusion stage are 

formed and launched. 

3. Forms a list of data about the product, from among 

those found in accordance with claim 1, requiring adjustment 

according to the comments. In the absence of unprocessed 

comments list will be empty. 

4. The procedures of the development stage are formed 

and launched, and lists of data on purchased components are 

generated. In case of receipt of an application for development, 

the stage consists in creating constructive data on a new product, 

and in the case of receipt of an application for supplying 

products, in adjusting previously released data on comments. In 

the absence of unworked comments, the stage in question is 

skipped. 

5. The procedures of the preproduction stage are 

formed and launched. 

6. The procedures of the production stage are launched 

in accordance with the content of the technological process maps. 

When the claim act is transferred to the enterprise, the 

sequence of procedures and lists of data are generated depending 

on the results of the investigation of the failures that occurred. 

The following options are possible: 

1. The procedures of the development stage are formed 

and launched, taking into account some factors: 

- if the reason for the refusal is a poor-quality supply of 

components, then the stage may consist in the creation and filing 

into the archive of the list of substitutes for replacing the 

purchased component parts; 

- if the cause of failure is an error during development, 

the stage involves the correction of previously released design 

data about the product. 

2. The procedures for the pre-production stage are 

formed and launched, taking into account the following factors: 

- if the cause of failure is poor quality supply of 

components, the stage implements the procurement activity; 

- if the cause of failure is a production error, then the 

stage involves the adjustment of the technological data on the 

product (for example, based on the results of the adjustment of 

the design data or the presence of unworked comments on the 

technological documentation). 

3. The procedures of the production stage are formed 

and launched in accordance with the content of the technological 

process maps. 

In case when a service request is received by an 

enterprise, the generated design solutions are a generalization of 

the options considered, since it combines the procedures for 

entering into a contract, preparation for production and 

production; the possibility of adjustments to structural and / or 

technological data about the product; as well as the formation of 

lists of data on various products [7]. 

It should be noted that the information required for the 

formation of the listed sequences of procedures and types of 

product data is stored in a digital passport. This makes it possible 

to use it to develop a methodology for generating design 

solutions. 

 

Methods of generating design decisions based on a 

digital passport 
The results of the analysis of the company’s activities 

form two groups of requirements for the use of a single digital 

passport for generating design solutions. First group 

1Re _ (RS ... )squest System RS  contains generalized 

invariant requirements for the formation of a single digital 

passport at a particular enterprise: 

- stages of the life cycle of products in which the 

company operates; 

- functional properties of control systems; 

- data requirements for an electronic product in a single 

digital passport. 

Second group 

1Re _ Pr ( ... )rquest occess RP RP  contains 

generalized variant parameters of the current stage of the life 

cycle of an electronic product: 

- product specifications required by the customer; 

- characteristics of the states of the product 

development process; 

- characteristics of the state of the preparation process 

of the product; 

- characteristics of the states of the product 

manufacturing process; 
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- characteristics of products operated by the customer. 

Taking into account the above, it is logical to say that 

the listed groups of parameters initiate interaction between 

different stages of the life cycle of an electronic product, similar 

to the interaction initiated by an application for the development 

or supply of products, a reclamation act or an application for 

service. This allows you to use the components of a digital 

passport to generate one of the following variants of CAD design 

solutions: 

1. The sequence of processes for presenting data about 

an electronic product at various stages of its life cycle. 

2. Lists and structures of electronic products and their 

components. 

3. Sequences of manufacturing operations for the 

manufacture of an electronic product and its components. 

4. Sequences of the data processing process on the 

electronic product at the stages of development and production 

preparation. 

According to Figure 2, the idea of generating a design 

solution for CAD is to form one of these options in accordance 

with the list of parameters of the current state of the electronic 

product Re _ Prquest occess . 

 

 
Figure 2 - Generation of design solutions for CAD electronic products based on a single digital passport 

 

 

Conclusion 
Thus, the design solution of CAD is a sequence of 

components of a single digital passport, describing the real object 

of production at a certain stage of its life cycle. Each component 

is characterized by a list of parameters selected in accordance 

with the requirements Re _quest System и 

Re _ Prquest occess . 

The obtained results were used to develop a 

methodology and algorithm for CAD electronic products based 

on a single digital passport. 
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Abstract: Implementation of the principles of "INDUSTRY 4.0" into the traction power supply systems implies the introduction of power 

factor correction modes and the possibility of bi-directional energy transfer in the DC traction substations used on railways and subways. 
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1. Introduction 

 

On DC traction substations are use diode and thyristor three-

phase rectifiers. These schemes have a number of drawbacks. In 

some cases, they not only do not provide the possibility of energy 

recovery, have a low power factor, but also a powerful source of 

higher harmonic components of current in the general network [1, 

2]. The presence of higher harmonics of the current has the 

following negative consequences: distortion of the form of supply 

voltage; induction in telecommunication and control circles, 

reduction of the efficiency factor of the power supply system itself 

and technical devices powered by it. In this regard, the schemes 

used are morally obsolete. Actual is the search for new circuit 

solutions for rectifier traction substation installations. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the schemes of active 

three-phase rectifiers with the correction of the power factor with 

the forced formation of the sinusoidal input current, as well as the 

choice of the optimal scheme of the active rectifier for the DC 

traction substation. 

 

2. Three-phase active full-wave step-up rectifier 

 

There are different topologies of schemes of active rectifiers, 

which provide correction of the power factor [3, 4]. One of the 

schemes, which has high energy indices, is the scheme of active 

full-wave step-up rectifier. This scheme provides a realized power 

factor close to the one, the mode of continuous currents and the 

possibility of implementing a bidirectional flow of energy, that is, 

the possibility of recovery. The scheme of an active step-up rectifier 

is shown in fig. 1. 

The structure of this converter includes six fully controlled 

keys. Mandatory condition for the realization of the sinusoidal 

shape of the rectifier input current is the output voltage of the 

converter should be higher than the phase input of the active 

rectifier. 

The diagram of the input current and the voltage of the active 

step-up rectifier are shown in fig. 2. 

A three-phase active full-wave step-up rectifier is shown in 

fig. 3, has several distinctive features that make this circuit most 

convenient for implementation in three-phase active rectifiers: 

- the absence of pulsations of the input AC, which leads to a 

significant reduction of the input EMC filter; 

- low level of square root currents in IGBT-keys relative to 

circuits with three keys and single-circuit circuits of three-phase 

active rectifiers. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Two-level active step-up rectifier with correction of 

power factor 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The diagram of the input current (1) and the voltage (2) of 

the active step-up rectifier 

 

The active step-up rectifier is capable of implementing a 

bidirectional flow of energy, that is, it provides direct possibility of 

recuperation [5, 6]. The disadvantage of the scheme is the need to 

use six active keys to provide a power factor close to the one, when, 

for example, in the circuit Vienna need only three keys, and in the 

circuit-breaker, respectively, only one. In addition, due to the fact 

that the scheme by definition is step-up , there is no possibility of 

adjusting the output voltage in the range from zero to the value of 

the amplitude of the phase voltage, that is, the given circuit design 

can not replace the traditional thyristor downregulation of the active 

rectifier with the control at the angle of unlocking. 
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Fig. 3. Three-level active step-up rectifier with correction of power factor 

 

3. Active full-wave step-down rectifier 

 

A three-phase active rectifier is shown in fig. 4, has the ability 

to adjust the output voltage in the range from zero to the nominal 

value of the network, while providing a sinusoidal input current and 

a power factor close to one [7, 8]. However, the circuit of the active 

step-up rectifier is more convenient and has great advantages. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The active full-wave step-down rectifier 

 

Unlike single-phase execution, a three-phase step-down 

schema can transmit power to DC load with minor distortions of 

input currents, ie the shape of the input currents is almost 

sinusoidal. When the instantaneous value of one phase voltage is 

zero, the other two phases are non-zero and transmit power to the 

load. This converter has an adjustable value of the output voltage in 

the range from zero to the value of the amplitude of the phase 

voltage of the network [9]. This type of converter has similarities to 

a well-known autonomous current inverter, except that the circuit 

operates in rectifier mode with the control of high-frequency PWM 

and provides a power factor close to one. 

For the correct operation of the converter, two-quadrant 

bipolar keys are required, which are well implemented by the serial 

connection of the IGBT of the transistor and the power diode. The 

disadvantage of this scheme is the higher specific losses in the 

valves compared with the valve rectifier, due to higher mean-square 

values of currents in the serial connection of the IGBT and the 

diode [10, 11]. The converter is capable of operating inverter mode, 

that is, it provides the possibility of recuperation. However, 

recuperation in this type of converter is possible only with the 

negative polarity of the output voltage, which makes it impossible 

to use it at the traction substation without additional polarization 

power devices. Also, in order to provide a sinusoidal input current, 

an expensive dimensional input filter is usually needed to smooth 

the input currents pulsations. 

The scheme of the Vienna rectifier is shown in fig. 5, is also a 

kind of circuit of active rectifiers with correction of the power 

factor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The scheme of the Vienna rectifier 

 

4. Single-key three-phase active rectifier 

 

Three-phase active rectifiers described in the previous sections, 

in their topology contain six keys, which, in comparison with 

passive (diode) rectifiers, makes the circuit of the active converter 

more expensive. In view of this, the question arises – which 

minimum number of active keys is necessary for the 

implementation of an active rectifier with correction of the power 

factor. Can implement power correction using a simple diode circuit 

using passive filters. Proceeding from this, for the realization of a 

three-phase rectifier only diodes are required. However, when you 

need to control (adjust) the output voltage, you need at least one 

high-power controlled key. In addition, if need to significantly 

reduce the input filters and implement active power correction, just 

one active key can be applied in the same way. However, this 

scheme will not enable the implementation of a bidirectional flow 

of energy (recuperation) [12]. 

Consequently, theoretically, only one active key is necessary 

for the implementation of the formation of the input current 

(correction of the power factor) with the implementation of 

regulation of the level of output voltage, but without the possibility 

of implementing a bidirectional flow of energy. Several circuit-

switched circuits of three-phase rectifiers were presented earlier. 

However, it should be noted that these schemes require the use of 

additional reactive filters. 

Single-key scheme of a three-phase active step-up rectifier, 

implemented on the principle of an enhancer, is shown in fig. 6. 

The transistor Q1 is governed in the same way as in an DC-DC 

step-up converter. The input current ia(t) is shown in fig. 7. 

The inductances La, Lb and Lc operate in intermittent currents 

in conjunction with the diodes D1÷D6. At the end of the increase in 

the current in the throttle, the current reaches its peak value, which 

is also proportional to the applied voltage of the three-phase 

network. When the transistor Q1 is closed, then the diode D7 

becomes straightforward and the throttle transfers the accumulated 

energy into the load. Since the peak of the input currents is 

proportional to the amplitude of the linear voltage, the average 

value of the input currents is also approximately proportional to the 
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value of the linear voltage of the network. In this way, the effect of 

the presence of a three-phase input resistance is achieved. The 

three-phase single-circuit charging rectifier has a sufficient number 

of higher harmonics, but their number and the overall harmonic 

distortion factor can be reduced with increasing output voltage. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Single-key scheme of a three-phase active step-up rectifier 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. The input current (1) and the voltage (2) of the single-key 

step-up converter 

 

The three-phase single-key step-up converter has a clear 

advantage in the simplicity of its control system. The transistor can 

operate at a constant switching frequency. 

The change in the PWM fill factor allows you to adjust the 

value of the output voltage. Sufficiently is one active semiconductor 

such as MOSFET or IGBT for implementing this converter. A 

disadvantage is the need to use an input filter to reduce the 

incoming current pulsations. 

 

5. Comparative analysis of power correction 

schemes 

 

In comparison, an analysis of the modernization of the three-

phase active rectifier with control on the opening angle is given. In 

this case, it is necessary to control the value of the output voltage, in 

the range from zero to the value of phase voltage of the network. In 

this case, any of the schemes may be applied. In this case, the 

simplest is the circuit of an active controlled step-down rectifier, is 

shown in fig. 4. Schematics with one active key, are shown in fig. 5, 

6, can also be used. In this case, will make a comparison of the 

downline single-circuit active rectifier with a full-circuit diagram. 

Comparison of the peak values of the key load voltage and 

current for a 25 kV rectifier unit is shown in table 1. The value of 

the input voltage of the rectifier unit is 440 V, the value of the 

output voltage is 370 V at a current of 67,5 A. Also it shows the 

value of the total power load of the converter keys (the sum of the 

power of all keys is taken). 

The implementation of a single-switch converter is usually 

considered only for small capacities due to the increased peak value 

of the voltage of the key, which leads to increased losses in the 

switches themselves. However, these causes are not related to the 

AC-DC performance of the active rectifier due to the fact that the 

increased value of peak current at resonant switching is offset by 

the lower value of the specific load of circuit keys, which leads to 

the possibility of more efficient energy dissipation. The use of full-

circuit schemes leads to a low specific load of the key, which in 

different implementations can be both an advantage and a 

disadvantage of this scheme. However, if compare the full-circuit 

with six keys and compare it with a rectifier unit, which is six 

parallel-connected circuit-switched circuits, then the peak value of 

the current in each key of such an assembly will be 30 % lower 

compared to the six-key scheme. 

 

Table 1 

Comparison of single-key rectifier scheme with active full-wave scheme 

Parameter The full-wave step-up 

scheme an active rectifier 

The full-wave step-down 

scheme an active rectifier 

The scheme of the 

Vienna rectifier 

Single-key scheme an 

active rectifier 

Output voltage Above the amplitude of 

the network voltage 

Below the amplitude of the 

network voltage 

Above the amplitude 

of the network voltage 

Above the amplitude of 

the network voltage 

Voltage on the keys Uout Uout Uout/2 Uout 

Recuperation capability Yes When changing the polarity 

of the output voltage 

No No 

Number of fully control 

keys 

6 6 3 1 

Number of diodes 6 6 6 7 

Input current of active 

rectifier 

Continuous sinusoidal Continuous sinusoidal Continuous sinusoidal Intermittent, impulsive 

Realized power factor 0,98÷0,99 0,98÷0,99 0,98÷0,99 0,92 

Cos φ 0,99÷1 0,99÷1 0,99÷1 0,99÷1 

Coefficient of harmonic 

distortion of current 

form THD, % 

5÷12 5÷12 5÷12 60÷90 

 

6. Imitation simulation 

 

An appropriate simulation model was developed for a more 

detailed study of electricity quality indicators in the full-wave step-

up rectifier in the MATLAB software, is shown in fig. 8. The 

results of the simulation of the work of the active rectifier during 

the transition from the regimen to the recovery mode are shown in 

fig. 9. As can be seen from fig. 9, both in the mode of straightening, 

and in the recuperation mode, the shape of the consumed current is 

sinusoidal. In this case, the transition from regimen to recuperation 

mode is a fairly qualitative transition process. 

Results of the Fourier analysis of the phase current of the 

active rectifier are shown in fig. 10. As can be seen from fig. 10, the 

shape of the input current contains only 2,13 % of the higher 

harmonics that meets the requirements of international standards for 

the quality of electric energy. 
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Fig. 8. Imitation model of an active rectifier 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Results of imitation simulation 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Fourier analysis of the phase current of the active rectifier 

 

7. Results and discussion 

 

Single-key schemes of active rectifiers can be actively used in 

schemes of small and, in some applications, average power. 

However, with the implementation of a powerful rectifier unit with 

a power of several megawatts, the execution of a single-key scheme 

is inadmissible from the reasoning of the reliability of the converter 

at high values of pulsed currents, as well as the presence of high 

content of higher harmonics of current that appear due to the mode 

of intermittent currents. 

At the same time, it is necessary to realize the mode of energy 

recuperation from the contact network to the general industrial 

network. In connection with this, it was concluded that the most 

expedient scheme for modernizing the traction substation of a direct 

current is an active rectifier based on a full-wave step-up scheme. 

 

8. Conclusion 

 

The paper presents an overview of modern schemes of active 

three-phase rectifiers with correction of power factor. An analysis 

of existing circuits was performed and a choice of optimal scheme 

for a DC traction substation was made. 

The optimal scheme for a traction substation of a direct current 

is the scheme of an active three-phase full-wave step-up rectifier. In 

the future it is necessary to study the control systems of the active 

rectifier, as well as the work of the most active rectifier during a 

dynamic load change. 
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Abstract: Industry 4.0 brings new challenges for the quantitative methods for the evaluation of system dependability properties such as 

reliability and safety. In this paper, we recall relevant Industry 4.0 and dependability concepts and provide an overview of available 

reliability and safety metrics and evaluation methods including event trees, fault trees, reliability block diagrams, and more sophisticated 

dynamic methods based on Markov chain models. The special focus is on the model-based application of these methods. The paper discusses 

several common MBSE paradigms, such as UML/SysML, AADL, and Simulink, that can be employed in the context of Industry 4.0 and allow 

automated generation of the dependability evaluation models. Finally, we discuss how the Industry 4.0 increases system complexity, justify 

what kind of dependability evaluation methods are required, and what limitations we still need to overcome. 
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1. Industry 4.0 Concepts 

Industry 4.0 is the modern trend of automation and 

manufacturing technologies that fosters "smart factories", groups of 

interconnected intelligent Mechatronic and Cyber-Physical Systems 

(CPS) that communicate in real-time, cooperate with each other and 

human operators [42]. 

A mechatronic system is classically characterized by two 

inherent key properties: (i) synergistic spatial and functional 

integration of heterogeneous subsystems (mechanical, electronic, 

information processing) and (ii) closed action chain (physical 

feedback) requiring well-working interaction at functional and 

technological levels. 

A CPS is an advanced mechatronic system or a system of 

distributed and networked mechatronic systems with a strong 

software part and complex communication protocols. Physical and 

software (cyber) components are deeply intertwined, each operating 

on different spatial and temporal scales, exhibiting multiple and 

distinct behavioral modalities, and interacting with each other in a 

myriad of ways that change with context. 

Finally, human-in-the-loop is an inherited concept that shares 

the idea to consider the human as a part of a larger CPS taking into 

account the requirements for CPSs, in which people interact with 

their local environments, and existing psychological theories.  

2. Dependability Concepts 

Dependability [1], in modern systems engineering 

understanding, is ―the trustworthiness of a (computer) system such 

that reliance can justifiably be placed on the service it delivers‖. 

The dependability addresses the group of (i) attributes (availability, 

reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, and maintainability), (ii) 

means (fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault 

forecasting) and (iii) as origin of all possible malfunctions threats 

(faults, errors and failures). To be concise we recall the definitions 

of the threats: Fault := is a defect in the system that can be activated 

and cause an error; Error := is an incorrect internal state of the 

system, or a discrepancy between the intended behavior of a system 

and its actual behavior; Failure := is an instance in time when the 

system displays behavior that is contrary to its specification. 

In this paper, we are mostly focused on two particular 

dependability attributes: Reliability := continuity of correct service 

and Safety := absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s) 

and the environment. Also it is noteworthy to mention Fault-

tolerance := means to avoid service failures in the presence of 

faults, and nowadays popular concept of Resilience, that has a 

tendency to be used differently, in each specific community, usually 

to indicate a more flexible, more dynamic and/or less prescriptive 

approach to achieving dependability, compared to common 

practices. Note, that Security concept is left out of the scope of this 

paper. 

The ultimate objective for a design for dependability can be 

stated simply as ―appropriate robustness of system operation against 

threats‖. As a consequence, the fundamental questions to be 

answered are: ―What kind of dependability models to use?‖, 

―Where to get data to feed these models?‖, and ―How to integrate 

dependability analysis into the system development process?‖. We 

address these questions in the next two sections. 

3. Dependability evaluation methods and metrics 

Components and systems: Dependability properties of atomic 

system components can be described using multiple metrics 

including, the probability of failure, failure rates, Mean Time To 

Failure (MTTF), Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), Failures in 

Time (FIT), etc. This information is either provided by the 

component producers or can be found in commonly used 

component reliability prediction guidelines like FIDES [2], NRPD 

[3], or MIL-HDBK-217F [4]. MTBFs and FITs are the most 

common metrics. The challenge is that this data strongly depends 

on multiple factors and it‘s hard to find reliability metrics that are 

suitable for particular system operation profile and can be trusted. 

Also, these metrics are usually generic, in terms that it is almost not 

possible to find separate metrics for different failure modes of a 

component. Based on the component reliability metrics, system 

reliability can be evaluated using the methods discussed below. 

Qualitative and quantitative methods: Qualitative methods 

such as Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [5], its criticality 

extension (FMECA) [6], and HAZard and OPerability (HAZOP) 

study [7] are usually recommended by modern reliability and safety 

standards (ISO 26262, IEC 61508, DO-178B/C, etc). These 

guidelines help to address possible system failure modes and 

evaluate their effects in a systematic way. These methods provide 

no numerical estimations of dependability properties rather a 

classification of the failure modes e.g. according to Risk Priority 

Number (FMEA) and are strongly based on expert opinion. 

Classical quantitative methods such as Event Trees [8], Fault Trees 

[9], and Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) [10] help to numerically 

evaluate system reliability using the available reliabilities of system 

components. A fault tree describes how failures in components can 

combine to cause a system failure. The fault tree analysis is 

traditionally focused on the identification of so-called Minimal Cut 

Sets (MCS), which are unique combinations of events leading to the 

top event or system failure. The quantitative analysis yields 

reliability and availability metrics such as the probability of system 

failure, the mean number of failures for discrete-time Static Fault 

Trees (SFT), and the mean downtime (unavailability), MTTF, as 

well as MTTR and MTBF for continuous-time SFTs that can model 

failure rates and component repairs. These metrics can be computed 

either directly using top-down or bottom-up methods or using 

underlaying Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) or Bayesian 

Networks (BNs). The most common methods are based on the 

BDDs because they allow the computation of the system 

unreliability and the probabilities of the MCSs at the same time. 
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BNs are employed in the presence of statistical dependencies 

between the basic events. Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) have 

a similar underlying concept. However, an RBD models a system 

success while a fault tree models a system failure. The underlying 

computation methods are similar to the fault tree analysis. Event 

Trees (ETs) explore system success and failure scenarios as a tree 

starting from an initiation event, through other events, to arrive at 

the success or failure completion of system operation. Usually, each 

even has two outcomes, success and failure, defined with constant 

probabilities. Fault and event trees can be applied complementary to 

each other or separately under different situations. 

Static and dynamic methods: The ETs, FTs, and RBDs allow 

fast and efficient quantitative failure analysis. These methods are 

commonly called static because they do not consider dynamic 

aspects such as repairable components, transient faults, and 

complex control flow structures including stochastic branching, 

loops, and multi-rate components that are common for distributed 

CPS with complex software. Markov chain models are commonly 

used for dynamic state-based reliability analysis. The probabilistic 

transitions of such models describe the system evolution over time 

taking into account reliability aspects, like faults activation, errors 

propagation, detection and correction, and system failures. A large 

class of dynamic reliability analysis methods exploits Markov 

chains either directly or as underlying models, like in the case of 

Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) that are typically used for the modeling 

of parallel processes. This class also contains all kinds of Dynamic 

Fault Trees (DFT) [11, 12] and their extensions including fault trees 

with dependent events [13], repairable fault trees [14], state-event 

fault trees [15], component fault trees [43] and boolean logic driven 

Markov processes [16]. Our approach to reliability evaluation with 

underlying Dual-graph Error Propagation Models (DEPM) [17] is 

also based on Discrete-time Markov Chain (DTMC) models. 

Model checking and state space explosion: The Markov chain 

based methods provide access to the powerful techniques from 

Probabilistic Model Checking (PMC) [18] that allow the evaluation 

of advanced, highly customizable, time-related reliability 

properties. An instance of such properties is, e.g., ―the probability 

of a system failure during defined time units after the occurrence of 

a certain combination of errors in certain system components‖. In 

many cases, the number of states of a Markov chain model that is 

required for accurate description of the system behavior grows 

exponentially with the system size (e.g. the number of components 

and parallel processes) and model accuracy (e.g. the number of 

variables and their values that are used for the description of the 

system). This State Space Explosion (SSE) is the most serious 

limitation of model checking, as those techniques often rely on an 

exhaustive exploration of the state space. This well-known problem 

has been addressed in several research domains including the 

reliability analysis in the context of the DFTs and their underlying 

Markov chain models. Among several solutions, the modularization 

method that divides a DFT into independent modules has been 

proposed. Static modules are computed with the static methods 

based on the BDDs or BNs, while dynamic modules are computed 

using the dynamic methods based on the Markov chain models [19, 

20, 21, 22]. 

Formal analysis and simulative fault injection: The analytical 

methods discussed above rely on rigorous mathematical techniques 

that explore the entire state space of the underlying system model 

and enable not only to reveal faults and failures but also to prove 

the absence of the faults and failure scenarios covered by 

underlying formal system models (e.g. Markov chains). The weak 

points are (i) the mentioned SSE issues and (ii) the strong 

requirements to the underlying models. In other words, the 

analytical methods can evaluate only those reliability related aspects 

that are covered by the underlying system model. Therefore, they 

are either used manually to evaluate high-level and abstract system 

models or various methods for automatic generation of formal 

system models out of their available design models are applied. 

Alternatively, with a detailed and executable system model on hand, 

simulative approaches based on various Monte Carlo simulations 

allow for fault injection analysis. These methods require a large 

number of simulations in order to obtain statistically confident 

results, especially taking into account small real-world fault 

activation probabilities, or the application of specialized techniques, 

e.g. rare event simulation [23]. 

Early and late analysis: Commonly, analytical methods are 

applied in the early phases of system development. At this time the 

system is already modeled with rather high-level and ―analyzable‖ 

models. The benefits of the early analysis are quite obvious, the 

drawbacks uncovered in the early phases are much cheaper to 

eliminate. On the other hand, the simulative methods require 

executable models, or already (partially) implemented system 

components. The analysis of such models with the analytical 

methods is questionable because of their high complexity that leads 

to SSE issues. However, the simulation with fault injections allows 

the detailed evolution of the effects of particular faults and errors. 

For instance, it is possible to inject typical errors of computing 

hardware such as single and multiple bit-flips, sensors faults such as 

offsets, stuck-at faults, and noise, and network errors such as time 

delays and package drops, in order to observe system fault-tolerance 

characteristics. 

Model errors and data errors: It is important to note that the 

detailed dependability analysis requires not only more powerful and 

complex models but also more probabilistic parameters such as 

component level reliability properties, probabilities for separate 

failure modes, data error propagation probabilities, information 

about system operational profile, timings, synchronization protocols 

and so on. Usually, it is very hard to obtain such numerical data. 

Therefore, it could happen that all benefits of the sophisticated 

reliability models will be neglected by the lack of the required 

numerical inputs. 

4. Model-based System Engineering and Model-

based Dependability Analysis 

Model-based system engineering (MBSE) is a key enabler of 

building complex systems of systems that satisfies the Industry 4.0 

design principles. After the specification of general requirements, 

the development of any system continues with the design phase. 

This phase addresses the creation of various system abstractions 

that we call ―models‖. Models are always restricted to describing a 

specific system behavior with respect to a certain view on the 

system under consideration. In our case, when dealing with 

advanced mechatronic and cyber-physical systems, we need the 

following three fundamental views: (i) functional view (interlinked 

functional dependencies), (ii) procedural view (logical and dynamic 

relations), and (iii) hardware/software architecture view (real 

physical entities realizing the functional and procedural system 

properties). Therefore, any valuable modeling paradigm must 

inherently support these three fundamental system views. 

Although systems design, in general, is inherently closely 

linked to working with models, the meaning of the term ‗model-

based design‘ goes far beyond this. Assuming the readiness of 

appropriate system models (i.e. containing the relevant views) in 

terms of formalized models and computerized models, the model-

based design paradigm tends to derive new and ‗hidden‘ 

information out of these baseline models using appropriate methods 

for processing and manipulation of these models. Preferably this 

processing is done in an automated way using computerized tools. 

The industry tends to automated model-based or model-driven 

development processes. Starting with the early system design phase 

the models are filled up with details up to the development of a 

complete functional system. We observe this especially in safety-

critical domains such as automotive, aerospace, and industrial 

automation. Structural and behavioral system models extended with 

reliability properties of system components is a common starting 

point of the quantitative reliability analysis. Several well-known 

and widely used modeling paradigms that are suitable for the 

heterogeneous CPS are discussed in this section.  
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UML with its extension SysML (Unified and Systems 

Modeling Languages) [24, 25] is a popular and universal design 

approach. UML models are very general and can cover all phases of 

the system development life cycle, while SysML is a large profile 

that specifies the UML for system engineering applications. 

UML/SysML is well structured and standardized. UML/SysML 

Profiles such as MARTE and DAM extends the models with design 

capabilities including the reliability evaluation. 

AADL (Architecture Analysis & Design Language) [26] is a 

framework for the model-based engineering of embedded real-time 

systems. AADL has certain similarities with SysML. However, 

ADDL is strongly oriented to software and hardware co-design of 

real-time systems and has inherited analytical capabilities. AADL 

and its dialect SLIM have interfaces with analytical tools including 

COMPASS for reach reliability and performance analysis, PRISM 

for stochastic model checking, and OpenFTA for fault tree analysis. 

The AADL Error Annex extends AADL for reliability analysis. 

Simulink and Stateflow [27, 28] is the dominating modeling 

paradigm for dynamic systems, control systems, and digital signal 

processing. Simulink provides a ―native‖ interface for control 

engineers in the form of combined block diagrams (Simulink) and 

state charts (Stateflow). This Mathworks tool set includes built-in 

code generation and deployment mechanisms. Following the 

concept ―development through design‖ this paradigm gives less 

design freedom than UML/SysML and AADL, but for the particular 

system, domains allow a designer to solve the tasks with less 

overhead. 

The mentioned models extended with component reliability 

properties are common starting points for the quantitative reliability 

analysis. Transformation methods for the discussed baseline system 

model exist: from AADL to SFT [29, 30, 31] and to Markov models 

[32, 33]; from Simulink to SFT [34], DFT [35], and to Markov 

chains models (CTMC) [36]; from UML to DFT [37]; from SysML 

to SFT [38, 39], DFT [40], and Markov chains (Prism models) [41]. 

Also, more specific modeling paradigms relevant to Industry 

4.0 are available. For example, AutomationML is a neutral data 

format based on XML for the storage and exchange of plant 

engineering information, which is provided as an open standard. 

The goal of AutomationML is to interconnect the heterogeneous 

tool landscape of modern engineering tools in their different 

disciplines, e.g. mechanical plant engineering, electrical design, 

HMI development, PLC and robot control. 

4. Expected Challenges for Dependability Analysis 

Industry 4.0 implies that the systems will become more: 

1) complex from structural (more components and interfaces) 

and, especially, from behavioral (more operational modes, 

profiles) points of view; 

2) heterogeneous in terms of sophisticated software, 

computing, and network hardware, smart sensors and 

sensor arrays, actuators, physical parts, new revolutionary 

HMIs, and human operators themselves; 

3) distributed that in one hand will lead to more complex and 

also heterogeneous communication protocols, imperfect 

synchronization issue (delays, drops, jitter), transmission 

errors, and, in another hand, to spatially distributed 

control loops; 

4) adaptable and autonomous, again sophisticated software 

components, system self-adaptation, untrivial resilience 

and fault tolerance mechanisms, and artificial intelligent 

components. 

Complex software, autonomy, adaptability, and sophisticated 

fault tolerance mechanisms will exclude the possibility to utilize 

static reliability evaluation methods such as fault trees, event trees, 

or reliability block diagrams. Thus, only the dynamic method based 

on Markov chains will be able to cover the behavioral complexity 

of the systems. Manual generation of the dynamic models is not 

possible because of the increasing system complexity. So, the 

discussed automated transformation methods from the baseline 

MBSE models to analytical models will be used. 

Increasing behavioral complexity will result in untrivial failure 

scenarios. So, classical dependability metrics (failure rates, MTTFs, 

etc) shall be extended with highly-customizable resilience metrics 

such as ―the probability of system recovery after a specified system 

failure during the defined time interval‖. This will require the 

application of the state of the are probabilistic model checking. The 

state space explosion issues shall be addressed with the automated 

application of the optimization methods including, model slicing 

and nesting, compositional aggregation, weak bisimulation, 

confluence reduction, symmetry reduction, and partial order 

reduction. The mentioned optimization methods are discussed well 

in [44] in the context of dynamic fault trees. 

Model-based system engineering models for Industry 4.0 shall 

be unified and ―by default‖ extended with the dependability 

properties and the capabilities of automated dependability analysis. 

System adaptability and changeability have to be taken into 

account. So either the MBSE models shall describe possible system 

reconfigurations in the future and the dependability models has to 

be able to evaluate all possible scenarios or the dependability 

models has to be dynamic and shall be incrementally updated and 

applied online before each system reconfiguration.  

The transition of Industry 4.0 will also require to revisit the 

classical human reliability models. The available models need to be 

seamlessly integrated into the dependability models that describe 

the software hardware and physical parts. 

Last but not least, we see the coming of the Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) storm on the horizon in many high-tech areas 

including system dependability. Currently, AI enters the safety-

critical industrial domains including industrial automation. Modern 

reliability and resilience assessment methods were developed for 

classical systems and cannot cover the emerging safety-critical 

Deep Learning (DL) based components. So it is important to make 

DL-based components more reliable and resilient using sensitivity 

analysis and efficient selective protection. The effects of common 

hardware faults such as sensor faults (noise, offset, freeze, drift), 

network faults (delay, package drop), and computing hardware 

faults (bitflip, stuck-at 0/1) on the accuracy of the DL-based 

components need to be evaluated in order to identify effective fault-

tolerance mechanisms for the DL-based components. 
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Abstract: Paper presents exergy efficiency and loss analysis of condensate extraction pump (CEP) and main boiler feed pump (BFP) from a 

conventional steam power plant. Based on the required measured operating parameters at four different loads, it was observed that an 

increase in driving power for both pumps follows an increase in power plant cumulative developed power. Both analyzed pumps do not have 

the highest exergy losses at the highest observed load, as can be usually expected. Main boiler feed pump has the highest exergy efficiency, 

which is equal to 87.00%, at power plant nominal load, while the highest exergy efficiency of condensate extraction pump (95.77%) was 

observed at 60% of power plant nominal load. The influence of the ambient temperature on both pumps exergy efficiencies and losses is 

almost negligible. 
 

KEYWORDS: CONDENSATE EXTRACTION PUMP, BOILER FEED PUMP, EXERGY LOSSES, EXERGY EFFICIENCY,  

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE VARIATION 
 

1. Introduction 
 

    Water pumps are essential elements of steam power plants [1] 

where they are used on the condensate/feed water returning line 

from condenser to main boiler [2]. The number and arrangement of 

water pumps in steam power plant depend on the number and 

operation principles of water heaters [3]. 

    Two main pumps in the condenser/feed water returning line from 

condenser to main boiler, which inevitably have to be installed in 

each steam power plant, are condenser extraction pump (CEP) and 

main boiler feed pump (BFP) [4]. Regardless of the type and inner 

structure, those two pumps operate in heavy conditions. The CEP 

takes condensate at low pressure, significantly lower than 

atmospheric pressure, while BFP delivers feed water to high 

pressures significantly higher than atmospheric pressure [5]. 

    Such two pumps from steam power plant with nominal power of 

210 MW were analyzed in this paper from the exergy aspect. Both 

pumps were analyzed at four different power plant loads to obtain 

their exergy losses and efficiencies along with the aim to compare 

their operations. The influence of the ambient temperature on both 

pumps exergy efficiencies and losses is also analyzed and 

presented. Presented investigation can be used not only for the 

analyzed water pumps, but also for every other pump to obtain its 

proper operation characteristics at various loads. 
 

2. Condensate extraction pump and main boiler feed 

pump description and operation characteristics 
 

    In thermal power plants, steam after low pressure turbine cylinder 

(or more of them) is delivered to steam condenser where it 

condenses. Produced condensate is then delivered by the pump 

(low-pressure or mid-pressure) to deaerator through a several low 

pressure condensate heaters. Water after deaerator is then taken by 

another high-pressure pump which delivers it to boiler through 

several high pressure water heaters. The water line between the 

condenser and deaerator is usually called condensate line and water 

line between deaerator and boiler is usually called feed water line. 

Condensate pressure increasing and distribution is ensured with 

CEP, while the feed water pressure increasing and distribution is 

ensured with BFP. Those two pumps from the thermal power plant 

with nominal power of 210 MW were analyzed in this study. 

    Condensate extraction pump, Fig. 1 (a), is a pump which takes a 

condensate from power plant condenser and delivers that 

condensate to deaerator through low pressure feed water heaters. 

Condensate at the CEP inlet has a pressure much lower than the 

atmospheric pressure (point 1 at Fig. 1), so the CEP can be 

considered as a pump that operates under harsh working conditions. 

Pressure at which CEP delivers condensate (point 2 at Fig. 1) is 

above atmospheric pressure. In order to increase condensate 

pressure, CEP consumes power (PCEP) which is usually delivered by 

electric motor [6]. 

    Main boiler feed pump, Fig. 1 (b), takes feed water from power 

plant deaerator and delivers it to boiler through high pressure feed 

water heaters. Feed water at the BFP inlet (point 3 at Fig. 1) has a 

pressure higher than atmospheric, while at the BFP outlet (point 4 at 

Fig. 1) feed water has a pressure slightly higher than the boiler 

pressure which is in power plants much higher than the atmospheric 

one. Feed water delivering at pressures significantly higher than the 

atmospheric one ranges also BFP in the category of the harsh 

working conditions pump. In order to increase feed water pressure, 

BFP consumes power (PBFP) which is usually delivered by electric 

motor [7] or in some situations by low power steam turbine [8]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Condensate extraction pump (a) and main boiler feed pump 

(b) schemes with marked water streams for exergy analysis 
 

3. Equations required for exergy analysis 
 

3.1. Base equations for exergy analysis of control volume 
 

    For a volume in steady state disregarding potential and kinetic 

energy, mass balance equation is [9]: 
 

 OUTIN mm   (1) 
 

    As noted in the literature [10], exergy analysis is based on the 

second law of thermodynamics. For a volume in steady state, the 

main exergy balance equation can be defined according to [11] as: 
 

Dex,ININOUTOUTheat EmmPX      (2) 

 

    In the Eq. 2, exergy transfer by heat ( heatX ) at the temperature T 

is defined as [12]: 
 

Q
T

T
X    )1( 0

heat  (3) 

 

    Specific exergy is defined, according to [13] and [14] as: 
 

)()( 000 ssThh   (4) 
 

    The exergy power of a flow is calculated according to [15]: 
 

 )()( 000ex ssThhmmE     (5) 
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    Exergy efficiency can have different forms which are dependable 

on a control volume, but in general exergy efficiency is defined 

according to [16] by an equation: 
 

inputExergy

outputExergy
ex   (6) 

 

3.2. Exergy analysis equations of condensate extraction 

pump and main boiler feed pump 
 

    For the analyzed condensate extraction pump and main boiler 

feed pump, all required operating points were presented in Fig. 1.  

    Mass and exergy balances at each observed load for the 

condensate extraction pump and main boiler feed pump are (Fig. 1): 
 

    Mass balances: 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: 21 mm     (7) 

    → Main boiler feed pump: 43 mm     (8) 
 

    Exergy balances: 
 

    - Exergy power inputs (only water flow): 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: 11wIN,CEP,ex,  mE    (9) 

    → Main boiler feed pump: 33wIN,BFP,ex, mE 
  

(10) 

 

    - Exergy power inputs (cumulative): 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: CEP11cuIN,CEP,ex, PmE  
 
(11) 

    → Main boiler feed pump: BFP33cuIN,BFP,ex, PmE     (12) 

 

    - Exergy power outputs: 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: 22OUTCEP,ex,  mE    (13) 

    → Main boiler feed pump: 44OUTBFP,ex, mE    (14) 

 

    - Exergy destructions: 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump:

 OUTCEP,ex,cuIN,CEP,ex,DCEP,ex, EEE     (15) 

    → Main boiler feed pump:

 OUTBFP,ex,cuIN,BFP,ex,DBFP,ex, EEE     (16) 

  

    - Exergy efficiencies: 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: 

 
CEP

1122

CEP

wIN,CEP,ex,OUTCEP,ex,
CEPex,

P

mm

P

EE 









 (17) 

    → Main boiler feed pump:

 
BFP

3344

BFP

wIN,BFP,ex,OUTBFP,ex,
BFPex,

P

mm

P

EE 









 (18) 

  

    Pumps real driving power at all observed loads was calculated 

from water mass flows through each pump and water specific 

enthalpy differences at each pump outlet and inlet: 
 

    → Condensate extraction pump: )( 121CEP hhmP     (19) 

    → Main boiler feed pump: )( 343BFP hhmP     (20) 
 

    The base ambient state (dead state) is taken as proposed in [17]: 

 - pressure:   p0 = 0.1 MPa = 1 bar, 

 - temperature:  T0 = 25 °C = 298.15 K. 
 

4. Measurement results of analyzed condensate 

extraction pump and main boiler feed pump 
 

    Measurement results of water flow streams for the condensate 

extraction pump and main boiler feed pump at all observed loads 

were found in [18] and presented in Table 1. Both pumps loads are 

presented in accordance to percentage of power plant nominal load 

(plant nominal load is 210 MW). Along with water flow streams 

measurement results (water temperature, pressure and mass flow), 

in Table 1 specific enthalpies and specific exergies of each water 

flow stream calculated with NIST REFPROP 9.0 software [19] are 

presented. Water specific exergies are calculated for the base 

ambient state. 
 

Table 1. Condensate extraction pump and main boiler feed pump 

measurement results in all observed loads (base ambient state) [18] 

Percentage 

of power 

plant 

nominal 

load 

OP* 
Temp. 

(°C) 

Pressure 

(bar) 

Water 

mass 

flow 

(kg/s) 

Water 

specific 

enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

Water 

specific 

exergy 

(kJ/kg) 

40% 

1 46.00 0.101 60.41 192.62 2.864 

2 46.28 21.359 60.41 195.64 5.068 

3 129.74 2.682 71.93 545.28 63.288 

4 133.40 154.533 71.93 571.10 82.02 

60% 

1 46.00 0.101 84.88 192.62 2.864 

2 46.09 20.143 84.88 194.74 4.894 

3 141.45 3.766 103.22 595.38 76.925 

4 144.33 157.220 103.22 617.60 95.08 

75% 

1 46.00 0.101 103.34 192.62 2.864 

2 46.16 18.878 103.34 194.92 4.787 

3 148.46 4.570 127.29 625.54 85.640 

4 151.18 159.937 127.29 646.93 103.84 

100% 

1 46.00 0.101 137.93 192.62 2.864 

2 46.15 15.759 137.93 194.61 4.472 

3 159.03 6.031 173.28 671.25 99.537 

4 161.86 166.713 173.28 692.99 118.45 

  * OP = Operating Point (streams numeration refers to Fig. 1) 
 

5. Condensate extraction pump and main boiler feed 

pump exergy analysis results and the discussion 
 

5.1. Exergy analysis results of both pumps at the base 

ambient state 
 

    The change in real (polytropic) driving power of analyzed CEP 

and BFP in relation to power plant load is presented in Fig. 2. 

Increase in power plant load resulted with an increase in water mass 

flow through both pumps (Table 1), but the driving power of both 

pumps does not follow such trend. 

    Real driving power of BFP continuously increases during the 

increase in power plant load from 1857.29 kW at 40% of power 

plant nominal load up to 3767.05 kW at plant nominal load, Fig 2.  

    CEP real driving power is 182.44 kW at 40% of power plant 

nominal load. An increase in power plant load firstly results in a 

decrease of CEP driving power to 179.95 kW (60% of power plant 

nominal load). At 75% of power plant nominal load CEP real 

driving power is 237.68 kW, while at plant nominal load CEP real 

driving power is 274.48 kW, Fig. 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Change in real driving power of CEP and BFP in relation to 

power plant load 
 

    Cumulative exergy power inputs and outputs for both analyzed 

pumps are presented in Fig. 3 in relation to power plant load. 

Cumulative exergy power input (which consist of water exergy flow 

at the pump inlet and power delivered for pump driving) for each 
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pump must have a higher value than exergy power output at each 

observed load; otherwise pump operation would be impossible.  

    The difference in the exergy cumulative power input and exergy 

power output for each pump at each load represents exergy 

destruction (exergy loss). For the CEP it can be seen that during the 

increase in power plant load, differences between cumulative 

exergy power inputs and outputs significantly deviate, indicating 

sensible change in CEP exergy losses and efficiencies. The change 

in BFP cumulative exergy power inputs and outputs during the 

increase in power plant load indicate that BFP exergy efficiencies 

will be changed in significantly smaller range in comparison to 

CEP, Fig. 3. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Change in exergy power inputs and outputs of CEP and BFP 

in relation to power plant load 
 

    CEP exergy destruction at 40% of power plant nominal load is 

equal to 49.26 kW after which decreases to 7.61 kW at 60% of 

power plant nominal load, Fig. 4. Further increase in power plant 

nominal load resulted with an increase in CEP exergy destruction. 

The highest CEP exergy destruction can be noticed at the highest 

observed power plant load and is equal to 52.65 kW.  

    BFP has the highest exergy destruction (509.78 kW) at the lowest 

power plant observed load (40% of nominal power plant load). An 

increase in power plant load firstly resulted with a decrease of BFP 

exergy destruction and the lowest BFP exergy destruction (406.05 

kW) was observed at 75% of plant nominal load. At the highest 

power plant load BFP exergy destruction increases to 489.85 kW, 

Fig. 4. 

    Contrary to many other components of the steam power plant 

which have the highest exergy destruction (exergy loss) at the 

highest power plant load, both analyzed pumps do not follow such 

trend.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Change in exergy destructions of CEP and BFP in relation 

to power plant load 
 

    Exergy efficiency change of CEP during the increase in power 

plant load is diametrically opposed to change in CEP exergy 

destruction, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. At the lowest observed power plant 

load (40% of nominal load) CEP exergy efficiency is the lowest and 

equal to 73.00%, while the highest exergy efficiency of CEP is 

obtained at 60% of power plant nominal load and is equal to 

95.77%. At the highest power plant load CEP exergy efficiency is 

80.82%.  It can be concluded that the highest CEP exergy efficiency 

is not obtained at the highest power plant load. 

    BFP has much different exergy efficiency change during the 

increase in power plant load when compared to CEP because the 

increase in power plant load causes a continuous increase in BFP 

exergy efficiency from 72.55% at 40% of power plant nominal load 

up to 87% at the highest observed power plant load, Fig. 5. 

    Comparison of CEP and BFP resulted with a conclusion that 

during the change in power plant load CEP has a significantly larger 

range of exergy efficiency change (22.77%) than BFP (14.44%). 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Change in exergy efficiencies of CEP and BFP in relation to 

power plant load 
 

5.2. Exergy analysis results of both pumps during the 

ambient temperature variation 
 

    Fig. 6 presents a change in exergy destructions for both analyzed 

pumps at two ambient temperatures: 5 °C and 45 °C. An increase in 

the ambient temperature resulted with an increase in the exergy 

destruction of both analyzed pumps at any observed load. 

    An increase in the ambient temperature has a much smaller 

influence on CEP exergy destruction because an increase in the 

ambient temperature from 5 °C to 45 °C increases CEP exergy 

destruction for small values at each observed load. The same 

increase in the ambient temperature (from 5 °C to 45 °C) increases 

the exergy destruction of BFP for a much higher values when 

compared to CEP, at each observed power plant load. 

    An increase in power plant load at any observed ambient 

temperature must result with a same exergy destruction trend of any 

steam plant component, which is also valid for the analyzed CEP 

and BFP when compared Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Change in exergy destructions of CEP and BFP in relation 

to power plant load during the ambient temperature change 
 

    An increase in the ambient temperature from 5 °C to 45 °C 

resulted with a decrease of exergy efficiencies for both analyzed 

pumps, at each observed power plant load, Fig. 7.  

    The highest difference in exergy efficiency of CEP is observed at 

40% of power plant nominal load and is equal to 3.61% (CEP 

exergy efficiency at the ambient temperature of 5 °C is 74.80%, 

while at the ambient temperature of 45 °C CEP exergy efficiency is 

equal to 71.19%). As concluded for CEP, the highest difference in 

exergy efficiency of BFP is also observed at 40% of power plant 

nominal load and is equal to 3.67% (BFP exergy efficiency at the 

ambient temperature of 5 °C is 74.39%, while at the ambient 

temperature of 45 °C BFP exergy efficiency is equal to 70.72%). 

    CEP and BFP are the steam plant components for which it can be 

concluded that change in the ambient temperature does not have 

significant influence on its exergy efficiencies because the change 

in the ambient temperature for 10 °C will result with the change of 

CEP and BFP exergy efficiency for a less than 1%. 

    As for the most other steam plant components, for both analyzed 

pumps will be the best option to operate at the lowest possible 

ambient temperature. 
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Fig. 7. Change in exergy efficiencies of CEP and BFP in relation to 

power plant load during the ambient temperature change 
 

6. Conclusions 
  

    In this paper an exergy analysis of condensate extraction pump 

(CEP) and main boiler feed pump (BFP) from steam power plant 

with nominal power of 210 MW is presented. Operation dynamics 

of both pumps and the change of their exergy destructions and 

efficiencies during the increase in power plant load are investigated. 

The most important conclusions are: 

- The real driving power of BFP continuously increases during the 

increase in power plant load, while the CEP does not follow the 

same trend due to a change in required water pressures. 

- Exergy destructions (exergy losses) for both pumps are not the 

highest at the highest power plant load, which could be expected 

and valid for a majority of power plant components. 

- The lowest exergy destruction of CEP is obtained at 60% of power 

plant nominal load and amounts 7.61 kW, while the lowest exergy 

destruction of BFP is obtained at 75% of power plant nominal load 

and amounts 406.05 kW. 

- An increase in power plant load causes a continuous increase in 

BFP exergy efficiency. The CEP exergy efficiency change does not 

follow the same continuous trend as BFP. 

- The highest exergy efficiencies are 95.77% for CEP (at 60% of 

power plant nominal load) and 87.00% for BFP (at the power plant 

nominal load). 

- For all observed power plant loads, CEP has a significantly larger 

range of exergy efficiency change when compared to BFP. 

- The change in the ambient temperature does not have significant 

influence on the change of CEP and BFP exergy efficiencies. 
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8. Nomenclature 
 

Abbreviations: Greek symbols: 

BFP Boiler Feed Pump   specific exergy, kJ/kg 

CEP Condensate Extraction Pump   efficiency, - 

   

Latin Symbols: Subscripts: 

E  stream flow power, kW 0 ambient state 

h  specific enthalpy, kJ/kg cu cumulative 

m  mass flow rate, kg/s D destruction 

 p pressure, bar ex exergy 

 P power, kW IN inlet (input) 

Q  heat transfer, kW OUT outlet (output) 

s  specific entropy, kJ/kg·K w water (condensate) 

T temperature, °C or K 
 

heatX  heat exergy transfer, kW 
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Abstract: The exergy analysis of deaerator at three different steam power plant loads is performed in this paper. Also, the influence of the 

ambient temperature change on deaerator exergy efficiency and losses is analyzed. From the exergy viewpoint, deaerator operation shows 

the best characteristics at middle and high power plant loads. The lowest deaerator exergy destruction of 363.94 kW and the highest exergy 

efficiency of 93.27 % will be obtained at middle power plant load and at the ambient temperature of 5 °C. The highest deaerator exergy 

destruction of 1349.99 kW and the lowest exergy efficiency of 81.83 % will be obtained at low power plant load and at the ambient 

temperature of 45 °C. Deaerator operation is preferable at the lowest possible ambient temperature, regardless of the current power plant 

load. 
 

KEYWORDS: DEAERATOR, STEAM POWER PLANT, EXERGY ANALYSIS, THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CHANGE 
 

1. Introduction 
 

    Steam power plants in general, regardless of their type, 

characteristics or developed power, has a complex condensate/feed 

water heating systems. Such systems are mounted between main 

steam condenser and steam generator. Its main function is 

condensate/feed water heating before it enters steam generator. 

Condensate/feed water heating is ensured with steam extracted from 

the main turbine. The usage of such systems results with fuel 

savings in steam generators and simultaneously with increasing of 

steam power plant overall efficiency.  

    In conventional high-power land based steam plants 

condensate/feed water heating systems can be assembled of a large 

number of components (heaters, pumps, and pressure reduction 

valves) [1], [2]. Number of components in condensate/feed water 

heating systems from marine steam power plants is much smaller 

due to insufficient space. This fact for marine steam power plants 

used in ship propulsion is valid regardless of the marine steam 

power plant has steam re-heating [3] or not [4]. 

    Each condensate/feed water heating system is divided in two 

parts - the first part is a low-pressure condensate heating system and 

the second part is a high-pressure feed water heating system. The 

deaerator is a component which makes that division in any steam 

power plant. As any deaerator has a dual function (water heating 

and deaerating), it is very important for the entire steam system that 

deaerator operation is efficient and optimized. 

    In this paper, exergy analysis of deaerator from low-power 

cogeneration power plant is performed. Analyzed deaerator exergy 

efficiencies and losses were investigated at three different power 

plant loads, according to turbine developed power. The ambient 

temperature variation shows that exergy efficiencies and losses of 

the analyzed deaerator are sensibly dependent on the current 

ambient temperature. 
 

2. Description and operation characteristics of 

deaerator from cogeneration power plant 
 

    The deaerator is a constituent component of any condensate/feed 

water heating system in any steam power plant [5], which is used 

for increasing condensate/feed water temperature before returning it 

to steam generator. Complete condensate/feed water heating system 

is therefore mounted between main steam condenser and steam 

generator. 

    Deaerator divides condensate/feed water heating system at two 

parts - first part is the low-pressure condensate heating system 

(between the main steam condenser [6] and deaerator) and the 

second part is the high-pressure feed water heating system (between 

deaerator and steam generator [7]). 

    In operation, deaerator has a dual function. The first function is 

condensate/feed water heating-deaerator is open condensate/feed 

water heater with direct mixing of water and superheated steam 

extracted from the main power plant turbine. The second deaerator 

function is to remove dissolved gases from condensate/feed water 

(deaerating) to prevent fast and intensive corrosion of steam system 

components and pipelines. 

    A deaerator analyzed in this paper, along with necessary 

operating points for the exergy analysis is presented in Fig. 1. 

Deaerator has four flow stream inputs: first is condensate flow 

stream from low-pressure condensate heating system (condensate is 

delivered to deaerator by condensate pump [8]), second is steam 

extracted from the main turbine, third is make-up water which is 

used to replenish the system with the lost water and finally fourth is 

condensate (condensate obtained from heating steam) from the first 

high-pressure feed water heater (this condensate is delivered to 

deaerator through pressure reduction valve [9]). Only output from 

the analyzed deaerator is feed water stream which passed through 

high-pressure feed water heating system for additional heating 

before entering the steam generator. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Scheme and operating points of the analyzed deaerator 
 

3. Deaerator exergy analysis 
 

3.1. Exergy analysis equations for a control volume 
 

    The mass balance equation for any control volume in steady 

state, regardless of the number of inputs and outputs, can be defined 

according to [10] as: 
 

  OUTIN mm   (1) 
 

    The main exergy balance equation for a control volume in steady 

state is defined according to [11] and [12] as: 
 

 Dex,ININOUTOUTheat EmmPX      (2) 
 

    Where the exergy transfer by heat ( heatX ) at temperature T can 

be defined according to [13] by an equation: 

 

 Q
T

T
X    )1( 0

heat  (3) 
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    Specific exergy, similar to specific enthalpy, represents a heat 

content of any fluid flow with taking into account the conditions of 

the ambient in which fluid flow operates (specific enthalpy does not 

take into account the ambient conditions). According to [14], 

specific exergy can be defined as: 
 

 )()( 000 ssThh   (4) 
 

    The exergy power of any fluid flow can be defined, according to 

[15] as: 
 

  )()( 000ex ssThhmmE     (5) 
 

    The exergy efficiency definition depends on the type and 

operation principle of a control volume. In general, exergy 

efficiency can be defined according to [16] by an equation: 
 

 
inputExergy

outputExergy
ex   (6) 

 

3.2. Exergy analysis equations of deaerator, according to 

presented operating points 
 

    For the deaerator analyzed in this paper, exergy analysis 

equations are defined according to operating points from Fig. 1. 

Deaerator exergy analysis equations are written in the same manner 

as exergy analysis equations for any other open heater (heater with 

two fluids mixing).  
 

    Deaerator mass balance: 
 

 43215 mmmmm    (7) 
 

    Deaerator exergy balance: 
 

    → Exergy power input: 
 

 44332211INex,   mmmmE   (8) 
 

    → Exergy power output: 
 

 55OUTex, mE   (9) 
 

    → Exergy destruction: 
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    → Exergy efficiency: 
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4. Deaerator operating parameters at three different 

loads 
 

    The deaerator is analyzed at three cogeneration power plant loads 

(low load, middle load and high load). Data for the deaerator 

analysis (temperatures, pressures and mass flows) of each fluid 

stream flow, according to Fig. 1, at each power plant load were 

found in [17]. The power plant load is directly proportional to main 

steam turbine produced power which amounts 24.3 MW at low 

plant load, 27.3 MW at middle plant load and 27.5 MW at high 

plant load. 

    At each power plant load, for every fluid stream flow (analyzed 

deaerator fluid streams are condensate/feed water and steam) 

specific enthalpies and specific exergies were calculated with NIST 

REFPROP 9.0 software [18] (by using temperature and pressure of 

each fluid stream).  

    Data for the deaerator analysis are presented in Table 1 for power 

plant low load, in Table 2 for power plant middle load and in Table 

3 for power plant high load. 

    Specific exergies of each deaerator fluid stream (in each 

operating point from Fig. 1) depend on the ambient conditions.  

Data for the deaerator analysis are presented for the ambient 

pressure of 1 bar and the ambient temperature of 25 °C, as proposed 

in [19]. This ambient state is considered as a base state. 

    First, the deaerator exergy analysis is performed for the base state 

(at all observed power plant loads). After that, the same deaerator 

exergy analysis is performed at different temperatures. The ambient 

temperature range in which the deaerator was analyzed is selected 

on the basis of the real expected ambient temperature change for the 

cogeneration power plant through the whole calendar year. During 

the ambient temperature change, ambient pressure was kept 

constant (and equal to 1 bar), because in real power plant operating 

conditions significant change in the ambient pressure cannot be 

expected. 
 

Table 1. Deaerator operating parameters-low power plant load  

OP* 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Pressure 

(bar) 

Mass 

flow 

(kg/s) 

Specific 

enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

Specific 

exergy 

(kJ/kg) 

1 111.45 5 68.528 467.8 44.671 

2 201.48 5 7.250 2859.0 756.330 

3 24.98 5 12.056 105.2 0.401 

4 151.83 5 8.778 876.7 160.590 

5 151.83 5 96.611 640.4 90.068 

     * OP = Operating Point (according to Fig. 1) 
 

Table 2. Deaerator operating parameters-middle power plant load  

OP* 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Pressure 

(bar) 

Mass 

flow 

(kg/s) 

Specific 

enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

Specific 

exergy 

(kJ/kg) 

1 115.29 8.6 25.583 484.3 48.736 

2 247.58 8.6 2.889 2943.0 862.450 

3 24.97 8.6 0.972 105.5 0.762 

4 169.89 7.9 2.750 932.9 184.850 

5 173.27 8.6 32.194 733.4 119.700 

     * OP = Operating Point (according to Fig. 1) 
 

Table 3. Deaerator operating parameters-high power plant load  

OP* 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Pressure 

(bar) 

Mass 

flow 

(kg/s) 

Specific 

enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

Specific 

exergy 

(kJ/kg) 

1 110.97 7.9 26.556 466.0 44.504 

2 223.45 7.9 3.111 2893.0 830.460 

3 24.99 7.9 1.000 105.5 0.692 

4 169.89 7.9 2.944 932.9 184.850 

5 169.89 7.9 33.611 719.8 115.160 

     * OP = Operating Point (according to Fig. 1) 
 

5. Deaerator exergy analysis results and discussion 
 

5.1. Deaerator exergy analysis results at the ambient base 

state 
 

    At the base ambient state (25 °C and 1 bar), deaerator exergy 

power input and output are the highest at low plant load, Fig. 2. An 

increase in power plant load (from low to middle load) resulted with 

a significant decrease in the deaerator exergy power input and 

output, while a further increase in plant load (from middle to high 

load) resulted with a slight increase in both deaerator exergy power 

input and output. 

    At the observed power plant loads, range of deaerator exergy 

power input change is between 9959.06 kW and 4247.43 kW, while 

the range of deaerator exergy power output change is between 

8701.57 kW and 3853.68 kW, Fig. 2. 
 

    At the base ambient state during the increase in power plant load, 

deaerator exergy destruction change is directly proportional to 

change in deaerator exergy power input and output, Fig. 2 and Fig. 

3. At low power plant load, deaerator exergy destruction is the 

highest and amounts 1257.49 kW. An increase in power plant load 
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from low to middle load resulted with a significant decrease in 

deaerator exergy destruction. At middle plant load deaerator exergy 

destruction is the lowest and amounts 393.76 kW, Fig. 3. Further 

increase in plant load (from middle to high load) resulted with a 

slight increase in deaerator exergy destruction (from 393.76 kW at 

middle to 439.80 kW at high plant load). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Change in analyzed deaerator exergy power inputs and 

outputs at three different power plant loads (base state) 
 

    The lowest deaerator exergy efficiency can be seen at low power 

plant load, Fig. 3. An increase in power plant load from low to 

middle load resulted with a significant increase in deaerator exergy 

efficiency (from 87.37 % at low to 90.73 % at middle plant load). 

From middle to high power plant load, deaerator exergy efficiency 

slightly decreases (from 90.73 % at middle to 89.80 % at high load). 

    According to presented results, at the base ambient state, the 

deaerator optimal operation will surely be at middle plant load 

because at that plant load deaerator has the lowest exergy 

destruction and the highest exergy efficiency. Operation at high 

plant load will also be acceptable for the deaerator - at high power 

plant load deaerator exergy destruction is just slightly higher and 

exergy efficiency is just slightly lower than at the middle plant load. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Change in deaerator exergy destruction and efficiency at 

three different power plant loads (base state) 
 

5.2. Deaerator exergy analysis results during the ambient 

temperature change 
 

    Change in the ambient temperature shows that deaerator exergy 

destruction increases with an increase in the ambient temperature 

(and simultaneously decreases with a decrease in the ambient 

temperature), Fig. 4. Ambient temperature was varied between 5 °C 

and 45 °C, which is expected ambient temperature change through 

the whole calendar year for observed cogeneration power plant in 

which analyzed deaerator operates. 

    As can be seen from Fig. 4, the highest deaerator exergy 

destructions, regardless of the ambient temperature, are at low 

power plant load. The lowest deaerator exergy destructions are 

obtained at middle plant load, while at the high power plant load 

deaerator exergy destructions are slightly higher when compared to 

middle plant load. 

    In the observed ambient temperature range (from 5 °C to 45 °C), 

deaerator exergy destruction shows the highest change of 185.04 

kW at low power plant load. At middle power plant load, in the 

observed ambient temperature range, deaerator exergy destruction 

shows change of 59.79 kW, while at high plant load deaerator 

exergy destruction change is equal to 54.32 kW.  

    Deaerator operation at low plant load is highly influenced by the 

ambient temperature change (change of the ambient temperature for 

10 °C resulted with a change in deaerator exergy destruction for 

46.26 kW in average), while deaerator operation at high plant load 

is lowly influenced by the ambient temperature change (change of 

the ambient temperature for 10 °C resulted with a change in 

deaerator exergy destruction for 13.58 kW in average). At middle 

power plant load, change of the ambient temperature for 10 °C 

results with a change in deaerator exergy destruction for 14.95 kW 

in average. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Change in deaerator exergy destruction for various ambient 

temperatures at three different power plant loads 
 

    Deaerator exergy efficiency decreases with the ambient 

temperature increase (and simultaneously increases with a decrease 

in the ambient temperature) at any observed power plant load, Fig. 

5.  

    At any ambient temperature, the highest deaerator exergy 

efficiency can be seen at the middle power plant load, while the 

lowest deaerator exergy efficiency is noted at low plant load, Fig. 5. 

At high power plant load, deaerator exergy efficiency is slightly 

lower when compared to middle plant load, regardless of the 

ambient temperature. 

    In the observed ambient temperature range (between 5 °C and 45 

°C) deaerator exergy efficiency shows the highest change of 9.23 % 

at the low power plant load and the lowest change of 6.24 % at 

middle power plant load. Between the observed ambient 

temperatures deaerator exergy efficiency at high plant load shows 

the change of 6.64 %. 

    Deaerator exergy efficiency at low plant load is highly influenced 

by the ambient temperature change (change of the ambient 

temperature for 10 °C resulted with a change in deaerator exergy 

efficiency for 2.31 % in average). Low plant load and high ambient 

temperatures are the worst combination for deaerator exergy 

efficiency - at low plant load and with an increase in the ambient 

temperature from 35 °C to 45 °C deaerator exergy efficiency will 

decrease for more than 3 %. Change of the ambient temperature for 

10 °C results with a change in deaerator exergy efficiency for 1.56 

% in average at middle plant load and for 1.66 % in average at high 

plant load. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Change in deaerator exergy efficiency for various ambient 

temperatures at three different power plant loads 
 

    A variation of the ambient temperature shows that deaerator 

operation will be preferable at the ambient temperature as low as 

possible.  

    From the viewpoint of power plant load, deaerator operation 

showed the best results at middle plant load (the highest exergy 

efficiencies and the lowest exergy destructions). High plant load 

showed that deaerator exergy efficiencies will be slightly lower and 
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exergy destructions will be slightly higher in comparison with 

middle plant load. Deaerator operation at low plant load showed the 

worst results - long operation at this regime (from the viewpoint of 

analyzed deaerator) would be undesirable. 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

    This paper presents an exergy analysis of deaerator from 

cogeneration steam power plant at three different plant loads. Data 

of the power plant operation enables calculation of deaerator exergy 

efficiencies and exergy destructions at each plant load. A variation 

of the ambient temperature (in the real expected ambient 

temperature range) shows that deaerator is very sensible from the 

viewpoint of exergy efficiencies and losses on the ambient 

temperature change. The most important conclusions of the 

presented analysis are: 

- The lowest deaerator exergy destruction and the highest exergy 

efficiency are obtained at middle power plant load. At high power 

plant load deaerator exergy destruction is slightly higher and exergy 

efficiency is slightly lower when compared to middle plant load. 

Low plant load is the worst for deaerator operation: at low plant 

load deaerator has the highest destruction and the lowest exergy 

efficiency. 

- The ambient temperature change shows that deaerator operation 

will be preferable at the lowest possible ambient temperature, 

because a decrease in the ambient temperature resulted with a 

decrease in deaerator exergy destruction and with an increase in a 

deaerator efficiency at any power plant load (and vice versa). 

- The lowest deaerator exergy destruction which amount 363.94 kW 

and the highest exergy efficiency (93.27 %) will be obtained at 

middle power plant load and at the ambient temperature of 5 °C. 

- The highest deaerator exergy destruction (1349.99 kW) and the 

lowest exergy efficiency (81.83 %) will be obtained at low power 

plant load and at the ambient temperature of 45 °C. 

- From the viewpoint of the analyzed deaerator, low plant load is 

the operating regime which should be avoided during the majority 

of the power plant operation period. 
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8. Nomenclature 
 

Latin Symbols: Greek symbols: 

E  the total exergy flow, kW   specific exergy, kJ/kg 

h  specific enthalpy, kJ/kg   efficiency,  

m  mass flow rate, kg/s  

 p pressure, bar Subscripts: 

 P power, kW 0 ambient state 

Q  heat transfer, kW D destruction (ex. loss) 

s  specific entropy, kJ/kg·K ex exergy 

T temperature, °C or K IN inlet (input) 

heatX  heat exergy transfer, kW OUT outlet (output) 
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Abstract: Research, optimization and practical implementation of optimization processes in power subsystems of power plants, heating 

plants and industrial plants present a relatively complex task that is nowadays unimaginable without powerful specialized tools of computer 

support. The paper presents a power systems emulator concept (a tool for the design and application processes involving power systems) 

that is based on decentralized control systems (DCS) standardly used today. Basic principles of modular design of the emulator along with 

an example of its implementation based on the Siemens SIMATIC-S7 DCS system are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Hydropower has now become the best source of electricity on 

earth and plays an important role in the safe, stable and efficient 

operation of the electric power system. It is produced due to the 

energy provided by moving or falling water. The most important 

advantage of hydropower is that it is green energy, which mean that 

no air or water pollutants are produced, also no greenhouse gases 

like carbon dioxide are produced which makes this source of energy 

environment-friendly. It prevents us from the danger of global 

warming. Because of the many advantages, most of the countries 

now have hydropower as the source of major electricity producer. 

The size of hydro power plants (HPPs) and the structure complexity 

of the hydraulic-mechanical-electrical system have been increasing. 

The proportion of electricity generated by intermittent renewable 

energy sources have also been growing. Therefore, the research on 

control strategy and transient process of HPPs is of great 

importance. 

At present, the control of power generation and distribution in 

power generation plants (power plants, heating plants and power 

systems in large industrial plants) is largely based on concrete 

design solutions and on improvements to existing algorithms based 

on ongoing practical experience. Large multinational companies 

have their own research teams, techniques and "know-how" that is, 

however, mostly inaccessible to smaller companies due to the 

financial costs involved. The aim of this paper is the conceptual 

design of a "universal power simulator" that would correspond as 

much as possible to a concrete real power system. It is a tool that 

would allow, as closely as possible in accordance with the real 

system, model-based investigation and design of specific 

subsystems of power plants, heating plants and other production 

processes. The gained knowledge could be further used directly in 

the practical implementation of a particular control system, 

especially in the control of such systems [1-4], in their visualization 

[5-6] and also in the training of operating staff (operators of 

turbines, boilers, small hydropower plants, etc.). 

The emulator based on the concept presented in the paper has 

been built in the laboratories of fy Energo Control s.r.o. Kosice in 

cooperation with the Department of Electrical Engineering and 

Mechatronics of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics 

Technical University of Kosice, Slovakia. 

2. Power Systems Emulator Concept 

The emulator concept is based on the requirements for its 

application in the technological practice of companies and plants 

that deal with the deployment of control systems in power and 

heating processes [7-8]. The general situation that needs to be 

emulated is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The power system has two main parts: the technological and the 

control part. Because it is virtually impossible to emulate the DCS 

system with another (simpler, cheaper, etc.) computer system, it is 

optimal and most convenient to base the technical means of the 

proposed emulator on a standardized DCS system. 

 

Fig. 1 Illustrative scheme of the controlled energy process 

One part of the emulator will simulate the DSC subsystem itself 

and the second part the power process with its subsystems. This 

solution further enables emulator-designed control and visualization 

blocks to be directly applied and deployed to control the particular 

power facilities being investigated. This concept also enables 

training of operators practically on a real HMI (Human Machine 

Interface), which significantly improves the quality of their 

acquired knowledge and experience. Another advantage of this 

solution is the possibility of testing the concrete connection of the 

particular measuring and action members of the proposed system 

directly in the emulator, prior to their project design, which reduces 

the number of required modifications to the project during 

implementation and also greatly accelerates the execution time on 

site. 

Due to the requirement for versatility of the proposed emulator, 

its software needs to be built hierarchically and strictly modularly. 

This involves three basic types of modules: 

1. Control modules. The most widely used types of such modules 

are today a standard part of every DCS system. These are 

classic PID controllers, binary controllers of drives and valves 

of various types, sequential controllers, etc. In case other, less 

standard controllers are required (fuzzy controllers, neural 
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networks, reference model controllers, adaptive controllers, 

etc.), a new library module needs to be developed in the DCS 

system according to the standards of the system used. 

2. Interface modules. This type of module is currently also a 

standard part of every DCS system and is designed to 

interconnect the system with the relevant technology. Since 

these modules will mainly serve for internal interfacing with the 

technological modules in the proposed emulator, they need to 

be modified, especially in terms of simple redirecting of their 

input and output signals. 

3. Technological modules. These modules are the core of the 

emulator and need to be developed, verified and implemented 

for every single subsystem of the energy system in the most 

general form. A simplified example of a power system is a 

small hydropower plant, the block diagram of which is in Fig. 2. 

In this case, for example, the turbine module could be built on 

the following assumptions [9-13]: 

 The turbine mechanical power output Pm on the shaft is directly 

proportional to the flowrate Q through the turbine body and the 

height H of the water column on the turbine. 

 The turbine flowrate change dQ/dt is proportional to the 

difference between the actual height H and the size of H0 when 

the turbine is unloaded.  

 The height of the water column H on the turbine is directly 

proportional to the opening speed of the servo-valve G at the 

turbine inlet and it is inversely proportional to the actual 

flowrate q(t). This dependency is non-linear, it is often 

considered as a quadratic function. 

 

Fig. 2 Block diagram of small hydropower plant 

The internal structure of the turbine module built under these 

assumptions is shown in Fig 3. It is clear that each module must be 

a program block that has defined inputs, outputs (red fields), 

parameters (yellow fields) and internal structure (blue fields). The 

internal structure of a block can be defined explicitly analytically 

(see Fig. 3), or implicitly by means of dependencies between block 

inputs and outputs (by fuzzy rules, neural network, etc., which is 

suitable for nonlinear systems with indefinitely defined parameters 

for a particular technology). 

 

Fig. 3 Internal structure of turbine module for emulator 

3.  Implementation of Power Systems Emulator 

Based on Siemens DCS System 

Based on the concept described in the previous chapter, 

emulator HW was designed and implemented on basis of the 

Siemens SIMATIC-S7 system, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of emulator based on Siemens DCS 

The whole emulator is built on two processors, one of which 

emulates the control itself and the other the power generation 

technology. The emulator includes two operator workstations (they 

can also serve as engineering workstations) for visualization and 

one portable programming workstation. The processors are 

interconnected via Profibus DP. During emulation and operator 

training, all signals between the control and the technological part 

of the technology being emulated (i.e. between Processor 1 and 

Processor 2) will be transmitted via this bus. When connected to the 

real equipment, the signals from the modules will be switched to the 

real IO cards of the system. 

The emulator software is built on program modules 

corresponding to each subsystem of the power generation 

technology. 
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The concrete implementation of the control modules as well as 

their visualization is given by the DCS system used in the 

implementation of the emulator. An example of a visualization for 

the SIMATIC-S7 DCS system is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Visualization of standard DCS modules 

The technological modules are implemented according to the 

specific technological subsystem. Each such module consists of the 

following parts: 

1. Module core. This is the program block in which the functional 

dependency between the relevant inputs and outputs of the 

technological subsystem is programmed. This dependency can 

be modelled explicitly analytically (see Fig. 3), or it can be 

modelled implicitly (e.g. using fuzzy rules describing relations 

between inputs and outputs). 

2. Module parameters block. Considering the required versatility 

of the emulator, it is obvious that the difference between two 

power blocks of the same type will be given by the set of their 

internal parameters, which is why each technological module 

must have a subsystem for recording its parameters and a 

method of their setting. This may be a problem especially for 

non-linear systems because their nonlinearities may not be 

explicitly mathematically described. For a particular 

technological element (e.g. a turbine) they can be obtained by 

measuring, and displayed using a table or a suitable FIS (Fuzzy 

Inference System) structure. 

3. I/O interface of the module. This interface links the 

technological module to other modules or to the DCS system 

environment. In addition to IO signal processing, it must also 

include the possibility of redirecting signals from its IO table to 

the defined HW of the IO card. 

4. Visualization interface of the module. Unlike control modules 

that receive signals (commands, mode switching, etc.) from the 

operator (or the master modules) and also visualize their states, 

the technological modules only require visualization (very 

rarely setting a switched state, e.g. "engaged” for a turbine). On 

the other hand, in a power subsystem there are normally 

significantly more signals for visualization than in a standard 

control block. That is the reason this interface mainly includes 

visualization screens for a given technological element as is 

shown in Fig.5. 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

The paper presents the concept of a power system emulator 

designed for research, simulation and verification of specific power 

systems. The emulator can also serve as a training simulator for 

training operators of these systems, as their training (especially in 

the initial stages) on a real system is demanding and often carries 

the risk of undesirable losses or damage to the technological 

equipment. 

The emulator based on the concept presented in the paper has 

been built in the laboratories of EnergoControl s.r.o. Košice in 

cooperation with the Department of Electrical Engineering and 

Mechatronics of FEI TUKE. 
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INVESTIGATION OF STRENGTH OF THICK-WALLED CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

BY USING BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF ELASTICITY  
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Abstract: The strength of a sufficiently long thick-walled homogeneous isotropic circular tube (cylinder) under the action of external 

forces is studied using the problems of elasticity statics. In particular, there are established the minimum thickness of pipes with different 

materials and with different diameters, for which do not exceed the permissible stresses values. Cylinder is in state of plane deformation, 

therefore are considered a two-dimensional boundary value problems for circular ring. Represented tables and graphs of minimum thickness 

of a circular ring when a) the normal constant stresses act at internal border, while the outer boundary is free of stresses and b) the normal 

constant stresses act at external border, while the inner boundary is free of stresses. To the numerical realization above mentioned problems 

are used solutions obtained by two means: the analytical solution obtained by method of separation of variables, and Lame's solution. 

Keywords: THICK-WALLED PIPE, BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ELASTICITY, POLAR COORDINATES, SEPARATION 

OF VARIABLES METHOD 

 

1. Introduction 

Thick-walled pipes (cylinders) are often used in many different 

branches of industry and they are often under internal pressure or 

external load. By varying the pipe parameters (diameter, wall 

thickness and material (elastic properties)), the optimal values of 

parameters, owing to which the pipe does not disintegrate (is not 

cracked), will be selected.  

Many scientists have considered different problems for a thick-

walled cylinder [1-4]. Article [1] studies the behavior of rotating 

thick-walled cylinders made of rubber-like materials. In work [2], 

the authors consider the influence of the parameters of geometrical 

shape and properties of the materials on the limit load of a thick-

walled cylinder. High internal pressures in a thick-walled cylinder 

produce great stresses on the internal surface of the cylinder. 

Therefore, the analysis of a thick-walled cylinder under the impact 

of high internal pressure, in particular, the identification of the 

stress concentration coefficient in a cylinder with and without 

pressure, is topical [3]. Work [4] studies the influence of pressure 

and deformation on creep stresses in a thick-walled cylinder, which 

is made up of functionally graded material and is subjected to 

torsion.  

The given work studies the dependence of the strength of quite 

a long thick-walled circular cylinder on the wall thickness and 

material. In particular, the minimum thicknesses of the walls of the 

cylinders made up of various homogenous isotropic materials and 

of different diameters in the state of plane deformation, with which 

the stresses in the cylinders do not exceed the admissible values, is 

identified.  

In order to solve the boundary-value and boundary-contact 

problems for the areas with a curvilinear boundary, it is expedient to 

consider these problems in a relevant curvilinear coordinate system. 

For example, the problems for the areas bordered with a circle or its 

parts are considered in a polar coordinate system [5-8]; for the areas 

bordered with an ellipse, hyperbola or their parts, the problems are 

considered in an elliptic coordinate system [9-13]; for the areas 

bordered with a parabola or its parts, they are considered in a 

parabolic coordinate system [14-16], while for the areas bordered 

with eccentric circles, the problems are considered in a bipolar 

coordinate system [17-19]. Thus, the boundary-value problems for a 

circular cylinder in the state of plane deformation are considered in 

a polar coordinate system. 

2. Principal equalities in polar coordinates and 

posing boundary value problems 

 

In case of absence of volume forces, a system of equilibrium 

equations written in polar coordinates is obtained as a result of 

projecting a known differential equation of the equilibrium of a 

homogenous elastic isotropic body [21] 

  0rotrotgraddiv2  UU


  on the coordinate axes of polar 

  ,r  coordinate system. The given system of equilibrium equations 

can be written down by using functions v,,, uBK  as follows:  
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 Thus, we have a plane deformed state when there remain only 

radial  ,ru  and circular  ,v r  components of three components 

of vector U


and normal stresses


AR
r
,  and tangential (shearing) 

stress 


R  of the stress tensor components.  

The stresses are expressed with the following equations by 

means of displacements [20]:  
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, where E  is modulus of 

elasticity and   is Poisson’s ratio.  

By virtue of the symmetry principle, finally the problem will be 

posed for one-fourth of circular ring 
~

: 
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0,
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rrr . Due to the plane deformation, there is 

no third dimension in   area.  

Let us write down the boundary conditions for the one-fourth of 

a circular ring: 
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It is implied that   kF
11

,   kF
12

 functions, together with their 

first order derivatives, and   kF
21

,   kF
22

, functions, together 

with their first and second order derivatives, decompose into 

absolute and uniformly convergent Fourier trigonometric series. 

Let us consider one of the posed problems, e.g. problem (1), (3), 

(4a). Other problems can be solved similarly. 

3. Solving problem (1), (3), (4a) 

Let us consider a plane deformed homogenous isotropic 

cylinder with 
1

r  internal radius and 
2

r  external radius. For 

generality, let us assume that the cylinder is loaded simultaneously 

with internal  
1

p  and external  
2

p  stresses. Let us imply that 

the cylinder is quite long for stress 
z

Z to be distributed equally 

across the cross section and the influence of the cylinder bed on the 

radial relocation is very small. Besides, we consider the case when 

0
z

Z . Mathematically, this problem is described with formulae 

(1), (2), (3), (4a). So, we must find the solution of the system of 

equilibrium equations (1) in 









2

0,
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rrr  area, 

which satisfies (3), (4a) boundary conditions. We can give the 

numerical realization of the given problem based on the solutions 

obtained by using two methods (analytical solution obtained with a 

method of separation of variables and Lamé solution). 

The general solution of system (1) for the considered class of 

boundary-value problems of elasticity is presented by means of two 

1
  and 

2
 harmonious functions as follows:  
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The stress tensor components will be written down as follows:          
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The problem to determine displacements and stresses in a thick-

walled cylinder is known as Lamé problem, which gained the 

solution of this problem. [21- 23] 
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4. Numerical results and consideration 

The present paragraph gives the results of the calculation of a 

thick-walled circular homogenous isotropic body under the impact 

of internal pressure or external forces on strength. The strength 

calculation of a cylinder implies determining the minimum 

thicknesses of the walls of the thick-walled pipes of different 

materials and different diameters when the stresses in the body do 

not exceed the admissible value [22, 23], i.e. when the pipe will not 

disintegrate (is not cracked). So, the numerical results of the 

boundary-value problems given here and relevant graphs for the 

one-fourth circular ring when 1) constant normal load is given on 

the internal boundary and the external boundary is free from loads, 

2) constant normal load is given on the  external boundary and 

internal boundary is free from loads. Thus, the dependence of the 

strength of a plane deformed thick-walled circular cylinder on the 

thickness and material of the wall (elastic properties) is studied. Its 

relevant numerical solutions are obtained based on a) the analytical 

solution obtained with the method of separation of variables, b) 

Lamé solution. 

As it is known, a cylinder is called a thick-walled one, for 

which the ratio of its wall with its internal diameter is no less that 

1/20. Therefore, we must take 
21

11

10
0 rr  . We will have the 

variation of the wall thickness, if we fix 
2

r  and confer 
1

r  values 

from range 
21

11

10
0 rr  . The numerical values are obtained for the 

following data: cmcmcmr 5   ,5.2   ,5.1
2
 , 2/100 cmkgp  , and 

26 /102 cmkgE  , 3.0  for steel, 26 /101.1 cmkgE  , 

32.0  for copper,  26 /107.0 cmkgE  , 34.0  for aluminum 

and 26 /107.0 cmkgE  , 25.0  for grey cast iron. 

We had obtained the minimum wall thickness of a circular steel, 

copper, aluminum and grey cast iron rings (i.e. of a circular cylinder 

wall), at which the stresses produced in the body do not exceed 

admissible values, when 5  ,5.2  ,5.1
2
r . The obtained numerical 

values are presented in table 1 for internal load and in table 2 for 

external load of cylinder. 

Table 1: Minimum admissible thicknesses of a cylinder wall at which 
the stresses produced in the cylinders of different materials and diameters 

do not exceed admissible values (internal load) 

 

Material 

Minimum admissible wall 

thickness (
12
rr  ) cm E , 

Kg/c

m2 

  

Admiss

ible 

stress, 

Kg/cm2 
5.1

2
r

 

5.2
2
r  5

2
r  

Steel 0.1813636 0.3022727 0.6545455 6102   3.0
 

713.801 

Copper 0.2263636 0.3772727 0.7545455 6101.1 

 

32.0
 

611.830 

Aluminum 0.2713636 0.4522727 0.8545455 6107.0 

 

34.0
 

509.858 

Grey 

cast 

iron 

0.2713636 0.4522727 0.8545455 6107.0 

 

25.0
 

509.858 
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Table 2: Minimum admissible thickness of a cylinder wall at which the 
stresses produced in the cylinders of different materials and diameters do 

not exceed admissible values (external load) 

 

As it was expected and as the tables show, the minimum 

admissible wall thickness of a steel pipe (cylinder) is less than that 

of a copper pipe, while the minimum admissible wall thickness of a 

copper pipe is even less than that of an aluminum pipe. As the 

Young modulus values for aluminum and grey cast iron are the 

same, the minimum admissible thicknesses of their walls are also 

the same. It should also be noted that the greater the pipe diameter 

is, the more the minimum admissible wall thickness is.  

The tables show the minimum thicknesses of a ring (cylinder 

wall), when the stresses produced in the pipe of different materials 

(steel, copper, aluminum and grey cast iron) and different diameters 

(3 cm, 5 cm and 10 cm) do not exceed the relevant admissible 

values, when 1) constant normal stress is  applied to the internal 

boundary of a ring and the external boundary is free from stresses 

(Table 1), or 2) constant normal stress is applied to the external 

boundary and the internal boundary is free from stress (Table 2). 

These tables show that the minimum admissible pipe wall thickness 

with the loaded internal boundary is less than with the loaded 

external boundary.  

Figures 1,3,5 present shearing stress isolines for the one-fourth 

of steel and aluminum circular rings with the diameters of 3 cm, 5 

cm and 10 cm. In addition, the internal boundary of the ring is 

loaded with constant normal force and the external boundary is free 

from load  (internal load).  And at Figures 2,4,6 presents shearing 

stress isolines when constant normal stress is applied to the external 

boundary of the ring and the internal boundary is free from loads 

(external load). 

 

                          a)                                                          b) 

Fig. 1 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5,1
2
r  (internal load). 

 

                          a)                                                          b) 

Fig. 2 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5,1
2
r  (external load). 

  

                           a)                                                           b) 

Fig. 3 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5,2
2
r  (internal load). 

  

                          a)                                                            b) 

Fig. 4 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5,2
2
r  (external load). 

  

                           a)                                                          b) 

Fig. 5 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5
2
r  (internal load). 

  

                          a)                                                           b) 

Fig. 6 Shearing stress isolines in one-fourth of a) the steel ring and b) 

aluminum ring,  when 5
2
r (external load). 

 

 

Material 

Minimum admissible wall 

thickness (
12
rr  ) cm E , 

Kg/c

m2 

  

Admiss

ible 

stress, 

Kg/cm2 
5.1

2
r

 

5.2
2
r  5

2
r  

Steel 0.2263636 0.3772727 0. 7545455 6102   3.0
 

713.801 

Copper 0.2713636 0.4522727 0. 8545455 6101.1 

 

32.0
 

611.830 

Aluminum 0.3163636 0.5272727 1.054545 6107.0 

 

34.0
 

509.858 

Grey 

cast 

iron 

0.3163636 0.5272727 1.054545 6107.0 

 

25.0
 

509.858 
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5. Conclusion 

 

The principle results presented in the present work can be 

formulated as follows:  

1. The strength of quite a long homogenous isotropic thick-

walled circular pipe (cylinder) under the impact of external forces 

by using the problems of statics of the theory of elasticity is studied. 

Plane deformation is considered.  

2. Mathematical and numerical modeling is provided to study 

the strength of a thick-walled circular pipe under the impact of 

external forces by using the problems of statics of the theory of 

elasticity. 

3. The problems of statics of the theory of elasticity are set and 

solved in the polar coordinate system. 

4. An analytical solution is obtained by using the method of 

separation of variables, which is presented as two harmonious 

functions.  

5. The numerical values are presented and considered and 

tangential stress isolines are drafted in a one-fourth circular ring, 

which are obtained by using MATLAB software.  

6. The minimum wall thicknesses of the pipes of different 

materials (steel, copper, aluminum and grey cast iron namely) and 

diameters (3 cm, 5 cm and 10 cm namely), when the values of 

stresses originated in them do not exceed the admissible values, are 

identified.  

A cylindrical vessel under the impact of stress is often used as a 

component in such branches of industry as chemical, military and 

oil industries and water and nuclear power plants. These 

components are often subject to a complex load, such as twisting, 

pressure, temperature, etc. The circular cylinders (pipes) are also 

widely used in building, machine building, etc. Therefore, the study 

of the deflected mode of the cylindrical bodies is topical and so, in 

my opinion, setting the problems considered in the present work 

and the method of their solution is interesting in a practical view. 
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 OBTAINING THE STRESS - STRAIN BEHAVIOUR OF STAINLESS STEEL 

AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
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Abstract. In several metal forming processes, relation between stress and effective strain of the material must be known for obtaining 

important forming parameters such as forces and work, required for metal forming processes. Dependence of the flow stress on the effective 
strain is called the flow curve and is influenced by strain rate and temperature. In order to reach high quality and full functionality of the 
product, the characteristics of formed material must be determined as precisely as possible and flow stress is one of the main characteristic 
of the metal materials. In general, flow curves are determined by experiments such as tensile test, upsetting test and torsion test. The proper 
choice of testing method depends on the metal forming process to be simulated. 

In this paper we present the experimental measurements of flow stress for stainless steel at elevated temperatures by using torsion test. In the 

experimental work a torque, temperature and number of twists of test pieces were measured. Also, the influence of forming parameters such 

as strain, strain rate and temperature on flow stress was analysed. Experimental results are presented in form of tables and diagrams. 

Finally, from experimental data the regression model was obtained for successful prediction of flow stress of stainless steel at elevated 

temperatures. The method of regression analysis allows with relatively small number of experiments the accurate information about the 

influence to mathematical model of the process.  

Keywords: FLOW STRESS, STRESS-STRAIN CURVE, STAINLESS STEEL, TORQUE, HIGH TEMPERATURES, REGRESSION 

MODELLING. 

1. Introduction

   For obtaining high quality metal forming processes and full 

functionality of the product, the characteristics of formed material 

must be determined very precisely. The flow stress is one of the 

main characteristic of the metal materials and provides a full 

description of the workability of the material. Also, for obtaining the 

forces that are required in forming processes, it is necessary to know 

the dependence of flow curves on different parameters. These curves 

are influenced by two factors substantially [1]:  

 factors, which relate to the material, e.g. chemical composition,

metallurgical structures etc.

 factors, which are function of the metal forming process, e.g.

temperature, strain rate, heat pre‐ treatment etc.

   For a metal forming processes, it is important to obtain loads and 

forming energies necessary to accomplish the necessary plastic 

deformation. The flow stress is directly connected to the 

instantaneous value of load, which is needed to continue the 

yielding and flow of the material at any point during the metal 

forming process. The main parameters that influence the flow stress 

are strain, strain rate and forming temperature. In hot forming, for 

example, the influence of strain rate is significant while the 

influence of strain is insignificant; this is possible when the forming 

temperature is below the temperature of recrystallization [2]. On the 

other hand, in cold forming, the influence of strain rate is negligible 

and the effect of strain prevails.  The dependency of flow curves on 

temperature varies considerably for different material. 

   In general, flow curves are determined by experiments such as 

tensile test, the upsetting test, bending test and torsion test. The 

proper choice of testing method depends on the metal forming 

process to be simulated. Many papers describe different techniques 

of torsion testing in sheet [3, 4, 5] and bulk metal forming [6, 7, 8]. 

In the paper [9] the authors used axial and torsion test to develop 

multiaxial state of deformation kinematics and stresses in bulk metal 

forming processes and evaluation of workability. A high 

temperature torsion testing system was developed for obtaining the 

workability of various materials under temperatures up to 1300 °C. 

Some failure criterions in dynamic torsion tests of cylindrical 

specimens were described in papers [10, 11, 12, 13].  

   In order to reduce the cost of the experiment and of the 

computer computations, several modeling methods predicting the 

dependent output variables have been developed so far. In most 

conventional deterministic modeling methods, such as regression 

method described in papers [14, 15] a prediction model is 

determined in advance. These modelling methods have one 

common feature: all of them optimize a given model of a 

problem. Many authors have also used in their investigations [16, 

17] combination of regression and some non-deterministic

methods, such as neural network or evolutionary computation

methods for modelling and predicting flow curves and other

properties of formed material.

2. Torsion test for obtaining flow curves

   To test the material in torsion the proper test procedure is 

needed. It involves mounting a specimen on the testing machine. 

The torque is applied incrementally and both the applied torque 

and the corresponding angle of twist are measured. Using the 

appropriate formulae, relationships and the measured dimensions, 

shear stress and shear strain can be determined [7]. Then, plot the 

torque vs. angle of twist, and shear stress vs. shear strain curve. 

In torsion test the specimen is mounted between the two heads of 

a testing machine and twisted for a certain angle (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 Torsion test 
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Successful applications of torsion test are: the determination of flow 

curves for high strains; the determination of multiple cyclic flow 

curves with only one specimen in one test and the characterization 

of the forming limit [2]. The specimens can be made of solid bars or 

thin-walled tubes. Torsion tests have the following advantages [1]: 

• simple loading condition 

• long loading time 

• uniform stress state 

• good measurement of signals of stress and strain data. 

 

   Also, the test specimen does not present significant shape changes 

during deformation as long as the gage section is restrained to a 

fixed length. The disadvantage of the torsion test is the fact that is 

characterized by non‐ uniform distribution of deformation over the 

length and cross‐ section of specimen.  

    The stress and strain are equal to zero at the center and maximum 

at the surface of the test specimen. Due to a large material 

reorientation, the deformation in the torsion test is not an accurate 

simulation of metalworking processes [2].   The output of the torsion 

test is represented by torque versus twist angle, that must be 

converted into the stress and strain. 

The relation between torsion torque and shear stress is given by [1]: 
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The shear strain at distance r from the axis along test piece at a 

twisting angle  is given by: 
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   Torque M depends on shear strain  and after differentiation of Eq. 

(3), the equation for shear stress is [1]: 
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   When shear strain rate is added in Eq. (4), then this equation can 

be written as: 
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Relation between torque and shear strain rate is given by: 

mMM  0              (5) 

and relation between torque and shear stain is written: 
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m, log  , a1 and a2 are empirical coefficients which take into account 

strain rate and strain εe.  

 

   By inserting (6) and Eq. (7) in the Eq. (5), equation for shear stress 

is: 
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Empirical coefficient p = a1 + a2. 

   Because of low influence of deformation to torque by high 

temperature and low strain rate, and according to Tresca yield 

criterion, the relation between flow stress kf and torque M is [1]: 
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  (3+m)                         (8) 

3. Experimental measurements 

   For the experimental work the dependence of flow stress for 

stainless steel X22CrNi17 on three different parameters was 

analysed by using torsion test. The chemical composition of this 

stainless steel is presented in Table 1. 

   Table 1: Chemical composition in percentage [%]. 

C  

 

Si  
 

 

P 

 

Mn  
 

 

S 

 

Cr 
 

 

Ni 

0,15 - 0,25 0,8 

 

0,04 

 

0,9 

 

 

0,02 

 

15 - 18 

 

1,5 – 2,5 

 

   The value for the tensile strength of the steel X22CrNi17 varies 

from 800 N/mm2 to 980 N/mm2, yield strength is from 590 

N/mm2 to 680 N/mm2 and elongation A varies from 11 % to 18 

%. This stainless steel is used as tool steel for the glass industry 

to high temperature glass molds and tools. Other applications are 

blow moulds for plastic production, ship and machine building 

industry, automotive industry, pump parts, shafts, etc. 

   Torsion tests were provided and measured by using special 

torsion testing equipment. The temperature of test specimens 

during torsion test of steel W.Ni.1.4057 (X22CrNi17) was 

changed with electric-inductive heater from 900° C and up to 

1300° C. Inductive heater is a part of torsion test equipment. It 

was also possible to change the number of rounds per minute 

stepwise from 2 min-1 to 1500 min-1. During the experiment a 

torque, temperature and number of twists of test specimens were 

measured. The dimension of test specimens was 6 x 60 mm.  

   Three parameters were changed during our experiments: first 

parameter ( temperature T) was changed in the range from 900° C 

to 1300° C, second parameter (strain εe) was changed from 0,1 to 

1 and third parameter (strain rate έe) was changed between 0,2 s-1  

and 4 s-1. Table 2 shows all obtained experimental results of 

torsion tests. 

 

   Table 2: Experimental results.  

 
Exper. 

έe 
 [s-1] 

e T 
 [°C] 

kf 

[N/mm2] 

1 0.2 0.1 900 150 

2 0.2 0.55 900 149 

3 2.1 0.55 900 160 

4 0.2 1.0 900 142 

 
5 4.0 0.1 900 180 

6 4.0 1.0 900 175 

7 4.0 0.1 1100 127 

8 2.1 0.55 1100 110 

9 4.0 0.55 1100 129 

10 2.1 1.0 1100 109 

11 2.1 0.55 1300 66 

12 0.2 1.0 1300 63 

13 0.2 0.1 1300 70 

14 4.0 1.0 1300 72 

15 2.1 0.1 1300 70 
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4. Results and discussion 

   Experimental measurements have shown different influence of 

three parameters on flow stress of investigated stainless steel. The 

greatest influence is that of temperature. At lower temperature 

values of obtained flow stress was higher the values obtained at 

highest temperature 1300 °C. Other two parameters also have 

smaller impact on flow stress.  

   Many different methods for obtaining the most suitable models for 

prediction of flow stress are known. We decided to choose multi 

regression analysis method, due to a quite simple model. A 

mathematical model for regression method was chosen according to 

[18]: 
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   In equation (9) y is dependent variable, xi, xij are independent 

variables (in our case there are three) and coefficients b0, bi and bij 

are coefficients which have to be obtained by using regression 

analysis. In the investigation dependent variable was flow stress kf, 

and independent variables were strain εe, strain rate έe and 

temperature. Regression analysis was performed by using SPSS 

modeling program. Significance of independent parameters was 

determined by dispersion analysis and because of very low 

significance of some parts in equation (9) those parts were left out 

from final regression model for flow stress.  By inserting real values 

for each independent parameter in the equation (9) the final 

regression model for flow stress can be written as:  



 eeeef TTk  016,077,156,151,619,05,322 2  

                       (10) 

    Equation (10) shows a mathematical model for the impact of 

temperature, strain and strain rate on flow stress for chosen material 

in given experimental area. It has the average percentage deviation 

of 2,1 %. Deviation means the difference between measured flow 

stress and predicted flow stress by using (10). Deviations in single 

experimental points are in the range from 1,1 % to 3,5 %.  

    The obtained regression model was used to analyse the influence 

of all three independent parameters on flow stress. 

 

Fig. 2 Influence of effective strain εe and strain rate έe on flow stress kf  

at constant temperature T = 900° C. 

    In Fig. 2 the influence of effective strain and strain rate on 

flow stress is presented. The values of flow stress decreases with 

increasing effective strain. At the strain rate έe = 2,1 s-1 the 

highest value of nearly 160 N/mm2 for flow stress was reached. 

These values then decrease and reach 154 N/mm2 at highest 

effective strain. Almost identically happened when lower strain 

rate was applied. 

    Fig. 3 shows the influence of temperature T and effective strain 

εe on flow stress at constant strain rate. The value of strain rate in 

this case was the highest possible (έe= 4 s-1).  

 

Fig. 3 Influence of temperature T and effective strain εe on flow stress kf 

at constant strain rate έe = 4 s-1   
 

    If we compare the results for flow stress kf calculated at two 

different values of effective strain very interesting thing can be 

observed. The influence of effective strain on flow stress is quite 

low comparing with that of the temperature. There is only a few 

percentage difference between flow stress at lowest temperature 

(T = 900 °C) when highest and lowest values of effective strains 

are used. Then, with increasing temperature the values of flow 

stress fall very steeply.  

    From the shape of the curve in Fig. 3 it can be observed that 

dependence between flow stress and temperature is linear in both 

cases. And because the slope of the line in diagram is very steep 

we can see that the influence of temperature on the flow stress is 

huge. The difference between highest (at lower temperature) and 

lowest (at high temperature) calculated values for flow stress is 

almost 55 %. If higher temperatures would be used the decrease 

of flow stress would be even bigger. 

   Influence of strain rate έe and temperature T on the flow stress 

kf at constant effective strain εe = 1,0 is presented in Fig. 4. Three   

different temperatures (1000 °C, 1100 °C and 1300 °C) were 

used to observe the influence on flow stress. At lowest 

temperature it is obviously that flow stress is increasing 

constantly with increasing strain rates. The same influence can be 

observed when second lowest temperature (T =1100 °C) was 

used. The shape of these two curves are almost identical. But 

when the temperature T = 1300 °C was applied the dependence 

between strain rate and flow stress is different especially at lower 

values for strain rate.  

   Strain rate values from 0,2 s-1 and up to 1,6 s-1 causes decrease 

of flow stress, but from 1,6 s-1 and to highest value of 4 s-1 the 

flow stress persistently but slowly increases.  
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Fig. 4 Influence of strain rate έe and temperature T on the flow stress kf 

constant effective strain εe = 1,0   
 

 

5. Conclusion 

  The goal of this paper was to determine the influence of different 

parameters on flow stress of stainless steel by using torsion test. The 

flow stress is one of the main characteristic of the metal materials 

and provides a full description of the workability of the material. 

The main parameters that influence the flow stress are strain, strain 

rate and forming temperature. The experimental measurements were 

used to determine the plastic behaviour of investigated steel, 

combined with the methodology applied to flow curve modelling.  

   For mathematical processing of obtained experimental results, 

multi-regression analysis method was used. With this method it is 

possible to get very accurate mathematical models of the influence 

of temperature, strain and strain rate on flow curve.  

   With obtained regression models very accurate prediction of flow 

stress is possible for every value of three applied process parameters 

inside experimental range and also optimal values of parameters for 

deserved flow stress can be obtained. The regression model 

presented in the paper is quite simple and is very accurate. The multi 

regression method of modelling, described in our paper can also be 

used for mathematical modelling of other parameters in metal 

forming. In the future work we intend to use evolutionary 

computation methods for modelling not only flow stress but also 

other important material characteristics. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The fourth industrial revolution (Industrie 4.0) is the transition 

to fully automated digital production, driven by intelligent systems 

in real time in constant interaction with the external environment, 

which goes beyond the boundaries of one enterprise, with the 

prospect of joining into the global industrial network Internet of 

Things. 

Industry 4.0 describes the current trend of automation and data 

exchange development, which includes cyber-physics systems, the 

Internet of Things, and cloud computing. It is a new level of 

organization of production and management of the chain of value 

creation throughout the life cycle of products. 

Despite the active introduction of various types of information 

technology, electronics and industrial robotics in production 

processes, the automation of industry, which began at the end of the 

XX century, was predominantly local in nature, when each 

enterprise or subdivision within a single enterprise used its own 

(proprietary) control system (or a combination of them) that were 

incompatible with other systems [1, 2]. 

The development of the Internet, information technology, 

stable communication channels, cloud technologies and digital 

platforms, as well as information "explosion" broke out from 

various data channels, provided the emergence of open information 

systems and global industrial networks that go beyond the 

boundaries of an individual enterprise and interacting with each 

other [3, 4]. Such systems and networks have the effect of 

transforming the impact on all sectors of the modern economy and 

business beyond the information technology sector itself, and 

translate industrial automation into a new fourth stage of 

industrialization. 

 

2. Components of the Smart Grid network 

 

The term «Smart Grid» has become known since 2003, when it 

appeared in the article «Reliability demands drive automation 

investments» by Michael T. Burr [5]. In this paper, several 

functional and technological definitions of the smart network are 

listed, as well as some advantages. A common element for most 

definitions is the application of digital data processing and 

communication to the electrical network, which makes data flow 

and information management the key technologies of smart 

networks. Various opportunities for the wide integration of digital 

technologies, as well as the integration of a new network of 

information flows to control processes and systems, are key 

technologies in the development of smart networks. Currently, the 

power industry is being transformed into three classes: 

infrastructure improvement («strong network in China»); adding a 

digital layer that is the essence of the smart grid and transforming 

business processes that make smart grids profitable. Most of the 

work is focused on upgrading electrical grids, especially concerns 

the distribution and automation of substations, which will now be 

included in the overall concept of smart networks, but other 

additional capabilities are also developing. 

Smart grid system is a concept of a fully integrated, self-

regulating and renewable energy grid, which has a network 

topology and includes all generating sources, mains and distribution 

networks, and all types of electric power consumers, managed by a 

single network of information, control devices and systems in the 

mode real time. 

At the current stage of sustainable energy development, 

technical means of intelligent systems, as well as advanced 

technical solutions of semiconductor power converters [6, 7, 8], 

play a decisive role in the implementation of the provisions of the 

Smart Grid concept [9]. Promising hardware can be divided into the 

following main groups: 

- intelligent sensors of information, control and measuring 

instruments, accounting and control devices; 

- systems for collecting and transmitting data containing 

distributed intelligence devices and analytical tools for maintaining 

communications at the level of objects of the grid; 

- intelligent systems of forecasting, support and decision 

making (in particular, intelligent adaptive systems of protection and 

automation with automatic restoration function); 

- improved topologies of semiconductor transducers and 

implementation of active power components of the electrical 

network; 

- integrated information exchange systems. 

The transition from the usual power system to Smart Grid, 

which meets the requirements of Industrie 4.0, includes 6 stages. 

1. Computerization. Under computerization means the supply 

of means for the digital management of all major components of the 

system. 

2. Network interaction (connectivity). At this stage, isolated 

technologies are combined into a common network that meets the 

requirements of the power system. Usually, for this purpose, use an 

Internet Protocol (IP) connection, thus creating the Internet of 

Things. Network interaction allows to combine CAD/CAM 

automated design and manufacturing procedures with 

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) process management 

tools, organize remote maintenance. 

3. Visibility. Under the visibility understand the creation of a 

digital display or a virtual double system. The fall in prices for 

sensors and other digital equipment makes it possible. The more 

sensors, the more accurate the reflection. The presence of mappings 

associated with PLM, ERP, and MES systems allows operators to 
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see the state of the system in real time and make the necessary 

decisions. 

4. Transparency. Transparency in this context means the 

connection of the digital mapping with analytical systems, more 

widely known as a system of work with large data. At this stage, the 

following tasks are solved: 

- conversion of output "raw" data into a form suitable for 

analysis; 

- actual data analysis; 

- interpretation of data; 

- application of the obtained results in practice. 

5. Predictive capacity. Go to real-time planning tasks based on 

reliable information on the state of the energy system. 

6. Adaptability. Provide automatic control system response to 

most industrial situations. That is, this solution, which is created 

individually for the particular equipment and individually tuned, 

thereby allowing the system to trigger automatic reactions to 

production events. 

If the first two stages of the Digitalization group, ie the 

development of digital approaches, are purely technological, then 

the other stages, according to Industrie 4.0, are more cybernetic 

because they embody system principles [10, 11]. 

The schematic diagram of the power system that does not meet 

the requirements of Industrie 4.0 is shown in fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the power system that does not meet the requirements of Industrie 4.0 

 

The existing energy system has a number of shortcomings, 

including: 

- low efficiency coefficient due to the presence of significant 

active resistance in the contact network and the presence of a 

passive voltage rectifier that has high static energy losses on the 

diodes; 

- absence of the possibility of energy recuperation to the 

contact network; 

- significant emission of higher harmonic components of 

current into the AC power supply network and higher voltage 

harmonics in the DC network; 

- low power factor; 

- high mass-size indexes. 

Apply the concept of the Smart Grid to the existing system in 

order to improve the system characteristics is shown in fig. 2. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram energy system with the concept of Smart Grid 

 

Computerization should be carried out both on the side of the 

system that conducts the collection and analysis of data (operator), 

and on the side of the energy system, which is installed directly on 

the rolling stock. 

The system of data collection and processing (operator) 

includes: 

- рersonal сomputer; 

- GSM module connected to the computer; 

- database. 

A personal computer (PC) connects to the GSM module. With 

GSM module the PC receives information from systems installed on 

the rolling stock. 

With the availability of relevant software, the PC operator can 

conduct a current analysis of the data received. 

Analysis results can be saved to the database. 

The GSM module for connecting to a PC should have a 

communication interface (USB, Ethernet or RS-232). Main 

requirements for GSM modules: 

- reception and transmission of SMS; 

- reception and transmission using GPRS; 

- work with serial interfaces RS-232 or RS-485; 

- allows to manage the reception and transmission of data 

through serial interfaces RS-232 or RS-485 with AT commands 

according to GSM 07.05 and GSM 07.07. 

Modern industry provides a wide range of similar modules [12, 

13]. Among foreign samples: 

- Siemens MC35i Terminal (GSM900/1800 + GPRS standard); 

- 3G UMTS / HSPA + Wi-Fi Router UR5i v2 Libratum. 

Among the domestic analogues: 

- GSM/GPRS modem OWEN PM01; 

- GSM modem iRZ MC52iT; 

- SQUID-1Н and SQUID-2Н. 
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Particular attention should be paid to GSM routers SQUID-1Н 

and SQUID-2H, developed by the company «Microl» (Ivano-

Frankivsk city). They provide a permanent online connection 

between remote objects and dispatching points, and allow not only 

to receive information from objects, but also manage them. 

Main features of SQUID GSM routers: 

- reception and data transmission using GPRS; 

- receiving and sending SMS; 

- archiving of data on SD card; 

- archiving data to e-mail; 

- the presence of built-in analog and discrete inputs/outputs. 

At the control center, a computer is used as a server. The 

exchange of information between GSM routers and the computer 

takes place via the Internet. GSM routers form a "transparent" GSM 

channel, and in fact are "remote" serial COM ports. This allows you 

to connect a large number of routers to computer. At the same time 

data is transmitted simultaneously, without a significant loss of 

exchange rate. Delay of updating data from 125 objects is 

2÷3 seconds, with 250 objects, respectively, 4÷6 seconds. 

If the control room is not able to connect to the Internet, then 

SQUID1N server is used as a server or a standard 3G modem from 

any mobile operator. SQUID GSM routers use GPRS packet data, 

the cheapest method of data transmission. The amount of data that 

is transferred round the clock to the central dispatching station is 

included in any chosen tariff plan without additional payments. 

Any SCADA system that supports the Modbus protocol can be 

installed on the control-desk computer. This allows the customer to 

use those SCADA systems to which he is accustomed and save 

money without buying specialized software. SQUID configurator 

and SquidService software for working with GSM routers SQUID-

1N and SQUID-2N are free and available for download on the 

company's website. 

In accordance with industry standards, the selected database 

should relate to the real-time database. That is, the database must 

provide real-time synchronization, replication and backup. 

Real-time databases must provide real-time data storage, 

processing and output. Before moving on to real-time databases it is 

necessary to deal with the notion of real-time system. 

The real-time system is a hardware-software complex that 

responds at a set time to an unpredictable flow of external events. 

This definition means that: 

- the system must have time to react to an event occurring on 

the site during the time critical for this event (meet deadline). The 

value of the critical time for each event is determined by the object 

and between the event, and, of course, may be different, but the 

system response time must be predicted (calculated) when creating 

the system. Lack of response at set hours is considered a mistake for 

real-time systems; 

- the system must be able to react to events occurring 

simultaneously. Even if two or more external events occur 

simultaneously, the system must have time to react to each of them 

at intervals critical to those events. 

There are two types of real-time systems: hard real-time 

systems and soft real-time systems. Hard real-time systems do not 

allow any system reaction delays under any circumstances in the 

following cases: 

- the results may be irrelevant in case of delay; 

- an accident may occur in the event of a delay in the reaction. 

Examples of hard real-time systems: on-board control systems, 

emergency protection systems, emergency event loggers. Soft real-

time systems are characterized by the fact that the delay of the 

reaction is not critical, although it can lead to an increase in the cost 

of the results and a decrease in the productivity of the system as a 

whole. 

Real-time databases are standard databases with additional 

capabilities that can provide reliable work. Used constant time, 

which is a certain range of time values for which data are still 

relevant. This range can be called topical time. The standard 

database can not work in such conditions as the discrepancies 

between real-world objects and data that are too serious to represent 

it. An efficient system should handle urgent queries, return only 

time-reliable data, and maintain priority queues. To enter data into 

the record, often a sensor or input device tracks the state of the 

physical system and updates the database with new information that 

reflects the physical system more accurately. When designing a 

database system in real-time, it should be considered how the facts 

will be related to the real-time system. Need to think about how to 

represent the values in the database so that transaction processing is 

correct and the consistency of the data has not had any violations. 

The information collection and processing system (rolling 

stock) includes: 

- software logic controller; 

- a system of sensors and signaling devices; 

- GSM module; 

- PC. 

According to the parameters, programming tools, features of 

the modules' association and appearance, controllers for automation 

systems can be divided into the following groups: programmable 

relays, modular programmable logic controller (PLC), person 

machine interface + programmable logic controller (PMI + PLC). 

Programmable relays are the simplest and cheapest 

programmable devices that were created to automate simple 

systems that do not require a large number of inputs/outputs. They 

have a full range of technical resources necessary for use in 

industrial automation, engineering or manufacturing at the lower 

level of automation [14, 15, 16]. 

The Ukrainian market offers programmable relays of the 

following manufacturers: 

- Siemens – series Logo; 

- Eaton (Moeller) – series Easy; 

- ABB – series CL; 

- Mitsubishi – Alpha; 

- Schneider Electric – Zelio Logic; 

- OWEN PR100 and OWEN PR200. 

Modular PLCs are characterized by expanded structure. The 

base unit can function individually, and usually contains at least 

8 inputs/outputs, and if necessary, their number can be expanded by 

additional modules to 65536 discrete/4096 analog channels. This 

gives greater flexibility when creating process automation systems 

based on modular PLCs. 

The following modular PLCs are represented in the Ukrainian 

market: 

- Siemens – series SIMATIC-S7; 

- Eaton (Moeller) – series XC100, XC200; 

- ABB – series AC500; 

- Mitsubishi – series System Q; 

- Schneider Electric – series Modicon. 

Modular PLCs support the function of programmable relays, 

but additionally have built-in network interfaces and the ability to 

expand the internal memory and inputs/outputs modules to a wide 

range. PMI + PLC systems are used to visualize the process and 

create simple SCADA systems. Depending on the model of the 

device, the PMI may not support the PLC functions, but it 

necessarily has a graphical display for displaying the technological 

process and a developed input device that the operator uses to 

influence the technological process. For communication with other 

elements of the automation system, such devices use network 

protocols CANopen, Profibus-DP, etc. PMI + PLC systems have 

the following functionality: 

- visualization of the parameters of the technological process in 

text or graphic modes; 

- management and processing of emergency messages, 

registration of time and date of occurrence of emergency messages; 

- manual control using the function buttons or the touch screen; 

- the ability to freely schedule schedules and configure the 

function keys; 

- drawing diagrams and charts, outputting a report. 

Display of information about the technological process is 

carried out using a character or graphic screen, the size of which 

depends on the requirements of the technological process, and for 

the input information used pushbutton or sensor controls. 
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The Ukrainian market is represented by means of РMI + PLC 

of the following major manufacturers: 

- Siemens – series SIMATIC HMI IPC; 

- Eaton (Moeller) – series XV1, XV2, XV3, XV4, MI4, 

MFD4; 

- ABB – series CP400, CP400; 

- Mitsubishi – series Vision 1000, E1000, IPC1000, GOT1000; 

- Schneider Electric – Magelis series STO, STU, XBT GT, 

XBT GTW, XBT N, Compact iPC, Panel PC. 

The system of sensors and meters include: 

- sensors of electrical parameters of the network: currents, 

voltages, active and reactive power; 

- temperature sensors; 

- humidity sensors; 

- pressure sensors. 

The system includes a computer connected to the system using 

the wireless channel of GSM. It allows connecting several power 

systems to a single network with minimal communication costs [17, 

18]. 

The network interaction of intelligent sensors is realized with 

the help of GSM modules, which connect to PLC modules using the 

interface RS-485. GSM modules operate at frequencies of the 

decimetre range (about 2 GHz), the data transfer rate is over 2 Mbps 

(3G standard). This allows you to arrange the connection between 

the power systems and the operator. 

The availability for inspection is organized by installing the 

corresponding software on the operator's computer. The software 

builds a model that is a complete copy of the power system, based 

on the data obtained from real power systems. The operator has the 

possibility of flexible analysis of the operating modes of the system. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

The energy grid based on the Smart Grid concept should 

simplify the interconnection of distributed generation and power 

storage systems. The distribution of distributed generation will 

create new opportunities for the network due to its more mobile 

nature and less stable characteristics that can cause interruptions 

and sharp voltage drop across the network. 

The Smart Grid system offers great opportunities for both 

consumers and manufacturers to enter the market by increasing the 

throughput capacity of trunk networks, implementing collective 

management initiatives, distributing distributed power sources in 

distribution networks, closer to consumers. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The energy system built in accordance with the Smart Grid 

concept has the following benefits: 

- the power factor is close to one; 

- the possibility of energy recovery from the contact network to 

the general network; 

- higher efficiency (it is possible to increase by 5÷8 %); 

- a lower coefficient of harmonic distortion; 

- the possibility of monitoring the state of the power system in 

the online mode; 

- аbility to regulate and stabilize the voltage in the system's 

contact network in online mode; 

- the possibility of connecting alternative power sources to the 

contact rail contact network. 

One of the components of the successful implementation of the 

Smart Grid concept is the efficient use of the existing elemental 

power electronics base. 

A review has been conducted of power electronics conversion 

devices, which can be used in Smart Grid. 
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Abstract: Airspace is now one of the most frequently mentioned environments when discussing technologies of autonomous or unmanned 

vehicles or machines. There is a number of technologies developed to support unmanned flying vehicles (UFV) and so called air drones. The 

actual influence of such kind of machines on transport industry is crucial. It is also obvious, that many modern military operations involve 

UFV with built-in AI or remote control. Nevertheless, one of important problems for any flying vehicle (aircraft or drone either) is to plan 

the most suitable route satisfying all necessary primary and collateral requirements: reach destination, consume minimum fuel or energy, 

follow the safest areas, avoid adverse circumstances etc. Among the tasks to build the effective route for the flight we find an important 

problem to cut a relevant area in airspace to perform route search. This research is dedicated to discuss and ground the basics of a reliable 

approach to solve this problem. 

Keywords: PATH PLANNING, AUTOMATED ROUTING, LATERAL BOUNDARIES, UNMANNED FLYING VEHICLES, 

INDUSTRY 4.0 

 

1. Introduction 

We live now the epoch of arise of big data, cloud computing, 

smart machines, smart production and smart factories, autonomous 

vehicles and artificial intelligence. These processes require a full or 

a partial change of a paradigm for many recently known as reliable 

techniques and approaches. In Europe all kinds of industrial and 

society changes were named “Industry 4.0”, according to German 

government high-tech strategy [1–3], which was later adopted by 

many other countries of European Union. Worldwide these 

concepts are known also as “Fourth Industrial Revolution” [4,5]. 

This term was offered by the founder and the executive chairman of 

the World Economic Forum in Davos, professor Klaus Schwab [6]. 

Due to definition one of the most notable features of a deep 

integration of digital technologies can be found in a burst of data 

transmission volumes. This can be also called as the significant 

effect of Big Data era. According to a significant growth of data 

volumes to be processed in modern digital technologies there is a 

great impact of Big Data problems that can be observed. These 

problems caused many algorithms being popular previously to fail 

in new circumstances. 

One of particular areas suffering Big Data problems is the 

airspace. Aircraft flights for a long time were performed along an 

airways network. This looked something similar to ground roads 

network. It worked well until the number of airspace flying vehicles 

was comparably small. Moreover, most flying vehicles were driven 

by pilots onboard. But the present time of aviation revealed not only 

the growth of private aircraft fleet, but also the growing number of 

UFV (unmanned flying vehicles). Unlike to the old model of 

airspace, following the idea to lower airspace congestion, the new 

model of airspace relies on free routing airspace (FRA) concept [7]. 

This concept allows to connect each other all waypoints in airspace. 

According to huge number of combinations of possible airways and 

with respect to ability of flight level change during the flight, the 

combinatorial burst in data makes impossible or inefficient the use 

of previously used routing techniques. 

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem 

There are some recent researches [8,9] discussing lateral 

navigation problem with option of limiting the search space. These 

space limits were defined as the lateral dimension boundaries [8] 

and as the trajectory grid [9]. Both approaches imply connection of 

start and finish points with a straight line, which represents the 

geodesic route or the shortest horizontal distance. Both cases [8,9] 

of cutting airspace network area uses the TOC (top of climb) and 

TOD (top of descend) as a start and finish points (see Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 2). The approach of the grid presented as a simplified directed 

graph (Fig. 1) and the lateral dimension boundaries is a hexagon 

area cut (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 1 Grid model – simplified graph (illustration made according to [9]) 

 

 

Fig. 2 Hexagon airspace area cut (illustration made according to [8]) 

 

In a visual comparison both approaches look similar and exploit 

the idea to cut the network or the airspace according to maximum 

route length, that the aircraft possibly would be able to fly. While 

the real airspace network and location of waypoints aren’t exactly a 

grid with airways directed from departure to destination, the 

approach with hexagon area cut appear more consistent. However, 

both approaches [8,9] are connecting TOC and TOC waypoints, 

which could be far from departure and destination. This means 

some special procedures are required to be designed to reach 

1) TOC waypoint from departure waypoint (airport), and 

2) destination waypoint (airport) from TOD waypoint. Evidently, 

following the separate vertical profile construction procedure this 

approach is acceptable. But we’d like to have a uniform approach to 

build path from departure to destination. Hence, the problem 

statement would be as follows: to build a simple procedure of 

cutting an area in airspace with respect of giving an easy 

calculation rule to identify waypoints (and airways) belonging to a 

path search area. 
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3. Solution of the examined problem 

The following solution was designed as a part of improvement 

for routing algorithm named as Artificial Locust Swarm Routing 

(ALSR) [10]. The most obvious solution for the problem of cutting 

the area looks to be an ellipse. To examine the simplicity of this 

approach let’s assume the departure (ADEP) and destination 

(ADES) airports to be located in foci of the ellipse, F1 and F2 

respectively (see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Ellipse airspace area cut (solution designed for ALSR [10]) 

 

Unlike to previously mentioned approaches ellipse is a curve 

and one may give a reasonable objection, that the equation for the 

ellipse in Cartesian coordinates seems difficult to calculate: 

𝑥2

𝑎2 +
𝑦2

𝑏2 = 1, 

where x and y are coordinates of the point on a curve, and a and b 

are major and minor semi-axis respectively. However, there is a 

much better feature of the ellipse, that comes from definition of 

ellipse as locus of points: 

 𝐹1𝑀 +  𝐹2𝑀 = 2𝑎, 

where M stands for any point on a curve of ellipse. This rule allows 

to identify any point within and on a border of area enclosed by 

ellipse as 

 𝐹1𝑀 +  𝐹2𝑀 ≤ 2𝑎. 

This rule is really simple and does not require difficult 

calculations actually (except two distances from foci to a point, 

evidently). The distance calculation in Cartesian coordinates can be 

defined as a generalized Minkowski distance: 

𝐷 𝑋,𝑌 =    𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖  
𝑝

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

1
𝑝 

, 

where p is typically used equal 1 for Manhattan distance and 2 for 

Euclidean distance, and in case of p   the Chebyshev distance is 

obtained: 

𝐷 𝑋,𝑌 = lim
𝑝→∞

   𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 
𝑝

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

1
𝑝 

= max
𝑖=1…𝑛

 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 . 

Using the Chebyshev distance can be an example of a simple 

enough procedure of distance calculation. However, any other 

distance metric could be used instead, according to specificity of 

distance measurement on geoid. 

Next, there is a question of how wide would be the area 

enclosed by ellipse. This can be described by ellipse compression 

ratio, defined as 

𝑘 =
𝑏

𝑎
=  1 − 𝜀2 , 

where 𝜀 = 𝑐/𝑎 and 𝑐 =  𝐹1𝐹2 /2 are eccentricity and linear 

eccentricity respectively. 

According to domain specificity, the most important basic 

feature of the flight route configuration is the direct distance 

between departure and destination airports. Any route should be 

compared to that direct distance to have an estimate of the 

overhead. The actual direct distance is known as a great circle 

distance. However, one may take the projection of a great circle on 

a plain surface, if considering route on a plane map. So, let’s 

assume now the direct distance could be considered as a straight 

line on a plain surface with distance metric in Cartesian coordinates. 

This approach is also viable due to ability of use (i.e. on Google 

maps) of plane coordinates pair (x, y) as a projection instead of 

latitude and longitude. So, the distance |F1F2| should be the main 

parameter in a model of airspace area cut. Following this 

assumption and the fact that ellipse semi-axes have compression 

ratio k, it is possible to establish dependency on |F1F2| and k for any 

point M within area bordered by ellipse: 

𝑎 =
𝑐

𝜀
=

 𝐹1𝐹2 

2 ∙  1 − 𝑘2
 ⇒   𝐹1𝑀 +  𝐹2𝑀 ≤

 𝐹1𝐹2 

 1 − 𝑘2
. 

Here we also may assume, that 𝑘 ≠ 1 and 0 < 𝑘 < 1 due to 

condition that 𝑏 < 𝑎, which should be always satisfied while 

departure and destination airports are located in different geodesic 

coordinates. This also means, that the ellipse would not be a circle. 

In general, it can be assumed, that distance between departure 

and destination airports should be big enough to apply area cut. 

However, the phenomena of relevant airspace area cut should 

involve the variation of k with respect to distance |F1F2|. This 

means, that value of k is expected to match two conditions: 

 long distance flight requires area cut closer to straight line 

(due to concern of fuel consumption a long distant flight 

should have less curved path), which can be described with a 

condition b << a and this means k  0; but in real life a better 

approach is 

𝑘 → 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 0. 

 short distance flight requires area cut wider around departure 

and destination and once the closer these points are, then more 

similar to a circle the ellipse will be (due to concern of finding 

some non-straight or curved path for the case, when there is no 

straight or direct connection and path search should possibly 

go first in opposite direction or make some fly around 

departure or destination airports); this rule can be described 

with a condition b  a and this means k  1, but for the real 

life a better approach is 

𝑘 → 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 1. 

Both these two rules together with dependency k = f(|F1F2|) mean 

that actually 

0 < 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑘 = 𝑓  𝐹1𝐹2  ≤ 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 1. 

This condition gives the criteria to construction of yet unknown 

function k = f(|F1F2|), which relates k and |F1F2| inversely, and has 

lower and upper limits kmin and kmax respectively. The definition of 

the limits can be made according to following thoughts: 

1) maximum distance on Earth can be limited with half 

distance of equator, which is about 

40 075, 7 km ~ 21 639 nm, and half equator distance is 

20 037, 85 km ~ 10 819, 5 nm; lateral boundaries for a 

maximum distance flight can be assumed to go not more 

than 200 km ~ 108 nm far from straight line; hence the 

kmin  0,01 and the ellipse major axis will be greater than 

the distance for not more than 2 km ~ 1 nm. 

2) minimum distance between two airports that could be 

requested for the flight can be assumed a 

20 km ~ 10,8 nm; while the airports are located closely, 

F1 F2 

M 

TOC TOD ADEP ADES 
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let’s assume the operation radius (major semi-axis) to be 

100 km ~ 54 nm; hence the kmax  0,995. 

For definiteness, let’s assume the dependency between k and 

|F1F2| to be exponential, like the following 

𝑘 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽∙ 𝐹1𝐹2 , 

where  and  are yet unknown coefficients, which are required to 

fit the criteria: 

0 < 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝛼 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽∙ 𝐹1𝐹2 ≤ 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 1. 

If the distance is equal to maximum possible distance 

|F1F2| =  = 20 037, 85 km ~ 10 819, 5 nm, then 

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽∙Λ  ⇒  𝛼 = 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑒𝛽∙Λ . 

If the distance |F1F2| is equal to minimum possible distance 

 = 20 km ~ 10,8 nm, then we have the second equation: 

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽∙𝜆 = 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑒𝛽∙(Λ−𝜆), 

which gives the value 

𝛽 =
1

Λ − 𝜆
∙ ln  

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 , 

and 

𝛼 = 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑒
Λ

Λ−𝜆
∙ln 

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛

 
= 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙  

𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

Λ
Λ−𝜆

, 

and next 

𝑘 = 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙  
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

Λ− 𝐹1𝐹2 
Λ−𝜆

= 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙  
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 
−
 𝐹1𝐹2 −𝜆
Λ−𝜆

. 

Following these calculations with the assumptions above, a 

numerical approximation for ellipse compression ratio is 

𝑘 ≈ 0.995 ∙  99.5 −
 𝐹1𝐹2 −20

20037 .85−20 , 

where the distance |F1F2| here should be defined in kilometers. 

4. Results and discussion 

Finally, the model for relevant airspace area cut has been built 

as a set of waypoints enclosed by the ellipse and matching the rule 

 𝐹1𝑀 +  𝐹2𝑀 ≤
 𝐹1𝐹2 

 1 − 𝑘2
, 

where k is the ellipse compression ratio 

𝑘 = 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙  
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

Λ− 𝐹1𝐹2 
Λ−𝜆

= 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙  
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
 
−
 𝐹1𝐹2 −𝜆
Λ−𝜆

, 

which was reduced numerically according to assumptions above to 

the last equation in previous section. For a practical path planning 

maximum and minimum distances  and  should be the minimum 

and maximum distances that the aircraft can fly. Though, the 

minimum distance can remain  = 20 km ~ 10,8 nm and the 

maximum distance  should be substituted with particular aircraft 

distance technical limit. The simulation results and the ellipse 

parameters for  = 5 000 km are presented in a Table below. 

Table: Simulations results. 

Distance k 2a b a – c 
Semi-latus 

rectum 

b2/a 

 = 20 0.995 200.250 99.625 90.125 99.126 

100 0.924 261.714 120.928 80.857 111.752 

500 0.639 649.774 207.488 74.887 132.512 

1 000 0.402 1092.352 219.791 46.176 88.448 

2 000 0.160 2026.027 161.854 13.014 25.860 

3 000 0.063 3006.055 95.347 3.027 6.048 

4 000 0.025 4001.269 50.389 0.635 1.269 

 = 5 000 0.010 5000.250 25.001 0.125 0.250 

As one can see from the table, the results are really relevant to 

the necessity of area cut and with respect to maximum flight 

distance. The ellipses are less compressed due to ability of an 

aircraft to cover a bigger distance, than the direct distance between 

airports. 

Another approach to build the ellipse can exploit idea to have 

within the ellipse (see Fig. 3) the hexagon area described in [8]. 

Though, this approach requires performing procedures to identify 

TOC and TOD points, which look like separate problems. 

5. Conclusion 

The reliable method to cut relevant airspace area for flights 

planning was offered. The model of ellipse area was deeply 

discussed and can used further in many other routing approaches, 

which require identification of excessive part of known topology. 

This approach can be considered very useful for automated routing 

for UFV according to its ability to consider maximum reachable 

distance. The approach was successfully tested with ALSR 

algorithm. 
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Abstract: The effect of the initial structure of the fillers on the structure formation of the dissolution-and-diffusion type interfaces in 

macroheterogeneous composite coatings with a metal binder has been investigated. It has been shown that by combining phases in the filler 

structure, which differ in resistance to molten binder during infiltration, it is possible to attain an increased resistance of composite coatings 

to dry friction, abrasive, gas abrasive, and corrosion wear. The compositions of composite coatings to strengthen the surface of the parts of 

machine-building industry have been recommended. 
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1. Introduction 

Macroheterogeneous composites produced by a furnace 

infiltration find the wide application as coatings to protect and 

restore the quick-worn parts of the machine-building and 

metallurgical equipment. The widest use has found a coating, whose 

composition consists of the W–C (relit) eutectic alloy or related 

alloys (WC–6Co, WC–8Co, etc.) as a filler and MNMts 20–20 

manganese melkhior (Cu–20Ni–20Mg alloy) as a metal binder. This 

composite material was designed for facing charging equipment of 

blast furnaces of metallurgical plants, which work under the 

conditions of gas-abrasive wear. The use of the coating made it 

possible to solve the problem of this type parts durability increasing 

their operating life by a factor of 3–15. 

To expand the applications of this class of composite coatings, 

further studies were conducted in two main directions. The first 

direction was associated with the use of a more wear-resistant than 

manganese melkhior binder. The operating characteristics of 

composite coatings were increased by a factor of 1.5–2 in the case 

of the infiltration by iron-based binders. However, the main 

disadvantage of these coatings is the intensive interaction of 

tungsten carbide with molten iron alloys in the course of the 

infiltration at a sufficiently high melting temperature of the latter. 

With the aim to reduce the filler dissolution rate on the average by 

15–20%, it was proposed to use filler particles of a spherical form 

produced by thermocentrifugal atomization of a rotating bar. The 

result attained was related to a decrease of the area of spherical 

granules that contact with a molten binder, but no attention was paid 

to changes in the granules structure with increase of their cooling 

rate up to 103–104 K/s. 

The second direction covers studies conducted with the aim to 

replace the expensive filler based on tungsten carbides by a cheaper 

high-melting alloy and maintain basic operational characteristics of 

composite coatings. For example, alloys containing carbides of 

chromium, titanium, boron, etc. are proposed. Nitrides of titanium, 

aluminum, zirconium, etc. are also promising fillers of composite 

coatings. Borides of metals occupy a special place among filler 

alloys designed for reinforcing metal binders. Borides have a higher 

hardness and lower brittleness as compared with those of 

corresponding carbides and nitrides. The best known is the filler of 

composition 80 wt. % TiB2 and 20 wt. % CrB2. As a binder of 

composite coatings reinforced by (Ti,Cr)B2 filler, the manganese 

melkhior with additions of Mo, Si, and other components that 

inhibit the boron diffusion into the metal binder is used.  

In many publications on the development of the novel 

composite coatings, a special attention is given to the investigation 

of the processes of wetting and contact interaction at the interfaces 

between the hard filler and molten binder during the infiltration. 

Such an approach is justified, since the structure and properties of 

these boundaries in the long run are responsible for the performance 

of composite coatings. However, it should be noted that inadequate 

attention is given to the prognosis of the contact interaction kinetics 

with regard to the initial structure of the fillers, though one may 

efficiently control these processes, e.g., by combining phases of 

different stabilities in the filler structure. Therefore, in this study we 

investigated the effect of the filler phases having crystalline, 

microcrystalline, and quasicrystalline structures on the formation of 

the interfaces in composite coatings designed for operation under 

the conditions of the dry friction, abrasive, gas-abrasive, and 

corrosion wears. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

Samples of composite coatings were prepared in three stages:  

i) preparation of the filler; ii) preparation of the binder;  

iii) production of composite coating by a furnace infiltration. The 

fillers were prepared from W–C, Fe–B–C, Cr–Ti–C, Al–Co–Cu, 

Al–Ni–Co alloys by mechanical crushing (vcool = 10–20 K/s) or 

thermocentrifugal atomization of a rotating bar (vcool = 103–

104 K/s). In the first case the filler particles were of irregular shape, 

in the second case they were spherical. The particle sizes varied 

from 0.2 to 2.5 mm. Alloys on an iron, copper, or aluminum base 

were used as binders. The furnace infiltration was performed for 

15–60 min at a temperature, which exceeded the binder melting 

point by 50–100 K. The filler content of a finished composite 

coating was 50–70 vol %. 

The structure of the alloys and composite coatings was studied 

by quantitative metallographic and X-ray analyses as well as X-ray 

energy dispersive spectrometry and scanning electron microscopy 

using standard procedures. The corrosion resistance of composite 

coatings was assessed by the gravimetric method in HCl aqueous 

solution at room temperature for 4 hours. The corrosion rates were 

measured every hour. The resistance of composite coatings to 

abrasive wear was studied on an NKM plant and to gas-abrasive 

wear on an OB876 device. The tribological characteristics were 

defined by the shaft–plug scheme at the dry friction on the grade 45 

steel at a sliding rate of 20 m/s and load of 4 MPa. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The composite coatings studied may be divided into three 

groups:  

– coatings based on iron alloys reinforced by crystalline and 

microcrystalline tungsten carbides or crystalline chromium–

titanium carbides; 

– coatings based on copper alloys reinforced by crystalline and 

microcrystallibe iron borides; 

– coatings based on copper or aluminum alloys reinforced by 

quasicrystalline Al–Co–Cu or Al–Co–Ni fillers. 

During the infiltration, the formation of the filler–binder 

interfaces in the above composite coatings occurs by the solution-

and-diffusion mechanism. This allows one to control the properties 

by varying the contact interaction intensity at the interfaces, which 

is regulated by the choice of the filler and binder compositions. The 

Fe–3.5B–0.2C binder (in wt. %) is for the infiltration of the filler 

particles made of W–C eutectic alloy (vcool = 10–20 K/s). The 

choice is justified by the boron positive effect on technological 
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characteristics of iron binders like relatively low melting 

temperature, fluidity, oxidation resistance, etc. Before the 

infiltration, this alloy has a hypoeutectic structure consisting of 

primary crystals of boron-doped ferrite and Fe–Fe3(B,C) eutectics. 

The contact interaction of the molten Fe–B–C binder with the W–C 

filler during the infiltration is accompanied by dominating 

dissolution of W2C carbide. The second WC carbide is dissolved to 

a much lower degree and is observed from the filler side as 

inclusions into a solid ring of the Fe3W3C phase (Fig. 1a). 

  

a b 

Fig. 1 Microstructure of composite material with the Fe–B–C binder 
reinforced by the W–C filler cooled at a rate of 10 (a) and 103–104 (b) K/s. 

On the side of the hardened binder in the tungsten doped Fe–

Fe3(B,C) eutectics, there are numerous inclusions of the Fe3W3С 

phase as well. A change of the binder structure near the interface is 

caused by the enrichment of the melt, whose composition 

corresponds to the composition of the Fe–Fe2(B,C) initial eutectics, 

with tungsten and carbon from the dissolving filler. For the same 

reason during the consequent recrystallization forms the Fe3W3C 

phase in the contact interaction zone between the filler and binder. 

This phase is responsible for the impairment of corrosion, abrasive, 

and gas abrasive wear resistances of composite coatings.  

In the structure of composite coatings reinforced by rapidly 

cooled spherical granules of the W–C filler (vcool = 103–104 K/s), 

the width of contact interaction zones at the interfaces decreases by 

a factor of 10–15 (Fig. 1b) and is 15–20 μm. This points to a 

decrease of the dissolution rate of the filler eutectic phases in the 

molten iron binder during the infiltration. The result obtained may 

be attributed to an increase of the uniformity of the W2C–WC fine-

differentiated eutectic structure of the filler and difficulty of the 

penetration of the Fe–B–C molten binder deep into the filler along 

the interfaces of eutectic phases and boundaries of eutectic colonies 

during wetting. Because of this, the Fe3W3C phase is virtually 

absent in the structure of the contact interaction zones. Thanks to 

this, the composite coatings of the above composition exhibit higher 

wear resistance in abrasive and gas abrasive media (Table 1). 

Table 1: Compositions and properties of abrasive and gas-abrasive resistant 
composite coatings. *Note: A composite material with the MNMts 20-20 

binder and W–C (vcool = 103–104 K/s) filler was used as the reference. 

Binder 

Filler 

Coefficient  

of relative 

abrasive 
wear 

resistance 

[units] 

Coefficient of relative 

gas-abrasive wear 
resistance [units] 

at T [K] 

Alloy 
vcool 

[K/s] 
293 673 

Fe–B–C W–C 10–102 1.29 ± 0.07 1.24 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.05 

Fe–B–C W–C 103–104 1.54 ± 0.08 1.41 ± 0.08 1.56 ± 0.03 

Fe–B–C Cr–Ti–C 10–102 1.58± 0.09 1.30 ± 0.07 1.39 ± 0.05 

MNMts 20-20 Fe–B–C 10–102 0.83 ± 0.06 0.71 ± 0.07 0.80 ± 0.04 

MNMts 20-20 Fe–B–C 103–104 0.68 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.05 1.17 ± 0.04 

Besides, these coatings are characterized by stability in acid 

medium (Table 2). This is due to the fact that in corrosion tests the 

interfaces between the filler and hardened binder are destroyed first. 

Therefore, the corrosion rate decreases with decreasing rate of the 

filler dissolution. Owing to the operation characteristics inherent in 

these composites, they may be efficiently used as protective 

coatings on the parts of equipment for power and chemical 

industries. 

Table 2: Compositions and properties of antifriction and corrosion-resistant 
composite coatings. 

Binder 

Filler 

Friction  
coefficient 

Wear 

intensity  

[μm/km] 

Corrosion 

rate in  

1 N⋅HCl, 

[g/m2⋅h] 
Alloy 

vcool 

[K/s] 

Fe–B–C W–C 103–104 0.29 21.2 0.18 ± 0.02 

L62 Al–Co–Cu 10–102 0.04 3.0 0.79 ± 0.01 

L62 Al–Co–Ni 10–102 0.09 7.9 0.89 ± 0.03 

MNMts 20-20 Fe–B–C 10–102 0.32 27.5 0.22 ± 0.02 

The composite coating with the Fe–B–C binder reinforced by 

the Cr–20Ti–10C (wt. %) filler is also characterized by a high 

stability in abrasive and gas abrasive media (Table 1). Before the 

infiltration this filler has a two phase structure of (Cr,Ti)3C2 primary 

crystals and (Cr,Ti)7C3 peritectic phase. During the infiltration, due 

to the contact interaction of filler particles with the Fe–B–C molten 

binder, the (Cr,Ti)7C3 phase dissolution mainly occurs. The binder 

basically penetrates deep into the filler along the grain boundaries 

of peritectic phase. This may be explained by the fact that during 

the filler fabrication these regions are last to crystallize and are 

enriched with low-melting components. The rapid dissolution of the 

(Cr,Ti)7C3 phase may also be promoted by the transformation of 

this carbide to the (Cr,Ti)23C6 carbide due to the loss of carbon in 

the contact with the molten binder. The second (Cr,Ti)3C2 phase of 

the filler does not virtually dissolve and therefore, is present at the 

interfaces in the form of dark inclusions into eutectic structure of 

the hardened Fe–B–C binder (Fig. 2).  

  

a b 

Fig. 2 Microstructure of composite coatings with the Fe–B–C binder 

reinforced by the Cr–Ti–C filler (a) and zones of contact interaction between 

the filler and binder (b). 

The width of contact interaction zones attains 250 μm. Since the 

increase of the dissolution rate of crystalline phases of the Cr–Ti–C 

filler does not bring about the undesirable phases in the structure of 

interfaces, their formation ensures a strong adhesion of the filler and 

binder. Because of this, under the conditions of abrasive and gas 

abrasive wear, a high stability of the composite material with the 

iron binder reinforced by Cr–Ti–C filler is attained. This material is 

of a considerable promise for strengthening and restoration of parts 

of metallurgical and mining equipment. The revealed features of 

dissolution of eutectic and peritectic fillers in iron binders are 

observed in the case of the infiltration by copper binder as well. 

Of interest are composite coatings based on MNMts 20–20 

manganese melkhior reinforced by iron borides. In the structure of 

fillers of compositions 9.0–12.0 B, 0.01–0.17 C, the rest being Fe 

(all wt. %) there are primary crystals of Fe(B,C) iron monoboride 

and crystals of Fe2(B,C) iron hemiboride. The latter are formed both 

by the peritectic reaction and crystallize directly from the liquid 

because the stoichiometric composition of this phase is close to the 

composition of the peritectic point (Fig. 3a).  
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a b 

Fig. 3 Microstructure of composite coatings with the MNMts 20–20 binder 

reinforced by Fe–B–C filler cooled at a rate of 10 (a) and 103–104 (b) K/s. 

However, as the cooling rate increases up to 103–104 K/s in 

producing the boride filler by thermocentrifugal atomization, it 

acquires a microcrystalline structure. Depending on the granules 

diameter, the size of Fe2(B,C) crystals ranges from 1.0 to 4.5 μm. In 

addition, the Fe–Fe2(B,C) metastable eutectics appears along the 

Fe2(B,C) phase boundaries. As a result, in infiltration the molten 

binder penetrates along the Fe2(B,C) grain boundaries over the 

whole volume of granules of the rapidly cooled filler (Fig. 3b) and 

the so called “through” infiltration is observed. Therefore, despite 

the retardation of the dissolution of Fe(B,C) and Fe2(B,C) 

microcrystalline phases in molten melkhior by a factor of 5–7 as 

compared with crystalline phases, the strong adhesion of the filler 

with a hardened binder is attained. As a result, the gas abrasive wear 

resistance of composite coatings reinforced by microcrystalline 

filler increases (see Table 2). There are no traces of chipping the 

filler under the impacts of abrasive that are usually observed on the 

worn surface of other composite coatings. At the same time 

coatings reinforced by boride crystalline filler are characterized by a 

higher resistance to abrasive wear thanks to the optimal 

combination of the filler hardness and plasticity. In addition, the 

reliable adhesion with the binder is assured due to more intensive 

dissolution of crystalline phases during the infiltration. After the 

binder solidification, the contact interaction zones up to 50 μm in 

width form at the interfaces, which contain no brittle phases. Thus, 

the wear resistance of composite coatings reinforced by iron borides 

in abrasive and gas abrasive media increases with increasing rate of 

the fillers dissolution in the molten melkhior. This is brought about 

by the presence of metastable or crystalline phases in the filler’s 

structure. The set of operation characteristics of these composite 

coatings makes it possible to increase the service lives of various 

parts of metallurgical equipment.  

By varying the amount of phases in the filler’s structure which 

differ in stability under effect of molten metal binder, one may also 

ensure the formation of defect-free interfaces in 

macroheterogeneous composite coatings reinforced by 

quasicrystalline fillers. Quasicrystalline phases that have unique 

physical, mechanical, and operation properties are characterized by 

a low surface tension. This impedes the wetting of these phases by 

infiltrating metals. Therefore, the basic methods to obtain composite 

coatings reinforced by quasicrystals are extrusion, cold and hot 

pressing, static and dynamic compacting of mechanically activated 

powders, directed crystallization, etc. Though it is possible to 

achieve the adhesion at the interfaces of composite coatings by 

choosing the optimal amount of crystalline and quasicrystalline 

phases in the filler structure. Our studies have shown that the 

promising quasicrystalline fillers for composite coatings are Al–

Co–Cu and Al–Co–Ni alloys in combination with binders on a 

copper or aluminum base. The decagonal quasicrystalline D-phase 

stable up to 1000°C forms in the above alloys. In the case that the 

content of this phase is no less than 80–85% of the filler volume, it 

remains in the structures of composite coatings after the thermal 

cycle of infiltration (Fig. 4).  

  

a b 

Fig. 4 Microstructure of composite coatings with the L62 brass binder 

reinforced by the Al–Co–Cu (a) and Al–Co–Ni (b) fillers. 

In the contact with the molten binders the filler crystalline 

phases like Al4(Co,Cu)3, Al(Co,Cu), Al3(Co,Cu)2, Al9(Co,Ni)2, 

Al5(Co,Ni)2 dissolve to a higher degree than the quasicrystalline D-

phase. The strong adhesion of the filler and copper-based binder is 

also achieved due to the “through” infiltration (Fig. 4). 

The tests of composite coatings reinforced by quasicrystalline 

fillers show a decrease of the friction coefficient and wear intensity 

(see Table 2). Besides, these coatings are characterized by a high 

resistance to acid media. This result correlates with the above 

conclusion that to achieve corrosion stability, one should decrease 

the dissolution rate of phases of a filler in a molten binder. These 

composite coatings may be used to strengthen parts of the 

automobile transport and rocket-and-space equipment. 

4. Conclusions 

The character of the contact interaction processes occurring at 

the interfaces between the filler and the molten binder during the 

infiltration of macroheterogeneous composites of the dissolution-

and-diffusion type may be predicted by considering the initial 

structure of fillers. In wetting hard fillers of eutectic type, one of the 

eutectic phases has been dissolved in the molten binder at a higher 

rate, with binder penetrating deep into the filler along the interfaces 

and eutectic grains boundaries. Peritectic filler has been dissolved 

mainly where grain boundaries of peritectic phase are located. The 

dissolution rate of the phases of the filler in a molten binder during 

the infiltration of the composites depends on their structure and 

decreases in the following order: crystallinemicrocrystalline 

quasicrystalline phases. The intensity of interfacial reactions may 

also be controlled by combining phases of various stabilities in the 

structure of the filler. This approach makes it possible to predict 

performance characteristics and enhance their level due to strict 

control of interfacial reactions during infiltration. 

The lower friction coefficients and wear intensity at dry friction 

have been shown by composites reinforced by the fillers containing 

in the structure no less than 80–85 vol. % of stable quasicrystalline 

phase. The resistance to abrasive and gas abrasive wear has been 

ensured by the presence of crystalline phases in the filler structure 

provided that an increase of their dissolution rate in the molten 

binder during the infiltration does not give rise to brittle phases 

formation in the contact interaction zones at the interfaces between 

the filler and the binder. To attain high stability of composite 

coatings in acid media, the fillers should contain microcrystalline or 

quasicrystalline phases. 

So, developed metal-matrix macroheterogeneous composite 

coatings obtained by furnace infiltration feature high performance 

characteristics. Technology of furnace infiltration allows fabricating 

one-layer or multilayer composite coatings for various applications. 

Layers of the composites may differ in the filler or the matrix 

compositions or structure type. They can be utilized for excellent 

abrasive or corrosive resistance. 
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Abstract: If the material from which the equipment is made is known, constant and periodic loads are known and the displacement of 

equipment points are measured by the dynamic model, it is possible to determine the forces that cause these displacements and deformations 

themselves. If the deformations are within acceptable limits, then the equipment operation continues, otherwise the equipment must be 

stopped to eliminate deformations; at best, deformation can be eliminated without stopping the equipment.  
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1. Introduction 
 

If S(x) deformations depend on any of the parameters x, then 

in static models they are zero, that is, S(x) = 0 for any time interval. 

The static model for deformation detection is the verification of 

definite points of an object for congruence (on an unchanged 

position) by geodesic measurements. In such models deformations 

that come from the outside and the established equilibrium of the 

object of observation under the influence of forces applied to it are 

excluded. 

In kinematic models of deformation are described by the 

formulas of the uniform motion of the object without taking into 

account the forces acting on it, whose parameters are not known at 

the beginning, deformations determine the shape of only relatively 

well-known parameters. 

In dynamical models, connections are established between the 

motions and the reasons for which they are called, and they provide 

an opportunity to specify unambiguous mathematical relations 

between geometric changes of an object, which are determined by 

periodic geodetic measurements and external forces acting on it, the 

deformations are determined in accordance with the form, so and in 

accordance with the parameters. 

 

2. Presentation of the main material  
 

Deformations S(x) are continuous, geometric changes in time 

that are distributed on the object, which are a function of the action 

of parameters x on an object. 

We subdivide the object under consideration into separate 

points, we obtain its physical (design) coordinates xp t at the time t, 

which are determined 

 хp.t  = ха.t  + S(хa)t, t = 0, 1,…, n,             (1) 

The set of coordinates of the points (1) can be determined by 

any geodesic method, after the alignment of the corresponding 

geodetic network, we use the approximate coordinates of the points 

xt to the corresponding geodesic coordinates xg.t 

x.g.t = xa.t  + A xa.t, t = 0, 1,…, n               (2) 

where A is the operator of the transformation of measured 

values of coordinates xa t. 

The motion of the points of the object is characterized by a 

trajectory, length, speed, acceleration and displacement. The 

movement of the point can be uniform and uneven, with 

acceleration [6]. 

Trajectory - a spatial line, which is described by a point in its 

movement. Trajectory of motion in space is rectilinear or 

curvilinear. 

The length of the path (scalar) is the length of the segment of 

the trajectory that has passed the point for the time interval t. 

Ideally, geodetic methods determine the coordinates of the 

points of an object to be equal to the design coordinates, so the 

identity can be written 

 

 хp.t  ≡ х.g.t,  t = 0, 1, …, n,                      (3) 

on the basis of which we get a nonlinear functional model 

Ψ (t, x) = xp.t  + S(xa)t - xa.t - A xa.t = 0, t = 0,1,…,n (4) 

 

This system of equations corresponds to the Gauss-Helmert 

model, or the system of equations formulated on the basis of the 

corresponding evaluation results, which are conditional equations 

with unknown coordinates of the points of the object 

Bv + Ax +w = 0,                                   (5) 

where ν is the vector of the resistance of the material of the 

object; B is the vector transformation vector of the material 

resistance; w is a free member. 

The resistance vector is described by a stochastic model 

 

v = Ψ(t,x) + Bv = xp.t  + S(xa)t - xa.t  - A xa.t  –  

-(xp - xp
o) + (xa - xa

o),                                           (6) 

where хp
о, хa

о - actual design and measured coordinates 

vξ = Ba va + xx - A xа +w,                                (7) 

 

Regardless of this, in terms of the existing parameters on the 

object, one can proceed from such a basic dependence 

хa = хa + va = хa
о + ха.                                         (8) 

From (7) and (8) we get 

vy.ζ = A x.а – lа                                                       (9) 

 

In order for the model to be reliable, taking into account (6), it 

is necessary that the overall variance is minimal 

Thus, the system of equations (9) will be specified by other 

parameters, that is, unknown parameters of data enter once directly 

and once indirectly through xa in the decision vector. Between the 

found special solution xx and some solution x.a there is a 

dependence 

xх -  xа  =  A (xх -  x.а).                                     (10) 

Apply to the decision vector the minimum Euclidean norm 

xх
Т   xx  → min,                                                 (11) 

we obtain the following conditional equations 

            A xx = 0.                                                            (12) 

On the other hand, from the system of equations (9) with 

unknown parameters of data, taking into account (12), we observe 

xа = - (AT A)-1 AT { vа - Ba xа – 

-[w - Ba(хa - хa
o)]}.                                            (13) 

We substitute expression (13) in the original equation (9), we 

get 

F = I -   Aζ
T(Aζ

T Aζ)
-1 Aζ

T,                           (14) 

where F is a symmetric idempotent matrix; I is a unit matrix. 

Given (14) and (12), the expression (9) will look like 

vа = xx + F Ba xа – {-F[w –  

-Ba(хa - хa
o)]},                                                    (15) 

using the expression (9) for the vector va we obtain such a 

shortened model 

          vа = A xа – wlа,                                         (16) 

the matrix with the coefficients of the geodesic equations can 

be represented in a spectral form 

Qx.а = HG-1 HT,                                                (17) 

while in the matrix H there are own vectors of constant 

eigenvalues, while the matrix G-1 contains its own vectors, which 

relate to free (geodesic) data parameters. The matrix F given by 

equation (14) can be described as follows 
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         F = І - G GТ                                              (18) 

from (17) and (18), we obtain 

        F Qx.а = Qx.а ,                                              (19) 

Assuming that lо = l we obtain a stochastic model 

            va = A xa – la,                                                     (20) 

in accordance with the size of the matrix of coefficients A, we 

establish that the system of equations (20) does not diverge without 

the introduction of the final vector va, from which it can be 

concluded that the corresponding variance and redundancy 

disappears. 

Thus, expression (20) can be considered as a model-

independent equation hypothesis, which is a solution of the problem 

described by the expressions (1), (2), (3). 

In this model, based on the fact that for each case a special 

vector of coordinates xx.t is introduced for the description of the 

adopted initial situation, however, if the deformation function S (xa) 

indicates the absence of deformation, these vectors xx.t must 

coincide for all periods of time, and thus the hypothesis can not be 

rejected 

Н0 : xx.t - xx.t = 0,     t = 1,…, n.                  (21) 

Accordingly, the model of equation (20), taking into account 

that lо = l will be va = A xa-la, assuming that the periodic correlation 

is equal to zero, then. 

            Qa.i.j = 0,    i, j = 1,…, n,  і ≠ j.               (22) 

Introducing into the functional model, following the vector of 

solutions from (20), we obtain 

             xа  = Nа nа,                                            (23) 

to test the hypothesis (21). The test size F - distribution is 

proposed 

 0, ,0 ,2

0

( , , )ry r y F

R
F F r r

bs
                (24) 

When it comes to Ho, the noncentricity parameter λF 

(systematic biasing) disappears and has a probabilistic relationship 

 0, ,0, , ;1 0ry r ry rP F F H             (25) 

where α is the probability of a zero hypothesis. If the test 

value Fry0, rξα is greater than the corresponding F-distribution of 

Fry0, rξα; 1-α, then H0 should be corrected in accordance with (21). 

Due to the hypothesis of reducing the sum of squares of deviations, 

as well as the redundancy of measurements r is manifested 

R=νa
T Qa, νа = 0,  b = r(Qa) – r(Qx a)       (26) 

Taking into account the variation introduced in (24) and the 

redundancy rξα must be removed from the previous equations. If 

you need to change H0 then you need to examine two variations of 

the change, and analyze identity and deformation. 

After analyzing the identity, we localize our own offsets of 

the points, which should not be completely excluded, while they 

may occur regardless of the deformations of the object. 

Static strain model. Static model is a body equilibrium model. 

Such a model describes such objects that do not change the 

geometric form for consideration of the period of time. In this 

respect, it is better to refer to the correlation model if applying these 

processes solely for the analysis of identity. Need to answer the 

question whether there are selected points of equipment personal 

movements (bias), that is, to what extent the same points match. 

The static model implies the inadmissibility of any deformations S 

(x). However, the exclusion coefficients of the matrix B and 

coefficients of the matrix of the corresponding influence parameters 

Qx, 

, ,, , 1,...,a e x aB O Q O e n                   (27) 

In the future it is necessary to take into account again that the 

pseudo-inverse symmetric matrix is identical to itself 
2

, , , , ,, T

x x x x xQ Q Q Q Q    

      .          (28) 

At the same time, the parameters of (23) belonging to the 

system of normal equations 

,0 ,0 ,0 0s s s

y y yN x n  .                                   (29) 

The usual static model of deformation is the same when 

taking into account (27) the specific cases of the general solution 

described, the advantage of this process is in a relatively simple 

structure, and accordingly deformations excluded are excluded. The 

identified natural disadvantage and in fact justifies that no 

deformation can be taken into account. In the geodetic definition of 

many destinations this process is optimal, that is, the geodetic 

network is stable, but this model is not acceptable for determining 

deformations. 

Kinematic model of deformation. Kinematics is the theory of 

body motion without taking into account the force that affects the 

movement of bodies. Such a model describes objects that we know 

that they are deformed. It is known, however, that deformations are 

definite functions of the place (object), time, and other specific 

parameters that influence deformation processes. Proceeding from 

this, the deformation will not be determined for an object by only 

one continuous function. It is known that a definite relationship 

between cause and effect of deformation is not unambiguous. 

In recent years, there have been many similar connections 

(functions), a large number of authors and ideas in choosing the 

most diverse mathematical functions, often point to such extended 

functions as general methods for determining deformations, 

although they represent only isolated cases of simulation of 

deformation processes [1, 2, 3, 5]. All kinematic models have the 

disadvantage that they represent an unambiguous mathematical 

connection between the physical cause of deformation and the 

geometric action of forces that cause deformation. The definition of 

kinematic models in this way is due to the fact that the deformation 

function S (x) is presented in a general form. The defining 

parameters of the influence of these bonds remain unknown again. 

The coefficients of the matrix B can be determined, and the 

coefficients of the matrix of the corresponding parameters of 

influence Qx exactly as in static models are withdrawn in 

accordance with (27). 

, , ,, , 1,...,a e a e x aB B Q O e n    .          (30) 

In taking (30) we obtain from (29) the system of normal 

equations 

,0 ,0 ,0 0k k k

y y yN x n  ,                                   (31) 

The kinematic model is also a partial case when considering a 

general solution. The advantage of this model is that deformations 

of the object can be taken into account. The disadvantage lies in the 

fact that the impact parameters can be estimated as the difference 

between geodetic measurements at different times. They are direct 

in determining the coefficients of the matrix B and depend on the 

accuracy of the measurements. External information for 

determining the deformation values is not available and therefore 

this model is not acceptable. 

Dynamic strain model. Using such a model, it is possible to 

describe objects that are known for their changes in size, shape and 

/ or volume. In order to ask this model you need to know the 

material of the object and its properties, the external forces that act 

on the object [7]. Determination of the deformation of the object is 

detected by the force of alignment 

 Ka + f = 0,                                            (32)  

the value of K is a global rigidity matrix, and the vector a 

represents the displacement of the point, the vector f represents the 

forces that cause these displacements. If known coefficients of the 

matrix of rigidity, which depend on the properties of the material of 

the object and the load vector, then it is possible to calculate the 

displacement vector of point a. Deformation S (xa) is determined by 

interpolation. If the expression (32) is determined by linear 

functions, then the estimate of expression (32) will be simple 

(linear). If the load of the object exceeds some limits then the 

material begins to react plastically or visco-plastic. The dynamic 

model assumes that the deformation function is entirely given, 

while the coefficients of the matrix Ba, e, as well as the matrix of 

the coefficients Qx, a are known. 
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 , , , ,, , 1,...,a e a e x a x aB B Q Q e n    .(33) The 

corresponding system of normal equations that follows from (23) 

will be 
,0 ,0 ,0 0d d d

y y yN x n  , the same as (29) and (31). 

Expression (32) is an integral part of the general model, which 

makes it possible to calculate the forces that cause a change in the 

shape of the volume and size of the object. 

For example, let's take the measured values of the 

displacements of equipment points from work [4] and make 21 

equations in expression (32), which are given in the table. 

 

Table Measured displacement of equipment points and 

load 
№ 

 points, j 
Load 

Measure. 

f, т 

Load 
Calcul 

 fо., т 

∆f =  
f-fo 

1 1,3  1,051 -0,249 

2 1,2  1,066 -0,134 

3 1,1  1,073 -0,027 

4 1,1  0,997 -0,103 

5 0,9  0,952 0,052 

6 0,9 0,583 0,317 

7 0,8 0,004 0,796 

8 1,0 0,680 0,320 

9 1,0 0,674 0,326 

10 0,9 0,398 0,602 

11 0,8 0,397 0,603 

12 0,9 0,545 0,455 

13 0,8 0,752 0,048 

14 1,2 0,951 0,249 

15 1,3 1,604 -0,304 

16 1,4 1,707 -0,307 

17 1,3 1,594 -0,294 

18 1,1 1,366 -0,266 

19 1,0 0,955 0,045 

20 0,7 0,901 -0,201 

21 0,7 0,628 0,072 

 

Having solved these equations using the least squares method, 

we find the coefficients of the matrix of rigidity K with the mean 

square error of the approximation m = 0,294 

K = ⸠ - 0,08939   - 0,03983   + 0,02517⸠, 

Substituting these values (table) and values a of the 

displacements (table) and in expression (32) we find the values fо of 

fobch and the difference Δf that are close to zero (because the bias 

ah.j, a xj and ay.j are measured with some error), in the general 

solving these equations ΣΔf = 0 and the corresponding solution 

found satisfies (32). 

 

3. Conclusion 
 

By comparing the corresponding matrices of normal equations 

(static, kinematic, and dynamic models), we find that the definition 

of deformation is better achieved using a dynamic model, another 

advantage is the interpolation approach. Expression (32) is an 

integral part of the general model, which makes it possible to 

calculate the forces that cause changes in the shape, volume and 

size of the object. From the table and calculations of the coefficients 

of the matrix of stiffness K, it follows that from the equation (32), 

which is a dynamic model, if we know the coefficients of the matrix 

of stiffness and the load vector, it is possible to calculate the vectors 

of the displacement of the points of the object a and vice versa. 
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Abstract: This paper presents the comparison of the capabilities of two algorithms for Sentiment Analysis developed in Python. Both 

Python programs are used on the same Yelp dataset with customer reviews of the quality of the services in USA restaurants. The programs 

are based on open-source software frameworks and libraries as Python, NTLK, Scikit-Learn, Panda, etc. which are oriented to Machine and 

Learning and Natural Language Processing. The evaluation of the programs is based on precision of the predicted results and the 

compactness of the programming code. For model training and prediction, the Multinomial Naïve Bayes and Support Vectors Machines 

classifiers are applied in both algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

Sentiment Analysis /SA/, also known as opinion mining, is 

defined as the task of finding the opinions of authors about specific 

entities [5]. Sentimental analysis is used in various places: to 

analyze the reviews of a product whether they are positive or 

negative, to check if a political party campaign was successful or 

not, to analyze the reviews of a movie and to analyze the content of 

tweets or information on other social media [6]. Social media 

monitoring applications and companies depend on sentiment 

analysis and machine learning to assist them in gaining insights 

about mentions, brands, and products [7]. 

Sentiment Analysis refers to the use of Natural Language 

Processing /NLP/, text analysis and computational linguistics to 

identify and an extract subjective information from source materials 

[7]. SA is a process of exploring product reviews on the internet to 

determine the complete opinion. SA can be considered as a 

classification task as it sorts the location of a text into either positive 

or negative.  

Sentiment Analysis can be considered a classification task as it 

classifies a text as positive or negative. Machine Learning /ML/ is 

one of the widely used approaches to analyzing opinion, and the 

most widely used for this purpose classification algorithms are 

based on Multinomial Naïve Bayes /MNB/ and Supported Vector 

Machines /SVM/ [1]. 

The work is a continuation of previous research [9,14] and 

presents a comparison of the precision of prediction of two 

mentioned above algorithms (MNB and SVM) developed in the 

Python. The algorithms are applied on Yelp dataset, available on 

kaggle.com.   

2. Sentiment Analysis Algorithm 

The SA algorithm is related to pre-processing of the original set 

of texts containing user opinions regarding a product or service, 

application of NLP [2] techniques to convert texts into numerical 

vectors to be processed by ML algorithms. Below are the main steps 

of this algorithm: 

1. Retrieving the necessary recordings of opinions and associated 

attributes and characteristics as well as the label with the user's 

assessment and recording them in a database or table for the 

purpose of pre-processing and including meaningful or 

exclusion of certain unnecessary attributes in the relevant 

recordings. 

2. Pre-processing of the text (word processing, tokenisation 

(words), punctuation, unions, identifying and non-limiting 

members, etc., reduction of words with the same root to the 

root, etc.) 

3. Converting words into a numeric vector based on a dictionary 

of spoken words and the frequency of their occurrence in the 

text (Bag of Words /BoW/). 

4. Application of Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency. 

5. Forming a Sparse Matrix with rows equal to the number of 

words in the dictionary and with columns equal to the number 

of reviews. 

6. Applying the classification algorithms based on the 

Multinomial Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines using 

70% subset of data for training a model and 30% subset of data 

for testing the trained model. 

7. Testing the model and assessing its precision. 

8. Predicting the basis of the trained model. 

2.1. Preprocessing text data 
Some techniques and concepts of Natural Language Processing 

have been used to solve the above mentioned steps. (NLP) These 

are related to the following terms: 

-   Features: A feature represents an attribute or a property of 

an observation. It is also called a variable. A feature represents an 

independent variable. In a tabular dataset, a row represents an 

observation and column represents a feature. For example, consider 

a tabular dataset containing user profiles, which includes fields such 

as age, gender, profession, city, and so on. Each field in this dataset 

is a feature in the context of machine learning. Each row containing 

a user profile is an observation. 

- Feature Extractors: Term frequency-inverse document 

frequency /TF-IDF/ is a feature vectorization method widely used in 

text mining to reflect the importance of words to a document in the 

amount.  

Bag-of-Words /BoW/ is a representation of text that describes 

the occurrence of words within a document. In this method, each 

word count can be considering as a feature. Because ML algorithms 

cannot work with raw text data directly, the text must be converted 

into numbers. Exactly, vectors of numbers [3]. 

Feature Transformers 

Tokenization is a transformer that converts an input string 

(text) to lowercase and splits it into words using whitespaces as a 

separator. A simple Tokenizer provides this functionality and splits 

sentences into sequences of words.  

Stop Words Remover - stop words are words which should be 

excluded from the input because the words appear frequently and 

don’t carry as much meaning. Stop Words Remover takes as input a 

sequence of strings (output of a Tokenizer) and drops all the stop 

words from the input sequences [13]. 

2.2. Naïve Bayes Classification Algorithm 

The Bayesian Classification represents a supervised learning 

method as well as statistical methods for classification. It can solve 

diagnostic and predictive problems. Naïve Bayes is a simple 

multiclass classification algorithm based on the application of 

Bayes’ theorem “The Bayes theorem is based on the concept of 

learning from experience that is, using a sequence of steps to come 

to a prediction. It is the calculation of probability based on prior 

knowledge of occurrences that might have led to the event” [6]. 

Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic model that makes predictions by 

computing the probability of a data point that goes to a given class 

[12]. Initially, the conditional probability distribution of each 

feature given class is computed, and then Bayes’ theorem is applied 
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to predict the class label of an instance. Naive Bayes is used in a lot 

of practical real-life applications such as it is used in the sentimental 

analysis of text to classify the emotion of a particular piece of text, 

whether it is a positive sentiment or a negative one. This algorithm 

is fast to train and test; hence it is used in real-time prediction 

scenarios to make fast predictions on events based data that is 

generated in real time. It is used in many recommendation systems 

to give useful suggestions of content to the users. 

2.3. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm 

Support Vector Machine is another popular algorithm of the 

supervised machine learning algorithms that are used in many real 

life applications like text categorization, image classification, 

sentiment analysis and handwritten digit recognition. SVM is a 

powerful and popular technique for regression and classification. 

Unlike Naïve Bayes, it is not a probabilistic model but predicts 

classes based on whether the model evaluation is positive or 

negative [12]. SVM is used to classify the texts as positives or 

negatives. It works well for text classification due to its advantages 

such as its potential to handle large features [5]. 

3. Used Machine Learning Libraries 

Programming language Python requires the NLTK platform 

(Figure 1) to build NLP code. The NLTK (Natural Language 

Toolkit) is a leading platform for building Python programs for 

working with data / texts in natural, human language. NLTK [8, 10] 

provides easy-to-use interfaces with over 50 corpus and lexical 

resources, such as WordNet, along with a set of word processing 

libraries for classification, tokenization, retrieval, tagging, analysis 

and semantic reasoning, NLP wrappers and other libraries. 

 
Fig. 1.  NLTK structure [4] 

Scikit-learn in one of the most popular libraries for open-

source Machine Learning for Python. It offers Machine Learning 

algorithms, including classification, regression, size reduction, and 

grouping. The library provides modules for data mining, data 

processing, and modeling. Scikit-learn is popular in academic 

research because it has a well-documented, easy-to-use and 

multifunctional user interface. Developers can use it to experiment 

with different algorithms by changing only a few lines of code. 

Scikit-learn has shells for some popular machine learning 

algorithms such as LIBSVM and LIBLINEAR. Other Python 

libraries, including NLTK, include scikit-learn wrappers. The 

library is packed with the most popular data sets, allowing 

developers to focus on algorithms rather than pre-processing and 

preparing data. 

4. Yelp Dataset 

Datasets are data pre-loaded with labels and prepared for use by 

supervised machine learning algorithms to analyze opinion. 

Numbers of data with labelled sentimental sentences (sentences 

containing sentiment, emotion, opinion) are available at 

www.kaggle.com.  

Yelp dataset used in Python analysis programs include 10000 

free-text reviews which are evaluating in five-stars the service in 

USA restaurants. Each entry (record) in the dataset contains the 

following columns (Figure 2): 

business_id (business identifier) 

date (day of review / review) 

review_id (ID) 

stars (1-5 rating for the company) 

text (text to review) 

type (type of text) 

user_id (user ID) 

cool/useful/funny-comments made by other 

users.

 
Fig. 2.  Examples with the structure of the records of Yelp dataset 

Each record of Yelp dataset is labeled with customer estimation 

ranked between one end five stars where Star1 or Star2 means 

negative reviews, Star4 and Star5 are positive, and Star3 is neutral. 

Next are examples with positive and negative reviews: 

Positive review: 

"Drop what you're doing and drive here. After I ate here I had to 

go back the next day for more.  The food is that good.” – Stars 5. 

Negative review: 

"I have always been a fan of Burlington's deals; however I will 

not be shopping at this one again. I went to customer service I think 

you should have some.”– Stars 1. 

5. Developed SA Algorithms in Python 

5.1. Algorithms with Star1 and Star 5 subset of Yelp 

With first two algorithms, based on MNB and Linear SVM, the 

data is initially processed by retrieving only the Star1 and Star5 

scores that give meaning to positive (5) or negative (1) estimations. 

Thus, the dataset is reduced from 10000 to 4086 records. 

yelp_class=yelp[(yelp['stars']==1)|(yelp['stars'] 

==5)] 

yelp_class.shape 

Output: (4086, 10)  

On next figure (Fig. 3) the distribution of the records as the 

amount and length of their text is provided. As can be seen for most 

reviews the typical length is up to 1000 words and negative ones are 

shorter than positive ones. 

 

Fig. 3. Text length distribution of positive and negative reviews 

On the reduced data (4086 entries), the text transformation 

operations described in step 2 using the NLTK library are applied. 

In the end, a vocabulary is formed - a vector of the unique words 

(BoW) in these records. The vector has 26435 words, with each 

word matching a number. This is done with the following code. 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import 

CountVectorizer 

bow_transformer = 

CountVectorizer(analyzer=text_process).fit(X) 

len(bow_transformer.vocabulary_) 

Output:26435 

Based on this vector and all 4086 reviews, the Sparse matrix is 

formed with rows equal to the number of words and columns of the 

individual reviews (26436x4086), in which the word/review cell 
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records the number of encounters of a particular word in a given 

review (Fig. 3.). 

Reviews Review 1 Review 2 Review 3 Review ... Review N 

Counters      

Word  1  0 0 2 1 2 

Word 2  1 2 0 2 0 

Word 3  0 0 3 0 1 

Word ...  1 4 0 0 0 

Word M  3 0 2 3 0 

Fig. 3. Sparse Matrix 

Based on this matrix and Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier, 

the model is trained to predict the class of a review. For model 

training, multiple reviews are divided into 80% training reviews and 

20% for testing. It can be seen in the following code: 

Preparation of training and testing sets: 
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = 

train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.2, 

random_state=101) 

Model training: 
from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB 

naive_b = MultinomialNB() 

naive_b.fit(X_train, y_train) 

Accuracy or Precision is a simple model evaluation metric. It is 

used as the evaluation metric of the different algorithms, it is 

defined as the percentage of the labels correctly predicted by a 

model. For example, if a test dataset has 100 observations and a 

model correctly predicts the labels for 85 observations, its accuracy 

is 85 %. 

As can be seen from the table 1 below, the weighted average 

Precision, F1-Score and Recall MNB model are 92%.  

Table 1. Multinominal Naïve Bayes prediction precision (Stars1 and 5) 

 

The same steps are implemented for Support Vector Machines 

classification using Linear classificator. 

Model training: 
from sklearn.svm import SVC   

svclassifier = SVC(kernel='linear')   

svclassifier.fit(X_train, y_train)   

The results of Linear SVM precision (91%) are provided in table 2. 

Table 1. Linear SVM  prediction precision(Stars1 and 5) 

 

The precision results of both algorithms are similar 91%-92 % 

but the multinomial NB sometimes produce wrong prediction on 

some negative labelled reviews because of the overfitting (example 

3). It can be seen in the examples below. 

Example 1. Right prediction on positive review 

positive_review_transformed = 

bow_transformer.transform([positive_review]) 

print(“MNB prediction 

Stars:”,naïve_b.predict(positive_review_transformed

)[0]) 

print((“SVM prediction 

Stars:”,svclassifier.predict(positive_review_transf

ormed)[0]) 

Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 5 
SVM prediction Stars: 5 

Example 2. Right prediction on negative review 
negative_review_transformed = 

bow_transformer.transform([negative_review]) 

print(“MNB prediction 

Stars:”,naïve_b.predict(negative_review_transformed

)[0]) 

print(“SVM prediction 

Stars:”,svclassifier.predict(negative_review_transf

ormed)[0]) 

Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 1 
SVM prediction Stars: 1 

Examle 3. Wrong prediction on negative review of MNB due to 

overfitting and correct result of SVM 
next_negative_review_transformed = 

bow_transformer.transform([next_negative_review]) 

print((“MNB prediction 

Stars:”,naïve_b.predict(next_negative_review_transf

ormed)[0]) 

print (“MNB prediction 

Stars:”,svclassifier.predict(next_negative_review_t

ransformed)[0]) 

Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 5   - Overfitting 
SVM prediction Stars: 1   - Correct 

5.1. Algorithms with Star1, 2, 4 5 subset of Yelp 

With second two algorithms, based on MNB and SVM, the data 

was extended by retrieving the Stars 1, 2 and Stars 4, 5 scores that 

give meaning to a positive (4 and 5) or negative (1 and 2) 

estimations. Thus, the dataset is extended to 8539 records. 

yelp_class=yelp[(yelp['stars']==1)|(yelp['stars'] 

==2)| [(yelp['stars']==4)|(yelp['stars'] ==5)] 

yelp_class.shape 

Output: (8539, 10)  

On the new subset the same steps as in the previous algorithms 

are applied. The only difference is that because of more reviews the 

BoW dictionary extends to 40526 words, so the Sparse Matrix 

grows to 40526x8539. That increases the time for its processing. 

The Precision results of both Multinomial NB and Linear SVM 

are provided in tables 3 and 4.  

Table 3. Multinominal Naïve Bayes prediction precision (Stars1,2,4,5) 
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Here because the negative sentiment is related to categories 

Stars 1 and 2 and positive sentiment to Stars 4 and 5 the Precision 

results vary between 42% and 53% but prediction is still 92%-92%. 

Again the same results related to the overfitting with MNB 

algorithm are observed, and again the Linear SVM produces correct 

prediction results in this case (see example 6). 

Now because negative sentiment is related to Stars 1 and 2 in 

the example 5 the review with Star 2 is correctly classified as 

negative. The same is valid for positive review in example 4 

(positive predicted with Star 5).  

Because of the fixed volume of the paper the ytexts of the 

reviews are omitted. 

Table 4. Linear SVM  prediction precision (Stars1,2,4,5) 

 

 

Example 4. Right prediction on positive review 
Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 5 
SVM prediction Stars: 5 

 

Example 5. Right prediction on negative review 
Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 2 
SVM prediction Stars: 2 

 

Example 6. Wrong prediction on negative review of MNB due to 

overfitting and correct result of SVM  
Results: 

MNB prediction Stars: 4 
SVM prediction Stars: 1 

6. Conclusion  

А sentiment analysis is one of the most interesting techniques to 

find out the users opinion of products. The algorithms and Python 

programs proposed in this paper are able to perform the text reviews 

sentiment analysis over the large amount of data with high speed 

near to real-time. The programs are based on Python libraries 

NLTL, Scikit-learn and Panda which provide compact code due to 

the fact that a great deal of data processing is encapsulated in 

libraries, which saves developers much effort and time. 

Implemented Naïve Bayes and SVM algorithms are applied 

twice on different subsets of Yelp dataset. In first program we 

compare the precision of both algorithms using subset of Yelp 

containing review ranked by the customers with stars 1(negative) 

and 5(positive). In second program the same algorithms are applied 

on reviews with Stars 1,2 (negative) and Stars 4,5 (positive). The 

prediction results, as well the precision of MNB and Linear SVM 

models are similar (91%-93%) but Linear SVM model classifies 

better the with the overfitting which is a problem for MNB one.  

The sentiment analysis programs developed here can be applied 

in addition to evaluating the quality of services or goods, as well for 

evaluating the quality of individual lectures or lectures in the 

university system. The assessments and recommendations formed 

by these programs can serve as a basis for students to choose the 

most suitable courses to visit, and lecturers to serve as feedback for 

updating the lecture material. 
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Abstract: Polyester laminates are the latest generation materials that are used in various industries. To obtain desired properties such as 

elasticity, impact strength, wear resistance, bending strength, chemical stability, waterproofness, self-smoothing, etc., it is necessary to 

combine a range of different chemical components. This paper examines the possibility of applying polyester laminates with reinforced 

different layers of glass fibers concearning the mechanical properties. Test plates are made by impregnating reinforcing fibers with resin 

with the manual extrusion of air bubbles by rollers. Based on the results of strength test (interlayer, tensile and flexural), modulus of 

elasticity, toughness and share of inorganic matters, it was concluded that the mechanical properties of polyester laminates depend not only 

on the „composition“, but also cavities presenting themselves as no homogeneity in boundary matrix/reinforcement. 

Keywords: POLYESTER LAMINATES, APPLICATION, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, MICROSTRUCTURES 

 

1. Introduction 

Polyester laminates are composites based on the unsaturated 

polyester resin reinforced with glass fibers. The application of 

glass fibers as reinforcement of composites enables production of 

composites having high specific strength [1]. These laminates are 

strong and rigid. By varying the number and arrangement of 

layers of reinforcing material, one can act on their mechanical 

properties. Modifications with respect to number of layers of 

reinforcement as well as their redistribution and thickness create 

optimal conditions for achievement of highly improved 

properties [2]. They are used in construction, food and the 

automotive industry, as well as in agriculture and production of 

vessel. In their application they are exposed to various strains, as 

well as to the impact of the environment. Research of the 

properties and damage of polyester laminates represents 

extremely complex and demanding field of study [3]. In the 

production of small number of pieces as a rule manual extrusion 

of air procedure applies, and for larger series more and more a 

new procedure (infusion under pressure lamination) called of 

injection pressing in vacuum („RTM procedure“ Resin Transfer 

Moulding) is used. In this paper we will examine the influence of 

the arrangement, type and number of reinforcing layers onto 

mechanical properties of polyester laminates produced by manual 

procedure of extrusion of air (by rollers). These results should be 

helpfull in further research, conducted on laminates with the 

same reinforcement, but produced with RTM procedure. 

2. Preparation of the test plates for testing 

For purpose testing seven polyester laminate plates is made. 

The dimensions of each plate were  ̴  500x200 mm. Figure 1 

schematically shows a system, or arrangement of reinforcing in a 

matrix the within plate cross section. 

 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the arrangement reinforcement in 

                the matrix per plates cross section. 

Extrusion of air was done manually, by rollers, Figure 2. 

There are two sides of plates: side „A“ which is rough and of 

polyester resin, and side „B“ which is smooth and shiny, and of 

polyester resin with additives („gel coat“) to achieve an aesthetic 

effect. In order to check the influence of composition on the 

properties of the plates test samples are made. 

 

Figure 2 The procedure of manual extrusion of air by rollers. 

Properties and standard by which the test will be perfomed, 

and the number of test samples are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Standard tests and number of samples. 

No. Norm Properties No. samples 

1. 

BS 2782 [4] 

Side „A“ and 

side „B“ 

Interlayer 
strength 

5 + 5 

2. 

DIN 53453 [5] 

Side „A“ and 
side „B“ 

Testing 
toughness by 

Charpy 4 J, 
4x6 mm 

5 + 5 

3. DIN 53457 [6] 

Tensile 

modulus of 

elasticity 

3 

4. DIN 53455 [7] 
Tensile 

strength 
3 

5. 

DIN 53452 [8] 

Side „A“ and 
side „B“ 

Flexural 

strength 
5 + 5 

6. DIN 52330 [9] 

Content of 

inorganic 
matter 

1 

Composition of the test plates and their thicknesses are given 

in Table 2. 

Table 2: The composition and thicknesses of the test plates of polyester. 

Composition of the plates 
δ, 

mm 

1 Resin 
3x mat 

450 g/m2 

2x mat 

450 g/m2 
Gelcoat  3 

2 Resin 
2x mat 

450 g/m2 

1x Roving 

300 g/m2 

2x mat 

450 g/m2 
G* 4 

3 Resin 
2x mat 

300 g/m2 
Combimat 

1x mat 
450 g/m2 

G* 4 

4 Resin 
1x mat 

450 g/m2 

2x Roving 

300 g/m2 

1x mat 

450 g/m2 
G* 3 

5 Resin 

+ calcite 

3x mat 

450 g/m2 

2x mat 

450 g/m2 
Gelcoat  4 

6 Resin 

+ calcite 

1x mat 

450 g/m2 

2x Roving 

300 g/m2 

2x mat 

300 g/m2 
G* 4 

7 SER** 
2x mat 

450 g/m2 
3x mat 

450 g/m2 
Gelcoat  4 

* Gelcoat; ** Self extinguishing resin 
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Figure 3.a shows the artificial boulder for climbing made of 

polyester laminates. Figure 3.b shows the horse trailer. These 

examples represent the products obtained by individual 

production. Due to the high cost of making the mold, it is most 

likely their production is more economical by application of a 

manual procedure of extrusion of air. 

    
                   a)                                                         b) 

Figure 3 Boulder for climbing (a); horse trailer (b) [10]. 

Figure 4 shows the examples of polyester laminates for 

making the parts of the vehicle, exterior and interior. These 

examples represent the products obtained by serial production. 

Within this type of production a new RTM procedure is being 

used increasingly. 

    
                                  a)                                                       b) 

Figure 4 Parts of the vehicle: a) exterior; b) interior [11]. 

An example in Figure 5.a shows tank made for use in the 

agriculture and food industry. An example of mechanically 

damaged tank successfully repaired by manual procedure is 

shown in Figure 5.b. 

    
                                a)                                               b) 

Figure 5 Repaired tank (a); detail of the repaired tank (b). 

3. Experimental tests 

After the samples are made from the plates, the two 

experiments in tests plan envisaged, were carried out as well as 

the structure cross section was captured. Measurement of plates 

thicknesses and testing of share of inorganic materials (glass 

threads and fibers) in plates, was done previously, Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Thickness of the plates and mass fraction of inorganic matter. 

No. 
Content of 

inorganic matter, % 

Thickness, 

mm 

1. 48,69 3,9 

2. 45,26 4,2 

3. 43,11 4,1 

4. 48,55 3,8 

5. 50,89 4,3 

6. 45,19 4,1 

7. 43,69 4,7 

4. Test results 

After the tests were carried out calculated by the arithmetic 

mean of interlayer strength were shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: The results of interlayer strength. 

No. 
Interlayer strength, MPa 

Side „A“ Side „B“ 

1. 22,1 24,4 

2. 23,4 23,9 

3. 17,2 20,5 

4. 18,9 21,6 

5. 25,3 24,7 

6. 18,8 23,1 

7. 14,9 18,8 

Toughness test results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: The results of toughness test. 

No. 
Toughness, J/cm2 

Side „A“ Side „B“ 

1. 63 7,6 

2. 74 9,4 

3. 88 8,7 

4. 75 11,9 

5. 72 7,8 

6. 79 9,1 

7. 61 7,5 

Test results of tensile strength and tensile modulus of 

elasticity examinations are shown in Table 6. The mean values 

have been obtained measured on the three samples. 

Table 6: The arithmetic mean of the tensile strength and tensile modulus 

               of elasticity. 

No. 
Tensile strength, 

MPa 
Tensile modulus 
of elasticity, MPa 

1. 125,8 8804 

2. 118,1 12075 

3. 106,6 10911 

4. Without fracture 12781 

5. 105,9 8755 

6. 131,2 10109 

7. 101,1 6077 

The results of flexural strength tests are shown in Table 7. All 

tests were specifically carried out with respect to the side „A“, as 

well as the side „B“ of laminates. 

Table 7: The results of flexural strength. 

No. 
Flexural strength, MPa 

Side „A“ Side „B“ 

1. 240,1 242,6 

2. 252,2 238,4 

3. 203,4 234,1 

4. 246,5 289,9 

5. 156,9 211,7 

6. 208,8 175,5 

7. 157,7 176,3 

5. Analysis of the results 

In order to establish a relationship between the results of tests 

of mechanical properties and structure of laminate the recording 

of plates cross section has been carried out through use of light 

microscope under polarized light. 
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These recordings should assist in the identification of defects 

in the structure or present irregularities at the 

reinforcement/matrix border which can indicate the reason for 

differences in mechanical properties among the plates. Figure 6 

shows slightly lower mechanical properties of the plate 3. The 

consequence is a smaller number of reinforcing layers, though 

the cross sectional structure shows the presence of the porosity in 

the form of cavities. 

 

Figure 6 The cross section of plate 3. 

The homogeneous structure shown in Figure 7.a, as well as 

the largest number of layers of fabric (two layers) in the center of 

the plate, have resulted in an average high ranking of the plate 4. 

The mediocre ranking of the plate 6 can be explained through 

moderate cavity content, Figure 7.b, and the presence of two 

layers of fabric in the center. 

    
                           a)                                                         b) 

Figure 7 The cross section of plate 4 (a) and plate 6 (b). 

The advent of a significant share of the cavity results in a 

marked difference in the ranking of the plates 2 and 5 (which also 

have two layers of fabric in the center), Figures 8.a and 8.b. 

    
                            a)                                                        b) 

Figure 8 The cross section of plate 2 (a) and plate 5 (b). 

Smaller content of reinforcing (no fabric) and 

inhomogeneous structure are reflected in a marked worsening in 

ranking of the plate 7 in relation to the plate 1, and especially in 

relation to other plates, Figures 9.a and 9.b. 

    
                              a)                                                     b) 

Figure 9 The cross section of plate 7 (a) and plate 1 (b). 

6. Conclusion 

By various factors influenced on the properties of polyester 

laminates. 

In addition to the type and share of reinforcing special 

attention should be paid to the state at the reinforcement/matrix 

interface. In production by soaking, which is used in the 

production of test plates, it is very important to use appropriate 

technique (eg. by roller) to extract the air. The results are 

reflected in the reduction of the number of cavities present on the 

boundary surfaces. This procedure is generally applied where it is 

essential that only one side of the surface is smooth, meaning 

when you produce in small batches. Clips of laminate structure 

help in spotting defects or irregularities that indicate possible 

opportunities for further damage to the laminate. Better 

properties of composite materials can be achieved by changing 

the layers of reinforcing their arrangement, but also by varying 

the thickness of the test plates. The results of the study show a 

significant effect of porosity (residual air bubbles) on the 

properties of the laminates. Further research should be focused 

on the possibility of applying a RTM procedure in order to 

reduce the presence of air bubbles, and a more homogeneous 

structure. The result should be manifested in achieving the best 

possible mechanical properties, but also a smooth upper surface 

(side „A“), because for some applications it is important that both 

sides are of the aesthetically smooth. 
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Abstract: The power supply is built on a modular basis, in the case of four independent modules. Each of these modules may be selected 

with a suitable voltage and current consumption , depending on the wishes of the user . This unit is designed and built  from 3 standard low 
voltages and one high voltages of 2000 V. The output voltages are well filtered and protected from short circuit. Installation of smart 
functions in electronic devices gives them greater autonomy and reliability. Each module is duplicated and connected to the scheme " wire 
OR" to other analogous thereto. This allows in case of damage to one of the modules automatically to  include the other. Rechargeable  
battery  supports all the voltages for a specified period of time when the main power fails. When main power is restored, the emergency is 
turned off and the battery goes into charging mode. Power supply is assembled from the factory ready-made modules from leading 
technology companies. These characteristics of power supply enabling him to work with high reliability on board space stations and 
unmanned aerial vehicles. 

Keywords: power supplies, DC / DC converter. 
 

accuracy, but longer production time).  

1.  Въведение 
Електрозахранването е предназначено за захранване на 

автономно  работещи електронни устройства. То е изградено на 
модулен принцип, в случая от четири независими модула. 
Всеки един от тези модули може да бъдат проектиран и 
разработен с подходящо напрежение и консумация на ток, в 
зависимост от желанието на потребителя. В настоящия уред са 
проектирани и вградени 3 стандартни модула за ниски 
напрежения и един за високо от 2000 V. Изходните напрежения 
са добре филтрирани и защитени от късо съединение. 
Вграждането на интелигентни функции в електронните 
устройства им осигурява по-голяма автономност и надеждност. 
За целта всеки модул е дублиран с втори такъв и е свързан по 
схемата ''проводниково ИЛИ'' с другия модул аналогичен на 
него. Това позволява в захранването да се вгради 
саморегулираща функция в смисъл, че когато се повреди един 
от модулите автоматично да се включва втория. В случая е 
използвана нова технология, при която захранващия блок сам 
открива повредата, когато възникне такава и след това я 
поправя. Друга особеност на захранващия блок е наличието на 
акумулираща батерия. Тя  поддържа всички напрежения за 
определен период от време, когато централното захранване се 
повреди. След като основното захранване се възстанови, 
аварийното се изключва и акумулаторната батерия преминава в 
режим на зареждане. С други думи дублирането на модулите 
позволява от една страна работа с резервно захранване при 
отпадане на основното, а от друга автоматична подмяна на 
захранващите модули, ако някой от тях се повреди. Тези 
особености на захранващия блок му дават възможност да 
работи с голяма сигурност на борда на космически станции, 
безпилотни спътници и летателни апарати, както и военни 
съоръжения при тежки условия на експлоатация.  

Освен висока надеждност, захранващия блок, притежава 
също висок к.п.д. и подходящо охлаждане без вентилатор (при 
космически приложения). За да може да работи при тежки 
условия на високи и ниски температури, високи ускорения, 
вибрации, да е с ниско тегло и други, той е асемблиран от 
готови фабрично изработени модули на водещи високо 
технологични компании. Използвани са нови и модерни 
преобразователи на напрежение от типа DC/DC, а за 
високоволтовото захранване - модулен блок производство на 
фирмата Hamamatsu, както и нови прецизни регулатори на 
напрежения с добра филтрация и ниско ниво на шум. 

2. Блок - схема на захранващия блок. 
Първичният източник на захранване е бордовата батерия с 

със стандартно напрежение от 28 волта. Вторичното 
напрежение, подавано към електронната апаратура, трябва да 
бъде галванически развързано от това на батерията и добре 
филтрирано, за да се намалят шумовете. Захранващият блок е 
построен на модулен принцип, като всеки модул представлява 
фабрично произведено устройство с необходимата гъвкавост, 
високи параметри и надеждност. 

Блок-схемата на захранващия блок е показана на фиг. 1. 

Модулите в захранващия блок на фиг. 1 са означени 
както следва: 

- Модул „DC/DC преобразователи” – 4 броя от №1 - №4.  
- Модул „Регулатор на високо напрежение” от 2000 V – 1 

брой, №4. 
- Модул „ Регулатори на ниско напрежение” от +5V и ±12V 

– 3 броя от  №1 - №3. 
- Модул „Генератор на ток” – 1бр. 
- Модул  „Компаратор” – 1 бр. 
- Модул „Акумулаторна батерия” – 1 бр. 

 
Фиг. 1.  Блок схема на захранването 
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Модулите „DC/DC преобразователи” преобразуват 
първичното бордово захранване или аварийно от батерията, в 
подходящо вторично. To се стабилизира и филтрира от 
регулаторите на ниско и високо напрежение. Изходните 
напрежения идващи от бордовата батерия и тези от аварийната 
батерия са свързани по схема „проводниково ИЛИ” 
посредством развързващи диоди. По този начин аварийното 
захранване се включва няколко милисекунди след отпадане на 
щатното захранване и се изключва веднага след неговото 
възстановяване. Изглаждащите кондензатори не са показани на 
блоковата схема. Генераторът на ток осигурява възможно най-
благоприятните  условия за зареждане на акумулаторната 
батерия. Компараторът следи за заряда на батерията и я 
изключва веднага след достигане на номиналното напрежение. 
Това осигурява както максимален капацитет на батерията така 
и максималния и живот. 

3. Списък и функции на Модулите „DC/DC 
преобразователи”. 

Отделните модули DC/DC преобразователи са 
производство на фирмата  АIMTEC  и са избрани както следва:  

1. DC/DC 1 – AM6TW2415DZ. Този модул преобразува 
захранващото напрежение от бордовата батерия 28V в две 
изходящи напрежения, съответно от +15V и -15V. Той е с 
мощност 6 W и ток на консумация 0.2 А. 

2. DC/DC 2 – AMSR1-7809-NZ. Този модул преобразува 
захранващото напрежение от бордовата батерия 28V в 
изходящo напрежение  +9V. Той е с мощност 9 W и ток на 
консумация 0.5А. 

3. DC/DC 3 – AMSRL-7812-NZ. Този модул преобразува 
захранващото напрежение от бордовата батерия 28V в 
изходящo напрежение  +12V. Той е с мощност 6 W и ток на 
консумация 0.5А. 

4. DC/DC  4 –  AM6Q-0515-DZ. Този модул преобразува 
захранващото напрежение от акумулаторната  батерия  9V в 
изходящи напрежения от  +12V и -12V.  Той е с мощност 6 W и 
ток на консумация 0.2 А. 

Избраните чиповете съдържат в корпуса си високочестотни 
трансформатори с високо изолационно съпротивление, които 
развързват галванически входното и изходното напрежение.  

Общи параметри на DC/DC преобразователите: 

- Висока ефективност достигаща до 85%. 
- Амплитуда на входното напрежение  4:1. 
- Работен температурен диапазон  от -40оС до +85оС. 
- Охлаждане до 6 W – свободно въздушно. 
- Изолация между входа и изхода от 1500 до 3500 VDC  
- Изолационно съпротивление  > от 1000 МΩ 
- Има защита от продължително късо съединение на изхода, 

а възстановяването след отпадане на късото съединение става 
автоматично. 

- Вътрешна честота на превключване е 260 kHz. 
- Честотата на превключване от 260 kHz се подтиска 

ефективно от мрежови П-филтър с високи технически 
характеристики. 

- Максимална амплитуда на входа от -0.7 до +40 V. 
- Пиково входно напрежение  до 100 ms. 
- Вълнови шум до 20 MHz – 60 mV от пик до пик. 
- Тегло – 26 г. 
- Габарити 32х21х10 мм. 

4. Модул „Регулатор на високо напрежение” 
Устройството C9619-51 е произведено от фирмата 

Hamamatsu. То представлява модулен високоволтов блок 
предназначен за захранване на електронни фотоумножители с 
положително напрежение. Схемата на конструкция гарантира 
висока стабилност и ниска потребляема мощност. Модулът 
високоволтово захранване осигурява стандартните защитни 
функции, които са високо надеждни. 

 
Параметри на захранващия високоволтов модул: 
- Захранващо напрежение  от +12 ± 0.5V. 
- Ток на консумация от 15 до 95 mA . 
- Изходно напрежение променящо се от +200 V до +2000 V. 
- Изходящ ток – 2.0 мА.  
- Температурен коефициент  ±0.01 %/о С. 
- Размери 46х24х12 мм, тегло 31 г. 
В захранващия блок са включени  защити при обръщане 

поляритета на входното захранване, при продължително 
претоварване на изхода и късо съединение на изхода. 

5. Списък и функции на Модули „ Регулатори 
на ниско напрежение” 

За филтриране и стабилизация на напрежението +12V и 
+5V, съответно в Регулатор 1 и Регулатор 3 се използва чипът 
LM117A, а за филтриране и стабилизация на напрежението -
12V, съответно в Регулатор 2 се използва чипът LM137A.  

5.1. Регулатор на положително напрежение 
LM117.  

Серията LM117 са регулируеми стабилизатори за 
положително напрежение с 3 извода. Те са в състояние да 
осигурят на изхода си ток от порядъка на 1.5 А при диапазон на 
напрежението от 1.2 до 37 V. Тези регулатори са изключително 
лесни за използване и се изисква само 2 външни резистора за 
да се определи изходното напрежение. Освен това LM117 са 
монтирани в стандартни транзисторни опаковки(корпуси), 
които лесно се прикрепват към печатната платка. Тези 
регулатори предлагат и пълна защита срещу претоварване, 
която е характерна за интегралните схеми. Освен това в чипа е 
предвидено лимитирано ограничаване на тока, термична 
защита, както и безопасна зона на защита.  

5.2. Приложение на регулатора на 
напрежение LM117 в захранващия блок. 

В захранващия блок е използвана схемата за типично 
приложение на регулатор на напрежение LM117 препоръчана 
от производителя и е показана на (фиг. 2). 

 
Фиг. 2.  Регулатор на положително напрежение 

5.3 Изчисляване на изходното напрежение на 
регулатора. 

Изчисляването на изходното напрежение се извършва по 
формула (1) 

(1)          )2R(I)
1R
2R1(25.1V ×++= adjout  
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5.4. Регулатор на отрицателно напрежение 
LM 137. 

Серията LM137 са регулируеми стабилизатори за 
отрицателно напрежение с 3 извода. Техните характеристики са 
много близки до тези на регулаторите LM 117 и често се 
използват съвместно, когато са необходими стабилизирани 
напрежения с различен поляритет. Регулаторите LM 137 се 
допълват идеално с регулаторите на положително напрежение 
LM 137. 

6. Модул „Генератор на ток” . 
Модулът „Генератор на ток” е показан на фиг. 3 

 
Фиг.  3.  Генератор на ток.  

Предназначението на този модул е да осигури 
стабилизиран ток от 0.5 А за зареждане на акумулаторната 
батерия. В зависимост от капацитета на батерията зарядния ток 
може да се увеличи или намали с помошта на потенциометъра 
на фиг. 3. Генератора на ток може да се включва и изключва от 
управляващия вход. Това се прави с цел от една страна 
акумулаторната батерия винаги да е максимално заредена, а от 
друга зареждането да се прекрати след достигане на 
номиналната стойност на нейното напрежение. 

7. Модул „Компаратор” и модул 
„Акумулаторна батерия”. 

Акумулаторната батерия се състои от 6 елемента с 
номинално напрежение 1.5 V и капацитет 3000 mAh. 
Компараторът следи за нивото на батерията и включва 
генератора на ток, когато напрежението на батерията спадне 
под определена стойност. За целта в компаратора е въведен 
хистерезис, така че нивото на включване се различава от 
номиналната стойност на напрежението на заредената батерия. 
По този начин се избягва непрекъснатото превключване за 
заряд на батерията, което същественно удължава нейния 
живот. 

8. Заключение 
Така проектираната схема за захранване на електронна 

апаратура монтирана на космически станции отговаря на 
високите изисквания за ниско тегло, малки габарити, ниска 
разсейвана мощност и висока надеждност. Това се постига, 
чрез използване на малък брой готови модули изпълняващи 
определени функции. Модулите са фабрично производство с 
гарантирано от фирмата производител високо качество, 
надеждност и стабилни характеристики в широк температурен 
диапазон. Надеждността на целия захранващ блок се гарантира 
от малкото на брой външни връзки между модулите, като 
самите те са с висока надеждност.  

В резултат на това проектиране с помощта на готови 
модули се получава компактен и миниатюрен захранващ блок 
състоящ се от: 

1. Модул Регулатор на високо напрежение C9619-51 с 
габаритни размери 62х45х15 мм и тегло 100 грама – 1 брой, 
който е показан на фиг.4. 

 
Фиг. 4. Регулатор на високо напрежение 

2. Модул DC/DC преобразователи с габаритни размери 
32.25х21.35х10.5 мм и тегло 26 гр. –  4 броя, които са показани 
на фиг. 5. 

3. Модул регулатори на ниско напрежение в стандартен 
пластмасов транзисторен корпус с габаритни размери 
10.16х14.48х4.45 мм - 3 броя, които са показани на фиг. 6. 

 
Фиг. 5. DC/DC преобразователи 

 
Фиг. 6.  Регулатори на ниско напрежение 

Модулите генератор на ток и компаратор се състоят от по 
един чип със стандартен корпус и няколко дискретни елемента.   

Всички модули са пригодни за монтаж на печатна платка. 
По желание на потребителя могат да се добавят и други 
захранващи напрежения, като за целта се подменят или добавят 
съответните DC/DC преобразователи и регулатори на 
напрежение. 
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1. Introduction 

Industrial revolutions 

Over the past 250 years there have been three industrial 

revolutions (Figure 1). They have changed the process of building 

and embracing values and the world as a whole. During each of 

them, technology, political systems and social institutions are 

developing. Production, people's perceptions of themselves, the 

relationship between them and the environment are changing. 

First Industrial Revolution 

The transition to machine production and the promotion of the 

capitalist economy as a leading one reflects so vastly on the way of 

life of mankind that they are often compared to the Neolithic 

Revolution in which people find agriculture and stop to lead 

nomadic life. A number of factors cause these significant events in 

decades – among them history indicates both technological and 

socio-economic and cultural. 

The central role in the development of the first industrial 

revolution have innovations in the steel and textile industry and, of 

course, the steam engine. Invented and patented in 1775, it was used 

to propel various machines, gradually replacing the animal and 

water power applied to date. 

Significant innovations begin in England, and it quickly realizes 

its advantage over other European countries. In their leadership 

position, the British ban the export of skilled labor, technology and 

machinery. This monopoly does not last long – in 1807, the two 

Britons William and John Cockerill opened machinery stores in 

Belgium, making it the first continental state to change its industry 

and economy. 

France is lagging behind in the period of major changes due to 

the unstable political situation in the country, which is also due to 

the lack of large investments. 

Despite the enormous coal and iron deposits, innovation only 

entered Germany after the national reunion in 1870. But once it 

began its development, Germany quickly accelerated its pace by the 

end of the century, becoming an absolute world leader in steel and 

chemical industry . 

Second Industrial Revolution 

The second industrial revolution is related to the use of 

electricity, conveyor production, the internal combustion engine, the 

car, the radio. It unfolds between the last decades of the nineteen 

and sixties of the twentieth century. It imposes large-scale 

manufacturing and heavy machinery and chemical industry. 

Different industrial branches with specific technological processing 

are identified. 

Between 1870 and 1930, the new wave of technology continued 

economic growth and developed the success of the First Industrial 

Revolution. The radio, the telephone, the TV, the household 

appliances and the electric lighting show the transforming power of 

the electricity. The internal combustion engine allows for the 

creation of cars and airplanes, and consequently their ecosystems - 

with new jobs and high-speed networks of roads. There are 

breakthroughs in chemistry: the world gets new materials including 

thermosetting plastics and new processes. For example, the Haber-

Bosch ammonia synthesis process opens the way for cheap nitrogen 

fertilizers, the "green revolution" of the 1950s and the subsequent 

sharp increase in population. The Second Industrial Revolution 

marks the advent of the modern world – from sanitary services to 

international air transport. 

The main resources of production, the most important factors 

for capital growth and respectively for active economic activity in 

the modern state up to the 1960s, are more or less limited to, and 

can be controlled by, their respective territorial boundaries. It is an 

economy of mass production, of homogenization of consumption 

and the mass market, which creates a mass consumer of the same 

type of products, and in this sense is an economy of the scale, in 

which the one, who can create, produce and sell more identical 

products, reducing their production costs has an advantage and 

gains. 

The governance structures needed to regulate and control mass 

production and consumption are highly hierarchical, with inter-

linkages going through the center. 

Third Industrial Revolution 

Approximately in 1950, breakthroughs in information theory 

and numerical calculations began. These technologies form the core 

of the Third Industrial Revolution. Of course, the causes of the 

industrial revolution are not only new technologies but their impact 

on economic and social systems. The ability to store and process 

and transmit information in digital form transforms most industries. 

The labor and social relations of billions of people are radically 

changing.  

The cumulative impact of the three revolutions has led to an 

exceptional increase in the welfare of the developed country's 

inhabitants. General technology changes create a practical basis for 

moving to a new phase of development. 

Fourth Industrial Revolution 

In practice, this is the foreseeable with a high degree of 

probability near future, which is already at the start. Massive cyber-

physical systems will develop in production, serving human needs. 

Измененията ще се отразят най-широко на всички страни на 

живота. There are, of course, risks – increased instability and the 

possibility of a collapse of the global system due to a change in 

major paradigms of coexistence. The technologies that are already 

being developed and will cover everything are: Big Data; the 

Internet of Things (IoT); virtual, augmented and mixed reality; 3D-

printing; printed electronics; quantum computing; blockchain 

technology; artificial intelligence; neurotechnologies; new 

materials; space and geotechnology. 

On April 1, 2011, a small article titled "Industry 4.0: The 

Internet of Things on the Road to the Fourth Industrial Revolution" 

was published in the weekly newspaper of the German Engineers' 

Union – VDI Nachrichten. It was not a joke announcing that at the 

forthcoming Hanover Fair, a working group of three experts, 
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representatives of entrepreneurship, politics and science, would 

present to the public the previously unknown Industry 4.0 initiative. 

The German concept for the industry of the future – Industry 4.0 

is based on the collaboration of manufacturers, scientists and 

governments. A wide network of people, objects and machines 

build a whole new production environment. The real world and the 

virtual world are already beginning to merge into production, giving 

rise to Industry 4.0 or the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The German 

concern Siemens defines the driving force behind the development 

of this project: from "Big Data" to "Smart Data", data-driven 

production, merging worlds – virtual, augmented and mixed reality, 

self-organizing factories. 

 

Fig. 1. Industrial revolutions 

2. Security and industrial revolutions 

The development of systems of public order and security 

undoubtedly follows the development of the economy and social 

relations. The development of technology often occurs first in 

military and security organizations, and subsequently it also appears 

as civilian products Crime is aimed at illegally acquiring goods by 

organized and unorganized criminals. With the development of 

industry, wealth – capital, movable and immovable property, 

storage in banks – all this is of interest and desire for illegal 

acquisition by criminal world. Since it is dissolved in the normal 

world, it is also subject to development and the use of the benefits 

of technical progress. Criminals are becoming more and more 

creative, educated, sophisticated and greedy. Well-educated and 

well-equipped criminals invent increasingly innovative ways of 

criminal enrichment. This causes normal people to demand from the 

government adequate protection due to citizenship and taxing. 

Much of the crimes are aimed at big capital. This makes the 

interests of the poor and rich to higher security synchronous. 

Therefore, resources are earmarked, specialists are trained and 

research and development are being carried out to address crime 

and, of course, espionage. There can be no innovative industrial 

development without resource-intensive development. From the 

point of view of opposing countries, intelligence should be a 

productive force that, for example, spending a total of € 100 

million, gives its producers an advantage worthing millions.  

There is no technical breakthrough that is also not relevant in 

the light of the need for security – rail transport, in addition to its 

economic importance, allows for easy transport of people over long 

distances, whether military formations, criminals or police forces; 

aviation, photography, besides their exceptional iconic significance, 

have a great value since their emergence for intelligence, 

counterintelligence, military and special operations. Cybercrime, 

cyber-intelligence, cyber-security are interconnected industrial and 

social phenomena demonstrating the possibility of modern crimes 

and the creation of modern products for civil and national security. 

At each stage of industrial development, a stage of development 

of the security system corresponds. Therefore, when we reflect on 

security in the stream of Industry 4.0 ideas, we are talking about 

innovative paradigms, technologies and security technologies that 

match the high technology that we can unite under the common 

name Security 4.0. 

Industry 4.0 and Security 4.0.  Security and insecurity 

It is important to perceive and consider the technologies of the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution on a large scale, outside the context of 

simple instruments, in close connection and interdependence, in the 

light of the idea of synergy. We must look for opportunities that, on 

the one hand, allow security and public order services to positively 

influence the product, the level of national and civil security, and on 

the other, to derive and prioritize these technologies and 

combinations of them ensuring that the security sector works only 

for people’s benefit and protection. Technologies should also be 

analyzed in terms of the possibilities for their use by criminals and 

to create a conceptual response environment. 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution will fundamentally alter all 

these aspects of our lives and security as it did in previous 

revolutions. 

Technological innovation is a powerful factor in multiplying the 

wealth and well-being of people. The free funds and the need to 

protect the developing property lead to investment and development 

of security, both in its broad understanding and in its understanding 

of the security and safety of the life of the individual citizen. Today 

the average person lives longer, healthier, more wealthy, and also 

less likely to suffer or die of violent death than in previous epochs. 

There is no crime-free society, perhaps in the far future it will be 

possible. Hence, assumptions and projections should outline 

future possible offenses based on leading technologies. 

How will future crime look like in the face of the consequences 

of the Industrial Revolution? This is the next stage of criminological 

knowledge by rationalizing the image of future crime and 

developing measures for future counteract, in accordance with the 

new conditions. 

For today's criminologists, the social consequences of 

"Industrial Revolution 4.0" are important. Are there any predictions 

that criminologists can handle? Yes, there are. Such are the works 

of the famous economist and politician Jacques Attali [1], the 

leading analyst of the US National Intelligence Council Matthew 

Burrows [2]. When their books appeared, especially the one of 

Attali, they were simply perceived as a science fiction or 

Hollywood-like scenarios of post-apocalyptic works. But just after 

their publication, it becomes clear that the most incredible negative 

scenarios seem completely realizable in life. For example, Attali 

describes three scenarios for the development of mankind.  

According to the first, which he calls "Hyperempire", the money 

will liquidate anything that can hinder their triumph, including the 

states they will gradually destroy. Everything will become private, 

including the army, the police, the judiciary. Most people will 

become an artifact for production and sale.  

If humanity does not follow such a future, globalization will 

cease forcefully, a barbarian age will come, the world will be 

involved in destructive wars. States, religious groups, terrorist 

groups and pirates using the new weapons will exterminate each 

other. Such a course of events Atali called a „Hyperconflict”. The 

hyperconflict is also a planetary hypercrimal. According to this 

scenario, instead of the countries that will break up under market 

pressure, there will be pirate states and non-state entities, areas of 

lawlessness. They will be run by armed gang leaders, controlling 

regions, ports, oil pipelines, roads and resources. Pirate countries 

will behave according to the model of ordinary nations, fight against 

traditional states, securing their existence at the expense of the work 

of intellectuals. In essence, the realization of such a scenario is 

seen in the Islamic state, the Taliban structures, the Mexican 
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and Latin American cartels. In fact, today's global economy is 

increasingly becoming a mafia federation.  

As Mark Goodman writes, it can now be estimated that 

transnational crime accounts for 15-20% of the world gross product 

as a purely criminal turnover and no less than 25% as a legal 

turnover controlled by criminal groups. Generally speaking, 

criminal groups can control not less than a third, but rather about 

50% of the global turnover of all kinds of goods and services, assets 

and finances. Considering that the concentration of property in the 

criminal world is higher than that in the legal business, it can be 

concluded that the most important asset owners and resource 

holders on the planet are the criminal syndicates. 

Between modern and old crime there is not only antagonism but 

also a huge difference in the methods and organization of criminal 

structures. Modern criminal organizations abandon the old, 

traditional hierarchical structures of Don Carleone and Lucky 

Lucciano and are built in the form of flexible network structures. 

They actively use outsourcing, collective entrepreneurship, platform 

solutions, and more. In short, if the criminals were in the queue of 

technical and financial technologies by the middle of the 20th 

century, they are no doubt today in the avant-garde. 

For example, the profit of an average cyber-criminal is seven 

times greater than that of the average criminal. In New York, the 

detection rate of ordinary crime amounts to 40-60% in different 

years, and cybercrime – 4%. In other words, cybercrime is highly 

profitable and low-risk criminal activity. 

The third scenario of development, Atalli calls 

“Hyperdemocracy”. Its essence is the creation of a single world 

government and several regional centers of power. This is the most 

positive development for mankind, in which every person with the 

help of the latest technology can live wealthy, fairly, protect the 

environment and so on, that is, a society of universal prosperity. 

The latter scenario looks the least likely in the near future. 

Therefore forensics profession for a long time will be sought and 

criminological knowledge will enter the system of education in 

every type and orientation. Of course, this will happen if 

criminologists adequately assess the social processes of the present 

and qualitatively predict their future change. 

On the basis of what has been said so far, several specific 

forecasts can be made. 

Crisis phenomena in the economy, the complexity of entering 

the new industrial revolution, increase the tensions in the labor 

market, in international relations, in the migrant environment. This 

negatively affects security by increasing both traditional and non-

traditional types of crime. There is no way they will disappear, but 

the proportion of widespread and violent crimes in the overall crime 

structure will grow, not only in the years to come, but also in the 

coming decades.  

Law-protection bodies in the conditions of a shortage of funds 

for their existence will have to fight in two directions - traditional 

and non-traditional crime. It is also clear now that the law 

enforcement system will be constantly delayed in its actions to 

counteract the technology of the criminal world. It is known that 

whoever has lost the initiative in the fight will most likely collect 

the final loss.  To avoid such a large delay a radical change of the 

whole system of selection, recruitment and training of staff is 

necessary. In essence, in the recent decade the police and security 

services should be transformed into a cyber-police and cyber 

security services, using the latest achievements in working with 

large data transmission of information and its visualization. 

In the detection of crimes, the system of using new technical 

means to obtain objective information about the culpability of one 

or another suspect must be completely modified. To consider and 

frame under medical and prosecutors' supervision the use of medical 

devices that have been called "serum of truth" in the media and 

literature. New-generation truth detectors should be used. 

Contemporary neurobiology even today allows to establish the 

100% authenticity of one or other testimony. 

It is necessary to eliminate the archaic, cave methods for 

investigating criminal cases, the writing and reading of the volumes 

of these cases, without machining, especially in economic cases and 

organized crime. 

A revolution in expertise is needed. Right now, the most recent 

discoveries in a number of areas of science have to be used in this 

area, which we traditionally define as forensic expertise. 

It is necessary to change the archaic judicial system. Judgments 

in specific cases must be based on a deep psychological-psychiatric 

investigation of all accused persons, with the creation of predictions 

of their individual post-criminal behavior.  And only on such a basis 

in the 21st century one or other punishment can be determined. For 

now, criminal justice, the penalty enforcement system is practically 

not in line with technological reality. 

We may soon find ourselves in a situation where criminals will 

use quantum computations, and we will continue to perforate the 

sheets and make the files of criminal cases. 
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1. Introduction 

In the opinion of Mark Goodman [1], the Internet situation is 

very special1. By incorporating new and new devices, people forget 

that anything accessible over the network may be sooner or later the 

object of burglary. No existing technologies and security agencies 

are enough to counteract the growing threat. Internet is growing at 

times faster than the means to protect it.  

It is necessary to initiate a new project to bring together the best 

scientists and researchers, universities, governmental and non-

governmental organizations, corporations, civil society. 

Entrepreneurs, politicians, lawyers and military must be involved – 

in order to create complete, comprehensive protection, including 

safer equipment, operating systems and software as a minimum on 

nationwide, and even better on a global level.  

2. High-tech crimes 

In the computer: hacker attacks; penetration in the Pentagon 

system; burglary of banking systems, NASA servers; virus attacks, 

slowing down the speed of Innernet on a global scale; hijacking 

secret information about military projects; penetrating financial 

structures such as PayPal, Visa and MasterCard; penetration of 

medical and other state servers around the world; theft of personal 

data of hundreds of millions of network users. 

Outside the computer: Criminals become so high-tech that law 

enforcement experts are astonished. Several years ago, the Special 

Services were shocked to find that Mexican drug cartels had created 

their own, intrinsically protected connection network that operated 

in all states of the country2. Particularly serious threats stem from 

the realization of the Internet of Things concept (IoT), within which 

more and more different devices get access to the network. Medical 

equipment and power stations, implanted devices and security 

systems – the easier and more convenient to work with, the easier 

the access to criminals.  

The crimes of the past affected individuals, now with one stroke 

may be affected millions of people.3 

The challenges of the future do not end only with cybercrime. 

Modern criminals are trying to turn to their advantage all promising 

areas of modern technology. The FBI is constantly working on 

                                                           
1
 The book of Mark Godman is one of the most popular bestselling books in 

the US in 2016. In it, a former Los Angeles police officer with experience in 

Interpol, CIA and Secret Service, advising the police services of dozens of 
countries, reflects on the subject of unprecedented crimes awaiting us in the 

21st century. 
2 The cartel structure uses its own networks and encrypted radio frequencies. 
In 2012, Mexican authorities have uncovered 167 translation towers; the 

height of one of them was 89 m. 
3 The breakthrough in the crypto protection of the Sony PlayStation devices 
has hit more than 100 million people. Hackers have been able to get LV0 

(level zero) cryptographic keys that are required for cryptographic 

verification of updates. With these keys, each user can upload whatever 
software he wishes. The US Army has purchased over 2000 plug-ins for its 

experimental project. The Three Musketeers hacker group carried out the 

final attack. 

attempted terrorist acts carried out with drones 4. Even a technology 

like 3D-printing finds its criminal fans – software for the 

development and production of firearms have been stolen and 

uploaded to Pirate Bay's pirate site, where they have been 

downloaded by hundreds of thousands of users. 

Attack on DNA 

DNA carries instructions that are performed by the body, 

information that can be copied. Therefore, this is a process that can 

be vulnerable – a question of practically available technologies. So 

far they are imperfect but they are developing at a giant rate, so this 

threat is quite real in the coming years. Biotechnology evolves with 

no less speed than digital ones, so DNA can now be deciphered and 

changed. 

So far, the terrorists' bio-attacks have not been successful. 

Samples of the most dangerous microorganisms are kept under 

serious control in sheltered laboratories. But their genome can be 

found in the network, and therefore theoretically can be recreated. 

In the future, bio-crime will develop like cybercrime, according to 

experts. There may be theft of foreign DNA to decode and obtain 

information about the subject of interest, as well as to circumvent 

the various keys to access super-secret DNA-based information, 

throw DNA traces in committing crimes to divert the investigation, 

and etc. 

Given the rapid development of biotechnology and its rapid 

penetration into ordinary life, parallels with the evolution of the 

digital world are quite relevant. And if we are not aware of what 

and how to do with cybercrime and cybercriminals, that's all the 

more so about biosecurity and bio-crime. 

3. Tasks of security 

In order to outline the necessary security development within 

Industry 4.0, we should step up the tasks. 

The need for a fair distribution of the goods of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution  

People may not have the opportunity to take advantage of 

technology for a number of reasons: inaccessibility, high cost, 

inappropriate technology, aspirations of organizations to profits and 

concentration of wealth. A fair distribution of wealth will lead to a 

sustainable low criminogenic environment, hence relatively low 

crime, more active and high-tech crime countermeasures and 

ensuring the individual security of every citizen. 

Of course, the criminal environment and corrupt officials will 

seek to monopolize both the goods and the tools to reach them, but 

this can only lead to increased social stratification – an even lower 

percentage of rich people, a huge number of poor people, and a 

gradual decline in the average class. This will naturally lead to the 

social, political and psychological accumulation of negatives that 

eventually revolutionize or evolutionally change the world. 

                                                           
4 FBI agents seized in 2012 a terrorist, 26-year-old Resvan Ferdaus, who 

planned to attack the Capitol and the Pentagon buildings by mines of 

unmanned aircraft. 
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Control of the negative consequences and risks of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution  

During the previous industrial revolutions, little has been done 

to protect vulnerable populations, the environment and future 

generations from unforeseen consequences, results of progress, 

secondary impacts and abuse of new opportunities. Quantum 

computers will make many cryptographic methods useless and can 

pose a serious threat to the privacy and safety of users of new 

computer technologies. The widespread use of private unmanned 

vehicles can add more to the streets of densely populated cities, and 

virtual reality is capable of exacerbating the problem of online 

aggression by increasing the psychological damage from it. 

The negative consequences are particularly obvious when we 

look at the near future in terms of security. The probability of being 

subject to continuous monitoring will hardly appeal to people; 

breakthroughs in information systems and information storage 

systems can lead to the collapse of individuals, projects and 

resources, bankruptcies and personal tragedies. Negligence and 

misuse of information and use of high-tech systems for unregulated 

or even criminal business purposes cannot be excluded. Careful 

analysis of the development of high technology use by criminal 

organizations shows that they are more mobile than state structures, 

making decisions about using one or the other technology is 

immediate and not as a result of long-sought and difficult 

consensus. Over the last twenty years, the heirs of the huge criminal 

organizations (eg drug cartels) have demonstrated a new quality of 

criminal activity – the emergence of a new business level provoked 

by their training – theirs and their heirs in the world's most 

prestigious educational institutions. Former Dons have been 

replaced by intelligent businessmen who view criminal activities as 

a simple business to which the most modern management approach 

is effectively applied. Huge volumes of funds are laundered in 

various ways, among them hiring of super-specialists, buying ultra 

modern equipment corrupting police and security services, creating 

an environment of corruption in state organizations. The 

achievement of business goals is facilitated by the creation of 

personal relationships between the heirs of mafia formations in elite 

educational institutions around the world. 

Ensuring that the Fourth Industrial Revolution will develop in 

the interests of humans and under human control 

It is necessary to respect the common human values, not to 

consider only the financial benefits. These technologies can invade 

a space that has so far been personal – our mind. It is possible that 

they predict our thoughts and influence our behavior. They are able 

to analyze what is happening and make decisions using methods 

and data incomprehensible or too complex for humans. They may 

be able to alter human cells by affecting unborn children. Moreover, 

digital networks allow technology to spread many times faster than 

the whole previous history of technical progress. Again, the 

underlying threat is counterbalanced by the potential benefits – 

today's information systems, information networks, social networks 

use high-tech tools to profile participants and use these profiles in 

their specific manufacturing and commercial activities and 

maximize their profits. Imagine if this profiling affects the brains, 

thoughts, human cells – from adjusting to the prospective client – to 

customize the client for the purposes of companies and criminal 

organizations. 

4. Principles of development and achievement of security 

The analysis of previous revolutions and the dynamics of 

Industry 4.0 technology have led to the formulation of four 

principles that are critical to forming an adequate way of thinking. 

4.1. It is important to not only consider and implement the 

technologies but also integrate them into a system. 

It is very tempting to concentrate on the technologies 

themselves - it is easier and more fun. But in fact, the most 

important are the technologies that, integrated into systems, ensure 

the well-being of people. Priority must be given to systems aimed at 

ensuring security in a broad and narrow sense. With the availability 

of political will and dedicated resources, as well as group work of 

interested experts, new systems can be created to perform better and 

efficiently their tasks. Without this integration, it is possible for new 

technologies to aggravate the shortcomings of existing systems. An 

example of this can be given with technologies in the 

implementation of special intelligence means (SIM): separate 

technical innovations, if not integrated into a system implying 

innovative legal regulation and high-tech control, only lead to 

violation of the rights and interests of the ordinary citizen and low 

effectiveness in counteraction of crime. Again, the question arises 

as to what is more important - security or freedom. This is artificial 

separation and opposition, satisfying particular private interests. In 

fact, true security is not characterized by such a contradiction, 

because security includes within itself the security of the right to 

freedom. When deprived of it, we violate the overall nature of 

security. In this line of thought, the integrity of technical and 

technological innovation is immanently linked to security. It should 

be viewed in this sense and we must strive to achieve it in such a 

way. The use of technological synergy in favor of a limited circle of 

individuals and organizations ultimately leads to increased social 

pressure, explosion and technology decline as a consequence. 

4.2. The technologies should expand and not set limits to their 

abilities.  

There exist a seduction in thinking that that the technological 

process cannot be directed or controlled and that we are unable to 

master technologies capable to influence human behavior. Systems 

based on the new technologies should offer people better and bigger 

life choices, prospects, alternatives, liberty and own self-life 

control. This is particularly important as some of the new 

technologies are able to take own decisions and act without human 

interference as well as to influence human behavior openly or 

secretly. Here we can give an example of general validity with spy 

high technologies like ”Echelon”, and “Prizm”, of ANS of the USA. 

The bugging of communications on algorithms including key words 

and phrases may lead to spy upon own alliance. That may be 

uncovered at a very late stage when systems transmit a summary 

information to analysists. The delay was from 6 month to one year, 

during which period the bugging of communications continued. 

That caused giant international conflicts in the years 2000 and 2014. 

The technologies are an instrument, which, due to the source model 

during their formation, adaptation and integration, must not allow 

manipulation, monopolism and usage of criminal or close corporate 

purposes. 

4.3. A conceptual utilization and not a silent understanding 

The methodical systematic thinking should analyze all the time 

the structures and systems ruling the world and to give approach 

how the new technologies can lead to changes which will increase 

the positive effect for people. The virtue of life to a high degree is in 

close correlation with the level of security for everybody and for 

each individual personally. The systematic thinking is an integrated 

approach, which may work if exercised by competent and erudite, 

trained and skilled experts and managers on international and 

regional level. The new technologies are in firm connection with 

concepts and technics of analysis and management, with the human 

brain, upbringing and education. The political, social and ethical 

engineering, the engineering and management in security in its wide 

and narrow sense and must be a result of an expertise and conscious 

search of positive result for every individual. 

4.4. The values should be regarded as dignity not as a fault 

The technologies should not be taken as neutral instruments, 

which can be used for good and evil purposes. In reality, all 

technologies possess their own definite values, which are integrated 

in them from the genesis of the principle idea. They are depending 

on the process and level of the operative research and development 

results. These values in the field of security must be discussed on all 

stages of innovations but not when at the front line their harmful 

effects are displayed. The values in the field of security determined 
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by technologies should be liable to stable sense and content but at 

the same time, they should be flexible in order to be able to change 

dynamically without losing their charge and dignity. Their positive 

change should be innovative and be ahead of the dynamics of 

criminal activities. It is widely known that in case of opposition 

gains the person who possesses the initiative.  

These four principles above form the basis of valuation, 

discussion and control of technologies, which already affect us 

today and will change the world in the future. No doubt that they 

are active when they work in synergic synchronization, the profit is 

universal and the negatives and problems are solved by the 

coordinated efforts of all entities interested in spite of their personal, 

structural, administrative or corporative advantage. 

The fourth industrial revolution may bear systems capable to 

build a much more successful society, to increase the prolongation 

of life terms, to extend the level of security in its wide and narrow 

sense, to find new abilities of existence and development. The 

growth of the human personality in conditions of high security 

levels is more qualitative and effective and in this way will lead to 

accelerated technical and technological development. A spiral of 

technology and technical development is available and is stimulated 

by permanent qualified environment of security. 

5. Aspects of “Industrial revolution 4.0” and the security 

The security is supported mainly by freedom and inviolability 

of people of their ability to live, create and enjoy without 

embarrassment and threats. The purpose is people to have and use 

enough free time for creative activities with minds liberated of the 

thought how to survive. This supposes comparative equality, equal 

possibilities, real competition, and dominant middle class. One of 

the threats able to sharpen inequality due to the Fourth industrial 

revolution is the monopolization of the authorities. The 

embarrassment of possible inequality, leading to common 

uncertainness can be settled to some extend by the fact that the 

structure and possibilities of most of the technologies of this 

revolution are decentralized to a different degree. Of course, at 

some moment the necessity of decentralization declared in Bulgaria 

more than 30 years in different party programs before elections, will 

confront the reality, in which a wave of new politicization and 

centralization is going on (see Ministry of Interior, which gradually 

swallowed the civil security and tel. 112 for natural disasters, 

crimes, emergency help etc.). This conflict may be sharpened by the 

fact that the high technological development, as a result of the 

Fourth industrial revolution will demand the security and the public 

order authorities to realize with the help of concepts and know-how 

presuming decentralization. This is now the option for the future of 

the Secret Services and the Ministry of Interior to apply the modern 

technologies and technical appliances because of the dynamic of the 

contemporary criminal practices, which presume the usage of all 

new technology and instruments available. The modern 

technologies and instruments are used for optimization of profits 

from criminal activities. We must not forget that the usage of elite 

consultants, information contacts the criminals have in secret 

services, buying government employees and forming corruption 

schemes environment is one of approaches to “launder” money. If 

the section “Security” wants really to be efficient and active, it 

should not pursuit to be left behind the enemy and should be based 

on modern information system, prognostic organizations including 

artificial intellect. On the contrary if not done or will be delayed, 

Ministry of Interior will lose the battle with crime and people’s 

belief and finally will transform to formal organization of unclear 

future. Even the hypothesis that the criminal organizations will take 

position and will be used as enforcement punishing organization is 

possible. 

The most effective approach for deep understanding of the 

Fourth industrial revolution is the usage of the bilateral approach 

dialectical by nature. It’s known as exploring things from inside and 

outside – on micro and macro level structure which nowadays is 

modern to be defined as scaling strategy “zoom-in, zoom-out”. 

The two directions are both important for the approach of 

examination of the Fourth industrial revolution and the new security 

environment such as: 

- A minimal necessary level must be reached in order to 

understand many kinds of technologies their abilities and capacity 

in order to value better their potential and the manner of their usage 

in the field of security. This supposes creative and expert potential 

of social order and security structures, because except 

understanding an expert knowledge is necessary for identification of 

the possibilities for application and usage of these technologies. 

Managing abilities are needed for taking correct decisions an 

effective management of synergic systems including classic forces 

and methods of operative research, counter crime and security 

activities with the possibilities of the newest and prospective 

technical working out and technologies. 

Modern high-speed information systems, systems for video 

control and recognition, expert systems in criminalistics, alienated 

to the most modern digital and biotechnologies will lead to effective 

opposition of crime and provide stable security environment. Of 

course, this level demands new approach to education, training, 

erudition of employees and management. 

It is necessary to draw full picture as a result of clarifying the 

connections between technologies used in the security system and 

changes caused by them in the system itself as well as in its 

elements (substructures). The general idea of the System Approach 

for assuming a synergic effect in security to high extend depends on 

the skill to know the abilities of modern technologies for application 

in structures, activities and actions to ensure security. It is important 

to mention here that all this is applied to the narrow – classical 

security and to the so-called wide security. When the relations and 

interdependence between the two types of security will be expressed 

and outlined the knowledge of micro and macro level will give 

possibilities for a quality jump in building the architecture and 

management of security and  as a result – a qualitative product – 

civil and national security. 

All technologies of the Fourth industrial revolution (FIR) 

relevant to security have some common aspects connected with 

systematic changes. In order to see the prospects of development 

from systematic point of view it is necessary to examine four 

common aspects of the dynamic of development of technologies 

also in security. In this case, the common dynamics5  is huge 

because it is determined by security, which is a highly dynamic 

category and on the dynamic development of technologies – 

characteristic for the Fourth industrial revolution. 

The technologies of FIR essentially enlarge and transform the 

digital systems. The digital systems personify the modern 

informative systems and consequently the relation between high 

digital technologies and security. The information is in the basics of 

security – the forecast is a result of analyses of the data gathered in 

information systems. On the base of prognosis the variants of 

management decisions and scenarios for possible development are 

formed. The control is making easier, effective reaching of purposes 

is stimulated in the systems of security. The contemporary digital 

systems allow memorizing huge amount of data, super high velocity 

of data processing according to the specific needs, high-speed 

communications with analogic systems at local and international 

scale. One good example for this are the existing information 

systems with antiterrorist purpose in USA and Europe built and 

already operating during the last 10 years. They presume connection 

to the national systems of the same type and realization of world 

accumulation and processing of the antiterrorist information. 

                                                           
5
 It is interesting to explore how the dynamics of the development of 

modern technologies and the dynamics of crime development are related. It 
should not be forgotten that modern criminals use high-tech methods of 

unlawful enrichment, so high technologies are essentially a vector in the 

overall development of the criminogenic environment. 
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The technologies are dispersing with exponential velocity 

penetrating the material subjects of common life. It shall not be a 

mistake to make the conclusion regarding the effective application 

of technologies by structures of organized criminal and terrorist 

structures, which in most cases are existing in symbioses and 

synergic connections. Secret Service departments have registered 

verified facts of super sophisticated transport, reconnaissance, 

contact, security and counteraction to the special Government forces 

by the narcotics traffickers. The development of technologies has 

been noted and accepted from the participants in criminal 

organizations as possibility to optimize their profit from the widest 

circle and diversification of their criminal activities – cybercrimes 

open new doors for qualified frauds, robberies, business espionage 

and terrorism. Logically we can predict the probability that the 

criminal actions will have the same trend as the development of 

technologies. This makes the Special Services’ tasks in the future 

more complicated and obliged to adequate comprehension and 

proactive application of the innovative technologies. The forecast 

and knowledge to apply these technologies generated by FIR will 

bring the opportunity to leave behind the tendency for growing of 

criminal activities, even with State administration and procedure 

burdening the security structures – something, which does not exist 

in the criminal world and makes it flexible and competitive to the 

security opposing organizations. 

The destructive power of the technologies may reach a higher 

degree in connection to the fact how shall be combined and started 

the innovations in the next cycle. Of course, when we look at the 

situation from wide security point of view then the negative sides of 

some of the high technology products is obvious – incorrectly used, 

without the necessary legal frames and assessment of the benefits 

and the harm, ecology issues and security, they can be harmful 

toward  nature, human genotype, foods, the birth rate, demography 

etc. In addition, we must underline that this crushing power is not 

searched in advance specially. The consequences are not assessed in 

time or they are a result of just corporate interests for profit. On the 

other hand, in respect to narrow security the crushing power of the 

new technologies can increase drastically if used purposefully for 

criminal activities and criminal scenarios. The contemporary 

innovative technologies must be assessed and analyzed from both 

wide and narrow security view point. The possibilities for incorrect 

application of technologies must be assessed but also the harmful 

will and criminal intents to use a new technology must be analyzed 

as potential possibility to be applied for such intentions – from 

traditional to cyber-criminal activities to traditional and 

cyberterrorism. 

Certain technologies create similar advantages and problems to 

security. This is because security is a complex term – it is build 

from numerous mutually connected and mutually dependent 

components, so wherever you apply an innovation or new 

technology not precisely or with evil will, the allover effect is low, 

in danger, not enough security. And in this case the defected 

product – the national and civil security, can be result of negligence, 

lack of control, incompetency, lack of responsibility and also 

purposeful and competent application by evil will power – enemy 

and criminal organizations and structures. 

The opposite has also its right of existence – competent 

application of high technologies in mutually connected 

understructures of the wide and the narrow security leads to synergy 

effect. 

The advantages and problems of prospect technologies are 

connected to important elements if wide security: inequality, jobless 

people, democracy or lack of such, sovereignty or its lack, 

economic development, public health and also for narrow security 

which can be presented by the quality and security of the life of the 

people. 

For effective control of the speed and the scale of the influence 

of the Industry 4.0 flexible management models decisions are 

needed for the sector “Security” as a whole and separately for its 

structures. There must be implied flexible and adaptive forms of 

management and quickly changeable and adaptive structures, based 

on norms, standards, practices, subordinated to the effectiveness and 

overall interests. At the end, these innovative management and 

architectural approaches will lead to a quality product – sufficient 

national and civil security. 

There are two points of view referring the high technologies 

used by the security structures. However, neither helps the creation 

of organizational strategies or choice for the FIR. 

- Technical Determinism in Security – contemporary 

technologies predefine the future security/non-security. This is 

undependable from us and dose not submit to our control. 

- Technical Instrumentalism in security – contemporary 

technologies are simple instruments, neutral to values. The 

operators give values load according to their own moral and 

values system. 

Neither of these points of view does not reflect the fact that the 

technologies and their users constantly influence each other forming 

each other by political principles and values, containing in them. 

This mutual influence exists between the criminals and the 

technologies used by them and between technologies used as 

instruments to oppose the criminals and their operators.  

So we can conclude as follows: 

All technologies have political origin. They personify public 

tendencies and compromises, expressed by the development and 

applications of the technologies themselves as product created by 

them. The development of technologies is directly connected with 

and depending on the security policy and also on the policies of 

economic growth. Without security and guarantee for the life of 

people there shall be no possibility for active creative process 

neither for creative behavior, sufficient to make technology 

breakthrough or this breakthrough shall be late for a long time.  

Technologies and society (people) are forming each other. 

People are to the same extent product of technologies as they are the 

product created by people. Predominantly only technologies, which 

can be used effectively used and give notable positive effect are 

created. Historically the tradition is to take political decisions 

preferably to invest in new technologies for the military than later 

after modification they are turned to civil products. At the same 

time, the discovery of a new technology has been used and operated 

first by a limited cycle of highly qualified experts and require “new 

type” people – with the corresponding knowledge, education, 

morality and training. From the point of view of criminal and cyber 

fraud, they must reach a certain level in the development of the 

criminal organizations for realizing the advantages of the new 

technologies and respectively choose and employ operators suitable 

for the purpose. From the security point of view for opposing this 

there shall be needed investment in thinkers, analysts, who are 

capable in making forecasts, analyze and show the tendencies in the 

development of criminal activities for possible effective approaches 

and counter opposition. The criminals using high technologies and 

the cybercrime can be detected, prevented and cut off only if the 

same or higher level technological instruments are available and 

used, which from its side demands corresponding policies of 

searching suitable employees, education, training and development 

which enables a proactive behavior. 

Consequently, several obligations must be deduced for security 

management – civil and national: 

- Identify the values that guarantee protection and security related 

to certain high technologies; 

- Clarification how the new technologies influence the decisions 

taken by people.  

- How the new technologies used by the criminals influence the 

decision making leading to growing crime. 

- How the new technologies influence decision-making in 

security and lead to effective counter offensive? 
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- Define the most effective ways to influence the technological 

developments having in mind the interest of the security and 

civil order services, summited to guarantee national and civil 

security  

In this connection some neuralgic points can be defined, which 

give an opportunity to explore, analyze and influence the values in 

technologies guaranteeing security. 

 Education Programs – the experts applying and developing new 

technologies in security are special expert – they work at the 

brim of current theories knowledge for security connecting them 

to high technologies. But they will appear and develop only 

after intentionally created special programs and education and 

practical training. 

 Financing and investments in security resources – the money for 

security are never enough but new technologies and the 

necessary preparation to operate with them require certain 

resource – financial, human, moral, ethical etc.  

 Organizational culture in security – knowledge for the ways, 

methods, forms for applying the new technologies, complex 

using to reach synergic effect. 

 Decision-making and ranging priorities – priorities are ranged 

according to the needs of security, resources and technological 

abilities and capacity. 

 Creation and use of operation methodologies – possible, wished 

and resource-secured. 

 Economical rewards – the resources will be directed to 

structures and experts operating with modern technologies in 

the interest of public and civil security.   

 Design of high technology projects for security – technologies 

in intelligence and counterintelligence, special intelligence 

devices. Historically newest technologies are researched and 

developed in military and security industry.   

 Effective technical architecture – networks, information 

systems, expert systems and contemporary communications in 

security concentrated in a complete architecture leading to 

synergic technologic effect. 

 Overcome the protests of society. The disputes of correct and 

incorrect use of new technologies from the Security officers 

with new technologies raised constantly by scandals lead to 

doubts in the correct to the purpose usage. The overcome of 

society dissatisfaction must be done. The legal or illegal usage 

in competencies and incompetence are argued. Her comes the 

old controversy “Liberty or Security” in the limelight.  But the 

facts accumulated in the last 30 years show that when some 

civil liberties categorically does not lead to better security but to 

fraud, unconstitutional in their essence laws, activities and 

actions and at the end lead to defected security. It is obvious 

that Benjamin Franklin was right saying, “Those who are ready 

to deny their basic liberty in order to buy some transitional 

liberty do not deserve neither liberty nor security!” The 

necessary usage of new technologies has proven that new 

technologies applied to against the criminals and guaranteeing 

civil security can lead to overcoming of this natural opposition. 

 Ensure coverage of all parties interested in national and civil 

security. To realize the full potential of the "Industrial 

Revolution 4.0" it is necessary to ensure a fair distribution of 

the benefits from it among all stakeholders. This should be 

legally established and the security and public order services 

should protect the implementation of these laws unwaveringly 

and with equal diligence and attitude towards all citizens. 

Ecologically secure and harmless future – this proposes a 

harmless approach defining priorities to be directed in satisfying as 

much as possible concerned parties. The multi-stakeholder principle 

implies that viable solutions to global problems leading to increased 

security and safe stability can only be achieved through the 

integrated involvement of heads of state, non-government, civil 

society and science circles, with activities to attract and participate 

the young generation.  

For the genuinely equitable use of technological developments, 

this should also apply to developing countries. In order to be 

included, questions as “What the future should look like in the light 

of the "Industrial Revolution 4.0”?" and “How local populations can 

benefit from the benefits of new technologies?” should be discussed 

at local and regional level. Which technologies can be integrated in 

the security systems so they can assure the necessary priorities for 

uniform development. The non-uniform application of new 

technologies in all cases will lead to difference in  improvement of 

life, difference in standards and afterwards will be reason for 

migration processes which are a serious threat to security. 

Despite that in municipal, regional and world level, it is 

necessary to accomplish politics referring innovations, 

infrastructure and industry for implementing new technologies 

allowing all citizens to take chance from the potential and the profit 

from new technologies. We need revision and adaptation in the 

sphere of security allowing integration of expertise guaranteeing 

civil security and stability that at the end creates environment for 

equal access of the technologies of Industrial Revolution 4.0. 

Ensuring environmental security in the course and conditions of 

the "Industrial Revolution 4.0" implies not only the creation and 

deployment of new non-damaging technologies but a forward-

looking, perspective-oriented approach to preserving and improving 

nature. New technologies are needed to monitor and analyze the 

threats to environmental security, as well as to create information 

systems that contain the overall available information on the 

respective ecological zones in historical and on-line. Analytical 

structures based on new Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, 

which should collect, organize, process monitoring results and 

report threats and prepare options to avoid or overcome 

environmental crises, would be ideal tools to ensure security.  

It is necessary to revise the existing economic models 

concerning the technologies used and their impact on environmental 

security so as to encourage producers and consumers to limited use 

of resources, as well as to promote environmentally rational 

products and services. 

In order that Industrial revolution 4.0 will assure flourish, 

openness and equality for society and the citizens it is necessary a 

conscious choice of technologic systems who inevitably will 

influence on economy, environment, social systems and security. 

That means that there shall be contemporary economic and political 

paradigms and their new formatting in order to reach participation 

of all parties interested independently of their ethnic, sex and 

national identity. 

 

6. Sources: 

[1] Goodman, Marc. Future Crimes. Inside the Digital 

Underground and the Battle for Our Connected World, Penguin 

Random House, 2016 
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1. Introduction 
 

The digital economy is becoming more commonplace in the 

everyday life of modern man and society. Along with material and 

labor capital, digital capital is on the agenda with all the entailing 

consequences for government, business and the public. Their 

organic linking in the economic and mathematical models will 

enable more adequately to evaluate the retrospective, current, 

scheduled and predictive rates of economic growth of national, 

regional, and world economies. 

The digital economy is inherent in, firstly, a management system 

based on digital platforms, and secondly, an economy based on the 

computing technologies, when business is based on the use of the 

worldwide integrated computer system (Internet) [23]. 

This circumstance gives rise to a need to transform the existing 

taxation system in modern states. The relevance of the tax 

transformation vector in the conditions of digitalization of 

economic relations has formed the basis to conduct a special study 

and fix the results within the framework of this article.  

The first references to the term “digital economy” dates back to 

1995 by Don Tapscott’s work “Digital Economy: A Promise and 

Danger in the Age of Network Intelligence” [6], which contains 

issues on how new technologies, the Internet transform both 

business processes and methods of business, the economy, and also 

the creation and sale of products and services. Subsequently, 

Thomas Mesenburg in 2001, in his book “Changes in the Digital 

Economy” outlined the three main components of the digital 

economy: provision of business processes infrastructure (software 

and hardware support for business processes); integration of 

business processes (organization of business processes via 

computer networks); e-business (the creation and sale of goods via 

computer networks) [21]. 

And now you can supplement this concept with a payment system 

(crypto currency) on the basis of the block-chain technology, a new 

component that will ensure their interaction, as money remains the 

necessary equivalent means of exchange in the digital economy, 

only their form and emission technology change [22]. 

This transformation stipulates that the scientific progress and 

technical changes contribute to increased productivity in all spheres 

and sectors of the economy. Such transformations are quite rare in 

the history of mankind. We can distinguish three of them which 

have led to the revolutionary transformation of relations in the 

economy: information revolution (printing press); use of steam 

power (steam engine); electricity use (electricity generator). 

By their nature, technological revolutions have a strong destructive 

effect. So, Luddites at the beginning of the 19th century resisted 

and destroyed machines that ousted people out of production, 

increasing technological unemployment, despite the fact that 

machines had opened new workplaces and new competencies for 

people [28]. 

These changes are possible only if new technologies are 

sufficiently flexible and widespread. In this case, the adaptation to 

technologies plays an essential role more than the adoption of 

technologies. As an example, companies (YandexTaxi, Uber) for 

car rental with drivers (taxis) that use digital technologies to 

improve the quality of service and provide opportunities to realize 

their potential to the economically active population. 

The main component of the revolutionary technologies is that it is 

still to be accepted before the society adapts to it. If in the past 

electricity depended on generators, then the current technological 

revolution primarily depends on computers, the Internet, digital 

platforms and the development of block-chain technology. As a 

rule, in the early stages of such revolutions, innovations are subject 

to consideration, and only much later the implementation process 

of an idea occurs. In this regard, it is not surprising that the 

digitalization of industrial production impacted on the structure of 

national and global economies (a personal computer appeared more 

recently - 40 - 50 years ago). So, for example, during nine months 

of 2016 the number of online purchases (online transactions) by 

compared with 2015 increased by 39.5% [2]. This is due to the 

improving level of technology development, financial literacy and 

the increasing role of the Internet in many areas of citizens' lives. 

The Chinese giant of e-commerce platform Alibaba has already 

bank and uses the resources to provide loans to Chinese customers 

[13]. The American company Amazon.com e-commerce is moving 

in the same direction [11]. 

A digital economy that provides added value growth should be 

fully imposed by taxes and taxation. If the human capital taxation 

(in the form of living labor) is done through the personal income 

taxes, and capital goods through property taxes, then It poses the 

question: what taxes should be used to tax the use of digital capital 

that includes tangible and intangible assets based on the 

development of new products and services for the digital economy 

[24]. 

 

2. Problem statement 
 

What should be the transformation vector of taxation for the 

modern economy in the field of cryptocurrency operations (which 

are gathering pace), based on the digitalization of public relations? 

An uncertainty in the general legal status of cryptocurrency entails 

the emergence of a broad discussion of more specific issues, 

highlighting the following: 

1. Legal status - the legal definition of cryptocurrency; 

2. Cryptocurrency market Regulation - licensing of cryptocurrency 

exchanges; 

3. Taxation cryptocurrency - taxation of income received in the 

digital economy. 
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3. Results and Discussions 
 

At present, various approaches in the legislative positions regarding 

cryptocurrencies and the related actions have been reflected in the 

United States, Japan, Canada, Australia, South Korea and others. 

Poor sequential legal approach to crypto-currencies can be noted in 

the United States, cryptocurrencies are not considered as legal 

tender, and however the cryptocurrency market regulation depends 

on the state. 

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) (US 

Department of Treasury), which collects and analyzes information 

on financial transactions to combat money laundering at the 

domestic and international levels, terrorism financing and other 

financial crimes, does not consider cryptocurrency a legal tender, 

but since 2013 exchanges are considered to be a remitter on the 

ground that tokens are "another value that replaces currency" [5]. 

Instead of it The US Internal Revenue Service treats 

cryptocurrencies as property and accordingly issued a tax guide [7].  

The rules of cryptocurrency exchange in the United States are also 

in an uncertain legal territory. 

The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regards 

cryptocurrency as securities: in March 2018, they stated that they 

planned to fully implement the securities acts for digital wallets and 

exchanges [10].  

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) has adopted 

a more friendly “do no harm” approach, describing bitcoin as a 

commodity and allowing derivative cryptocurrencies to trade 

publicly [20]. 

The US Department of Justice coordinates its activities with the 

SEC and CFTC on future regulations to provide effective customer 

protection and more orderly regulatory supervision over 

cryptocurrencies [20]. In this regard, the US Treasury Department 

stressed the urgent need to combat global and domestic criminal 

activity, and in January 2018 a working group the Financial 

Stability Oversight Board (FSOC) was established to study the 

increasingly crowded cryptocurrency market [26]. 

Nowadays, Japan provides the most progressive regulatory climate 

in the world for cryptocurrencies, and since April 2017, bitcoin and 

other cryptocurrencies have been recognized as legal property in 

accordance with the Payment Services Act [9]. Japan is the largest 

cryptocurrency market in the world, and in December 2017, the 

National Tax Agency decided that cryptocurrency revenues should 

be classified as “other income” and not capital increase, and as part 

of income tax are levied at rates ranging from 15% to 55% [14]. 

The rules of cryptocurrency exchange in Japan are also quite 

liberal. Exchanges are legal in Japan, but after a series of notorious 

hacks, including the theft in January 2018 of Coincheck of $ 530 

million in digital currency, cryptocurrency has become an urgent 

national problem [16]. 

The Japan Financial Services Agency (FSA) has stepped up efforts 

to regulate trade and exchanges, and amendments to the Payment 

Services Act now require that cryptocurrency exchanges be 

registered in the financial services agency for work and impose 

more stringent cybersecurity requirements [18]. 

Yet Japan remains a friendly environment for cryptocurrency to 

this day, but growing concerns attract the attention of the Japan 

Financial Services Agency to further regulatory steps [17]. After 

negotiations between the exchanges and the agency (FSA), an 

agreement was concluded to create a self-regulatory body - the 

Japan Association of Virtual Currency Exchanges (JVCEA). It 

(JVCEA) will provide consultations to the non-licensed exchanges 

and promote compliance with regulatory requirements [29]. 

Today, the digital revolution gives Russia a unique chance to take, 

if not the leading, but a worthy place among its leaders. According 

to the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), as of 2017, Russia took 

first place in Europe and the sixth in the world by the number of 

Internet users. Already in 2017, the number of active users of the 

portal of state and municipal services amounted to 40 million, and 

in comparison with 2016 the number of users has doubled [2]. 

According to the Federal State Statistics Service [4], in Russia the 

number of organizations using information and communication 

technologies steadily increased from 2005 to 2013, with a 

subsequent slight decrease in 2014–2017 from 94% to 92.1%. 

However, according to the other indicators (e-mail, the Internet), a 

significant increase from 2005 to 2017 is more than doubled. 

Analyzing the proportion of organizations using global information 

networks, it can be noted that frequent use and a stable growth rate 

is observed in the sector of higher professional education due to the 

awareness of the opportunities presented by the latter and usability 

for professional scientific growth. It is also necessary to note the 

positive growth rate in the use of the information network in the 

healthcare and social services, which increased their performance 

almost twice from 2005 to 2016. In general, over the past 10 years, 

organizations in various areas of economic and social activity have 

shown positive dynamics in the global networks and have 

approached to the leader in this area, which purports that economic 

subjects have realized the importance and benefits derived from 

their use. 

Taking into account the indicators of the organizations’ share that 

used the Internet by type of economic activity, we can see an 

almost similar regularity: the top three are headed by organizations 

in the field of higher vocational education, the financial sector and 

the mining industry with a consistently high of Internet usage share 

from the beginning of 2005 to 2016. If in other areas of economic 

activity, the economic use of the Internet share at the beginning of 

the analyzed period was low, it had approached the level of leaders 

by the end of 2016 and today this gap is not so significant. 

The share of organizations that have their own websites for the 

period under review showed their significant increase in all sectors 

of the economy and the social sphere. The leader is the higher 

professional education, the financial activities sector is in the 

second place. It should be also noted that this indicator has greatly 

increased in the health care and the social services. 

The application of information and computer technologies occupies 

an important place in the development of innovative 

transformations in various spheres of society: state and municipal 

government, finances, education, health care and medicine, security 

and order, culture and art. Information-computer technologies are a 

key link in the interaction of production processes and technical 

means for the collection, processing, storage and dissemination of 

innovative information in the public environment. It is necessary to 

analyze information and communication activities in order to 

improve the situation of the country and determine the role and 

place in the digital economy,. 

In the modern world, a high level of digitalization is associated 

with the growth prospects and competition of companies, industries 

and national economies. Currently, the level of digitalization of 

private companies is falling behind state ones in the leading 

countries, as the private sector does not actively and extensively 

take the advantages and achievements of digital technologies to 

increase the efficiency of productivity and create new products and 

services. 

As of 2017, when assessing the volume of investments in the 

digitalization increase by the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) in 

Russia, it amounts to 2.2% of GDP, and in the USA this figure is 

5%, in Western Europe - 3.9%, in Brazil - 3.6% [3]. Therefore, the 

competitiveness of Russian companies is lower not only 

internationally (due to the relatively low volume of high-tech 

exports), but also domestically - due to the ousting of domestic 

companies by foreign ones in the e-commerce, social networks, 

search systems. The low level of investment of Russian consumers 

influence on the possibility of development of Russian companies 

producing and selling digital technologies. 

The digital transformation takes quite active place in the financial 

services with the participation of banks and insurance companies 

that offer products and the customers contact services. The digital 

revolution has created the need for radical reforms for traditional 

representatives of the financial sector, and most Russian banks are 

already trying to carry out digital transformations. Digital 

transformation allows them to expand financial access, introduce 

new retail options and mass media to transport business products 

and services, and serve customers more effectively [12, 19]. 
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Even today it is possible to determine the main benefits from the 

digital transformation of key processes: cost reductions to bring 

products to the market, simplifying customer interaction, creating 

partnerships and gaining access to new market segments; reduction 

in the time to sell products; increasing the speed of financial 

services; reduction in the time to prepare and submit documents. 

The operating costs in a traditional bank can be reduced by 40–

60% due to digitalization [1]. 

Russia still lags behind the developed countries of Northern 

Europe, Australia, the USA and Japan for 4-6 years despite the 

steady growth of users in the remote banking services. About 60% 

of clients use remote banking services in these countries and there 

are about 30% of users despite the growth of 40% in the remote 

banking services over the past year and a half in Russia [3]. 

The current taxation in Russia does not fully cover the digital 

economy: Internet transactions between enterprises “Business-to-

Business” (B2B); online business-to-consumer transaction 

Business-to-Consumer (B2C); Internet transactions between 

consumers Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C); Internet financial 

services market (E-banking, E-insurance); Internet advertising 

market (E-marketing); digital payment systems (Cryptocurrency). 

It is important to note that the development of decentralized 

payment systems, which were predicted back in 1999 in an 

interview with Nobel Prize winner Milton Friedman played a 

significant role in the development of the digital economy [15]. 

Meanwhile, the emergence of blockchain-based digital payment 

technologies, like Bitcoin, and a mass of rapidly expanding altcoins 

makes problems for the anti-money laundering, tax evasion and 

other illegal activities making these assets, on the one hand, 

attractive and the other - making them potentially dangerous. Thus, 

the basic technology (Blockchain) underlying cryptocurrency has 

changed the concept of finances by providing new transaction 

opportunities, speed, security, cheapness [8]. Cryptocurrencies are 

already used to trade in illicit drugs, firearms, other illegal goods, 

services, and actions [25]. 

However, the main underlying problem is the opportunities 

presented by cryptocurrencies for tax evasion, since the illegal 

transactions were and are being carried out using ordinary means of 

payment. 

 

4. Conclusions and proposals 
 

The world economy is being transformed today by technological 

innovations in almost all spheres except for the taxation. As the 

market globalizes and modernizes the taxation falls far behind its 

development. There are some noticeable imbalances in the current 

digital transformation of economic relations which requires 

appropriate corrections in the tax relations, in particular, in terms of 

making changes and additions to the accounting of tax bases 

formed through the development of the digital economy. 

The digital transformation of the economic relations compels a 

revenue administrator of the state to reconsider the ongoing work, 

taking into account the developing new economic directions and 

the offered opportunities. The global innovation revolution driven 

by promoting digital technologies particularly hard identifies the 

needs for digital transformation of the world tax rules using a more 

unified approach. 

Tax authorities also actively use these opportunities in their work 

as commercial companies take an active part and use digitalization 

opportunities. Thus, tax authorities are investing in new 

technologies around the world and opportunities that allow them to 

monitor and analyze information on taxpayers using modern digital 

technologies, as revenue administrators have a large amount of the 

information and timely receive it. 

The first problem in the taxation of digital transactions is the 

"residence" principle. Most existing tax rules in the world practice 

still adhere to the archaic principle, that is, the principle of 

permanent residence according to which companies are taxed 

depending on the degree of their physical presence in the country. 

Undoubtedly, the important role of the resident in tax agreements 

and taxation of digital commercial activities should be taken into 

account, based on the economic presence and not on the physical 

one. 

The second problem is the deficiency of the conceptual tax 

framework in the Russian Federation in terms of regulating Internet 

trading, no signs of classification criteria rating as digital 

operations targets. In this regard, it is necessary to amend the 

Russian tax legislation (the Tax Code of the Russian Federation) 

concerning the objects of taxation and the tax base. 

The third problem is related to the developing decentralized 

payment systems that allow using buyers and sellers’ anonymity as 

well as definition of their location. In addressing the solution 

problem, the most effective means is the independent declaration of 

operations by their participants and the development of more 

unified tax legislation to tax the digital economy. 

There are necessary prerequisites for the development of the digital 

economy in Russia, and their further development will make 

structural changes in various areas of the Russian economy. In this 

regard, it is important to note, firstly, that the digital technologies 

impact on the development and review of the relations between 

business and government. But nowadays a major deterrent is the 

absence of their coherent actions with the scientific community. 

Secondly, the development of the digital economy implies the need 

for the digital industry to produce and maintain high-quality 

products. It is necessary to determine priorities for engineering and 

construction technologies, mathematics and physics; encourage 

citizens and businesses to use digital technologies in order to 

ensure the development of the digital industry. 

Thirdly, it is necessary to develop unified methodologies for 

measuring the performance of the digital economy based on the 

objectives and goals. 

Fourthly, it is necessary to ensure consideration of the possibility to 

amend the tax legislation regarding the definition of taxable objects 

and the tax base with respect to Internet transactions and the 

development of unified legislation in taxation of the digital 

economy. 

Fifth, it is necessary to define the role of the residence status in the 

taxation of digital commercial activities identifying as a priority the 

economic presence of the subject of taxation. 

Sixth, it is necessary to ensure the creation of a taxation system 

based on mutual trust between the state, business and society, 

changing the very philosophy of the relationship in the tax 

relations. 

Sequential resolution of the problems noted in the context of 

leveling constraints and the implementation of the proposed 

measures will allow transforming timely the existing national tax 

systems to the conditions of dynamic development of the digital 

economy. 
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Abstract: The study deal with the functioning of energy objects in the Baikal natural territory and they impact on the ecosystem of Lake 

Baikal. It is shown that pollutants have a major impact on the atmosphere from where can spread over long distances and leached from the 

air to the water and soil surfaces. The role of energy sector of the Baikal natural territory in the impact on the lake ecosystem has been 

determined. 
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1. Introduction 
 

This study examines the functioning of energy objects and their 

influence on the elements of the environment: the atmosphere, 

water bodies, and soils. At the same time, the impact assessment of 

energy objects located in the Baikal natural territory is investigated. 

The concept of the Baikal Natural Territory (BNT) is defined 

by federal law of Russia No. 94 of May 1, 1999 ―On the Protection 

of the Lake Baikal‖ (as amended on July 14, 2008) and is worded as 

follows: ―The Baikal Natural Territory is the territory that includes 

Lake Baikal, the water protection zone adjacent to Lake Baikal, its 

catchment area within the territory of the Russian Federation, 

specially protected natural areas adjacent to Lake Baikal, and the 

territory adjacent to Lake Baikal till 200 kilometers to the west and 

north-west from it‖[1]. 

The borders of the Baikal natural territory partially cover three 

subjects of Russia: the Republic of Buryatia, the Irkutsk Oblast and 

the Zabaykalsky Krai. In general, the area of the Baikal natural 

territory is 386.2 thousand km2, of which 57% is the territory of the 

Republic of Buryatia (97% of the republic’s population lives in this 

area), 29% is in the Irkutsk oblast (where the population is 54%) 

and 14% - Zabaykalsky Krai (the population of this part of the 

region is 15.5%). Within the framework of the Law and in 

accordance with the Order of the Government of the Russian 

Federation No. 1641-p dated November 27, 2006 ―On the Borders 

of the Baikal Natural Territory‖, ecological zoning is regulated [1-

2] and three ecological zones are distinguished (Figure 1) [3]: 

- the ecological zone of atmospheric influence is an area till 

200 km wide to the West and North-West of lake Baikal, on which 

economic objects are located, which have a negative impact on the 

unique ecological system of the lake; 

- central ecological zone - an area that includes Lake Baikal 

with islands, a water protection zone, and specially protected 

natural areas adjacent to the lake; 

- buffer zone - the territory outside the central ecological 

zone, which includes the catchment square of Lake Baikal within 

the territory of the Russian Federation. 

Zoning of the territory provides, above all, the regulation of 

anthropogenic impact on the lake Baikal ecosystem. 

The character and scale of the impact of energy sector is 

connected with the flow of pollutants into the elements of the 

environment, their quantity and quality. In this study, enterprises 

generating electric and thermal energy are considered as energy 

objects. In general terms, pollutants from the burning of organic 

fuels enter the atmosphere from energy objects, and as rule heated 

clean water is discharged into water bodies. Impact on soils is 

connected with destruction of landscapes and the formation of a 

significant amount of waste (ash and slag), including the excretion 

of significant areas for their storage. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Ecological zones of the Baikal natural territory 

 

So, the greatest impact of energy sector to the natural 

environment arrive from the atmosphere, which gets a significant 

amount of harmful substances that can spread over long distances 

and areas, washed out of the air and deposited on the water surface 

and soil.  

The impact assessment of the energy objects on the 

environment is carried out by using: statistical data, state reports on 

the ecological situation in the regions of the Russian Federation, 

annual reports on the activities of enterprises, and methods for 

determining emissions from boilers of different capacities approved 

by the Government of the Russian Federation. 

 

2. Results and discussion 
 

2.1. The ecological zone of atmospheric influence 
 

The ecological zone of atmospheric influence is almost completely 

located on the territory of the Irkutsk Oblast (99% of the area), only 

in the northern part a small territory of the Severobaikalsky District 

of the Republic of Buryatia falls within the zone (or 1%) [4]. 

In this zone, enterprises of the Irkutsk-Cheremkhovo 

industrial region predominantly are predominantly located and in 

fact - in the five largest cities of the Irkutsk region - Irkutsk, 

Angarsk, Usolye-Sibirskoe, Cheremkhovo and Shelekhov. In these 

cities, 7 large-scale thermal power plants of PJSC Irkutskenergo 

operate year-round, from which about 200-250 thousand tons of 

pollutants enter the atmosphere in different years [5]. 

The contribution of all power plants of the atmospheric 

influence zone to the total emission of the five cities under 

consideration is estimated at 65-70%. 
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From the standpoint of energy sector, the negative impact on 

the Baikal natural territory, as well as the water area of the lake 

Baikal is associated not only with significant amounts of heat power 

plant emissions, but also with conditions of entry of impurities into 

the atmosphere. It does mean that an emission height from heat 

power plants is of more than 150 m, when pollutants enter outside 

the surface layer, and are involved in long-distance transport.  

For the Baikal natural territory and the water area of Lake 

Baikal, three heat power plants of the cities of Angarsk and Irkutsk, 

which are located closest to the lake, can have the greatest negative 

impact to Baikal. The character of the impact of these three heat 

power plants is determined by the facts that: 

- they are enough large, working on coal, that contributes to 

the formation of a significant amount of emissions - more than 50 

thousand tons per year from each station; 

- sulfur oxides prevail in emissions - up to 70% of the total 

volume of emissions; 

- the height of the emission exceeds 150 m, respectively, 

pollutants come outside the surface layer of the atmosphere, 

entering into long-range transport processes.  

The features of long-distance transport of pollution are 

determined by fact that winds of the west and north-west directions 

can bring to the southern part of the central ecological zone of the 

BPT and water area of the lake of harmful impurities from these 

three stations which located on the distance of 80 to 100 km from 

the lake Baikal. At the same time, the maximum load of heat power 

plants occurs in the winter period, and climatic and geographical 

features BPT are determined by the high frequency of anticyclones 

in the cold period of the year with low precipitation and stagnation 

situations, which significantly reduces the ability of the atmosphere 

to self-purification (2-3 times lower than the average Russia). 

According to the long-term monitoring of the atmosphere and 

atmospheric precipitation, which is conducted year-round by the 

staff of the Limnological Institute of the SB RAS in the settlement 

of Listvyanka, gaseous emissions of large heat power plants enter 

into a long-distance transport and manifested as plumes in the 

coastal areas of the southern part of the lake Baikal. In recent years, 

concentrations of oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, which reach dozens 

and hundreds of µg/ m3 recorded at a permanent monitoring station 

of the atmosphere (in Listvyanka) and can cover large areas of 

southern Baikal, including the eastern shore [6, 7]. 

In the ecological zone of atmospheric influence, the 

assessment of wastewater discharges by energy enterprises was not 

carried out because the wastewater into the lake Baikal cannot 

receive. The situation is similar with production and consumption 

wastes, whose impact on the lake’s ecosystem Baikal and adjacent 

territories in the context of assessing the contribution of energy 

sector from the ecological zone of atmospheric influence is not 

appropriate. 

 

2.2. The central ecological zone 
 

The central ecological zone adjoins directly to the Lake Baikal and 

has a special environment protection and socio-economic status. 

One third of the territory of the central ecological zone is occupied 

by specially protected areas: reserves (11.9 thousand km2), national 

parks (12.9 thousand km2) and wildlife preserves (0.8 thousand 

km2). 

The special status of the use of this territory is regulated by 

the federal law ―On the Protection of Lake Baikal‖ and, in 

accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Russian 

Federation No. 643 of August 30, 2001 ―On Approving the List of 

Activities Prohibited in the Central Ecological Zone of the Baikal 

Natural Territory‖ with changes of Government Resolution No. 186 

of March 2, 2015. These resolutions prohibit certain types of 

economic activity, including the construction of coal-fired boiler 

houses, except for their major overhaul and reconstruction. 

The power objects in this area include the Baikalsk heat power 

plant and numerous boiler houses of various capacities, of which 66 

are coal, 15 are electric boiler houses, 9 are use  wood, 3 are gas and 

1 oil. In the structure of installed capacity of heat sources, coal-fired 

boilers occupy more than 90% [8].  

It should be noted that electric boiler houses, as the most 

environmentally friendly, function only in the coastal areas of the 

Irkutsk oblast, which is explained by the acceptable level of 

electricity tariffs in the region. Among the energy technologies 

used, layer combustion of solid fuels has the greatest weight. The 

majority of boilers houses use boiler units with a capacity of up to 1 

Gcal/h, in which flue gas cleaning is usually not performed or is not 

performed satisfactorily. 

Due to the lack of statistical information, officially approved 

methods for calculating emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere 

by heat power plants and boiler houses of different capacities were 

used to assess the impact of energy objects on the atmosphere of the 

central ecological zone [9-11]. 

The total estimated emission from the boiler houses of the 

central ecological zone amounted to 24.5 thousand tons per year, 

and the share of small capacity boiler houses where flue gas 

cleaning is not performed accounts for 60% of the total emissions at 

a fuel consumption of 26% from the total burning fuel. More than 

74% of the fuel is burned in 9 large boiler houses, but only 40% of 

total emissions into the atmosphere enter from them. 

As a consequence of the predominant use of coal, in the 

composition of emissions (up to 80%) particulate matters are 

prevail, or so-called ―black carbon‖. The distribution of emissions 

from boiler houses in the central ecological zone has two clearly 

expressed manifestations in the southern and northern parts of Lake 

Baikal: 12.4 thousand tons in the south, 1.75 thousand tons in the 

middle part of Baikal and 10.3 thousand tons - in the north. 

It should be noted that at present there are no data, both 

official statistics and initial information for calculating emissions 

from heat sources of year-round tourist bases, as well as a number 

of small boiler houses that heat one building. In addition, for the 

central ecological zone, it is important to take into account 

emissions not only of energy objects, but also of private houses of 

settlements heated by coal and firewood. 

According to official statistics, wastewater discharges into 

surface water bodies (rivers, streams) and directly into the waters of 

Lake Baikal in the central ecological zone is carried out only on the 

form of sewage discharges on special treatment facilities in large 

settlements: Slyudyanka, Baikalsk, Severobaikalsk. It is rather 

difficult to identify the contribution of wastewater discharges from 

large boiler houses operating in these cities. As for small capacity 

boiler houses, they have no direct wastewater discharge, only loss 

of coolant during the transfer of thermal energy to the consumer. 

And in terms of impact assessing the on the waters of Lake Baikal 

influences of small boilers can be neglected. 

The impact assessment of industrial waste from the energy 

sector is not only related to the lands that have been excretion for 

storage and that have been removed from economic circulation 

(forest, steppe, agricultural), but also due to pollutants entering the 

environment elements from storage sites. The impact of waste 

occurs through the soil and the air: dusting, burning dumps, filtering 

of ash dumps. Ash and slag waste obtained by thermal 

transformation from the combustion of coal may have an increased 

concentration of various radioactive elements (uranium, radium, 

thorium, etc.). This is due to the fact that coal, as a natural sorbent, 

is capable of accumulating natural radioactive elements, and when 

burned, their content in ash and slag can increase 3-10 or more 

times [12]. The problem of radioecological safety of coal, fly ash 

(not captured in treatment equipment), as well as ash and slag waste 

and products from them are requires take special solution at the 

state level. It is necessary to conduct continuous monitoring of the 

content of radioactive elements of burn coal at all energy objects. In 

the new conditions of digitalization of the Russian economy, 

including the energy sector, the organization of such monitoring is 

just beginning. Comprehensive monitoring of the impact of energy 

sector will allow analyzing the situation not only in quantitative 

terms, but also in qualitative terms. In this study, the impact 

assessment of ash and slag waste from energy sector is still 

considered from the standpoint of their quantitative formation. 
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The calculation of the amount of ash and slag wastes was 

based on the recommendations [13, 14]. Ash and slag waste 

includes residues of unburned fuel in the furnace devices of boiler 

houses. For large boiler houses, the volume of captured solid (ash) 

particles in special catching devices, which are moved to the ash 

dumps or waste storage, is also taken into account.  

The total amount of ash and slag waste from energy objects in 

the central ecological zone is estimated at 79-80 thousand tons 

annually. Territorially, the largest amount of ash and slag waste 

falls on the Slyudyansky district: city Baikalsk - 25.1 thousand 

tons/year and the city of Slyudyanka - 19.2 thousand tons/year, 

which are located in the southern part of Lake Baikal.  In the 

northern part - the largest amount of energy sector waste is 

generated in the city of Severobaikalsk (22 thousand tons/year). 

From the calculations it is clear that it is in these settlements that 

large energy enterprises are located. 

One of the problems of the heat generation of large cities and 

settlements of the central ecological zone that needs to be solved in 

the coming years is the filled of ash dumps. Thus, in the city of 

Severobaikalsk, expansion or construction of a new ash dump is 

required, since the existing one is almost full. 

 

2.3. The buffer ecological zone 
 

The buffer ecological zone covers 75% of the area of the Republic 

of Buryatia and 25% of the Zabaykalsky krai. 

In total, from all stationary sources of the zone in 2017, 85.2 

thousand tons of pollutants entered the atmosphere, of which 75.2 

thousand tons - in the Republic of Buryatia and 10 thousand tons - 

from stationary sources in the Zabaykalsky krai [5]. Assessing the 

contribution of energy enterprises to this emission and the 

possibility, under certain meteorological conditions, to influence the 

lake's ecosystem, it should be noted that only large energy objects 

of the Republic of Buryatia have a ―high‖ emission sourses. In the 

Zabaykalsky krai, these are mainly small capacity boiler houses in 

rural areas. 

The Ulan-Ude thermal power station -1, the Timlyuy thermal 

power plant and the Gusinoozyerskaya state district power station 

are referred to such energy sources in the Republic of Buryatia. 

Emission from these energy objects is estimated at 60-63 thousand 

tons/year (or 60% of the total emissions from stationary sources of 

the buffer ecological zone). Sulfur oxides are also predominant in 

the emissions of these stations [5]. 

In general, the buffer ecological zone is dedicated from the 

standpoint of the protection of water bodies, since the main inflow 

of water and the catchment area of the lake Baikal is located and 

formed in this area. 

Sewage of large energy enterprises, as a rule, is characterized 

as regulatory clean warmed waters, however, when entering them 

into water bodies, they are capable of disrupting the 

hydrobiological and chemical composition of natural waters. 

Directly to Lake Baikal, wastewater from large energy enterprises 

of the buffer ecological zone does not flow. Accordingly, from the 

impact assessments of the on the lake's water area these wastewater 

are excluded.  And also ash and slag waste and their storage due to 

remoteness from Baikal are excluded too.  

 

3. Conclusion 
 

As a result of a study for impact assess the of the energy sector of 

the Baikal natural territory on the lake’s ecosystem Baikal was 

revealed that the main impact is related to the emission of 

pollutants into the atmosphere during the production of electrical 

and thermal energy. The total emissions coming from the energy 

objects of the Baikal natural territory is estimated at 280-300 

thousand tons per year. That is comparable, and often higher than 

the annual emissions of some European countries. In general, the 

contribution of energy objects to the total emissions of the Baikal 

Natural Territory is estimated at 67.5%, (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Emissions to the atmosphere of the Baikal natural 

territory in 2017 by ecological zones and the assessment 

contribution of energy sector 

Index 

Ecological zone 

total atmospheric 

influence 
central buffer 

Emission, total, 
thousand tons/year 

301,8 24,5 85,2 441,5 

among them: 

energy objects 
210,3 24,5 64,1 298,9 

Contribution, % 69,9 100 75,2 67,7 

 

A specific feature of the energy sector of the Baikal natural 

territory is the use of coal as a fuel. At the same time, its 

combustion at large heat power plants located into ecological zones 

of atmospheric influence and buffer one is associated with the 

formation of a significant amount of gaseous emissions — sulfur 

and nitrogen oxides. Under certain meteorological conditions, such 

emissions can enter the southern and middle parts of Lake Baikal 

and later fall out in the form of acid precipitation. In turn, 

acidification in the elements of the environment leads to a change 

in the initial quality, as a rule, to deterioration. 

In the central ecological zone, the sources of emissions are 

large and small boilers houses with a predominant emission of 

particulate matters. In quantitative terms, this emission is estimated 

at 24.5 thousand tons per year, but due to natural and geographical 

features, all these pollutants remain in the lake’s ecosystem Baikal: 

will fall to the surface of the earth and the lake or be washed out 

with precipitation. Pollutants can have a synergistic effect (enhance 

the effect of various impurities), contribute to the formation of 

fogs, and in conditions of stagnation of the atmosphere forms smog 

situations, especially in winter time. 

Along with the emission of pollutants into the atmosphere 

when coal is burned, ash and slag waste is generated, which must 

be stored and disposed of. At present time, it is important to 

organize the accounting of produce such wastes and their storage. 

In addition to, should be to establish a system of automatic 

continuous monitoring of emissions from existing enterprises 

around Baikal, including energy sector.  

Recently, much attention has been paid to the creation of a 

unified integrated digital monitoring system of the Lake Baikal 

ecosystem. Such system will allow state monitoring of data of both 

a climatic and anthropogenic terms. In fact, this is a new level of 

organization of interaction with various services in the field of the 

protection of Lake Baikal, as well as the transition to the "Industry 

4.0" platform. 
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Abstract: The article identifies the problems of the global, planetary morality of the young generation, where the robotics, computerization 

of the educational process are lost, the main thing is live communication, the interaction of the teacher, the student and the environment 
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of unity between people on earth is lost. 
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Educational space is a sphere of interaction between the 

teacher, student and the environment between them. This is a 

place (condition) where (or under which) human development or 

a qualitative change with it can occur. 

The purpose of the educational space: 

 - the formation of an active, creative, responsible, 

professionally competent, successful member of society who is 

able to improve the surrounding reality by the means of project 

activity, self-actualize; 

- creation of optimal conditions (environment) of the 

psychological climate for the development of the abilities of each 

student, for the formation of the individual’s need for creative 

expression. 

In modern pedagogy, the role of spiritual and moral 

education as the foundation of education in the development of 

unity between people on earth, in the pursuit of the world 

community is increasingly recognized. In the context of the 

problem of global, planetary morality, the role of science in the 

development of models of the educational space of higher 

education is increasing, where optimal conditions will be created 

for the development of the abilities of each student, for the 

formation of personality in creative, intellectual self-expression. 

The main goal of the model of educational space 

developed by us is the formation of an active, creative, 

responsible, professionally competent, successful member of 

society who is able to improve the surrounding reality and realize 

himself with the help of project activities. 

The educational space includes many specific spaces 

for cognitive, creative and productive self-expression (see 

diagram 1). The educational space becomes successful if 

conditions are created for the successful organization of the 

educational space of the university (see diagram 2). 

 

 

 

The idea and purpose of the university is appropriated by all subjects of the educational space 

 cause personal interest in 

learning activities 

 Create groups of problem character: 

heuristic, reflexive 

 create an environment for the 

development of research and 

project activities 

Use various forms of organization of the 

educational process 

 organize student search activities 

in the classroom, workshops, 

during extracurricular activities 

 create a media environment 

Create a favorable socio-psychological 

climate for all subjects of the educational 

space 

 

 

Diagram 2. Conditions for the successful organization of the university's educational space 

 

The structure of the model of the educational space of 

the university, which promotes intellectual, creative, personal 

self-realization, the development of the spiritual and moral world 

of students by means of project activities, which is the core of the 

whole educational process, includes places for learning, research 

and project activities and places for success of teaching staff and 

students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project activities are the core 

of the whole educational 

process 
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Diagram 1. Educational space 
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Purpose: 

 - training and involvement 

in project activities; 

 - preparation for scientific 

conferences 

Creative projects of students 

(textbooks, manuals, performances, 

actions, conferences, photo collages, 

films of own production about the 

history and sights of the native town 

and region) 

Defense of diploma theses and 

dissertations 

Autumn and spring school of student activists 

Volunteer community "Krylatiy" 

Media support of all 

stages of project 

activities (the emergence 

of ideas, preparation, 

implementation and 

presentation of results) 

- author evenings 

- personal student exhibitions 

- scenarios of student activities 

- the museum of history of 

university branch 

Diagram 3. The structure of the model of the educational space of the university, promoting intellectual, creative, personal self-

realization, the formation of the spiritual and moral world of students by means of project activities 
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The experience of organizing and conducting the 

Student Asset School, which aims to reveal the communicative, 

organizational, creative, scientific, educational and research 

abilities of students, has become successful. 

The Student Asset School is held in picturesque places 

of our region, where nature itself contributes to the birth of 

various projects, the disclosure of creative and intellectual 

abilities of students, the development of their social activity, 

personal growth. The projects aimed at the development of the 

tourism industry in the Mezhdurechensk town district include 

tourism, ethno-tourism, and extreme tourism. 

Media support is very important at all stages of the 

implementation of project activities. Attracting media resources 

allows you to solve a whole range of important tasks: to learn to 

perceive and process information transmitted through media 

channels; develop critical thinking; develop the ability to find, 

prepare, transmit and receive the required information, including 

using various technical tools (computer, modem, fax, multimedia, 

etc.). 

During the preparation and implementation of project 

activities, students use both finished media products (print, audio, 

video and electronic information), and directly create them in 

order to promote the project and visual presentation of the 

finished result. 

We consider it possible to point out the main functions 

of media resources in the implementation of project activities: 

• informational (increase in the volume and / or change 

in the number of students' knowledge); 

• educational (the formation or change of the system of 

moral ideas; social orientation); 

• motivational and regulatory (creating a certain 

emotional and psychological tone); 

• communicative (strengthening, maintaining, 

weakening ties between subjects); 

• image (formation and promotion of the university 

brand); 

• reflexive (evaluation of results and process of 

activity). 

 

In modern studies of media culture and media 

education, it is noted that one of the promising areas for 

improving the educational process of the university is the use of 

mass media, which occupy an important place in the life of the 

young generation. Printed and audiovisual media materials are 

increasingly used in the education system of modern schools and 

universities. 

Within the framework of the educational space of the 

university, students are actively developing media projects aimed 

at solving educational problems. 

Creating a media project is one of the most promising 

forms of educational work in higher education, reflecting the 

current state of educational practice. 

In this case, there is not just a full-fledged dialogue 

between the teacher and the student, but a new type of work with 

information is realized when the teacher, the student and the 

media enter into three-way communication. This is of particular 

importance for education (a permanent factor is introduced to 

take into account the opinions of others, explicitly or implicitly, 

in the media reports) for the formation of personal value 

orientations. The formation of the foundations of critical thinking 

in this case repels itself from the independence of judgment and 

argumentation and characterizes the movement towards 

understanding and interpreting information, mastering figurative 

thinking. Ideally, the result is the realization of the creative 

potential of the individual in any form: from oral presentations to 

independent work on databases, websites, videos and other 

options for group or individual creative projects. 

Teachers need to focus the attention of students on the 

semantic aspect of their activities, in order for them to learn how 

to consciously plan their activities. To achieve mental results, 

students are invited to determine: 

• the purpose of the activity (what tasks can be 

performed using digital educational resources and why); 

• the purpose of the activity (what mechanisms of 

activity were used, what sequence of search activities is needed 

to solve the tasks, what was done with these resources and how, 

what difficulties arose in the process of finding the necessary 

information or solving the problem); 

• analysis of activities (how the structural system of the 

program correlates with other programs, for example, with the 

program used in previous lessons; what methods of intellectual 

work were used); 

• activity prospects (creation of a media project, 

compilation of a catalog of electronic resources on a topic, etc.). 

The research activities of students using media 

education resources can be represented by several main stages: 

1. The preparatory stage, which includes the 

development of a work plan, the determination of the relevance 

of the project's theme, the formulation of the problem, goals, 

objectives and methods to be used in the development of the 

project; the study of scientific literature on the selected tasks and 

the subsequent preparation of a brief summary of the results of 

research that will be placed in the general provisions and 

conceptual framework of the project. 

2. The stage of experimental activity includes the 

formulation of a working hypothesis, the development of ways to 

solve the main tasks of a project based on a detailed study of 

information sources on the subject of the project; including 

experimental ones. 

3. The analytical stage includes the formulation of the 

results of the project, the presentation of the project and its 

evaluation during the discussion in the student group, in social 

networks, if the project goes beyond the educational organization 

to the level of the city, region, etc. 

Contests of social projects with the use of media 

material are held within the framework of the organization of 

educational, research, socio-cultural activities of students. 

Thus, the implementation of the presented model of the 

educational space of the university contributes to the process of 

formation of personality, covering all the structural components 

of spirituality (intellectual, moral, aesthetic), the development of 

the need for self-change, self-development, self-realization. 
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Abstract: The objective of the study is firstly to show the start of the spreading of the new technologies and solutions related to the 4th 

industrial revolution in Hungary. Although Hungary was considered among the more traditionally driven economies (Dujin et al, 2014), 

there are positive signs in the adapting knowledge-intensive technologies, advanced manufacturing and production solutions, improvements 

in the interconnectedness of the activities and in the other fields of digitalization, and finally the developed upgrading potential of local 

actors within a Global Value Chain. The study also introduces recent economic policy developments, policies and plans which were/are 

targeted to have a multi-level impact on Hungarian industrial/economic performance and of course should comply with present EU-level 

strategic thinking considering industry. These positive achievements in connection with latest technological revolution can be observed in 

each segment from primary to tertiary sectors, at companies from all size categories (start-ups, SMEs, large enterprises) and from both local 

and foreign ownership types. Despite the several positive signs on micro level, we still cannot project the whole economy with all its players 

in Hungary to dynamically move and develop along the IR 4.0 path in an integrated manner. There is about an average 20 years fallback in 

the level of technology and human capital readiness. Furthermore, we cannot project the observed success stories or the positive macro level 

short term impacts to be sustainable in stabilized way. However, the cohesion process of Hungary is undoubtedly on its track, appropriate 

policy-level answers still will be required. 

Keywords: 4th industrial revolution, technology development characteristics, SMEs, MNEs, 

 

1. Introduction – objectives  

In times of profound transitions based on knowledge, 

technology and thus transforming business models, adaptability and 

responsiveness are both integral elements of future success of micro 

players, private or public actors and even of countries. On a 

supranational (i.e. European Union) level the relevant indicators – 

like the DESI, The RB 4.0 Readiness Index (Dujin et al. 2014), or 

the „Industry 4.0 Readiness indicator‟ (Kuruczleki et al. 2016) – 

show an acceptable average performance, but when the 

performances are measured on Member States level the differences 

become visible and remarkable. Beside the unfavorable macro data 

of Hungary, the case studies and interview from the field, from all 

segments of the Hungarian economy show a remarkably different 

situation. There are evidences for the beginning of the improved 

adaptation of knowledge-intensive technologies, advanced 

manufacturing and production solutions, improvements in the 

interconnectedness and in digitalization, and finally the developed 

upgrading potential of local actors within a Global Value Chain 

(GVC). 

Despite these positive micro level signs there should be an 

overall, macro level improvement induced in Hungarian 

performance in adapting and moreover developing Industry 

Revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0) related activities. In the following the most 

significant and relevant legs, fields of IR 4.0 will be highlighted. 

Later on, the relevant Hungarian performance will be presented, 

which shows approximately 20 years lag compared to the better 

performing Western-European states. As a necessary response to 

the macroeconomic facts we summarize the policy actions so far 

driving the development in the domestic IR 4.0-related 

performance. They vary from public actions to targeting/supporting 

private strategies of business players from all – multinational 

(MNE) and small and medium sized enterprises (SME) – levels.  

 

2. Industry 4.0  

In general, we can speak about an industrial revolution when 

due to new technology solutions the effectiveness of production 

systems increases considerably. Prior to IR 4.0 there were 3 other 

industrial revolutions; however, the length of time elapsed between 

two revolutions decreased (Nagy 2017). While between the 1st and 

2nd ones there was about one century elapsed; but between the 3rd 

and 4th ones just about one decade passed. It is clear that 

innovations and technologies affecting economy to a great extent 

evolve at a incresing pace (Megyeri, Tabajdi 2019). 

There are numerous discussions regarding the 4th Industrial 

Revolution both among academics and practitioners. The 

occurrence of this revolution can be partly devoted to the expansion 

of globalization and to the technology changes that affect all the 

spheres of life (Sniderman 2016). We do not know how long this 

will last; what milestones have we already passed and what others 

are in front of us. But it is sure that due to this new industrial 

revolution the global economy and society is going to change 

intensively. This is why it is inevitable to organize these changes 

and processes and to identify them in the different aspects of 

practical economic life. 

BCG (Rüßmann et al. 2015) defined IR 4.0 along the following 

pillars or characteristics autonomous robots, Big data, Augmented 

reality, Industrial Internet of Things, Additive Manufacturing, 

Cloud computing and storing, Simulation, System integration and 

Cyber security. These parameters were identified as unique 

selection of technology related items which together create a special 

competitive edge for leading and progressive companies at time of 

the study (Rüßmann et al. 2015). 

 

3. Industry 4.0 – current status in Hungary 

Before analyzing the preparedness of Hungary in advanced 

technologies and IR 4.0-related activities it is worth examining the 

overall economic performance. Though Hungarian real GDP per 

capita fluctuated in recent years, it tended to increase lately and 

thus maintaining an average level (EUR 12500) within the CEE 

region. The GDP growth rate peaked above 4% in the second half 

of 2018 and the projections accepted by the European Commission 

for 2019 are again over 3.5%. Hungary is an export-oriented market 

economy with a high emphasis on foreign trade producing high 

trade surplus. Machinery and equipment, transportation related 

products, chemical products, plastics and rubbers are the main 

exported goods. Major industries include motor vehicles, 

information technology, chemicals, metallurgy, machinery, 

electrical goods, pharmaceuticals and food processing. Both 

domestic and foreign companies are interested in these sectors. The 

FDI inflow to the country shows an increasing tendency in the post-

crisis period (Hungarian National Bank Statistics). However, since 

Hungary appears both as an FDI receiver and an FDI donor country, 

so the „FDI flows intensity‟ (the average of yearly inward and 
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outward FDI flows divided by GDP) reflects a better picture about 

the country‟s international embeddedness (Eurostat). In the latest 

years it was between -24,2% (2015) and 37% (2016) in relation to 

Hungary‟s GDP. When a country‟s preparedness for the new age is 

under investigation, the potential to put value into all activities are 

of highest importance. Based on the “RB 4.0 Readiness Index” the 

industry/manufacturing value added will be shown to get a better 

picture about Hungary‟s “industrial excellence” and “value 

network” (Dujin et al. 2014). In the first few years of the post-crisis 

period there has been a slight decrease in the gross industry value 

added in Hungary, but it was in line with the EU-average 

performance. This shows the high level of reliance of Hungarian 

industry appearing as a “factory economy” on the overall German 

economy, which on an international level take the role of a so-called 

“headquarter economy” (Baldwin 2012, Szalavetz 2017, 

Vladimirov 2017, Stöllinger et al. 2018). Recently the Hungarian 

data in the % change of gross industry value added overperforms 

the EU‟s average but remains under the other countries‟ 

performance of the region. This weaker result can be explained by 

the followings.  

On a European Union level Hungary belongs to those that are 

lagging behind with its 23rd position in the overall Digital Economy 

and Society Index1. In partial indicators like the “Integration of 

Digital Technology by Businesses” (showing the general digital 

preparedness of Hungarian economic actors) Hungary obtained only 

the 25th position. Furthermore, if we see the “Business digitization 

Index” Hungary‟s position was even worse, only the 27th among the 

MSs in 2018. The RB 4.0 Readiness Index also put Hungary into the 

fourth group, which consists of the countries of the CEE region 

called “traditionalists”, having a sound industrial base, with a few of 

them launching certain initiatives for IR 4.0 (Éltető, 2019). These 

are totally in line with the findings of Kuruczleki (et al. 2016) 

which also put Hungary into the lowest performing cluster of the 

EU with Bulgaria, Estonia, Croatia, Italy, Malta, Romania, 

Slovakia. This performance was evaluated based on indicators like 

GERD, Community trade mark applications, total R+D personnel 

and researchers, tertiary education, ICT specialists, etc. So, 

Hungary is not performing good in an average in those fields where 

value could/should be added within the industrial activities.  

These numbers also reflect the – rather missing or sled aside – 

recent transform of workforce mix ranging from Creative (CRE), 

controlled problem solving (CPS) and Taylorian (TAYL). 

Meanwhile the EU average, Estonia (which is usually called best 

performer from digital perspective), Lithuania and Slovenia 

improved their occupation structure in favor of creative workforce, 

the Hungarian (with Latvia and Poland overtaking it) transform in 

occupation structure showed lately an increase in the Taylorian-type 

occupations (Makó et al, 2016). These macro data should however 

be further detailed by numbers from other sources, like the 

Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, because they 

registered a 16% increase in those, who are active in scientific and 

engineering sector from 2010 to 2017. 

The lag in technological advancements, the missing investments 

into digitalization, and the above-mentioned transform in the 

workforce mix altogether explains the recent changes in real labour 

productivity of Hungary, especially its fallback compared to other 

MSs from the region. Hungary (5.5%) has not even performed the 

EU-average increase (6.5%) in real labour productivity per person 

compared to the performance of 2010. With this level of increase 

the absolute lag in the nominal labour productivity per person is 

still only 67.3% of the EU28‟s performance and it is recently 

declining from a peak of 74% in 2011. In the meantime, some 

countries from the CEE region are trying to close their gap in the 

nominal labour productivity compared to the EU with a real labour 

productivity increase higher than 20%. So, even if Hungary has still 

                                                                 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/desi  

a better position, the tendency is not promising regarding the 

changes in labour productivity.  

All these above-mentioned factors contribute to the local and 

national conditions of entrepreneurial conditions. The index of the 

GEDI (The Global Entrepreneurship and Development Institute) 

called GEINDEX (or recently GEI) gives a more complex, but in 

the same time detailed picture by adding a mix of further factors: 

attitudes, resources, and infrastructure summarized as 

entrepreneurial “ecosystem”2. In their yearly report it is possible to 

see the transform of state capabilities, which in case of Hungary is 

not promising. Compared to 2014, the recent (Ács et al. 2018) 

health of Hungarian entrepreneurial ecosystem shows a worse 

picture. Only „opportuntiy perception‟, „human capital‟ show a 

slight improve and the partial indicator called „opportunity startup‟ 

kept its earlier position. All the other fields of entrepreneurship, like 

„risk acceptance‟, „networking‟, „technology absorption‟, „product 

and process innovation‟ worsened in the recent 4 years. So, in our 

view not only the market but the state should also be involved in 

developing the attitudes, abilities and the absorption capacities of 

economic actors to improve their future productivity and thus 

competitiveness.  

 

4. Policies driving 4th Industrial Revolution in 

Hungary 

During 2014-2020 the European Structural and Investment 

Funds (ESIF) made 100 billion EUR available to Member States to 

finance investment in innovation, in line with industrial policy 

priorities guided by the concept of “Smart Specialisation” 

(originally from Foray et al. 2009) to concentrate investment on 

their comparative advantages across European value chains (EC 

2014). The recent years have brought not only the renaissance of 

industry, but also the broader interpretation of innovation, research 

and development driven economy. At the same time, the European 

Union made efforts to move forward from the era of 

“recommendations” to a real integration on a strengthened common 

industrial policy (Voszka 2019). Hungary, even with its 

Traditionalist position fits into this integration picture. Traditionalist 

country means that the share of manufacturing in GDP is high but 

the countries readiness for the 4th Industrial Revolution is low 

(Dujin et al. 2014, Pelle – Somosi 2018). It is inevitable that 

Hungary‟s position regarding Industry 4.0 should be improved: 

there are several kinds of actions and plans that aim at the 

development. Triggers are partially coming from policy makers; but 

also from the business actors. Large multi- and transnational 

companies have their own internal special programs which are 

incented by external funds to participate in IR 4.0 development 

programs. These programs aim at the integration of SMEs and start-

ups to the supply chains and value chains of MNEs by improving 

their readiness for technological changes and increasing their 

adaption ability so that they will be able to conform the new 

technologies and enhancing their competitiveness. SMEs and start-

ups must have strong external, institutional triggers and funds to be 

able to take part and implement technological and digitalization 

related developments (Megyeri – Tabajdi 2019). It is challenging to 

overcome, therefore several strategies were implemented to boost 

developments in this field. In February 2016 a strategy for industrial 

developments initiated by the Ministry for National Economy was 

introduced which is called the Irinyi Plan, including the most 

important directions for economic development 2016-2020.This 

plan acts also as a framework for the development of an Industry 

4.0 strategy in all key sectors concerned (Nick 2017). 

The Irinyi Plan specifies the Hungarian economic development 

strategy to increase the share of industrial value-added in GDP from 

23.5 % in 2016 to 30% in 2020. The automotive industry is called 

                                                                 
2 https://thegedi.org/global-entrepreneurship-and-development-index/  
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out as a leading part of the growth; beside the healthcare, tourism, 

food industry, the IT sector, the green economy and the sector of 

shared service centers (SSCs) are named as focus development 

sectors (Nick 2017). There is a goal of improving the processing 

industry as well which target should be achieved by the use of new 

technologies, the improvement of energy and material efficiency 

and the higher use of Hungarian resources (Megyeri – Tabajdi 

2019). 

The main aim of the Irinyi Plan brings the re-industrialization to 

the local environment which is in line with the EU directions. Funds 

to deliver the Plan gains funds to fuel the support and incentives in 

the Hungarian environment. Although, the Hungarian policies 

prefers traditional manufacturing activities and industry support 

methods, it can predict a vulnerable and lagging economy, which is 

different from European declarations, but paradoxically required to 

be maintained or strengthened by both the EU's developed areas and 

multinational companies (Voszka 2019). 

To reach the set strategical targets several organizations were 

set-up. One of them is the Excellence in Production Informatics and 

Control (EPIC) (Fülep et al. 2017). The goals of EPIC are to 

improve innovation culture in Hungary, to speed up the innovation 

process and to introduce and promote new technologies and 

methodologies addressing many fallbacks identified in the DESI 

index. EPIC specifically supports the improvement of SME 

competitiveness and the strengthening of industry relations and 

knowledge transfer from a practical point of view. Among its 

objectives are: improving high-quality trainings and constructing 

and promoting sample solutions for the 4th Industrial Revolution 

(Nick 2017). All economic actor changes their development system 

from extensive to intensive developments. This is particularly true 

for SMEs that in many cases are using traditional methods. SMEs 

are affected negatively by both their lack of knowledge and lack of 

capital which are critical in the realization of high value-added 

production methods.  

The IR 4.0 development plans in Hungary have a special focus 

on SMEs and the help and support given to them. Several programs 

give the opportunity to SMEs to implement their own development 

ideas, while others help them in conversion (Ritter et al. 2016). One 

such program, called the Program of Modern Entrepreneurs, is 

organized by the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(HCCI). This program supports the IR 4.0 developments of SMEs 

with professionals and consulting. Moreover, the Industry 4.0 

Model Smart Factory program was established also, the aim of 

which is help Hungarian suppliers of multinational companies to 

meet the growing needs of MNEs regarding the quality of products 

and services. Five sample factories were set up to familiarize and 

prepare SMEs for the use of IR 4.0 technologies. The 

representatives of SMEs can see these technologies in their real-life 

operation in functioning factories. As a part of this program, the 

participating SMEs can test their readiness for Industry 4.0 but also 

can find firm specific ideas to foster and motivate their aspiration to 

improve. On these events, SMEs can meet new technologies and the 

overall IR 4.0 concept presented for them in a relevant customized 

way. This helps achieve an important national goal of increasing 

SMEs readiness for IR 4.0 so that they would have better chances to 

become suppliers of multinational companies (Megyeri – Tabajdi 

2019). 

In our empirical study we wanted to find out how SMEs 

respond to IR 4.0 challenges. We used a quantitative method as we 

used questionnaires distributed among Hungarian SMEs. 21 

selected SMEs were asked to evaluate the importance of the 

attributes of the 4th Industrial Revolution on a 1-5 Likert scale. We 

used 14 IR 4.0 characteristics as evaluation aspects: During an 

empirical study of Hungarian SMEs, we observed that SMEs 

capture the basic, traditionally developed elements of IR 4.0 such as 

collecting large amount of data; being prepared for small scale 

customization; and work closely with partners in the supply chain to 

improve responsiveness while reducing cost. It also means that the 

newest technologies resonate to all respondents as less important 

factor during their operations. Robotization, 3D printing or additive 

production were among their least preferred area of IR 4 

development. SMEs were also less sensitive toward improving 

energy efficiency through intelligent energy utilization methods due 

to its limits on investment returns. Concerning SMEs, we also found 

that all standard deviation above 1.1, which indicates that there is 

no alignment and agreement across the respondents. Companies in 

this size face a variety of challenges which have a diverse link to 

the fourth industrial revolution. SMEs consider 3D printing and 

additive production among the least important but with high 

standard deviation, which indicates, that there are some companies, 

who are impacted and involved in the use of technologies.  

 

5. Opportunities in policy development in light of 

IR 4.0  

In case of Hungary, a traditionally FDI-relying country, the shift 

from earlier policy should start with the re-thinking of FDI-

attracting policy. Based on earlier experiences in the digital age 

Hungary may still consider FDI to be an important engine/factor of 

development. Thus, beside other FDI-hosting countries, Hungary 

also tries to diversify its position as a destination country for 

outsourced activities of production. These locational decisions can 

be based on capabilities of local actors; complete supplier 

ecosystems may evolve around the local affiliates of global 

companies; increased knowledge-intensive activities of local 

affiliates are seen after global innovation-oriented companies enter 

the market (Szalavetz – Somosi 2019). Nevertheless, if FDI is still 

considered to be the main engine of development, the policy should 

react and change the traditional way of “FDI-related development”. 

If countries like Hungary – with the intention of catching-up – lose 

their earlier wage advantages and attract investments only by 

reaching a certain level of development, the economic policy should 

act like a developmental state (Csáki, 2009; Ricz, 2016) to further 

strengthen those factors – education, ICT infrastructure, readiness to 

adapt to advanced technologies, etc. – that are necessary in 

attracting FDI. These support the earlier findings of Ács and Szerb 

(2009), about the role of state: “institutions need to be strengthened 

before entrepreneurial resource can be deployed to drive 

innovation” (pp. 6.). But innovation and digital development is not 

solely about (or for) the industry. The economic policy which is 

traditionally placing manufacturing in the center should be 

somehow transformed. The potentials of upgrading from the digital-

based servitization of manufacturing should be emphasized more 

(Szalavetz – Somosi 2019). This would also fit the aforementioned 

“smart specialization” concept of the EU, which brings in the scope 

and thus the tools of cohesion policy as well. 

At this point, the usual question appears. What should the state 

focus on: domestic industry or rather the potential to attract FDI? 

Strengthening locational advantages of Hungary requires more 

efforts since advantages that determine the hosting of outsourced 

manufacturing activities presumes higher development level than 

ever. If this is accepted, then it is unambiguous that supporting the 

digital maturity of companies – be them SMEs or local affiliates of 

MNEs sometimes through their workforce basis – that are capable 

to join a global value chain is necessary. In case of an upcoming 

location decision from the part of a multinational company, the 

existence of a strong and digitalized supply background appears as a 

strong advantage. So, improving the digital preparedness of local 

firms, subsidies appearing as later suppliers and the overall society 

can attract more FDI.  

 

6. Conclusions 

As we presented the latest performance of Hungary in relation 

to certain indicators of economy, adaptability and entrepreneurial 
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health, we saw that despite some best practices and pieces of 

evidences from the field, the recent situation is not promising in 

general. If FDI-related development targeting further investments 

made by MNEs is still considered important in Hungary, the 

governance should focus on improving the overall environment and 

the overall digital preparedness of the country and the society as 

well. We consider this as the only solution in future upgrading: 

building upon digital-based servitization in manufacturing. 

Reaching a certain level of overall development thus requires 

strengthened institutions.  

Such improvements and changes on the policy and institutional 

level concerning servitization of manufacturing focus and 

digitalization impacts large and small players as well. However, 

SMEs are facing scarce resources and capital to focus on, and drive 

IR demanded changes. To encourage their development, custom 

specific programs need to be able to assure their competitiveness on 

the long run. While multinational enterprises have their internal 

drive for continuous improvement, they appear to have different 

specificities in thus strategies based on the decisions of their 

headquarters. In the meantime, SMEs rely on a greater extent on 

their partnerships and any additional external support and programs 

to stay competitive which is a must considering the overall 

economic development of the country. At this point the whoever 

government has the responsibility to decide whether to appear as a 

developmental state, but of course always within the relevant but 

constantly changing international framework.  
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Abstract: The small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are the foundation of the growth of most European economies. Although 

increasing of their competitiveness is high on the agendas of the policy makers, the business support organisations, and the entrepreneurs 

and managers themselves, there is still lack of relevant discussion regarding the SMEs’ development through implementation of Industry 4.0 

principles. The conducted analysis has also noted a difference in the relevant literature for the definition of the I4.0 and its scope. Based on 

this we find it necessary to propose definition which clearly explains the objectives of I4.0 and defines its scope. Furthermore, this paper 

presents potential opportunities for and implemented impact of I4.0 on SMEs with insight in the developments in Bulgaria. The analysis 

presents the benefits from and the obstacles for implementation of Industry 4.0. Such transformation raises critical discussion for the 

influence over the workers’ education and skills, and the product lifecycles. This paper also examines the role of the governments as enabler 

of SMEs in the implementation process.  

Keywords: DEFINING I4.0, I4.0 AND SMES, INDUSTRY 4.0, SMES COMPETITIVENESS, SME GROWTH. 

 

1. Introduction 

Industry 4.0 is the new Industrial Revolution focusing on 

digitalization and integration of the value chain. This, fourth, 

industrial revolution changes the production processes and the 

logistical activities along the supply chain. The main goal of the 

implementation of Industry 4.0 in a company is to reach higher 

productivity and flexibility. This cannot be achieved only through 

improvements in the production process through incremental and 

disruptive process innovation, but rather through thorough 

technological and organizational transformation, as well as updating 

the business model of the company. 

Enabling different types of innovations, the implementation of 

Industry 4.0 fosters an evolution to systems in which the interaction, 

and even integration, of different previously rather independent 

business elements is achieved. Many large corporations, which have 

the resources and strategies for development, recognized the 

importance of adoption of these new practices. In the beginning of 

this decade, the early adopters seized the opportunity to develop an 

additional competitive advantage, chaining “the game” and setting 

it as a requirement for catching up and keeping market share. This 

second wave is increasingly engaging small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs), many of whom are still in the phase of 

screening and cost-benefit analysis. In order to support them in this 

process, this paper offers analysis of the main benefits and obstacles 

for SMEs in the implementation of Industry 4.0. Nonetheless, it is 

expected that like in the previous revolutions, when the changes are 

influencing many segments of the companies’ operation and the 

ecosystem itself, those that will fail to adapt, will fail to survive. 

Competitiveness 

Porter (1990) emphasizes the importance of the competitiveness 

on micro level (the firm) to the competitiveness on macro level (the 

nation). He also stresses the importance of a well lead innovation 

for development of competitive advantage. At national level, the 

competitiveness has been defined in different ways by different 

authors. Silvia, (2006) analyzing different literature definitions, 

presents three key approaches in defining macroeconomic level 

competitiveness: Competitiveness as productivity; Competitiveness 

as capacity to create welfare; Competitiveness as ability to sell on 

external markets. Luckily, the impact of the implementation of 

Industry 4.0 on the company’s competitiveness, has become clear to 

the policy makers. Liao et al. (2017) has studied 18 public policies, 

all of them based on the German Industry 4.0 related national 

initiatives concluding that their main goals for more than half of 

them (55,6%) is to increase, maintain or regain competitiveness, 

and even more (61,1%) are expecting to support economic growth. 

To achieve those targets, specific activities, mainly related to 

Innovation and Technology (66.7%), are carried out and applied on 

three objects: human (61.1%), product (55.6%), and infrastructure 

(44.4%).  

Competitiveness and Industry 4.0 in EU 

The concern with the challenge of shrinking portion of 

manufacturing in European Union’s GDP, contributed the Industry 

4.0 to be addressed very seriously. One of the main documents is a 

communication from the European Commission to the Parliament 

for “European Industrial Renaissance” in 2014 (COM, 2014 /14). It 

highlights cloud computing, big data and data value chain 

developments, new industrial applications of internet, smart 

factories, robotics, 3-D printing and design as the new technological 

opportunities for industrial modernization. The conclusions of this 

document are aiming at increasing the industrial competitiveness 

through inter-areas policies, increased local-, national-government 

and EU investments, setting the specific objective of raising the 

contribution of industry to GDP to 20% by 2020.  

In order to achieve this objective, the European Commission 

has earmarked € 80 billion in the period 2014 – 2020 for research 

and innovation including support for development of key enabling 

technologies, the Horizon 2020 program. Unfortunately, we will 

have to wait for few more years for ex-post evaluation of the 

program and for the measurement of the real impacts on industry 

transformation. What is clear now is that the focus of the European 

Commission and the Horizon 2020 program has encouraged local, 

regional and national governments across Europe to develop 

different financial and non-financial support for reindustrialization 

and increasing of the competitiveness of the European Union. The 

focus in most of these enablers is fostering innovation though 

further development of the ecosystem and supporting SMEs for 

restructuring, modernization and knowledge acquisition.  

Overall, the European landscape on one hand is pressuring 

SMEs to set implementation of Industry 4.0 higher at their agenda, 

and on the other is offering significant support in the process, which 

makes it the right time to start. This paper offers insight in the 

benefits from implementation of Industry 4.0, but also presents the 

current obstacles in the process. As it was stated earlier the 

literature offers different sometimes even contradicting definitions 

and understandings of the key terms of the new industrial 

revolution, which may be confusing or even misleading for 

newcomers in the topic. To ease their inclusion, but also to set 

precise frame on what and how is discussed in the paper, it is 

initiated with definition of digitization and digitalization and the 

Industry 4.0 itself.  
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2. Defining Industry 4.0 

About 80% of all European exports are industrial goods. The 

European industry accounts for 16% of EU GDP and employs about 

32 million people in more than 2 million businesses. These figures 

show that the industry is an engine for prosperity and growth in 

Europe (Plattform Industrie 4.0, 2019). For many decades an 

ongoing process of industrial automation and digitalization has been 

one of the sources for European companies to succeed in global 

competition. In almost every European country, industry is now 

forced to increased and systematic digitalization in order to become 

more efficient (cost reduction), more flexible (individualized 

products without increasing costs apiece) and – above all – to 

innovate new, digitalized business models. Thus, digitalization has 

become an indispensable success factor for European companies 

(Tschandl/Kogleck, 2018).  

 
Fig. 1: Overview of European Initiatives on Digitizing Industry 

(European Commission - state Nov 2018) 

Additionally, the emergence and finally the omnipresence of 

IoT solutions in our daily lives force industries to adapt their 

organization to a high level of connectivity. The upheaval of our 

practices brought by internet and digital technologies now reached 

manufacturing process in industries. This need of connection starts 

a deep change and give a new paradigm – Industry 4.0. It refers to a 

phenomenon related to new consumer uses and new objects that 

directly impact the current business models and organizations. It is 

increasingly associated with the definition of digitization and this 

term is increasingly used in the context of the digital transformation 

of companies (Mario, Hihigoyen, 2019). Facing digital disruption, 

digital transformation has become a major and strategic issue for all 

organizations of all sizes: business, marketing, human resources, 

production process, information system, data, etc. (Vivier, Ducrey, 

2019). 

Digitization and Digitalization 

Fraysee (2013) based his definition of digitalization on three 

different approaches: First, from the business point of view, 

digitalization is like partially or totally changing a product, a 

service, a brand or a business activity in the digital world, 

considering information technology and communication, and 

connected uses of consumption. Second, from an organizational 

point of view, it corresponds to the conduct of the change inherent 

in the integration of ICT (Information and Communications 

Technology) in the processes and organization of work. Third, it 

can be defined as the explosion of life that is daily associated with 

multiple screens. Brennen and Kreiss, however, base their definition 

on the third view of Fraysee, the social life and how people interact 

with each other in the 10s of the 21st century (Brennen, Kreiss, 

2014; Bloomberg, 2018). 

In the narrow sense of digitalization in the industrial context it 

can be defined as the transformation of business models using 

digital technologies and their internet based Internet of Things (IoT) 

networking to create value (Wallmüller, 2017; BMWI, 2015). This 

implies the increasing transformation of (all) analogical information 

into data that can be processed with information technology 

(digitization). Digitalization can take place on three levels: (1) 

products and services, (2) processes and decisions, and (3) business 

models (Matzler et al., 2016). 

In general digitalization implies the integration of digital 

technologies into everyday life by the digitization of everything that 

can be digitized. Consequently, digitization can be defined, as the 

conversion of analogue information in any form (text, photographs, 

voice, etc.) to digital form (Schallmo and Williams, 2018) with 

suitable electronic devices (such as a scanner or specialized 

computer chips) so that the information can be processed, stored, 

and transmitted through digital circuits, equipment, and networks. 

In this context three terms are used partly overlapping in literature: 

digitalization, Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 (I4.0).  

Bischof, Tschandl and Brunner (2017) define the partial 

overlapping of the terms differentiate it analytically (Fig. 2). 

Digitalization covers the entire consumer IoT field (consumer IoT, 

e.g., smartphones, TV sets) and a large part of Industry 4.0, with the 

latter being a part overlaps with IoT (Industrial IoT), but also has 

components that can function without internet technology (e.g., 

automation, Manufacturing Execution Systems [MES]). A smaller, 

but all the more important part of Industry 4.0 does not include 

digital technologies, which are lean production - management and 

people (e.g., acceptance issues). Finally, there are also digital 

technologies outside the terms of IoT and Industry 4.0 (e.g., digital 

radio transmission). 

 

Fig. 2: Definition of terms in digitalization 

Industry 4.0  

The fourth industrial revolution marks a new stage in the 

transformation of companies’ organization. All along the 

implementation of Industry 4.0 phenomenon, many definitions were 

given depending the context of applications. However, the term 

Industry 4.0 as well as digitization is not yet universally defined. 

Essential components of Industry 4.0 are the technical integration of 

cyber-physical systems into production and logistics, their 

interconnection via the Internet of Things and Services (IoTS), as 

well as the implications for value creation, business models, work 

organization and downstream services.  

More specific and widespread is the definition of “Platform 4.0” 

(Obermaier, 2016), for which the term is synonymous with the 

fourth industrial revolution, a new level of organization and control 

of the entire value chain across the lifecycle of products. The basis 

is the availability of all relevant information in real time through 

networking of all entities involved in the creation of value. The 

combination of people, objects and systems creates dynamic, real-

time optimized and self-organizing, cross-company value creation 

networks that can be optimized according to different criteria such 

as cost, availability and resource consumption. 
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Kagermann et al. (2013) describe Industry 4.0 as a collection of 

seven concepts. Smart factories, cyber-physical systems, self-

organization, new systems in distribution and procurement, new 

systems in the development of products and services, adaptation to 

human needs and corporate social responsibility. 

Hermann et al. (2014) suggest definition of Industry 4.0 around 

its ability to design and provide new products to the variety and 

complexity intensification with low cost and low environmental 

impact. That means that Industry 4.0 presents a set of technologies 

and concepts linked to value chain reorganization (Hermann et al., 

2015). 

Zezulka et al. (2016) states that Industry 4.0 is used for three, 

mutually interconnected factors; digitization and integration of any 

simple and complex technical, digitization of products and services 

offer, new markets models. All the human activities are 

interconnected thanks to Internet solutions (IoT-Internet of things, 

IoS-Internet of Services, see Lasi et al., 2014; Ning and Liu, 2015; 

and IoP-Internet of People). These technologies help companies to 

spread information during all life cycle systems. 

In his research activities based on risks identification, 

opportunities and critical factors of success for the Industry 4.0 in 

SMEs, (Moeuf et al., 2018) give a definition of Industry 4.0 that 

focus particularly on specific steering of SME. “the Industry 4.0 is 

an approach of industrial steering aim at real-time flow 

synchronization and unitary and customized Build to Order (BTO) 

from customers”. 

The evolution due to new technologies and new market models 

highlight the necessity to identify new challenges in terms of 

management, skills, jobs and organization. It’s mentioned in the 

White Paper published by European Commission 

(COM(2017)2025), “Making the most of the new opportunities 

whilst mitigations any negative impact will require a massive 

investment in skills and a major rethink of education and lifelong 

learning systems.”  

3. Industry 4.0 in SMEs 

The interest of implementing Industry 4.0 concepts within the 

business operations of SMEs is significantly increasing in the last 

years. It is equally important on macro level as it is on firm level 

leading to endless discussions on the benefits from and the obstacles 

for implementation.  

Benefits from implementation of Industry 4.0 

The influence of Industry 4.0 on companies and industry is 

expected to enable the emergence of new business models affecting 

and reshaping the entire lifecycle of products from their preparation 

to their marketing leading to improvement of business processes 

and ultimately, increasing the companies’ competitiveness (Pereira 

and Romero, 2017). According to Müller et al. (2018) the process of 

implementing new technologies is being conducted in all industries 

so as to lead to reducing costs, increasing productivity and 

providing customers with solutions tailored to their specifics. Since 

the term “Industry 4.0” originates from a high-tech strategy 

introduced by the German government, the impact on SMEs will be 

analysed considering several studies and reports based on data 

gathered by German companies. 

Following a study conducted by Boston Consulting Group 

(Lorenz et al., 2016) with more than 600 German and US 

companies, about 19% of German companies have fully applied 

Industry 4.0 meaning that they implemented smart factory measures 

or first measures toward a concept (such as the introduction of 

autonomous robots), compared with 16% of US companies. Other 

data provided shows that German manufacturers can be regarded as 

very ambitious since 60% of them are planning to apply or have 

applied advanced technologies (within the next one or two years) 

such as digital factory logistics or predictive maintenance, 

compared with approximately 40% of US manufacturers. German 

companies seem to also be further ahead in terms of preparing for 

Industry 4.0 compared to their US colleagues as almost half (47%) 

of the German companies have developed their first full Industry 

4.0 concepts, and only 18% of German respondents said that their 

company is not yet prepared to introduce Industry 4.0 technologies. 

In comparison, only 29% of US companies have developed their 

first concepts, and 41% stated that their company is not yet 

prepared. The slight differences in the advancement stage of 

Industry 4.0 in German and US companies are not reflected in the 

opinions of respondents about the important benefits of its adoption. 

For example, three-quarters of German respondents and two-thirds 

of US respondents associate Industry 4.0 with increased 

productivity and cost reduction. Almost equal amount of 

respondents in both countries (48% in Germany and 43% in the US) 

also connect it with revenue growth. But it is worth mentioning 

that the benefits from Industry 4.0 depend on how successfully, 

companies develop and manage newly skilled personnel.  

Schröder (2016) has observed a strong connection between 

company size and implementation of Industry 4.0, as large 

companies are substantially more advanced in the integration of 

their production plants in higher-level IT systems. He also argues 

that there is no universal model for applying Industry 4.0 in SMEs 

and the perception of the challenges and opportunities posed by 

Industry 4.0 depends on the different characteristics of companies. 

The overall impact and potential arising from the adoption of 

Industry 4.0 in companies can be outlined in several aspects:  

 The economic potential of Industry 4.0 – The evaluation of 

economic effects is rather difficult. One thing that could be 

considered as a major opportunity is the cost reduction as 

mentioned above leading to economy of financial resources. 

Since nowadays, many of the business tools and software are 

available through cloud computing, SMEs do not need to pay 

high costs for digitisation of their businesses (King, 2018). 

Even if a SME partially applies Industry 4.0 inexpensive 

technologies, it would still benefit economically through 

automation of some tasks, for example through a simple smart 

application. This rather non-complicated automation software 

will also have a positive impact on the productivity rates in 

the enterprise. Other researchers argue that since Industry 4.0 

combines different and many technologies, only when applied 

together their full potential in SMEs will be realized. Since 

these technologies are in different states of advancement 

when being implemented in SMEs, it would be unclear when 

and to what extent positive effects will be utilized.    

 The smarter the production process, the better the product 

quality – Smart technologies are now used in every industry, 

especially in the manufacturing processes in SMEs which 

lead to the creation of smart products. By incorporating 

smart technologies in the production process, SMEs are able 

to monitor, follow and control it and do so autonomously 

(Maresova et al, 2018). The smart products also carry 

important information about their production process, as well 

as regarding their purpose and application. Such smart 

products are equipped with sensors, components and 

processors that are aimed to collect information and guidance 

to customers and to send this data to the manufacturing 

system (Abramovici and Stark, 2013). In this way, the 

quality of the products is significantly improved as well as 

the efficiency of the production process in terms of time and 

costs. These benefits can transform SMEs model of work 

into a smart model and help them grow. A forecast of the 

potential savings for different areas of production is shown 

in Table 1. 

Table 1: Evaluation of potential benefits 

Type of cost Total value 

Inventory costs - 30 % to – 40 % 

Manufacturing costs - 10 % to – 20 % 
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Type of cost Total value 

Logistical costs - 10 % to – 20 % 

Complexity costs - 60 % to – 70 % 

Quality costs - 10 % to – 20 % 

Maintenance costs - 20 % to – 30 % 

Source: Condensed presentation by Schröder (2016) after 

Bauernhansl (2014: 31) 

 New way of communication - New business models and 

value creation networks are one of the direct outcomes of the 

transformation in manufacturing companies as a result of 

Industry 4.0 implementation. The impact of these changes 

will allow for a new way of communication along supply 

chains. It is envisaged that the chain of suppliers, companies, 

factories, the logistics’ agents along with customers will be 

connected in a whole new communication network to be 

operated in real time. Through that type of networking, all 

actors will manage to reach maximum profit using limited 

sharing resources. The new way of communication has a 

significant effect on SMEs’ business models as more 

customer-driven rather than product-oriented innovations are 

predicted to be developed. The supply as well as the technical 

support chains, the process of conducting operations, 

manufacturing, distribution of products and services can also 

be digitalized in light of the new ways of communication. 

An important opportunity introduced by Industry 4.0 and with 

great impact on SMEs is the “digital twin” concept. It is defined as 

virtual illustration and model of a given asset (tangible and 

intangible). The digital twin is described through the structure and 

behaviour of connected elements or “things” generating data in real 

time. The data is analysed, combined with other data connected 

with the working environment and presented to the SMEs or the 

user in the form of “digital twin” with the idea to understand its 

history, needs, background and interact with it in order to complete 

certain tasks. The digital twin presents companies and users with 

possibilities to explore and find the best solutions to given problems 

in a fast and pragmatic way. A good example of using such solution 

in practice is The Laboratory for cooperation within Industry 4.0 of 

the Institute for Information Management in Engineering and the 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. There a digital twin of a machine 

for grinding is used for optimization of the process and for working 

in a virtual reality network. Along with these activities, the resource 

flow is also taken into consideration in order to showcase the 

practical advantages of the suggested solution allowing for increase 

of the productivity with over 20%. According to the German 

association of information technologies, telecommunications and 

new media (BITKOM), digital twins in manufacturing industries 

will have combined economic potential of over than 78 billion EUR 

by 2025 (based on Popova, M. et. al., 2018). 

Obstacles for SMEs for Industry 4.0 implementation  

SMEs are more challenged when it comes to adopting Industry 

4.0 compared to large companies since most of them do not have a 

fully automated production, so the proportion of manual and hybrid 

activities is higher. They are thus advised to turn to networked 

production in order not to lose their competitive edge on the 

international markets. One of the biggest challenges that SMEs face 

or will face is the elaboration of a relevant strategy, a cost-

benefit analysis of Industry 4.0 technologies that will be useful to 

them and the lack of data security and uniform standards. 

Lorenz et al., 2016 cited above observes also that lack of data 

security is one of the main challenges of companies. The same 

source points out the lack of qualified employees as the top 

challenge followed by investment requirements. According to 

Türkes, M. et al. (2019), lack of expertise also represents a 

boundary to Industry 4.0 development meaning that there is a lack 

of culture in the company, no internal training is conducted on 

acquiring digital skills and no specialists to drive the 

implementation of new technologies. A significant conclusion is 

drawn that small companies as well as large ones in US and 

Germany need careful planning in order to address their major 

concern to cover the necessary investment costs (Lorenz et al., 

2016).  

More in-depth analysis of the obstacles for the technological 

implementation of Industry 4.0 is provided below: 

 Lack of digital strategy – A digital strategy that is adapted to 

the digital and business realities and challenges is described as 

one of the opportunities for development that Industry 4.0 

presents but the lack of it is considered a limit to the growth 

of SMEs. The senior management of manufacturing SMEs is 

presented as more cautious regarding Industry 4.0 and more 

concretely, the networking of production compared to the 

production managers (Pierre Audoin Consultans, 2015). This 

caution could be problematic as the application and 

integration of Industry 4.0 in SMEs have to be carefully 

planned and a development of comprehensive digital strategy 

should be initiated at a very early stage of implementation. 

Within the strategy, restructuring of all company processes, 

employees’ roles and qualifications should be taken into 

consideration, especially regarding the development of new 

business models and opening of new markets.  

 Lack of uniform standards & legislation – The absence of 

uniform standards and norms in terms of the integration of IT 

systems and other data and machinery within the company is 

another obstacle. An international standard has not yet been 

implemented and no up-to-date information has been found as 

such. This allows for the occurrence of mistakes and 

mismatches in the integration process along with rising unrest 

about unauthorised access to certain data. In addition to 

standards, proper working measures and legislation regarding 

Industry 4.0, such as the development of cyber security, 

artificial intelligence, etc., are not in place in developing 

countries. This allows for significant lagging in the progress 

of Industry 4.0 in some countries and creating a multi-speed 

Europe and world as a whole.           

 Lack of data security – This obstacle is intertwined with the 

lack of uniform standards and legislation. If a SME wishes to 

create a functioning digital network, it is required that all 

actors have mutual trust over the data they share. The data in 

question ranges from information on the production merits of 

SMEs to new ideas about innovative products’ creation. 

Leakage of important documents can affect the reputation of 

companies negatively and lead to loss of profits and clients. 

SMEs perceive that using Industry 4.0 technology, such as 

cloud services, is not protecting confidential data of the 

company and it is allowing for a third party to access it. The 

security issues are heightened by the fact that SMEs are not 

sure about the geographical location of the data stored and 

what jurisdiction it is applied. 

Smith et al. (2016) identified the main difficulties and therefore, 

obstacles encountered by SMEs with regard to participating in the 

Industry 4.0 supply chain are: 

 Lack of awareness about high-tech solutions and the potential 

advantages of implementing them in production processes; 

 Lack of financial resources to buy the necessary technology 

and/or invest in R&D activities to create the needed 

technology when it is not readily available. Each of this 

requires easy access to funding which is an obstacle for many 

SMEs.  

 Insufficient or lack of capacity to test Industry 4.0-based 

solutions including limited access to facilities to test the 

solutions and advanced technologies; 

 Insufficient amount of highly qualified experts in the field 

of ICT to implement and use advanced Industry 4.0 solutions. 
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SMEs often face competition from big companies and fail to 

attract such experts; 

 High entry barriers for acquiring and using advanced 

technologies. Due to the eased access to funding that large 

companies have, they are considered to be the ones that test 

and patent advanced technological solutions which makes it 

harder and more expensive for SMEs to make use of them. In 

addition, the development of Industry 4.0 regulating 

legislation, if developed following US and Asian examples, 

itself may favour “industrial champions” bringing benefit to 

large corporations raising the entry barriers for SMEs and 

newcomers. That is why, extending the entry barriers could 

overcome this obstacle. 

All these obstacles pose a challenge before SMEs, especially in 

EU countries which are considered as “modest innovators” such as 

Bulgaria. The country has been at one of the last places in terms of 

introduction of digital technologies in economy and society 

according to DESI index, 2018. In order to promote the growth in 

Bulgarian SMEs, a national strategy “The transformation of 

Bulgarian Industry – Industry 4.0” is introduced. Although the good 

ICT structure with high speed access; the grounded tradition in the 

ICT sector; the access to EU-funded programmes and the wide 

usage of Internet are considered as an advantage of the country and 

a sufficient basis for the implementation of I.4.0, Bulgaria still has a 

long way to go. One of the biggest obstacles before the country are 

the non-working ecosystem of innovations (science – education – 

innovations) and the lack of impact of R&D on the competitiveness 

of SMEs. A great opportunity is recognized in the ICT sector as it is 

defined to be the most powerful driver for growth in the industry as 

well as creating ICT clusters for industrial application in the country 

could accelerate the adoption of Industry 4.0 elements in SMEs. 

Another opportunity lies in the expansion of the networks for access 

of next generation (NGA) and the adoption of future internet 

applications based on e-services of high quality.  

The effects of Industry 4.0 on Bulgaria and all other countries 

are considered to be a higher degree of internationalisation of 

production which will be easier to achieve for the large companies 

which have implemented Industry 4.0-based solutions and it would 

be harder for SMEs who, in turn, may become more dependent on 

big corporations as their main customers.  

Following Smith et al. (2016), these challenges need to be 

addressed by adopting multi-pronged approach including the 

following measures:   

 Locating a place in existing supply chains next to Industry 4.0 

leaders and benefiting from their knowledge and experience.  

 Targeting developing niches in a more dispersed production 

system and marketing them in more localities internationally. 

 Implementing advanced solutions which facilitate production 

on more decentralised basis such as 3D printing.  

 Improving data processing with regard to resource planning 

and customer relationship management.  

It is possible for the transition to Industry 4.0 to be enabled by 

the public sector on EU and national level through lowering entry 

barriers for SMEs to the Industry 4.0 market and supply chains and 

also through increasing public investments in R&D which may 

balance the market of high-tech solutions. 

An interesting solution to address one of the biggest challenges 

for SMEs, namely the lack of qualified employees along with the 

lack of financial resources is implemented by The Institute for 

Information Management in Engineering and the Karlsruhe Institute 

of Technology where a laboratory for cooperation within Industry 

4.0 is created and more particularly, a digital “sandbox” in order to 

gather SMEs and encourage them to brainstorm, exchange ideas and 

come up with solutions through gamification. The “sandbox” 

enables participants to use common tools and instruments in order 

to try new things and achieve their goals working together. In this 

way, the acquired digital knowledge transforms into skills used in 

their everyday job tasks. In the “sandbox”, the financial risks that 

SMEs take are limited because a real investment is conducted only 

when there are clear, measurable advantages. That concept has been 

implemented in ELABO in Crailsheim as part of the introduction of 

their "Shopoor Execution System”. The digital “sandbox” can be 

used as a good practice example that can have a positive impact on 

other SMEs as they can adopt and test it when faced with various 

problems.   

The new technologies and approaches introduced by Industry 

4.0 are rapidly changing the business landscape for SMEs. Willing 

or not, they would need to address the upcoming trends in order to 

maintain their competitive edge and thrive. Thus, becoming aware 

and educated on the complexity and prerequisites for the 

implementation of Industry 4.0 is of utmost importance for both the 

management and the employees of SMEs. Requalification, life-long 

learning, and constant adaptation to the needs of the market and the 

industry, driven by the increasing digitalisation of the economy and 

work processes, could be the key assets for the success of Industry 

4.0. The adequate talent pools are predicted to become one of the 

main advantages of SMEs even though automation will take up 

some of the tasks of employees. The impact of Industry 4.0 on 

machinery, systems, and processes in companies would consist of 

them becoming integrated and connected wirelessly, but highly 

skilled employees would have to interact with them to procure an 

effective work process. Closing the skills gap of employees in 

SMEs as soon as possible would mean that SMEs have a high 

chance of catching up with the Industry 4.0 development and not 

staying far behind large companies.  

4. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper is to support the penetration of Industry 

4.0 in SMEs through supporting the basic two pillars: Clarification 

of the scope of Industry 4.0 and the impact of Industry 4.0 to SMEs. 

Scope of Industry 4.0 

The concept of Industry 4.0 through most of its scope is leaning 

on the possibilities deriving from digitalization and internet of 

things, but also it has a small section that is based only on non-

digital elements, such as people, organization and processes. This is 

the best illustration of its the scope. This fourth industrial revolution 

is only driven by the contemporary technical and technological 

opportunities, representing a new era of new, flexible business 

models pivoting around the key competences of the organization. 

This is creating completely new ecosystem in which the prerogative 

for success will be given solely to those companies which will have 

the ability to utilize optimal resources and to respond both 

proactively and reactively to the fast changing environment.  

SMEs and Industry 4.0  

The impact that Industry 4.0 has over the competitiveness of 

industry through the productivity, flexibility and efficiency is 

changing its position of revolutionary reform into essential concept. 

The SMEs that are already analyzing their opportunities for 

restructuring according to the new trends, have already overcame 

the main entry barrier(s) connected to lack of awareness and 

strategy. The inclination of the European Commission, the national 

and local authorities towards Industry 4.0 suggest that at least on the 

middle run, SMEs across Europe will have alternative options for 

affordable financing (loans or co-financed grants) as a support in 

the restructuring. This process of implementing public funded 

projects is usually much longer, but SMEs need this lag to start with 

the non-digital reforms. This revolution in the organization’s 

business model, culture, and mindset, needs to be in line with 

human capital development, technological and market strategy of 

the organization. Clearly, for many SMEs the fulfilling of the 

prerequisites for successful Industry 4.0 implementation will be 

benefit itself. 
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Abstract:  

Because of emergence of Industry 4.0, the manufacturing systems are becoming extremely complex and, despite increasing IT support, they 

need a new generation of professionals with competences ranging from basic manufacturing processes to information technologies. 

Worldwide academia is adapting existing courses and is introducing new courses and study programmes to prepare university graduates to 

face the challenges of Industry 4.0. Such an endeavour is the Erasmus+ project MSIE 4.0 that unites universities from Thailand, Portugal, 

Poland and Romania. First project’s aim was to determine the real needs for specific competences, by analysing the curricula from several 

universities. Also, it was organised a survey on needed competences with industrial organisations and students from industrial engineering 

programmes. Based on the results obtained in these activities, an analysis was performed in order to determine the gap between the required 

and the actual sets of competences. The results obtained in Romania are presented in this paper. 
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1. Introduction

The world is entering the era of Industry 4.0, a revolution that 

will dramatically change the mankind. The individual technological 

progresses in areas like artificial intelligence, robotics, the internet 

of things, autonomous vehicles, additive technologies, 

nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, quantum computing, etc. will 

confluence together in shifting the society to a new level [1]. 

The concept that is called today Industry 4.0 has been 

envisioned by thinkers since the mid-twentieth century [2]. At the 

beginning of twenty-one century, the German government launched 

a project in order to define the strategy for high-tech manufacturing. 

It was also the moment when was imposed the term of Industry 4.0. 

It would have been just a concept and strategy of national 

importance if industry specialists and world-renowned consultancy 

firms [3, 4] did not recognize the value of Industry 4.0.  

The impact of Industry 4.0 will affect all elements of human 

society: economy, employment, structure of jobs, business models, 

consumer expectations, product design processes, communities, 

individuals, personal connectivity, personal and international 

security, local and global governance, etc. [1] 

The visionary research in the field of Industry 4.0 has identified 

four basic design principles [5]: a) interconnection; b) information 

transparency; c) decentralized decisions; d) technical assistance. 

If the physical components of Industry 4.0 are developing 

straight-forward and at an accelerated pace, the human component 

manifests a certain inertia, given, on one hand, by the reluctance 

with which most professionals in the field accept major changes 

and, on the other hand, with which higher education institutions 

modify their curricula. 

In order to overcome this, specialists in education and training 

are working to find ways to prepare the human resource for Industry 

4.0. There are targeted the research education [6], the training of 

specialists to implement Industry 4.0 [7, 8], the advanced means to 

train specialists [9] and many others. Some universities and 

consortiums of universities are preparing in-depth developed 

curricula for the specialists needed by Industry 4.0. 

2. MSIE 4.0 Project

The overall aim of MSIE 4.0 (“Curriculum Development of 

Master’s Degree Program in Industrial Engineering for Thailand 

Sustainable Smart Industry”) project is to enhance the capacity and 

ability of universities in Thailand (and not only) for the delivery of 

a high quality competence-based curriculum for Master’s degree in 

industrial engineering that supports sustainable smart industry 

(Industry 4.0), conforms to European Qualifications Framework 

(EQF) and is applicable to EU partner universities. The project will 

be specifically focused on [10]: 

1. Modernization of the education of industrial engineering

discipline in Thailand by the development of a curriculum

for Master’s degree in industrial engineering to support

sustainable smart industry;

2. Development of courses, learning and teaching tools,

delivery processes and platforms for student-centred

learning of the curriculum;

3. Implementation of modern ICT tools and methodologies for

effective student-centred learning of the curriculum;

4. Introduction of quality assurance and of the EQF approach

for the delivery of the curriculum meeting international-

accepted education requirements;

5. Establishment and continuation of partnerships among

partner universities.

3. Project’s Partnership

The project’s partners that have assumed the fulfilment of 

project’s objectives are [10]: 

The coordinator, Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), is an 

international postgraduate institution established in 1959 with a 

mission to support the growing need for advanced engineering 

education in Asia. AIT has been working closely with public and 

private sector partners on the promotion of technological change 

and sustainable development in the region through advanced higher 

education, research, capacity building and outreach. AIT has 1700+ 

students from 60+ countries/territories, 75 internationally recruited 

Faculty from 20+ Countries, and  500+ Research and Support Staff 

from 30+ countries. 

Chiang Mai University (CMU), founded in 1964, was the first 

institution of higher education in the north of Thailand, and was the 

first provincial university in the country. Ever since, CMU has been 

focusing on providing higher education emphasizing on academic 

excellence, preparing graduates with high moral and ethical 

standards under the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy, and 

supporting the national community with academic services. 

Besides, CMU has committed to preserve and nurture religious and 

cultural heritage, and to develop the resources of the unique natural 

environment of Northern Thailand. CMU has 35,532 students, 

2,232 academic lecturers, and 11,440 staffs. 

Czestochowa University of Technology (CUT) is the largest 

state university in the region with almost seven decades of scientific 

and educational tradition. Its mission is to assist economic and 

social development with innovation and reliable technical solutions 

and high quality engineering education.  In nationwide rankings of 

the state institutions of higher education, CUT is among the top 

universities in Poland of a technological profile. Currently, CUT 

hires with 1000+ academic staff and offers courses to 11,000 

students. Since 2010 CUT operates its own e-learning platform and 

practices blended learning schemes for selected courses in all its 

educational programs. 
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Khon Kaen University (KKU) was established as the major 

university in the North-eastern part of Thailand in 1964 and has 

developed itself to become one of the top universities in Thailand.  

Khon Kaen University has recently become one of the nine national 

research universities in Thailand and an educational centre in the 

Mekong sub-region. The university’s major mission is to prepare 

future global citizens to work in a continually changing world. 

KKU’s strategic goal is to be recognized both internationally and 

regionally as a leading university in research. KKU currently has 

more than 40,000 students. 

King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok 

(KMUTNB) is a public university and has been established since 

1959. KMUTNB has a strong closer link with German Government 

and German public and private organisations and later with a solid 

supports from French Government. KMUTNB has three campuses 

with nearly twenty faculties and more than ten institutes, serving 

20,000+ students in undergraduate and postgraduate. KMUTNB has 

been received a prestigious award from Thai Government and 

international level e.g. winning Robot Rescue International 

Champion for 6 in 7 times from Thailand etc.  

Prince of Songkla University was established in 1967 as the 

first university in southern Thailand, providing academic service to 

both regional communities and industries. It consists of 5 campuses 

with more than 2,000 faculty members instructing 30,000 students. 

It is one of the leading research universities in Thailand which is 

internationally recognized by academia and industry. Its mission is 

to encourage its people to create value out of their research work by 

producing tangible innovation, to engage in transferring knowledge 

and technology to the community, and more importantly to produce 

graduates who are knowledgeable and competent in their 

profession.  

Thammasat University (TU), the second oldest university in 

Thailand, was founded in 1934. It is one of Thailand’s leading 

institutes for the high quality of its teaching and research, with 

enrolment of over 16,000 undergraduates and 5,000 graduates each 

year. The industrial engineering at TU is built upon a solid 

foundation in physical science, mathematics, engineering, 

humanities and social science. It offers a variety of opportunities in 

higher education. Its lecturers have experiences in field of safety 

engineering, industrial work improvement, human factors in 

engineering and ergonomics for over 20 years.  

Founded in 1973, University of Minho (Uminho) is nowdays 

one of the most important and prestigious HEIs in Portugal. It is 

renowned for the competence of its faculty, for the level of 

excellence in research, the wide range of undergraduate and 

graduate courses offered and the remarkable degree of interaction 

with other institutions and the society in general. Located in the 

north of Portugal, UMinho covers a student population of around 

20000, 40% of which are master or PhD students. The University 

has 1200 teaching and research staff and around 800 technical and 

administrative staff. UMinho education and research projects have 

gained strong international recognition.  

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest (UPB), established 

in 1818, is the oldest, biggest, and most prestigious technical 

university in Romania with highest international rank among all 

Romanian universities. The 15 faculties, 53 departments and 38 

research centres, with a teaching staff consisting in almost 2000 

members, are dealing with around 27000 Romanian students and 

more than 600 foreign students. UPB paid a special attention to 

bilateral cooperation agreements (more than 200) with similar 

universities, from more than 33 countries in Europe, Asia, and 

United States of America.  

4. Gap Analysis for Industry 4.0

In the case of MSIE 4.0 project, the gap analysis was based on 

three elements: a) competences transferred to students in industrial 

engineering programmes, b) the needs industries were facing to 

develop themselves towards Industry 4.0 and c) current perception 

that those students had about their own competences. 

Master programmes’ curricula in industrial engineering from 

partner countries were analysded as well as from other countries. 

From Romania, the analysed curricula were from two universities: 

POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest (“Engineering of 

Products’ Design and Manufacturing” and “Industrial Design and 

Innovative Products”) and "Gheorghe Asachi" Technical University 

of Iasi ("Systems Design"). There has been identified a common 

discipline: Production Management. 

From the analysis of competences expressed explicitly or 

implicitly, a list of transnational professional and transversal 

competencies emerged [11]: 

 production systems analysis and diagnosis;

 production systems design / production planning and

control processes design;

 planning production and project processes;

 monitoring and controlling processes and production

system performance;

 developing projects, implementing systems, applying

methods and procedures;

 evaluating production systems and processes;

 describing, comparing and selecting technologies, methods

and paradigms;

 articulating knowledge objects from various areas;

 communication competences;

 ability to deal with the unexpected / working in

environments of uncertainty;

 teamwork competences;

 ability to solve problems;

 leadership competences;

 innovation / creativity;

 planning and organization competences;

 professional ethic;

 ability to making decisions;

 foreign languages knowledge;

 entrepreneurship.

Synthesising all the analysed aspects, the following 

recommendations for the design of the new master programme 

(particularised for Romania) were issued: 

 duration: 2 years with 4 semesters;

 120 ECTS (European credit transfer system);

 4 – 5 disciplines per semester;

 4 – 8 learning outcomes per discipline;

 learning outcomes should include elements associated with

transversal competences;

 flexible development of disciplines for a better coverage of

knowledge areas.

A particular attention was paid to the didactic approach itself. 

There were analysed the following teaching and learning methods: 

active learning, problem-based learning, project-based learning, 

serious games, gamification, work-based learning and case study. 

Regarding this topic, recommendations were made: 

 use as much active learning as possible;

 project-based learning should be used to design flexible

programmes and to connect with industry;

 university support for the continuous professional

development of academic staff.

The analysis of industry and student needs was made based on 

the study “Industry 4.0 Readiness” [12] and the webtool “Industry 

4.0 Self-Assessment” of PricewaterhouseCoopers [13]. Relevant 

Industry 4.0 areas have been selected. 

The following roles of engineers in industry were considered 

(adapted from [14]): autonomy; improvement; control; monitoring 
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and observing. The levels of competence considered were 

according to Bloom's taxonomy: create (5); evaluate (4); analyse 

(3); apply (2); understand (1). 

In the design of the questionnaire for companies, the following 

aspects were considered: 

 the level of implementation of an Industry 4.0 strategy;

 areas for implementing Industry 4.0 strategies (production

technology, product development, IT, services, centralised

in integrative management);

 the ratio between the adoption level and the required level

of use of Industry 4.0;

 the level of skills required by Industry 4.0;

 adoption level of Industry 4.0 per domain (co-design etc.).

The student questionnaire focused on the following: 

 if they had the ability to define / implement Industry 4.0

strategy;

 if they had skills in various Industry 4.0 technologies

(embedded IT, sensors, mobile, RFID, real-time location,

big data, cloud technology);

 if they had the skills needed by Industry 4.0;

 their perception of the need for certain transversal skills.

Excluding the questions aimed to establish the organisation’s 

profile, the company questionnaire had 31 closed questions. The 

student questionnaire had an introductory section and 25 closed 

questions. These questionnaires have been run in all partner 

countries, but here are presented just some results for Romania.  

One question for companies was: “How important is the usage 

and analysis of data (customer data, product or machine generated 

data) for your business model?” The results obtained are displayed 

in Figure 1. Another question was “How advanced is the 

digitization of your production equipment (sensors, IoT connection; 

digital monitoring, control, optimization & automation)?” and the 

results are presented in Figure 2. 

Fig. 1 “How important is the usage and analysis of data (customer data, 

product or machine generated data) for your business model?” 

Fig. 2 “How advanced is the digitization of your production equipment 
(sensors, IoT; digital monitoring, control, optimization & automation)?” 

Two relevant questions for students were: “How would you 

describe your ability to define/implement Industry 4.0 strategy?” 

and “What is the level of your needs to understand self and time 

management with respect to Industry 4.0 that you need in order to 

increase your competences, competitiveness after graduation?”. The 

results are displayed in Figures 3 and 4. 

Fig. 3 “How would you describe your ability to define/implement Industry 
4.0 strategy?” 

Fig. 4 “What is the level of your needs to understand self and time 

management with respect to Industry 4.0 that you need in order to increase 
your competences, competitiveness after graduation?” 

A cross-analysis has been carried out on identified needs in the 

context of Industry 4.0 areas and strategies. The cross-analysis 

results were synthesized in a table [15]. An excerpt is shown in 

Table 1.  

After the performance of gap analysis between engineer roles, 

target competence level and average current skill level, it resulted 

the Industry 4.0 applications on which a real competitive master 

curriculum should focus [16]: Quality Management; Flexible 

Production Planning and Scheduling for Demand Changes and 

Customization; Maintenance Management; Data Distribution; 

Logistic and supply chain management; Inventory Management; 

Trend analysis; Forecasting; Real Time Process Control; Data 

Analytics etc. 

Because of space constraints and also because all the current 

achievements of the MSIE 4.0 project cannot be synthesised in a 

single paper, all the results are available (open access) on project’s 

site [10]. Besides results, the site contains more relevant 

information. 
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Table 1: Cross Analysis of Needs [15] 

Main technologies 
Main areas of 

application 
Outcomes Applications 

Role of MSIE 

Graduates 

Competence 

Level 

Big Data Production Technology Better Solution for 

Various Industry 

Practical Problems 

Data Analytics Improvement Evaluate 

Quality Management Improvement Create 

Flexible Production Planning and 

Scheduling for Demand Changes and 
Customization 

Improvement Create 

Trend analysis Improvement Create 

Data Distribution  Improvement Create 

Logistic and supply chain management Improvement Create 

... 

Sensor Product Development Rapid Development of 

(Smart) Product 

Smart Product with Sensor Embedded Control Apply 

Reverse Engineering Monitoring Apply 

Virtual Laboratory and Simulation Monitoring Apply 

... 

5. Discussion

The approach followed by the partnership of MSIE 4.0 project 

revealed several important aspects. In the case of Romania, it was 

noted that the implementation of Industry 4.0 in companies was at 

the beginning, that there were concerns in developing an 

implementation strategy, but also that there were companies that 

had ignored the need to make the technological leap. 

Also in the case of Romania, the survey among students 

indicated that some study programmes provided an opening to 

Industry 4.0, but that a serious review of the curriculum was 

needed. The survey also indicated a differentiation of areas where 

the revision was needed. 

The gap analysis has been successfully applied and has 

highlighted the applications that need to be addressed. These were 

relevant from the point of view of the current gap but also of the 

accelerated development of the associated areas. 

The MSIE 4.0 project is a good example of how to design a 

competitive curriculum for Industry 4.0. At the time of drafting this 

paper, the project was in full development. 

6. Conclusions

MSIE 4.0 project’s first aim was to determine the real needs for 

specific competences, by analysing the curricula from several 

universities. Also, it was organised a survey on needed competences 

with industrial organisations and students from industrial 

engineering programmes. Based on the results obtained in these 

activities, an analysis was performed in order to determine the gap 

between the required and the actual sets of competences. Moreover, 

there resulted the Industry 4.0 applications on which a competitive 

master curriculum should focus. 
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Abstract: In this paper authors cover the problem of creation of automated control systems for the production technology which will provide 

the given ranges of values of various properties of metallurgical products is considered. For a solution it is offered all properties to lead to a 

comparable look, having entered a concept of potential of properties. The general vector of technological variables is offered to be defined 

by finding of rational values of variables for target function which is equal to the general level of potential of properties in the corresponding 

time frame.  

KEYWORDS: AUTOMATED CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY; GENERAL VECTOR OF 

TECHNOLOGIES; ESTIMATED VECTOR OF PROPERTIES; GENERAL VECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY 

 

1. Introduction/ 

 
The article deals with the problem of creating automated production 

process control systems that provide for obtaining specified ranges 

of values for various properties of metallurgical products, as well as 

evaluating the overall technology vector to achieve the required 

properties. If the first part of this problem was solved methodically 

long ago, then in the present study an attempt was made to find a 

way to implement the second task, which allows one to significantly 

expand the capabilities of the systems under consideration. 

 

2. Discussion of the problem 

 
So, in the offered technique monitoring of the sliding relative mean 

values of each property and its dispersion is applied to traditional 

control and the forecast of properties of products and also forecast 

models of properties are developed. It is possible to evaluate 

various a vector of technology variables, the providing necessary 

properties, having used the acceptances of calculation of rating 

estimates, known from economy [1]. But it doesn't give the chance 

to define the general vector of technology at which necessary values 

of all properties are at the same time reached. 

 

3. Problem resolution  

 
For the problem resolution it is offered all properties to lead to a 

comparable type, having entered a concept of potentials of 

properties. Consider a vector of estimates of corrective actions. For 

each property the estimated vector which coordinates are number 1 

or 0 is under construction. Number 1 corresponds to a satisfactory 

situation, and number zero – unsatisfactory. The situation is 

established according to the provision of the considered point of 

rather mathematical expectation of the corresponding property. 

Potential of property is the length of an estimated vector the general 

level or potential of the applied technology can be determined as 

average geometrical value of potentials of properties. 

 

4. Results and discussions 

 
The technique of construction and practical application of 

mathematical model of assessment of level of potential 

opportunities of the technology applied by the enterprise in a chain 

is considered: steel smelting – extra oven processing –normal ingot 

making– heating of an ingot under forging – forging – heat 

treatment of preparation after forging. We will notice that the 

wrought product has two working areas which are bearing various 

loadings in an end product and having the corresponding various 

mean values of the considered properties for ensuring necessary 

operability of a product. 

 

In article designing of the model used for comparison of rating 

estimates of the enterprise during various time frames or 

comparisons of these estimates at the enterprises making the same 

products is discussed. 

 

The following technology variables are considered: the chemical 

composition of metal after smelting and extra oven processing (x1i 

and x2ij); durations of melting, pure boiling, release from the 

furnace and all melting (τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4); values of corrective actions: at 

extra oven processing z2k, in process to forging z3l, at heat treatment 

z4m. Each control action is estimated in shares in relation to its 

normative value. 

 

Implementation of model begins with creation on the experimental 

data of integrated distributions from the controlling influences and 

properties of metal for different zones of a forging (hardness HB; 

limit of proportionality σ, ultimate strength σB and flowability limit 

σT; relative lengthening δ, relative narrowing υ; different types of 

impact strength of KCU; micro and macrostructure, etc.). 

 

Further using uniform distribution on a segment [0;1] random 

numbers are played and pass to differential distributions of the 

considered variables. Then each of differential distributions 

becomes covered by eight distributions: normal, log-normal, beta-

distribution, gamma, t-distribution, logistic distribution, Weibull 

distribution and uniform. 

 

From them the distribution in the best way covering the 

experimental data is selected. For each of distributions it is 

estimated statistical characteristics by means of a packet of Oracle 

Crystal Ball. 

 

Then forecast models of each property are built, using step 

regression analysis [2]. Thereby reveal the variables Vs, which are 

the controlling action for the considered properties, VS ϵ {x1i, x2j, τ1, 

τ2, τ3, τ4, z2k, z3l, z4m}. 

 

But the received equations have a shortcoming: coefficients at 

variables can have both plus sign, and minus. It's circumstance 

limits the use of widely used rating models (for example, the R.S. 

Saifullin and G.G. Kadykov model). This disadvantage is 

eliminated by using the indicator of potential properties. The quality 

of model increases also due to inclusion in it of the statistics 

considering dynamics of change of the function upon transition 

from one time slice to another.  

 

The potential of the i-th property is calculated as the square root of 

the sum of squares of the coordinates of the estimated vector: 

(1)          𝑅𝑆 =  
1

𝑛+2
{ (

𝑉𝑆𝑛

𝑉𝑆𝑛
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 )2 + (

𝜎𝑠
𝑀𝑠

𝑆𝐾𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
)2 + [∆(

𝑆

𝑆норм
)]2} 
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Here: VS – controlling action; σS and MS – the sliding values of 

average quadratic deviation of property and its mathematical 

expectation; σS/MS

 
– value of coefficient of a variation, SKVnorm –

normative value of coefficient of a variation; ∆(S/Snorm)

 

– the 

relative deviation of property S from its normative value Snorm. 

 

Further we will determine length of an evaluation vector [3]. The 

vector is called evaluation because length of a vector gives an 

assessment to the applied technology. Distribution of each 

parameter is divided into two parts a vertical which passes through 

mathematical expectation. The value of each coordinate is selected 

in a random way from distribution. If the experimental point, lies in 

the area providing higher level of property, then the coordinate of a 

vector will be equal 1, otherwise – 0. For example, if the actual 

content of sulfur and phosphorus is to the right of border of 

mathematical expectation of distribution, then their coordinates are 

equal to zero. 

 

If the analyzed indicators are close to normative, then assessment of 

level of potentialities of technology calculated by a formula (1) will 

be close to unit. After calculating RS for each property (SS ϵ {HB, σ, 

σT, δ, υ, KCU, micro and macrostructure, etc.}), it is possible to 

determine their geometric mean value, which can be considered an 

estimate of the level of technology capabilities applied by the 

enterprise. 

 

5. Inference 

 
Thus, for automated control systems it is proposed to carry out 

traditional monitoring of the current values of properties and their 

ranges, as well as monitoring the levels of potential capabilities of 

the production technology.  
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Abstract: Characteristic feature of modern world development is transition to forming of the innovation economy based on knowledge. In 

these conditions the human capital is the main value of society, the defining factor of sustainable development and economic growth. 

Competitive advantages of economic systems which also industrial enterprises treat at the same time are reached first of all due to 

knowledge, information as a source of which the person acts. In these conditions the system of science and education causes and provides 

development of the innovation environment.  
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1. Introduction/Введение 
Characteristic feature of modern world development is transition 

to forming of the innovation economy based on knowledge. At 

the St. Petersburg international economic forum of 2017 the 

President of the Russian Federation said in the speech about a 

new trend of development of economy as digital which has to 

become a basis of creation of qualitatively new models of public 

administration, business, production, trade, logistics, change of a 

format of education, health care, communications between people 

and to set thereby, new model of development of the state, 

economy and in general all society [1]. 

 

2.Preconditions and means for 

 resolving the problem/Предпосылки и средства 

для решения проблемы 
In the conditions of the innovative development the economic 

growth and competitive advantages of industrial enterprises are 

reached first of all not at the expense of natural resources, and 

due to knowledge, abilities, skills, information as which source 

the person acts. That is the main richness of society in general are 

people. As S. Davlatov notes: "The main capital – not money, but 

ability it is accurate to organize work, capability to create 

structure, a system, the safe atmosphere. The main capital – 

human resources" [2]. 

In modern industrial society the potential of people acts 

in the form of a human capital. According to us process of 

management of a human capital on industrial enterprise can be 

presented in the form of the following scheme (fig.1). 

The most important problems of effective management 

on industrial enterprises are accumulation and assessment of a 

human capital. 

3.Results and discussion/ Результаты и 

дискуссия 
Researchers offer various formulas [3,4]. for 

assessment of a human capital. According to us in the conditions 

of the innovative development of the enterprise integrated 

assessment by means of the balanced indicators is of the greatest 

interest [5]. The main essence of this method consists in 

allocation of key performance indicators of application of a 

human capital. 

At determination of the list of key indicators it is 

necessary to consider the following circumstances the Innovation 

economy based on knowledge demands development of the 

innovation educational systems capable to provide growth of a 

share of highly qualified specialists. Training for the innovation 

activity becomes the major task. Provides the solution of this task 

the system of science and education. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The scheme of management process of a human capital 

on industrial the enterprises. 

 
The increasing value of human knowledge and abilities in 

forming of result of activity of the enterprise defined need of 

consideration of a human capital as the major production factor. 

Therefore from sixtieth years of the twentieth century the ideas of 

inclusion in models of economic growth of a factor of a human 

capital appeared. Hall and Jones, Bils and Klenow  , Caselli [6] 

defined the production function as Y = Kα·(AH)1–α. In this 

formula, labor H is assumed to be dependent on the number of 

years of study E: H=e φ(E)·L, where L – the labor force, and e φ(E)· 

defines its efficiency. 

In our opinion in similar models it is necessary to 

consider a factor of quality of education. For an efficiency 

evaluation of educational system in this work it is offered to enter 

an estimative vector which is created on the basis of a vector of 

private performance indicators [7-9]. Coordinates of an 

estimative vector are units and zero  0,1iу . Number 1 

corresponds to a satisfactory situation on the corresponding 

private indicator, and number 0 – unsatisfactory. 
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The integrated performance indicator of educational 

system can be calculated by a formula: 

𝐾 =
 𝑦1

2 + 𝑦2
2 + 𝑦3

2 +⋯

 𝑛
 

where K – the integrated performance indicator of system. 

 𝑦1
2 + 𝑦2

2 + 𝑦3
2 +⋯ – length of an estimative vector; 

n – number of private performance indicators of system. 

 

4.Conclusion/Заключение 
The relevant concept of modern management of the industrial 

enterprise is accounting of the human capital. Researches show 

complexity of assessment of the human capital and assessment of 

efficiency of attachments in it. The market of educational and 

scientific services increases the importance of the human capital 

for the innovative development. In these conditions the quality 

level of training activity should be considered when determining 

value of the human capital and in assessment its influence on 

indicators of work of the industrial enterprise. 
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Abstract: Importance of the solution of a problem of complex assessment of suppliers of material resources is proved in work. The approach 

to determination of an integrated indicator of activity of the supplier based on Harrington's technique and considering rating assessment of 

payment methods of material resources is considered.  
KEYWORDS: CHOICE OF THE SUPPLIER, RATING ASSESSMENT, PAYMENT METHOD OF MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

 
1. Introduction 
One of factors of successful work of the modern enterprises and 

increase in their efficiency and competitiveness is effective 

management of supply by means of which it is possible to achieve 

significant reduction of investments into raw material stocks by 

improvement of planning and the choice of the supplier, 

optimization of raw material prices, and, respectively, reduction of 

costs for a raw component in cost of sales. 

 

2.Preconditions and means for  resolving the problem 
In this regard the role of supply management of material resources 

in the general system of management of industrial enterprise as the 

efficiency of providing with them has an impact on other 

operational results, overall effectiveness, product competitiveness 

changes. At the same time the most important stage of purchase 

planning is search of potential suppliers of material resources and 

making decision on purchases on the basis of supplier analysis. As 

criteria for evaluation of the supplier such indicators as reliability of 

the supplier, quality of raw materials and materials, the prices, 

discounts etc. can serve. [1-4]. 

         It should be noted that the rating of the supplier more depends 

on estimates of the private indicators defined in the expert way than 

on a calculation method therefore complication of settlement 

formulas, in our opinion, is not required and the most convenient 

for calculations is the weighed amount:  

 

𝐼 =  𝑘𝑖 ·
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 , 

where ai –  the assessment of the i-th indicator, ki – the weighting 

factor established for the i-th indicator. 

Among the listed above private indicators the major 

indicators defining now efficiency of purchases are the prices of the 

delivered material resources, discounts and payment terms. 

Therefore it is expedient to unite these factors in the separate rating 

of a payment method. 

 
3.Results and discussion 

The first stage of creation of rating of a payment system is 

reduction to uniform commercial conditions of purchase of goods. 

At the same time the price of one of payment methods can be 

agreed for base, and the prices of material resources when using 

other payment methods are given to a comparable form, that is 

corrected taking into account deviations from the conditions of 

acquisition taken for base.  

 The analysis of payment methods of material resources 

showed that at the metallurgical enterprises are most often used: 

prepayment, partial prepayment, commodity loan, bill of exchange 

and letter of credit. As the listed payment methods are characterized 

by various timepoints of payment transfer for the delivered material 

resources, the known statement that the cash liquidity has 

"temporary value" is the basis for the developed technique. The 

calculations considering "temporary value" showed that at the 

interest rates operating at the time of calculation the minimum price 

of 1 t of steel products is reached at 100% to prepayment at the 

expense of own means. Among other payment methods at the small 

periods of a payment deferral the commodity loan is preferable, at 

the big periods of a delay – partial prepayment. 

The technique allowing to count the rating of payment 

methods of resources, the rating of suppliers considering other 

factors and an integrated indicator on a formula was developed for 

effective management of purchases: 

𝐼 =  𝐼𝑃∙𝐼𝑃𝑃  , 

where I – the integrated indicator evaluating the supplier of material 

resources; Ip– the rating of the supplier calculated by formula (1); 

Ipp – rating assessment of a payment method. 

Rating assessment of a payment method can be calculated 

by a formula: 

IPP=f(Pi/PMAX), 
where f – assessment by Harrington's technique [5,6], Pi – the rank 

of the reduced price of a material resource when using the i-th 

method of payment, Pmax – the maximum rank of adjusted prices.  

Ranging is carried out in decreasing order of adjusted 

prices. Using Harrington's technique to ranks it is possible to give 

the following marks in compliance: 

Qualitative 

assessment 

Quantitative 

assessment 

Intervals of rated 

ranks of adjusted 

price of a material 

resource 

" perfectly " 1,00 0,8<pi≤1 

" good " 0,80 0,6< pi ≤0,8 

" satisfactory " 0,63 0,4< pi ≤0,6 

" unsatisfactory " 0,37 0,2< pi ≤0,4 

" unacceptable " 0,20 0< pi ≤0,2 

In a research the control technique is developed by 

purchasing activity. It consists of the following stages: 

determination of rating of the supplier, determination of rating of a 

payment method and calculation of the integrated indicator 

evaluating the supplier; the analysis of dynamics of this indicator 

for the purpose of identification of a deviation from the set limits; 

determination of a trend of change of an integrated indicator; 

decision-making on supply process control. 

 

4.Conclusion 
The analysis technique of the integrated indicator evaluating the 

supplier of material resources is developed. The technique considers 

traditional private indicators of activity of the supplier and price 

level at various payment methods of material resources. It allows to 

increase degree of objectivity of estimates of the supplier and, 

respectively, to increase efficiency of the made decisions in the 

field of management of supply with material resources.  
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Abstract: The early 21st century introduced a new market paradigm: a high level of education of the employed should ensure high 

productivity and correspond to a high level of wages. Countries with developed economies provide promising opportunities for education, 

but efficiency of human resources use is still different. Differentiation in the correlation between labor productivity and wages in the “high 

income” and "upper-middle income" countries is a fairly high. The efficiency improvement of national economies should be based on the 

diversification of the sectoral structures based on technologies that would replace labor with capital, ensure high wages and the demand for 

a sufficiently high level of education of employees. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The existing demographic models of population reproduction play a 

significant role not only in the formation of sources of national 

labor supply, but they also become the determining factor for 

business when choosing manufacturing techniques. Countries with a 

high level of economic development have to objectively invest in 

new technologies that replace human labor, in response to the 

reduction of manpower. Replacement of capital by labor, in turn, 

imposes new requirements on the workers’ skills and competencies, 

which should lead to new educational models. Education should not 

just be much-in-demand and accessible, but governments should 

create incentives for education. Decent payment for labour remains 

one of the most important factor for the choice of the sphere for 

employment, without denying the importance of personal 

fulfillment, creativity and other attributes. 

Payments should correspond to the level of the employees’ 

education, prevent the incurrence of poverty traps by means of 

inefficient redistribution – poverty traps, and fit adequately to the 

level of efficiency. 

At the turn of the XX century, businesses developed a fairly stable 

idea that off-shoring of manufacturing in low-wage countries will 

improve the competitiveness of their products. Export of technology 

is impossible indefinitely, on the one hand. On the other hand, 

countries that have successfully embraced such investments and 

new technologies have achieved economic growth. They have 

formed their own innovative and educational potential, and 

successfully compete with economically developed countries. These 

countries have a high self-employment potential, a high level of 

demand for education, which leads to an increase in both 

productivity and wages. In the future, these countries will become 

the main area of development and implementation of technologies. 

At the same time, the extremely high differentiation of the 

population by income, the lack of equal access to education, the 

inability of the state to ensure equal social conditions, to leave a 

significant part of the labor force in these countries in the sectors of 

traditional economy with a low level of technology and low wages.  

 

2. Results and discussion 
 

The information source of the research is statistics from the 

International Labour Organization Department of Statistics 

(ILOSTAT), the UN. For analysis  of the inter-country 

differentiation of wage compliance with the level of education, the 

following indicators were used: “hourly labour cost per employee” 

(measured in U.S. dollars), and “employment by education”. 

ILOSTAT estimate the employees’ education at five levels: (1) less 

than basic, (2) basic, (3) intermediate, (4) advanced, (5) level not 

stated. The age group “15+” was selected for the study, since the 

conjugate indicator - “hourly labor cost per employee” - is 

calculated on all the employees in the national economy. For the 

formation of the initial data array, the last time period - 2016 - was 

chosen, and simultaneously the information on employment by 

education and hourly labor cost per employee was presented. It 

should be noted that the analysis was based on the most time-related 

data, under the conditions of lack of a complete set of baseline data 

for any given year.  Israel, for example, gave the latest information 

on the employment by education in 2013, while the results of 

monitoring the parameter hourly labor cost per employee are 

presented annually. Some countries provided the baseline 

information only on the labour productivity category, and the others 

reported on the hourly labour cost per employee. 

These nuances prevent the use of methods of correlation and 

regression analysis, but lead to  the traditional grouping of countries 

according to the level of labor productivity per employee, 

calculations and modeling of which were carried out by ILOSTAT 

in November 2018. It is the parameter  labor productivity per 

employee that allows to evaluate not only the level of economic 

development of the country, and to identify the social orientation of 

the government and business for shaping of principles, approaches 

and establishing the salary scales [1]. This approach not only keeps 

the logic of the study, but also allows to make integrated 

conclusions on a group of countries, based on the resulting indicator 

of the effectiveness of national economy. All countries of the world 

are divided into categories with low income, lower-middle income, 

upper-middle income, and high income population [1]. 

During the analysis, the ranking of countries for the parameter 

employment by education was carried out for the group of 

employees with the Advanced level of education, because they 

receive the highest payments. According to the monitoring results 

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the incomes of workers with 

advanced degrees are significantly higher in comparison with those 

who completed high school but never attended college [7]. The 

study is based on the principle “the higher the level of education of 

the employees, the higher the level of their productivity, and the 

higher are their incomes”. 

We first analyzed a group of countries with the level of labor 

productivity exceeding 88,089 US dollars in 2016 (Table 1). Of the 

countries represented in this group, the highest proportion of the 

employed with Advanced level of education is in Canada, it makes 

65,7 % (rank 1), while hourly labor cost per employee is the lowest 

in this group and makes only $26,8 there (rank 13). According to 

the parameter labour productivity, Canada ranks last but one (rank 

12). Conditionally low labor productivity determines the low level 

of wages. Paradoxically, the high level of education of the 

employed is insured by accessibility of education as a social good, 

as well as the high educational potential of the migrants, which is 

determined by the government policy. 

During the observed period of 2000-2016, the share of employees 

with Advanced level of education increased from 52,3 % to 65,7 %, 

the labor productivity for the same period reached 10,92 % [4, 6]. 

Over these years, Canada moved from the group of upper-middle 

income countries to the group of high income countries, which 

indicates an increase in the efficiency of the national economy. Low 

wages may indicate some weakness of the institutions for protection 

of workers’ rights. For the period 2008-2016, hourly labour cost per 
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employee decreased by 3,68%, despite the fact that in 2010-2012, 

wages kept growing [3]. However, the disparity between the high 

level of education and the level of productivity indicates the 

underutilization of the labor, which is determined by the specifics of 

the sectoral structures and the level of international competition. 

The next group of countries includes Italy and Germany. In 2016, 

these two countries had the lowest shares of employees with the 

Advanced level of education: 21,3 % and 28,9 %, respectively. Italy 

traditionally has a low level of education of the employed.  In 2016, 

for example, the share of the Italian employed having a high school 

level of education made 31,0 %, the intermediate level reached 

47,1 %. The share of Advanced education employees increased by 

933 % for the period 2000-2016; the growth  became 77,5 % over 

17 years.  

In Germany the share of the employed with Advanced level of 

education increased by only 4,5 %, during these years. The growth 

made 18,44 %, which is the lowest indicator for the countries in this 

group. The growth of hourly labor cost per employee in Germany 

amounted to $13,37 or 57.8% for the period 2000-2016. In Italy, the 

parameter hourly labor cost per employee was applied to only six 

years: from 2011 to 2016. During this period, the wage growth 

amounted to $4,84; the positive phenomenon might be caused by a 

truncated period of analysis. 

As already noted above, the crisis of 2008-2010 led to the decrease 

in wages. In Italy and Germany it did not cause a sharp decline in 

payments for that time, but after 2014 the wages declined sharply.  

In Germany the problem was solved by 2016, but in Italy the wages 

still keep declining. The low level of education in Italy determines 

the low level of wages, but in Germany the lack of demand for 

Advanced level of education derives from the demand for 

Intermediate educational level. Large incomes of “professional” 

workers, guaranteed by the government, prevent incentives for 

educational growth. 

In the subgroup of Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, 

Netherlands, France, Finland, and Austria ranks for the parameters 

the share of employees with the Advanced level of education and 

hourly labour cost per employee are almost the same. The high 

level of education corresponds to a high level of wages. In 2000-

2017, the share of the employed with the Advanced level of 

education increased by 70,9 % in Luxembourg, 40,98 % in 

Denmark, 39,07 % in Sweden, 39,64 % in Belgium, 50,06 % in 

Netherlands, 84,19 % in France, 31,04 % in Finland, 123,08 %  in 

Austria [6]. The demand for education on the part of citizens was 

dictated by the requirements of business. Since 2000, this subgroup 

of countries has belonged to the category of economically 

developed countries with high income level of productivity. High 

level of labour productivity here provides the employees with a high 

level of wages. In all these countries, the wage kept growing over 

the period 2000-2016, but slightly declined in post-crisis 2009 and 

2015. 

Exceptions to this group of countries are Norway and Ireland. These 

two countries have the same level of education in terms of the share 

of the employed with Advanced level of education: 43,4 % and 45,2 

%, respectively, which is in general typical for the countries of the 

European Union. In terms of hourly labor cost per employee, the 

gaps are quite significant. In Norway hourly labor cost per 

employee is $55,46 (rank 1), in Ireland it is $33,63 (rank 11). In 

both countries, high levels of labour productivity make payments 

high: in Norway this is due to the high level of social government 

protection; in Ireland the protection level is lower, and the proven 

track record is determined by the specifics of the sectoral structures 

of the national economy. 

In broad terms it should be noted that the group of countries with a 

high level of efficiency in the use of labor resources, which are the 

countries of the high income group, is characterized by a significant 

increase in demand for education at Advanced level. The increase in 

the level of education of employees since 2000 has led to an 

increase in wages. Unfortunately, the deterioration of the global 

macroeconomic situation caused a rather tough reaction on the part 

of business, which was a decrease in wages. This phenomenon was 

evident in the post-crisis years of 2009 and 2015. ILO studies show 

that these countries have currently recovered their productivity 

levels after the crisis periods of 2008 and 2014 [8], but have not 

brought back the recovery in wages. 

Table 2 reveals the data on the level of labor productivity, level of 

education and hourly wages in the upper-middle income group of 

countries. In contrast to the previous set, there is a very high level 

of differentiation between the level of education of the employees 

and the level of education. The six countries – Israel, Cyprus, 

Lithuania, United Kingdom, Spain, Estonia – have a share of 

employees with the Advanced level of education of more than 40 %. 

The leader in this group is Israel, despite the fact that they reported 

the data just for 2013. The share of the employees with Advanced 

level of education for the period 2009-2016, when the dynamics of 

wages was shown, decreased by 0,4 %. The dynamics of this 

relative indicator as such does not allow to draw conclusions about 

the negative trend. During this period of time, the number of 

employees with this level of education increased by 274 thousand 

people in absolute terms, which makes 83,79 % of the total increase 

in employment. It can be concluded that Israel currently continues 

to hold a leading position in the world in terms of education of 

employees. The leading position of the country is supported by the 

active government strategy to increase the accessibility of education 

and to live up to educational potential of the employees. With an 

average annual labor productivity growth rate of 0,91 %, the 

average annual wage growth made 4,25 %. However, the scale and 

sectoral structure of the economy did not allow to ensure the 

income of employees at the level of the European Union. 

Quite interesting is the situation in the analysis of interrelation 

between education and income of employees in Cyprus. Narrowly 

focused specificity of the sectoral structure of the national economy 

does not allow providing high level of wages. The government 

policy aimed at ensuring access to education, including for the 

foreign citizens, provides good educational opportunities for 

population, but the obtained professional knowledge and skills can 

be implemented only in industries with a conditionally low level of 

labor productivity. 

Education of the employees on Cyprus corresponds to the level of 

education of the employed group of high income countries, and 

wages – a group of upper-middle income countries. It should be 

noted that Cyprus’s position  in terms of productivity is in the 

second half of the group, and it is almost at the level of post-

socialist countries of Eastern and Central Europe. The conclusion is 

as follows: the availability and accessibility  of education provide 

an opportunity to receive a high level of education in areas 

corresponding to the sectoral structure of the national economy, but 

due to the narrow specialization of the country’s economy, it might 

be impossible to be decently paid. 

The salary level on Cyprus corresponds to the salary level of 

Portugal, where the share of employees with the Advanced level of 

education is 26,0 % or Malta – 25,6 %: interestingly, the figures  are 

almost two times less than for Cyprus.  

Against this background, there should be no paradox between the 

level of wages and the level of education for the post-Soviet States: 

Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia. In this subgroup of countries, high 

demand for education is a historical phenomenon, and a traditional 

model of household behavior. Citizens keep building their 

trajectories of behavior in the labour market, starting with 

compulsory Intermediate, and later Advanced educational level. 

Education has traditionally been the leading branch of the national 

economies of these countries. The transition to a market economy 

significantly changed the sectoral structure of the national 

economies of these countries, which led to the devaluation of the 

human capital and determined new requirements for professional 

knowledge and skills of the employees. However, the increase in 

the share of employees with the Advanced level of education for the 

three Baltic States remains important and has a multidirectional 

trend. 

Thus, Estonia shows the rise of the total number of the employees 

exactly due to high level of education: increase in the number of the 

employed amounted to 58 000 people over the period of 2000-2016, 

which is 9,9% of total employment in the economy. Latvia, due to 
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the decline in the competitiveness of the country’s economy for the 

period under review, demonstrates decrease in the total number of 

employees by 49 000, or 5,2 %.  The growth of the number of 

employees with the Advanced level of education  amounted to 

134 000 people, or 68,02 %. 

Structural changes in the share of employees with the highest level 

of education in Lithuania are determined by the reduction in total 

employment of 58 000 people, or 4,09 %.  The share of employees 

with the Advanced level of education decreased to 47 000 people, or 

7,24 %. The ratio of the level of education and wages in the Baltic 

States indicates serious lack of demand or even immunity of the 

economy of the educational level of the population. Labor 

productivity and wages in this subgroup of countries corresponds to 

the level of Chile, while the share of employees with the Advanced 

level of education in Lithuania is twice lower and makes only 

16,3 %. 

Generalizing characteristic of the group of countries with upper-

middle income productivity (excluding  the United Kingdom, Israel, 

Spain, and New Zealand) is a combination of high level of 

education and low wages. The national educational strategies 

developed by these countries according to the global trend are 

ensuring high availability of education and supporting multivariate 

areas of education, but they cannot ensure the full realization of the 

labor potential of the employed. All the countries of the group 

doubled the share of the employed with higher education over the 

period 2000-2016. However, this education remains unclaimed, 

which indicates the low efficiency of labor resources usage. This is 

caused by the low level of labour productivity, both as a result of 

the crisis of recent decades and the impact of institutional changes 

for post-socialist countries. 

 

3. Supporting data 
 

Table 1. Characteristics for high income countries group, 2016 

Name of the 

country 

Output per 

worker 

(GDP 

constant 

2010 US $) 

Share of the 

employees with 

Advanced level 

of education 

 (%) 

Hourly 

labour 

cost per 

employee 

(US $) 

Luxembourg 241 812,42 41,6 40,49 

Norway 178 436,15 43,4 55,46 

Ireland 157 719,80 45,2 33,63 

Denmark 122 818,71 34,4 46,50 

Sweden 115 798,07 40,6 42,01 

Belgium 111 402,42 43,8 43,36 

Netherlands 104 903,56 35,7 37,94 

France 103 320,90 39,6 39,38 

Finland 102 983,08 43,1 36,72 

Austria 98 822,82 34,0 36,17 

Canada 98 572,55 65,7 26,18 

Italy 93 943,86 21,3 30,75 

Germany 91 586,13 28,9 36,50 

 

Table 2. Characteristics for upper-middle income countries group, 

2016 

 Name of the 

country 

Output per 

worker 

(GDP 

constant 

2010 US $) 

Share of the 

employees 

with Advanced 

level of 

education 

 (%) 

Hourly 

labour 

cost per 

employee 

(US $) 

United 

Kingdom 
85 731,98 43,1 29,57 

Israel 79 699,29 46,91 23,56 

Spain 79 406,57 42,1 22,00 

New Zealand 71 657,29 33,91 20,74 

Greece 62 791,37 35,0 17,92 

Malta 62 018,24 25,6 17,48 

Slovenia 54 732,61 34,6 15,71 

Portugal 49 817,69 26,0 15,15 

Cyprus 46 311,18 45,7 14,60 

Czech Republic 44 519,46 24,1 12,06 

Slovakia 41 847,69 23,6 11,50 

Croatia 37 996,18 27,8 11,26 

Estonia 36 882,63 40,1 11,11 

Hungary 33 307,52 26,2 9,51 

Lithuania 33 055,32 44,2 9,16 

Poland 32 926,71 33,6 8,30 

Chile 32 490,19 16,3 8,07 

Latvia 31 501,29 37,1 8,07 

Romania 23 710,98 20,6 6,08 

Bulgaria 18 762,97 32,5 4,86 

1 – данные за 2013 г. 

 

4. Conclusion  
 

All things considered, in the future, the numerical strength of labor 

resources and the level of wages will determine introduction of 

technologies reducing human participation in the production 

process in the national and international labor markets. New 

technologies and wage growth will ensure demand for available and 

accessible education, which must be guaranteed by the 

governments. Boston Consulting Group (BCG) experts note that 

education plays a crucial role for improvement of the efficiency of 

public productivity [2]. 

BCG experts believe that while developing countries need to focus 

on ensuring the universality and basic quality of education, 

educational systems of developed countries should work on 

updating curricula and providing lifelong learning for the wider 

population [2]. For their part, the governments of economically 

developed countries have fulfilled their “part of the obligations”: 

they have formed educational systems that provide households with 

an opportunity to receive a high level of education. Without the 

receptivity of economies to sufficiently high level of education, 

high expectations might be trapped: by constantly improving their 

level of education, households cannot find an application for their 

professional knowledge, or receive wages corresponding to a lower 

level of education. 

Analyzing the dynamics of changes in the structure of employment 

by level of education, it can be concluded that modern national 

education systems of groups of low income and lower-middle 

income countries, over the observed time period of 2000-2016 

(ILOSTAT) offer households the opportunity to get a fairly high 

level of education. But the high level of education for a number of 

countries of the significant part of the group of upper-middle 

income countries is not always perceived by the national economies, 

and the level of labor productivity and, as a result, the level of 

wages remain quite low. BCG experts consider ten aspects for 

improving productivity of national economic systems, and highlight 

diversification of the sectoral structure of the national economy as a 

factor of greater sustainability and productivity [2]. 

Transformation of the sectoral structures of national economies will 

increase the demand for the existing professional knowledge of the 

employees, ensure growth of their incomes, and the quality of life 

of households. Moreover, it can be assumed that in today’s post-

crisis conditions businesses should concentrate on the creation of 

high-tech industries in the lower-middle income countries, in order 

to increase the competitiveness of manufacturing. Traditional 

guidelines for selecting countries for technology transfer, just to 

name a few,  low taxation, low wages, lack of entry and exit market 

barriers,  need to be changed. 

Post-crisis situations of the last decade are characterized by almost 

instantaneous response of business to reduce labor costs. A relevant 

position for the governments should be to protect the interests of the 

employees while providing preferences for businesses refusing the 

withdrawal from the country, implementing investments in new 

technologies that require a smaller number of the employees, but 

securing a high level of productivity. Lower-middle income 

countries, paradoxically, should refer to the experience of countries 

that have successfully mastered the export of technologies, which 
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provided them with economic growth. Competition for attracting 

technology and business with the lower-middle income countries 

with a high level of education will not initially lead to an increase in 

wages of employees, but will provide the necessary diversification 

of the sectoral structure of national economies and the demand for 

the level of education of households. 
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the study of the investment capacity of Ukrainian families - potential investors - to pay for educational and 

related (related to living abroad) services for children who seek to study at foreign universities. An indicator of investment educational ability 

is offered, which allows comparing the opportunities of Ukrainian individuals to cover foreign student expenses at the expense of wages. The 

calculations of the proposed indicator for the leading universities of Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, Germany, Poland, Romania, the Czech 

Republic and Ukraine are carried out. The research is carried out according to the proposed by the authors indicator of the comparison of 

annual expenses of students during the bachelor's studies in a foreign university with the average annual salary of Ukrainian individuals. For 

entrants, first of all Ukrainian, this indicator will allow to orientate in the ratio of annual expenses and annual income.. For university leaders 

the proposed indicator can allow comparisons of the competitiveness of their higher education institutions, taking into account the solvency 

of Ukrainian consumers of educational services. For business and local governments in Central and Eastern Europe, this indicator can be 

useful in assessing the competitiveness of their territories in terms of attracting student youth. Student youth as well as local residents act as 

consumers of goods and services promote the development of local business and thus can be a source of filling local budgets. The article is a 

continuation of the publication of comparative studies on this topic. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Admission of students to higher education is one of the 

important stages in the life of not only a single individual, initially a 

student, and later an independent specialist, but also for his family. 

On the one hand, parents seek to give the child a good education 

with the prospect of better employment, ensuring his well-being in 

adult life. On the other hand important aspect is the investment of 

available funds which is never enough for each family educational 

project. Specifically, family investment resources are limited. For 

some, these constraints are measured by costs at the most 

prestigious universities in the world, and for others – even in 

domestic universities with not the highest prices for educational 

services – by the cost of housing, food, transport, etc. 

Undoubtedly, the quality of the education received is important 

for obtaining a promising future work. The quality of education is 

dedicated to many publications, in particular [1]. Applicants are 

interested in comparing the quality of education in universities of 

different countries [2-6]. At the same time universities are 

compared by country according to their image in order to provide 

further employment [7-9], with the opportunity to get education 

with minimal investment [9-10]. Some university studies generalize 

the results of scientific and practical searches of different directions 

through the definition of ratings [11]. However, from the point of 

view of investors of educational services provided by individuals – 

members of the family of a future student – an important issue is the 

costs of educational and related services during the student's 

training at the university. In Germany, since October 2014, training 

has become free [12; 13], which also has became beneficial for 

foreign students. In Poland, certain categories of foreign students 

can be taught free of charge [14; 15], including Ukrainians. 

However, the lack of payment for direct educational services does 

not mean the absence of other costs. 

This study suggests a comparison of the value of educational 

and related services with the investment opportunities of Ukrainian 

individuals to pay for the student's education abroad. The costs of 

educational services and the costs of other services and goods in the 

country where the student studies must necessarily be compared to 

the incomes of potential consumers. 

 

 

 

2. Proposed methodology of interstate comparative analysis of 

educational investment capacity of individuals 

 

Estimating the investment potential of Ukrainians for studying 

abroad requires obtaining estimates of potential costs and income 

data of Ukrainian individuals. 

Comparison of expenses during the period of studying at 

universities of different countries can be carried out in different 

ways. The first thing that enters into the minds of entrants is a direct 

comparison of prices for educational services. We used this method 

in a previous study, the results of which were published in the 

article on the results of the International Scientific Conference in 

Borovets (Bulgaria) in December 2018 [16]. In the article, in 

particular, we compare prices for educational services for foreign 

students in Austria, Bulgaria and Ukraine. Comparison of prices for 

educational services for foreign students is important from several 

points of view. Firstly, tuition for Austrian citizens is free. There are 

only certain collections for student non-governmental organizations. 

Secondly, the desire of entrants, in particular Ukrainians, to study 

abroad necessitates an analysis of not only academic differences in 

the educational programs of universities of Ukraine and other 

countries, but also in the financial aspects of foreign studies. 

The second possible option of comparative analysis is to deepen 

understanding of the costs that a student can incur for a period of 

study. The ideas of the Bologna Process, the aspiration of students 

to implement academic mobility require the study of financial 

issues for staying in foreign universities. This leads to consideration 

not only of the prices for educational services, but also the costs 

associated with: obtaining a visa to study in a particular country; 

residence in the city (in a hostel or in a private residence); transport 

expenses for the carriage to the place of study and from the 

university to the place of residence; for food; participation in 

student public organizations, which may depend on obtaining 

certain privileges in the library, in providing utilities, etc. Thus, this 

second version of the comparative analysis is based on a 

comparison of expenses during the studies in Ukraine and in a 

foreign country. 

The third way of comparing the advantages or disadvantages of 

obtaining university education services is to compare the relative 

indicators, which are defined as the ratio of student expenses during 

study with possible income, which a student can get by working in a 

free time. In this case, defining possible income can be based on 

either the minimum or the average wage in a certain region. It is 
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well known and this study shows that in different regions of 

Ukraine, the provinces of Poland, the federal states of Germany the 

level of remuneration is different. However, costs, for example, for 

rental housing, are also different. 

The fourth option of comparative analysis can be built on the 

possibility of paying for educational services and covering expenses 

during the period of study abroad. Consequently, the comparison 

should be based on a relative indicator, which is defined as the ratio 

of student expenses during a period of study at a foreign university 

to family income at home (for Ukrainian students - family income 

in Ukraine). At the same time income can be determined both from 

the minimum and the average wage. Of course, the minimum wage 

of parents is unlikely to allow students to study abroad. However, 

the average wage is not so high in Ukraine to avoid preparing for 

the expenses for the child's education at a foreign university. 

As an indicator of investment educational capacity of Ukrainian 

individuals for direct comparison of expenses incurred by students 

during the period of study at universities of different countries, we 

propose to take the ratio of annual amount of expenses during the 

period of study at the university to the average annual wage in a 

separate region of Ukraine. 

The proposed indicator to some extent will allow us to answer 

the question of the sufficiency of the student's family income to 

cover the costs of study at a foreign university. Comparison of these 

indicators for different cities, countries can provide an opportunity 

for the student to choose the best option for obtaining educational 

services at the expense of family financial opportunities. 

 

3. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem 

 

To solve this problem, it is necessary to determine the 

background data for each country in which Ukrainian students can 

study. The student and his parents are undoubtedly interested in the 

cost of education and the amount of self-retention during the 

academic year in a certain European city. For our calculations, we 

have taken data for tuition fees for universities ranked first in 

national rankings. Accordingly, the cost of living is taken for cities 

where these universities are located. Chosen countries have long 

been interested by Ukrainians. These are Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, 

Germany, Poland, Romania, Turkey, and the Czech Republic. For 

comparison with the leading universities of these countries, we have 

taken Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and the cost of 

living in Kyiv respectively. It should also be noted that in the 

calculation of the cost of living, we take into account not only the 

academic year, which is usually 10 months long, but whole 12 

months. The desire to better understand the language of the country 

of study, the desire to learn more about the labor market and the 

conditions of employment, the need to some extent compensate for 

the costs of staying abroad cause many students (not only 

Ukrainians) to work and earn their own money throughout all 12 

months in the year. 

Educational services for foreign students at Austrian 

universities cost € / year 1,450.00. University of Vienna is the first 

according to the national university ranking in Austria. That is why 

we take the cost of living for students in Vienna, where it costs an 

average € 7,920.00 per year. (€ / month 660.00x12) [17]. Total 

student’s expenses for one year of study, including tuition and 

accommodation, will be € / year 2,370.00. 

The cost of obtaining a specialty and diploma in Bulgaria is an 

average of 3,000 euros. For a good nutrition student must spend 

only 100 euros per month and 100-150 (we will accept an average 

of 125.00) euros for this period for current expenses (travel, etc.). 

For a monthly rent of an apartment or room in a hostel it will go 

150 euros [18]. 

Thus, counting on average prices, the student's total expenses 

during one year of study at Sofia, at Sophia University "St. Clement 

Ohridsky ", will be € / year 7,500.00 [(3,000.00+ (100.00 + 125.00 

+ 150.00) x12) = 3,000.00 + 4,500.00 = 7.500.00]. 

The University of Athens (National and Kapodistrian University 

of Athens) is the first Greek university to rank and, according to QS 

World University Ranking, holds 217th place in Webometrics [19]. 

Students from non-EU countries pay a tuition fee of EUR 1,500.00 

per year for all study programs in Greece, including course books. 

The average cost of living in Greece is approximately 750 euros per 

month. The visa fee is 120.00 euros. Thus, according to the given 

data, the expenses for the period of study at the University of 

Athens for a year are 10,620.00 euros. 

Technical University of Munich is the first according to the 

national ranking of Germany and 61st – according to the QS World 

University Ranking. The annual amount of student’s expenses 

(mandatory fees based on accommodation, medical insurance, 

transport, special fees, etc.) or an additional fee is 11,946.80 € [20]. 

The University of Warsaw is the first according to the national 

ranking of Poland and the 60th according to QS World University 

Ranking. The annual tuition fee at the Faculty of Economics is 

€ 2,200.00. Registration fee for studying in Polish is € 19.00, in 

English - € 200.00 respectively. In view of the rather strong desire 

to learn English, this value will be taken into account in the total 

annual costs. The amount of student's expenses during the year, 

including mandatory fees based on accommodation, medical 

insurance, transport, special fees, etc., or an additional fee is € 

2,905.00. Accordingly, the total annual costs will be € 5,305.00 

[21]. 

The University of Bucharest is the first according to the national 

ranking of universities in Romania. The average cost of tuition for 

bachelors is 2,430.00 €. Accommodation costs from 6.2 to 9.50 € / 

day. We assume that its value is 7.00 € / day, which will be 210.00 

€ / month and 2,520.00 € / year. Meals will cost 200.00 € / month 

and 2,400.00 € / year. The purchase of textbooks averages 300.00 € 

per year [22]. Transportation costs 50.00x12 = 600.00 € / year [23]. 

Thus, the average annual cost of a foreign student during studying 

at the University of Bucharest on average can be: 8.250.00 € / year 

(2,430.00 + 2,520.00 + 2.400.00 + 300.00 + 600.00). 

The cost of annual tuition at Bilkent University for the 2018-

2019 academic year is € 12,760.00 for foreign students and 37,120 

TL (Turkish lire) for Turkish students (including value added tax) 

[24]. The average cost of living in Ankara, including housing, food, 

transport, communications and electricity, recreation and sports, is € 

507.76 per month [25]. Accordingly, the annual costs of studying, 

which we count for 12 months, will amount to € 6,093.12. The 

average annual student’s expenses in Ankara at Bilkent University 

will be € 18,853.12 (12,760.00 + 6,093.12). 

In the Czech Republic Charles University is the first according 

to national ranking. The cost of studying at Charles University is € 

2,000.00 [26]. Residence in a dormitory on condition of a 

scholarship to reside is 160.00 € / month [27], or 1,920.00 € / year. 

The cost of living for two occupants is 78 € / month, or 936 € / year. 

Single room per person costs 157.00 € / month, or 1,884.00 € / year. 

Travel pass for the academic year is 95 € / year. The cost of lunch is 

over € 2.00. With a nutrition charge of 6.00 € / day, it will amount 

to 1,800.00 € for a period of study of 300 days. Other expenses (on 

the Internet, mobile communications, purchasing books, stationery, 

etc.) can be approximately 200.00 € / year [28]. Thus, calculating at 

minimum prices, the student's total expenses during one year of 

study in Prague, at Charles University, will be 5,031.00 € / year 

(2,000.00 + 936.00 + 95.00 + 1,800.00 + 200.00). 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv is the first 

according to national university ranking in Ukraine. The estimation 

of student’s expenses during the year of study at Taras Shevchenko 

National University of Kyiv and in the city of Kyiv is presented in 

the table. 1 

 

An important aspect for presenting our further research is the 

definition of the average wage in Ukraine. The Government of 

Ukraine will announce the changes that should take place in the 

amount of wages during 2019. We will calculate the average wage 

in Ukraine as the average monthly salary multiplied by 12 months. 

Instead, to simplify the average monthly salary we will calculate as 

the average between the average monthly salary in January 2019 

and the average monthly salary of 2020 [29], appropriately: (10129 

+ 11450): 2 = 21579: 2 = 10789.50 UAH. For the year, the average 

salary will be: 10789.50 x 12 = 129.474.00 UAH. According to the 
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data of the National Bank of Ukraine on May 2, 2019, the rate of 

UAH to euro is 29.49 ₴ / € [30]. That is, the average annual wage in 

Ukraine in euro will be 129,474.00 : 29.49 = 4,390.44 €. 

 

Table 1 

Student’s expenses during studying at Taras Shevchenko 

National University of Kyiv 

 

Indicators Indicators value for Taras 

Shevchenko National University 

of Kyiv and the city of Kyiv 

Cost of the 

accommodation 

in dormitory, 

UAH / month 

500.00 

Cost of meals, 

UAH / month 

2,500.00 

Transportation 

costs, UAH / 

month 

450.00 

Other expenses, 

UAH / month 

300.00 

Total expenses, 

UAH / month 

3,750.00 

Total expenses, 

UAH / year 

45,000.00 

Cost of 

education, 

UAH / year 

33,430.00 

Total, UAH / 

year 

78,430.00 

Total, € / year 2,659.55 

 

 

4. Solution of the examined problem 

 

The ratio of annual student’s expenses during studying and 

average wages is calculated according to the methodology proposed 

by the authors in the article [16]. This publication takes into account 

the minimum wage and tuition fees. This approach was due to the 

fact that the minimum wage in unitary countries such as Ukraine is 

the same for all administrative and territorial units. 

The difference between this study and the above mentioned is at 

the calculation due to the average wage and expenses of a student 

during the period of study at the university. The minimum wage in 

Ukraine is unlikely to be considered as an investment educational 

resource to pay for studies abroad. According to the equation for 

calculating, the indicator of “the ratio of annual student’s expenses 

during studying at the university to the average salary in Ukraine” 

will take the following form: 

 

Rataver  Ukr
ed =

Cost year
ed

Wg aver  Ukr
pe r , 

 

Rataver  Ukr
ed   – indicator of the investment educational capacity 

of a Ukrainian individual,  the ratio of the cost of education at a 

foreign university to the average salary per year in Ukraine, units; 

Costyear
ed  – the cost of studying at a foreign university for a year, 

€; 

Wgaver  Ukr
per

 – average annual wage in Ukraine, €. 

The calculations performed according to the indicator proposed 

for the universities of Austria, Greece, Germany, Poland, Romania, 

Turkey, the Czech Republic and Ukraine are presented in Table 2. 

Output data for calculations is given above. The results of 

calculations for the universities under study are presented in Table 

2. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Results of calculating the indicator of investment educational 

capacity of Ukrainian individuals 

 

Country: 

University 

/ 

University 

Rating by 

National 

Ranking 

Monetar

y units 

 

Average 

annual 

cost of 

education

al and 

related 

services, € 

The 

average 

annual 

wage in 

Ukraine 

in 2019, 

€ 

Indicato

r of 

invest-

ment 

educa-

tional 

capacity 

of 

Ukrai-

nian 

indivi-

duals, % 

Austria: 

for non 

EU 

students 

Euro 2,370.00 4,390.44 53.98 

Bulgaria: 

Sophia 

University 

“St. 

Clement 

Ohridsky” 

Euro 7,500,00 4,390.44 170.8

3 

Greece: 

National 

and 

Kapodi-

strian 

University 

of Athens 

/ 1 

Euro 10,620.00
1 

4,390.44 241.8

9 

Germany: 

Technical 

University 

of Munich 

/ 1 

Euro 11,946.80
2 

4,390.44 272.1

1 

Poland: 

The 

University 

of 

Warsaw / 

1 

Euro 5,305.003 4,390.44 120.8

3 

Romania: 

The 

University 

of 

Bucharest 

/ 1 

Euro 8,250.00 4,390.44 187.9

3 

Turkey: 

Bilkent 

University 

Private 

University 

/ 1 

Euro 18,853.12 4,390.44 429.4

1 

The Czech 

Republic: 

Charles 

Euro 5,031.004 

 

4,390.44 114.5

9 

                                                           
1Source: Educations Media Group. Study in Greece. Retrieved from 

https://www.educations.com/study-guides/europe/study-in-greece/ 

2
 
Source: Technical University of Munich. Retrieved from 

https://www.tum.de/en/about-tum/our-university/locations/
 

3
 
Source: Uniwersytet im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu. Tuition fees. Retrieved 

from 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Uniwersytet+im.+Adama+Mickiewicza+w+Poznan

iu+tiution+fees&oq=Uniwersytet+im.+Adama+Mickiewicza+w+Poznaniu+tiution+fee

s&aqs=chrome..69i57.26397j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
 

4
 
Source: Prague Education Center. Retrieved from 

https://www.educationcenter.cz/vuzy/karlov-universitet/ 
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University 

/ 1 

Ukraine: 

Taras 

Shevchen-

ko 

National 

University 

of Kyiv / 

1 

Euro 2,659.55 4,390.44 60.58 

 

5. Results and discussion 

 

The calculations made allow us to form the rating of the leading 

universities of Central and Eastern Europe according to the 

indicator of investment educational capacity of Ukrainian 

individuals (Table 3). In this case, ranking is formed by increasing 

percentage, since the smaller the proposed indicator, the greater the 

ability of Ukrainians to invest in studying at a certain university. 

 

Table 3 

Ranking of the leading universities of Central and Eastern 

Europe by the indicator of investment educational capacity of 

Ukrainian individuals 

 

Country: 

University / University 

Rating by National Ranking 

Indicator of investment 

educational capacity of 

Ukrainian individuals, 

% 

Austria: 

for non EU students 

53.98 

Ukraine: 

Taras Shevchenko National 

University of Kyiv / 1 

60.58 

The Czech Republic: 

Charles University / 1 

114.59 

Poland: 

The University of Warsaw / 

1 

120.83 

Bulgaria: 

Sophia University 

“St. Clement Ohridsky” 

170.83 

Romania: 

The University of Bucharest 

/ 1 

187.93 

Greece: 

National and Kapodistrian 

University of Athens / 1 

241.89 

Germany: 

Technical University of 

Munich / 1 

272.11 

Turkey: 

Bilkent University 

Private University / 1 

429.41 

 

The data in Table 3 shows that the smallest investments are 

needed for studying in Austria and Ukraine. Bilkent University in 

Ankara, the capital of Turkey, needs the largest expense. 

 

6.  Conclusion  

 

In the scientific planning we should emphasize the novelty of 

the proposed indicator of investment educational capacity of 

Ukrainian individuals – Rataver  Ukr
ed  – the ratio of annual student’s 

expenses during studying at a foreign university to the average 

annual salary of an individual in Ukraine. The study conducted on 

the example of the leading universities of Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, 

Germany, Poland, Turkey, the Czech Republic and Ukraine has 

made it possible to rank the selected institutions of higher education 

by this indicator. The study showed the possibility of obtaining the 

necessary data to calculate the proposed indicator. The results of the 

analysis of calculations made it possible to demonstrate in the first 

approximation the advantages of the proposed indicator. 

In practice, the use of this indicator will allow interested 

individuals and legal entities to meet their interests in choosing a 

university or attracting university entrants and additional human 

resources. University ranking by the indicator Rataver  Ukr
ed  – the 

ratio of annual student’s expenses during studying at a foreign 

university to the average annual salary of an individual in Ukraine – 

is important for students, for their parents (families), for the 

authorities and for the management of territorial communities, for 

entrepreneurs. Typically, consumers of educational services, along 

with academic rankings, are also interested in financial indicators. 

Academic university rankings show the opportunities for obtaining 

quality education in different countries. The investment indicator 

allows us to determine not only the level of tuition fees (in some 

European countries, at least for certain categories of students, 

tuition is free), but also the ability of the family to pay for 

educational and related services during the study period. 
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INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO DETERMINATION OF ECONOMIC 

DIGITIZATION IN THE MODERN STAGE OF ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 
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   The article deals with the concept of digitization of the economy. There is the comparative interpretation of it in different sources by 

different authors. The author's approach to the content of the definition of the digitization of the economy is given. The innovative 

approaches to the definition of the digitization of the economy at the present stage of enterprise development are presented. The conclusion 

is made on the importance of developing digital technologies on the basis of innovative development. 
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         Today's digitization of the economy covers almost the entire 

world, it is becoming globalized. If on the global scale the first 

digital platforms appeared in 1961, then in Ukraine, in general, 

digital transformations began in 1990 and they became very rapid 

development. 

          It is likely that the digital economy has its disadvantages in 

comparison with traditional ones, such as rising unemployment, 

digital divide in education and access to digital services, cybernetic 

threats, and so on. However, increasing productivity and 

competitiveness of enterprises, reducing costs, creating new jobs are 

its advantages. Some scientists believe that the digital economy has 

replaced the innovation. But, in our opinion, digitisation and 

innovation are integral components. Therefore, at the current stage 

of development of enterprises, the question of the digitization of the 

economy on the basis of innovative development is very relevant. 

 

           In order to accelerate the digitization of the economy, it is 

necessary to develop at the macro level the domestic IT sector, to 

stimulate the creation of innovative technologies, to deepen the 

cooperation in the international market. At the micro level, you 

have to realize the need for digital transformation and update 

knowledge of the technologies that appear in the modern digital 

world. 

         Definition translated from Latin (definition) means "setting 

limits", "determanation". According to the explanatory dictionary of 

the Ukrainian language, the definition is a brief logical statement, 

which contains the most significant signs of a definite concept [8]. 

Unlike other terms, digitization of the economy does not 

have such distant roots, so in the national scientific and economic 

literature this issue is not given enough attention. It also adds 

relevance to this issue. 

          In the context of Digital Agenda - 2020, digitization is a 

recognized mechanism of economic growth through the ability of 

technology to positively influence the effectiveness, efficiency, cost 

and quality of economic, social, public and personal activities [6]. 

Rudenko M.V. believes that "the specificity of treating the 

category of  "digitisation" directly depends on the subject of the 

definition, which causes ambiguity in the interpretation of the 

concept under study and underlines the controversy of individual 

definitions and statements." He also emphasizes that the process of 

digitization of the economy is based on a synthesis of existing 

practical experience, that is, on a set of generally accepted rules, 

which serve as the basis for the implementation of this process in 

the daily life of economic entities". The author also proposes to 

consider the category of "digitization" from different points of view: 

from the standpoint of scientists it is a process of evolution of 

economic, social, industrial, technical and technological relations in 

society caused by the development of information and 

communication technologies; from the side of practice is a 

mechanism for changing business models to improve the efficiency 

of functioning; for the state - the saturation of society with digital 

devices and the exchange of information among them; from the 

perspective of society it is a new paradigm for the development of 

life processes, the basis of which is digital technology. [5, p. 61-65] 

However, he does not provide a generalized definition of 

digitization. 

         Kraus K.M. indicates that the most important result of 

digitization in modern conditions is the automation of services, and 

the main "value" is the client (because without him the economic 

activity is not meaningful). [3] However, the importance of 

digitization for other business activities, in particular supply, 

production, management, etc., is effaced. 

         Dannikov O.V. and Sichkarenko K.O. consider digitization of 

the Ukrainian economy "a natural continuation of the international 

trend of the proliferation of digital technologies and a dramastic 

increase in their impact on all sides of economic life, as well as a 

new paradigm of development of the country, economy and society 

as a whole. The authors include the digitalization of the economy to 

the components of a broader, in their opinion, the concept of 

"information and network economy"[2,p.73-79]. 

      One can agree with Vice-President of " Association Innovative 

Development of Ukraine", Fischuk V., who points out that 

digitization is no different from modernization, and the state should 

stimulate business to introduce digital technologies through access 

to capital, tax credits, and so on [7]. However, according to some 

practitioners, and to our belief, state intervention will only hinder 

the proliferation of digitization due to the emergence of artificial 

and not always "healthy" competition among  transforming 

enterprises. 

     The term "digitization" comes from the English "digital", which 

is why many domestic scientists and practitioners widely use 

synonyms for "digitalization" and "digitization". 

         Guseva O.Yu. and Lehominova S.V. suggested to understand 

the digitization as the  transformation, penetration of digital 

technologies for optimization and automation of business processes, 

increase of productivity and improvement of communication 

interaction with consumers [1, pp. 33-39]. 

        The same opinion is shared by most leading managers who 

understand digitization as using modern technologies to improve the 

company's productivity or value, or in general, as an automation of 

internal processes, rather than a business model.  

        Ligonenko L.O., Hripko A.V. consider digitization as one of 

the "business cards" of the new economy (neo-economy) - a new 

type of socio-economic structure, which is gradually formed within 

the post-industrial period of economic development by introducing 

the achievements of scientific and technological progress and 

innovative methods of management, intellectualization of human 

capital, the use of advanced cutting-edge technologies , accelerated 

development of high-tech branches of the economy, giving priority 

to the production of knowledge and services, the development of 

the mentality of creative, effective, sustainable business. The new 

economy is formed on the basis not only of the intellectualization of 

production, but also of the whole economic life, based on the 

widespread and massive use of information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) [4]. 

         It is quite understandable that a digital economy is an 

economy based on the use of digital technologies, and digitization 

of the economy, as a category, is the process of transforming the 

generally accepted economic system into a digital one. 

          We consider the false assertion that the digital economy is a 

totally new economy, because digital technology makes the 

production of goods, works and services more high-tech, and does 

not replace it. 

   No matter how perfect digital technologies are, they do not 

replace either natural products or high-quality goods and services. 
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They can only contribute to improving quality, cheapening 

production and accelerating their advancement to the end consumer. 

          In our view, the term digitalisation of the economy is more 

acceptable than the digital economy. Let's agree with some 

scientists and practitioners who believe that the global economy is 

one, but in the transition to digital technology in all spheres of life 

there is a partial or continuous digitalization of all or some of its 

branches. It is important to remember that any automation should 

increase the profit of enterprises, the level of GDP, otherwise it 

does not make sense. 

       In view of the above, we propose an author's approach to the 

definition of the digitalization of the economy, which will be 

considered as automating the interaction of all participants in 

economic processes in order to simplify, accelerate and increase the 

effectiveness of such interaction through the use of information 

technology. In other words, it should be determined which 

technology is necessary to produce a product whose consumption is 

a society's demand. The synergistic effect here will be achieved by 

setting up the direct links at all levels and affecing  the 

intermediaries. 

To determine the category of "digitization of the 

economy", such scientific methods as abstract-logical (in the 

determination of the properties of the term and features, 

distinguishing it from other similar phenomena), the method of 

complex analysis (in the study of existing interpretations of this 

concept and their analysis), the method of system analysis (when 

studying the conditions of existence of the term). 

        To implement the process of digitization of the 

economy, it is necessary to use such innovative approaches that will 

allow forming economic relations at a new "digital" level (Fig. 1). 

        In general, digitization is a process that can not be stopped 

anymore. The number of spheres, industries and specific enterprises 

that are penetrated  by digital technology is constantly increasing. 

Accordingly, the activity of the enterprise at the present stage is 

changing directly proportional to the digital transformation. The 

growth of digital technologies on the basis of innovative 

development requires the improvement of enterprise management, 

the active use of modern information technologies (including for 

automation of business processes), the introduction of new business 

models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig. 1. Innovative approaches to the definition of the digitization of the economy at the current stage of enterprise development. 

       The fulfillment of these conditions will lead to improved quality of goods, works and services, shortened time for all digital transfer 

operations and management decisions, reduced operating costs and increased profits, improved and strengthened competitive positions. 
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Abstract— Bulgaria is considerably lagging behind the general trends in the EU for the introduction of a digital society and it is therefore 

necessary to adopt specific measures and to focus efforts on overcoming the lagging behind. Creating the right conditions for the 

introduction of Industry 4.0 will support, on the one hand, the competitiveness of production and attracting investment in the economy and, 

on the other, will help to increase efficiency in optimal resource use. The aim of the study is to reveal the possibilities for digital 

transformation of the Bulgarian business and to give recommendations for process transformation, using adequate strategic tools. The 

results of the study show that investment and innovation in IT are a key factor in boosting productivity in the EU and it is expected that three 
quarters of the value of the digital economy will come from traditional sectors (industry), so it is crucial to support its digital transformation.  

Keywords— industry 4.0, digital transformation, process optimization  

 

Introduction  
     At global and European level, the impact of digital 

technology, in particular in the manufacturing sector, is a strategic 
priority. The development of new generations of digital technologies 
is a leading factor in building a competitive national economy over 
the next decades [1]. 

      Bulgaria is considerably lagging behind the general trends in 
the EU for the introduction of a digital society, and it is therefore 
necessary to adopt concrete measures and to focus efforts on 
overcoming the lagging behind. Establishing appropriate conditions 
for the deployment of Industry 4.0 will support, on the one hand, the 
competitiveness of production and attracting investment in the 
economy and, on the other, will help to improve resource efficiency 
[2]. The need to introduce digital infrastructure is driven by the rapid 
growth of new technologies leading to unprecedented automation 
and digitization of real manufacturing and business processes and 
creating added value [3]. In this context, it is advisable to create an 
innovative and high-tech platform to support the work and 
development of industrial enterprises from the traditional sectors of 
the economy, both in Bulgaria and abroad [4]. There is a social 
networking business and a single centralized digital information 
register for companies operating in different sectors. This platform 
should be designed to provide technological tools to deliver more 
markets and greater growth in business exports [5].       

The aim of the study is to reveal the features and tools of 
Industry 4.0 and to provide guidance for creating an adequate digital 
infrastructure to support the transformation of Bulgarian industrial 
enterprises. 

The main task is related to the study of the world trends in the 
development of the meat products market and the expected 
technological and organizational changes for the period 2015 -2020. 

The subject of this study is the Bulgarian enterprises from the 
traditional sectors of the economy. 

The subject of the study is the possibilities for digital 
transformation and process optimization under the conditions of 
Industry 4.0. 
 The research supports the main research hypotheses, namely 
by identifying the global trends for the development of technologies 
and innovations in conditions of strong competition and determining 
the position of the Bulgarian industry in the economy of Europe and 
the world, Bulgarian enterprises in the sector could increase their 
competitive potential as respond with the adequate strategic tools for 
digital transformation. 

      In the present study, the following methods were used: 
analysis and synthesis; cross-analysis, induction and deduction; 
analogy and comparisons; quantitative methods, by statistical 
processing of SPSS (one-dimensional, two-dimensional 
distributions, χ-square and correlation coefficient). 

        Data and information from NSI, NSI, SAPI, Agrostatistics 
Department at MAF, Marketing and Market Research Agency ICAP, 
EUROSTAT and others were collected and analyzed, which were 
analyzed and synthesized. Studies, strategies, outcomes and 

guidelines of work from national and regional programs have been 
used. 

Exposition 
       1. The essence of digitization 
       In the global and European context, the impact of the use of 

digital technologies, in particular in the manufacturing sector, is a 
strategic priority [6]. The development of new generations of digital 
technologies is a leading factor in building a competitive national 
economy over the next decades [7]. The need for digital 
infrastructure is driven by the rapid growth of new technologies 
leading to unprecedented automation and digitization of real 
manufacturing and business processes, and the creation of added 
value [8], [16] [17]. Bulgaria is considerably lagging behind the 
general trends in the EU for the introduction of a digital society and 
it is therefore necessary to adopt concrete measures and to focus 
efforts on overcoming the backlog [9]. Establishing appropriate 
conditions for the deployment of Industry 4.0 will support, on the 
one hand, the competitiveness of production and attracting 
investment in the economy and, on the other hand, will help to 
increase efficiency in optimal use of resources [10], [13]. 

       This requires entrepreneurial thought and action to create an 
innovative and high - tech platform to support the work and 
development of enterprises and business organizations in all sectors 
in Bulgaria [11], [12], [14]. It is necessary to create a social network 
of businesses and a single centralized digital information register for 
the working companies from different sectors  [15], [16]. It is 
necessary for this platform to provide technological tools to ensure 
more markets and greater growth in the export of businesses. 

The concept of digitization comes from English (digital). It is 
considered as a process of transforming information from analog 
media (text, sound) into digital form using electronic devices, ie 
converting analog information into digital. This allows information 
to be processed, stored and transmitted in a digital environment to 
the user regardless of its location through computer networks, the 
Internet, social networks, etc. 

The main objectives of digitization are to preserve the 
analogue information resources and their long-term storage in the 
form of digital copies, as well as to provide access to these copies 
through digital devices and networks and their collection in digital 
libraries [12]. 

Digitization is seen not only as a process of digitizing traditional 
information flows but also as an environment integrating digital 
resources, services and specialists with the necessary knowledge and 
skills at the level of the technologies of this environment related to 
creation, storage, access, use, dissemination , security and 
information protection. 

Digitization provides access to information on the global 
network at the same time to many users without any time and space 
constraints, integration of heterogeneous information flows as well 
as richer possibilities for their processing, structuring and 
categorization, use and transfer. Digitization of production leads to 
intelligent automation of the industry, allowing the free movement of 
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industrial productions in Europe and the world. Expectations in the 
future are digital production to reach 3.2 trillion euros in the G20.         
 
 
2. Industrial evolution 

The "revolutionary" changes in industry and the interplay 
between the main factors of production reveal its evolution over the 
years. (Figure 1). 

• Industry 1.0: The first Industrial Revolution was in the 18th 
century. It is related to the mechanization of manual labor and the 
introduction of the power of wind, water and steam (steam engine) 
into production technologies. 

• Industry 2.0: The industrial revolution of the early 20th 
century, the associated use of electricity and the use of a "new 
organization" of production, the basis of mass production. 

• Industry 3.0: Introducing computers to aid production in the 
1960s and 1970s. This produces automation of production. 

o Industry 3.5: Opening local economies globally. In the 1980s, 
a process of relocation of production began according to the 
efficiency of production. It is characterized by "exporting" 
production from developed countries to underdeveloped economies. 

• Industry 4.0: Introducing Internet Technologies in Production. 
They allow the use of different cloud technologies, resulting in so-
called large data that is the foundation of organizational perfection. 

• Industry 5.0: Introducing Bionics and Biotechnology into 
Production. Allows biological sensors to be used to control and 
organize production. The challenge is to use an appropriate open 
source organic language that allows the use of of biological / 
synthetic cells in industrial production. At present, industrialization 
is at the 4.0 level worldwide.  

 
2. 1. Nature of Industry 4.0 
Industry 4.0 is a set of connected digital technology solutions 

that support the development of automation, integration and real-
time data exchange in manufacturing processes. In its essence, this 
reflects an industrial and technological transformation process that 
naturally follows the development of scientific and production 
practices. The fourth industrial transformation is a natural extension 
of digitization and automation of production and includes Internet 
connectivity and interaction of cyber-physical systems without 
human involvement, processing and analysis of large information 
arrays and artificial intelligence, robotics, digital clouds, digital 
modeling and simulation of the production processes through virtual 
reality, intelligent automation, mass production of individualized 
products, appearance of new technologies, creating new business 
models. Industry 4.0 is defined as part of the application of new 
digital technologies in the manufacturing sector and includes a broad 
range of technological solutions and business models that contribute 
to qualitatively new forms of economic activity.The term Industry 
4.0 is defined for the first time by the German Federal Government 
as the main initiative to adopt a high-tech strategy for the 
development of German industry in 2011 (part of the strategy High-
Tech Strategy 2020 for Germany) years the term appears in specific 
strategies (for example, the German Trade and Investment Agency). 
The term "Industry 4.0" is used in the name of eight out of 13 
national policies in the EU to digitize production processes. 

The main ideas for the development of Industry 4.0 were first 
published by Dr. Henning Kagermann in 2011, becoming the basis 
for Manifest for Industry 4.0, presented in 2013 by the German 
National Academy of Science and Engineering (Acatech). Industry 
4.0 is a new step in organizing and managing the Value Added Value 
chain within the full production cycle (Plattform Industrie 4.0, 2014). 

In the US, Industry 4.0 concepts are becoming known through 
the Industrial Internet Consortium (ICC), which identifies it as "the 
integration of sophisticated physical machines and embedded 
systems and devices with network sensors and software that are used 
to improve the processes of forecasting, control and planning for 
better business and public outcomes (Industrial Internet Consortium, 
2013). 

 
2.2. Industry 4.0 Features 
 Optimization of decision making 

Decision-making is becoming a key factor in global competition. 
Using real-time analysis and large data processing (Big Data) 
capabilities make it possible to make real-time decisions. In the 

manufacturing area, this means more flexible troubleshooting and 
optimization reactions across the enterprise. 

 Resource efficiency and resource efficiency 
Industry 4.0 preserves the existing strategic goals that are put at 

the forefront of industrial production: producing as much output as 
possible from the available resources (resource productivity) at the 
lowest possible resource cost for available production quantities 
(resource efficiency). In this way, cyber-physical systems are able to 
optimize production processes across the value chain. Moreover, in 
order to optimize the cost of resources and energy or to reduce 
emissions, certain systems can be optimized and adapted constantly 
in the course of production itself. 

 Individual approach to the client 
Industry 4.0 allows you to take into account individual and 

customer-specific criteria for design, configuration, order, planning, 
production and operation, including the desire to make changes 
within a short timeframe. Thanks to Industry 4.0 even the production 
of individual items (batch of a product) can be profitable. 

 Flexibility 
The network based on cyber-physical systems allows the 

dynamic organization of business processes in different dimensions: 
quality, time, risk, sustainability, price, environmental impact, etc. 
Thus, materials and logistics chains are in constant balance. At the 
same time, design processes can be quickly organized, changing 
production operations and offsetting short-term disruptions (eg 
caused by suppliers), or to significantly increase delivery volumes in 
the short term. 

 Potential to create value by offering new services 
Industry 4.0 makes it possible to create new forms of value 

creation and employment, for example through the provision of 
services along the chain. Rich Data Collected by Smart Devices (Big 
Data) can be used with intelligent algorithms to offer innovative 
services. This provides Industry 4.0 with great potential for 
developing B2B (Business-to-Business) services, namely small, 
medium and start-up businesses. 

 
2.3. Industry Toolbox 4.0 
The industry base of Industry 4.0 is based on intelligent, 

integrated, embedded and digitally integrated systems that greatly 
support automation and autonomous management of manufacturing 
processes. They bring together people, machines, equipment, 
logistics systems and products that can communicate and collaborate 
directly with each other. Manufacturing and logistics processes can 
even integrate intelligently between different companies to make 
production more efficient and flexible. 

In industrial strategies, the following key technologies have been 
identified for the development of Industry 4.0: Industrial Internet of 
Things (IioT), Simulations, Added / Virtual Reality (VR / AR), 
Autonomous Robots, Cloud Technologies Cloud computing, cyber-
security, 3D printing, horizontal and vertical system integration, Big 
Data analyzes. 

This list is complemented by new technological solutions that 
will play a leading role: artificial intelligence and cognitive systems, 
machine self-learning, mobile applications, block technologies, 
digital platforms and more. The list of technologies that will have a 
significant impact on the development of society, economy and 
industrial production in the next 5 to 10 years can not be exhaustive 
at the current level and dynamics of technological innovation. 

The impact of new technologies in Industry 4.0 on production 
and business processes can be summarized as follows: 

 Creating new products and services with built-in 
intelligence, innovative business models and customization 
and customization capabilities; 

 Digitalisation of the overall production cycle, acceleration 
of the development through digital prototyping and virtual 
production, flexible organization of the production 
process; 

 Miniaturization as a trend in the production of microchips, 
electronic devices, implants and others. 

 
2.4 Advantages in Industry 4.0 

 Complete new methods of interaction between people and 
machines; 

 New ways of obtaining, storing, processing and moving 
information; 
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 Decentralized solutions (maximum possible autonomy of 
cybersystems controlling production machines); 

 New types of industrial intranet networks.           
The Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to 

fundamentally change the structure of the economy as a whole. This 
means that: 
 In the manufacturing process, automation will be relied on, 

with high-tech robotic machines taking the lead. 
 The need for qualified staff to adjust, maintain and service 

these machines will be enhanced. 
 Interaction between the education system and the business 

will need to be strengthened. 
 Collaboration between individual research centers and 

universities on the one hand and entrepreneurs on the other 
will become an integral part of the company's staffing. 

 The basic requirement for the employees in the enterprise will 
be digital competence. 

 Company management and business management models will 
need to reformat and adapt to new technological realities. 
Assuming that people still need to run the business, then a 
completely new entrepreneurial culture must be trained, 
coherent and understanding the needs of the factories of the 
future. 

 Interaction between the different units in the industrial 
enterprise will undergo a radical change because of the 
increasingly diminishing role of the man in favor of the 
machines. 

 One of the important advantages of Industry 4.0 is the 
dramatic increase in productivity and hence the economic 
profitability of the enterprise. Experts predict that initially 
machines will "take off" the work associated with 

monotonous and repetitive movements that are so 
characteristic of the production line. This does not mean that 
work done by man will surely be unnecessary. People are still 
better at creating unique and innovative products. 2.6. 

 

3. Analysis of the readiness for digital 
transformation in Bulgaria    

Method of performing the analysis: 
Step One: Initially, a qualitative analysis was carried out using 

indicators and data for the past 5 years for each economic activity. 
These advocates include: state support for offices and technology 
transfer centers, funded projects from the National Innovation Fund, 
support for projects under OP QI 2007-2013, number of companies 
owning patents, number of companies owning trade marks.     

Step Two: A quantitative analysis has been carried out using a 
number of indicators and data for them over the past 5 years for each 
economic activity organized in groups: 

       internal factor - (number of enterprises employed, 
production volume / services provided, turnover, added value - as 
part of industry and services and as part of output / services, labor 
productivity, investment in FTA) 

       External factor - (export, import, trade balance, realized 
competitive advantages - production and export specialization).          

The sum of the assessment of the internal and external factors 
gives the total estimate of the quantitative factor. 

    Step Three: Cross-section identifies industries with great 
potential for digital transformation, the logic being to find a cross 
point between strong areas of science and technology development 
and entrepreneurial activity 

 
                                                     Fig. 1 Comparative analysis of European Innovations 
 
       
As a result of the calculations, Bulgaria finds itself in the group 

of "modest" innovators and aims to find a place in the group of 
"moderate innovators" in 2020-2023 (Figure 1). For this purpose, the 
average values and the growth rate of "moderate innovators" for the 
period 2013-2018 were calculated for all innovation spheres. Also, 
the necessary growth rates of the innovation indexes have been 
calculated to achieve the target in 2020. 

Although innovation capacity has improved since Bulgaria 
joined the EU, by 2018 the overall picture shows achievements well 
below potential (see Figure 2). Bulgarian companies spend 0.39% of 
GDP on R & D, compared to 1.31% in the EU, the percentage is 
about 3 times lower. Similar is the ratio to public spending. 
Bulgarian companies occupy 105 and 106 places in the world in 
innovation and business complexity.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Innovation activity of Bulgarian enterprises 
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     The implementation of digital technologies for industrial 
enterprises in Bulgaria is below the EU average and progress in this 
area is limited. Although more and more small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) are selling online, their number remains small - 
6% in the country and 3% in other EU Member States. It is important 
to note that 74% of the ICT sector companies are export- oriented 
and poorly represented on the national market. There is insufficient 
capacity in many industrial sectors, which prevents enterprises, 
especially SMEs, from benefiting from the deployment of ICT-based 
innovations. Because of the higher wages in the ICT sector, the more 

interesting job and career development potential, capable ICT 
professionals work in specialized foreign software companies. In this 
respect, the development of the ICT sector is causing difficulties for 
smaller companies, including those in mechatronics and the whole 
manufacturing industry. Recently, the development of technologies, 
especially cloud technologies, has enabled many small and medium-
sized enterprises to meet the challenges of ICT infrastructure 
management, platforms and services without ICT professionals 

. 

 

  Low EU level 
  Around the EU average 

Fig. 3. Bulgaria's mobile service performance profile 

As a result of the Quantitative Analysis, it is established that in 
the context of Industry 4.0 the development of the industry is related 
to the implementation of structural industrial reforms in three main 
directions: 
 Innovations - both technological and non-technological (new 

marketing tools and new organizational market practices). 
 Structural interconnections - it is important to achieve 3 

effects: economies of agglomeration of production; economics 
of specialization; technology transfer. 

 Added value of work - the emergence of new forms of value 
creation and employment, for example through the provision of 
services along the chain. Rich Data Collected by Smart Devices 
(Big Data) can be used with intelligent algorithms to offer 
innovative services.    

 The mobile service profile shows that Bulgaria is lagging behind 
the EU by the coverage of 4G Mobile Internet, "Broadband 

Mobile Broadband", "Radio Frequency Spectrum for Wireless 
Broadband Communications" and "Employees Mobile 
Devices". While Bulgaria is about the average for the European 
Union, according to the indicators "coverage of 3G mobile 
Internet", "mobile access" and "market share of the leading 
mobile operator". (see Figure 3). 

 Bulgaria's e-business profile shows that industrial enterprises are 
at the EU average by the indicators "enterprises with a complex 
functional website", "social media companies" and "Internet 
advertising enterprises".(see Figure 4). 

 Researchers of Digital Management and Marketing at the 
University of Salford, UK, have developed the "Digital 
Maturity Business Model," presented in Figure 5, to explore 
levels and appropriate measures to move organizations from 
one level of digital transformation to a higher one.  

 

  Low EU level 

  EU average 
                                             Fig. 4. E-business profile of industrial enterprises in Bulgaria 
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The survey of 367 Bulgarian enterprises in the period April 
2017-February 2018 from all regions of Bulgaria and from almost all 
traditional sectors shows that about 5% of small and medium-sized 
companies in the country are still in stage 0. The main problem for 
them is to develop their online presence. For companies at the top 
level - 68% of digital maturity, a transformation is needed from 
providing online information to digital business. For commercial 
companies, this means the development of e-commerce, and for 

other companies - active engagement with current and future clients 
of the companies. Most of these companies have digitalized the 
processes of accounting, part of production, have some elements of 
customer relationship management, but still lack a solid online 
presence and interaction with customers (Figure 6). 20% of the 
industrial companies fall into the second digitalization level, 6% - 
they belong to the third level of digitization and only 1% are ranked 
in the fourth level of digitization. 

 

 

                                                                 Fig. 5. Measuring the level of digital maturity. 

 

The main breakthrough that can be done is that only a small 
number of enterprises have fully digitized their internal processes, 
as well as value chain and customer relationship relationships. 
They encounter serious problems related to the volumes and 
quality of raw materials; issues related to information technology, 

their exchange and sales and sales; problems with the increasing 
food dependence of people and the pursuit of comfort in every 
field and at every level, issues related to the use and management 
of technologies. 

5%

68%

20%

6% 1%

0 level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level

    

                                                         Fig.6. Measure the degree of digital maturity 

 As a result of the cross-analysis, potential sectors of the 
economy were identified with readiness for digital      
transformation – Physics, Biology and Chemistry. The identified 
industrial sectors and technological areas with potential for digital 
transformation are: artificial intelligence robotics, biotechnology, 
food technology, nanotechnology, thermodynamics, green 
technologies, medicine, nuclear chemistry, energy technologies, 
etc. 

 
 

4. Model for Digital Transformation and Digital 
Enhancement 

        Human spirit, ingenuity and entrepreneurship will also 
play a major role in the industries of the future. Entrepreneurs face 
the challenge of building and developing digital businesses that 
are sustainable and effective in the future. The digital business 
model creates opportunities for generating value in a new way, 
using the benefits of the digital environment. The digital business 
model is based on the traditional principles of strategic marketing 
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management: products for specific markets through specific 
technologies but expressed in new concepts:  

Digital content is the product or service, the experience is the 
market that consists of customers who have the opportunity to 
create the product or service with the organization, share 
information and bring about increasing demands and platforms - 
the technologies, software and hardware that make the 
product delivers. According to some researchers (4), these three 
components are used by successful digital companies to 
distinguish themselves from competitors in the market. Smaller 
industries can begin to create a new business model by changing 
one of these three components. 

The business model for building a digital business consists 
of the following elements: 

• Digitization of document turnover of the company - 
working instructions; production and organizational forms; 
requests for purchases and deliveries; product specifications; 

• Real-time production monitoring - working with wireless 
sensors and equipment that monitors electronically the 
performance of production operations (IoT: Internet of Thinks); 

• Introducing the so-called smart machines and equipment-
based processes that can track and analyze incoming information 
and take stand-alone decisions; 

• Connecting the production with the Internet through 
various B2B and B2C Internet networks - (Blokchain). 

 

5. Recommendations for successful digital 
transformation 

         In order for the industrial enterprise to be digitized, 
managers must be aware of the transformation. They need to be 
able to develop a scenario, model processes, and be able to use 
process management tools. It is necessary to understand the 
correspondence of the chosen transformation with the corporate 
strategy. If the tally match is missing, the success of digitization is 
doomed. It is necessary to make sure that corporate investments 
aim to bring innovations to the organization. Recognize the 
pressing need for the organization to undergo technological 
transformation. They realize that it will require a transformation in 
corporate culture as well as in internal and external 
communication of the enterprise. It is necessary to introduce 
teamwork, each team being empowered and responsible for a 
specific internal process, analyzing, documenting and auditing the 
process in order to build an efficient process architecture of the 
industrial enterprise. Undertakes activities to create digital 
infrastructure - artificial intelligence and cognitive systems, 
machine self-learning, mobile applications, mobile technologies 
(digital lock) and digital platforms. 

          On the basis of the analyzes and the recommendations 
made, a model for digital transformation is proposed to the 
industrial enterprises. Figure 7 shows the model for access to the 
Blochain system of the industrial plant. 

 
 
           

 
Blockbus network is available: 

(a). directly from the client, through the correct operation 
(b). by using a read-only database 

(c). by configuring the database at the node block through block read or write operations 
                                                         

                                                          Fig. 7. Block access system access model 

 

Conclusion 
        Undoubtedly, the digital transformation will have a positive 

impact on the efficiency and the formation of competitive 
advantages for the Bulgarian industrial enterprises. The benefits of 
digitization are numerous: the creation of an appropriate digital 
platform will allow the categorization of Bulgarian enterprises by 
industrial sectors, size, produced goods and services, capacity, 
realization markets, industrial certification. The establishment of 
appropriate digital infrastructure will enable the creation of profiles 
of Bulgarian enterprises as well as existing and potential business 
partners, keeping up-to-date information about the conditions for 
participation in the single European market, access to foreign 
markets and requirements of the European legislation. It will allow 
for adequate feedback from investors on concluded and executed 
transactions, references to the quality of executed contracts, real 
integrated and developed innovations and research. Bulgarian sales 
representatives will have permanent access to the platform at any 

time, from any location and from different mobile devices. Everyone 
will have the technology of automatic notification for potential 
interest in a company, both from Bulgaria and abroad. This will 
optimize the work of sales representatives by defining specific goals 
directly linked to increased exports. Industrial businesses will be able 
to explore business start-up opportunities in a region, industry, and 
country by automating the management of links with outside 
companies and automated notification of a particular sales 
representative. 

      Analytical results show that Digital Transformation 
facilitates business processes, decision making, and interaction with 
value chain partners and end-users. It is a prerequisite for gaining 
strategic advantages over competitors, opening up new markets not 
only from digital companies but also from traditional businesses. 
Bulgarian businesses do not yet have the necessary digital maturity, 
but their potential is to increase their basic indicators of 
technological readiness and innovation up to the average for the 
European Union by 2023. 
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Abstract: The analysis provides information about the history of the treatment by horse-riding – hippotherapy, its positive effect on 

health of adults and children, especially patients with cerebral palsy (CP).  

The positive outcomes of hippotherapy depend a lot on the correct selection of horses and the requirements to them (disposition, 

bodybuild type, exterior, endurance, etc.). The article considers the system of measures for selection of horses intended for hippotherapy, 

and their training, taking into account animal psychology and interaction horse -patient-instructor-doctor.  

It is concluded that the mechanism of interaction “man-horse” should be thoroughly examined, and to maintain the health of the 

nation we should receive government  financial assistance for hippotherapy development, rehabilitation centers and equestrian sport for 

disabled people. 
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Introduction 

Positive effects on the health of adults and children are 

reached with the help of "therapeutic" abilities of pets: cats, dogs, 

rabbits, guinea pigs, hamsters, and horses. Hippotherapy (ride 

therapy), a treatment mode based on the interaction of humans and 

horses specially trained to meet the needs of the patient, is 

increasingly spreading in the treatment of patients. Today, 

hippotherapy is used to treat gastrointestinal disorders, diseases and 

injuries of the musculoskeletal system, cardiovascular disorders, 

neurological disorders, multiple sclerosis, prostatitis, oligophrenia, 

infantile cerebral palsy, and others [2, 3]. 

Medical professionals have proved that communication 

with a horse calms people well, boosts their self-esteem, gives them 

a sense of confidence and safety. And the best recovery results are 

achieved with the use of hippotherapy in the treatment of 

musculoskeletal disorders and problems with movements’ control. 

During the therapeutic riding, the body swings in three 

dimensions: left-right, forward-back, and up-down. The affected 

muscle groups and nervous structures start working. It develops 

mobility, a sense of balance, and motion coordination in patients 

suffering from paralysis [4, 8]. 

In the process of horse riding, all the major groups of 

body muscles are engaged. This happens at the reflex level, as the 

rider, moving along with the horse, instinctively seeks to maintain a 

balance not to fall, thereby inducing both healthy and affected 

muscles to work actively, without even noticing it. Hippotherapy 

acts upon the human body in the same way as any other form of 

physical therapy – under the influence of physical exercises the 

functions of vegetative systems are enhanced. 

Hippotherapy has received a well-deserved recognition. 

Children confined to wheelchair due to their illness, which 

traditional medicine was powerless to cope with, were up and about 

again thanks to training with horses. No special simulator has a look 

in with what a contact with a live horse gives to a child. While the 

horse is on the move, the rider's body performs the same 

movements as during their independent walking. Riding a 

rhythmically moving horse, the rider instinctively seeks to maintain 

balance. At the same time, all muscles of their body, both healthy 

and affected by the disease, are engaged. It is achieving the 

synchrony of the movements of the child and the horse, in other 

words, creating a unified biological system that is the basis of self-

correction of the curved spine. 

With each hippotherapy session, the patient's back 

muscles get stronger, and legs muscles and tendons warm up, 

increasing blood circulation in the limbs and blood supply to the 

brain. This contributes to the creation of a strong muscle corset 

around the spine. 

Positive results in hippotherapy in many respects depend 

on the correct selection of horses. There are certain requirements to 

the character, temperament, endurance, type and exterior which the 

horse that is used for therapeutic riding should meet. In addition, 

each horse must undergo a special training, which will develop and 

enhance the necessary qualities, for example, a horse should be able 

to ease the possible fear of a rider and dampen down their 

aggression [9-14]. 

Therefore, the purpose of the study was to examine the 

selection parameters for horses intended for hippotherapy and to 

explore the existing training systems, taking into account the 

mechanism of “human-horse” interaction. 

Materials and results of the research.  

But what makes horse riding so useful, you may ask. 

Many things! The horse passes the rider more than 100 different 

body vibrations per minute: up and down, back and forth, leftward 

and rightward, etc. This forces the human body to adjust its 

movements very physiologically. When riding, all major muscle 

groups are included in the work. In order not to fall down of the 

horse’s croup, the rider is forced to make various movements using 

his body, as well as with both arms and legs - this effect cannot be 

achieved with any other types of movement. Moreover, the efforts 

of the rider to maintain balance in the saddle encourage both 

healthy and affected muscles to be active. And what is most 

important, it happens at the level of reflexes – a person does not 

notice such a complicated work of his body, but simply gets 

pleasure from movement and communication with a magnificent 

animal. Hippotherapy is very useful for treatment of 

musculoskeletal system disorders, scoliosis, arthrosis of the joints. 

It normalizes muscle tone, improves coordination, strengthens 

muscles, and even improves gait. At optimal load, a strong 

muscular corset develops along the spinal column, blood circulation 

becomes better, the metabolism in the intervertebral discs get 

normalized, therefore, with the beginning osteochondrosis, riding is 

just the thing. 

The horse's body temperature is 1.5-2º С higher than that 

of a human and that is why the horse is both a live fitness simulator 

and a “massager with heating” at the same time. When riding in the 

saddle, the rider receives massage of the leg muscles, blood flow 

turns faster and pelvis area warms up, which is good for people of 

both genders. Men - prevention and treatment of prostatitis; women 

- getting rid of gynecological diseases. 

It is hippotherapy and therapeutic (adaptive) horse riding 

that requires horse’s maximum discipline and responsibility, since 

it's not just about children, but about the children working with 

whom there is no room for mistake. However, it should be 

remembered that even a horse with an ideal temper can be spoiled 

by negligence of an unskilled groom, their rudeness and 

indifference, harshness of a coach or doctor. 
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Fig. 1: Hippotherapy - a complex multifunctional method of rehabilitation of patients 

  

In the stables meant for hippotherapy, all those basic 

humanitarian principles that have been implemented and mastered 

in the course of many centuries in the relationship between humans 

and horses must be respected. In view of therapeutic specifics, such 

relationships are crucial. Horses should have optimal conditions for 

a full-fledged manifestation of kindness and mercy. 

Therefore, the most important criterion for selecting a 

horse is its temperament. Horses used in the therapy should be 

friendly, trusting, calm, patient and balanced animals. It is 

important that the horse remains frisky and vigorous, since only 

such horses may have an appropriate therapeutic step, and it is 

difficult to work with feeble and apathy animals. Of course, the 

horses that bite, kick and are aggressive to people cannot be used 

for the therapy. 

In hippotherapy, mares and gelded horses are mainly 

used, which is due to the fact that they have the most appropriate 

temperament. Stallions, as a rule, are not used, but there are no 

severe restrictions here. It happens that stallions also work 

effectively, but in the case there is always a risk factor. 

Horse’s exterior is the next criterion for assessing its 

suitability. Preferably, it should not be too height (145-160 cm in 

the withers), as high horses complicate the patient's safeguarding. 

Being not high, the horse should have a wide and rather long back 

with well-developed muscles, middle or low withers, and its legs 

should have the correct position. 

It has been proved that in view of these characteristics the 

best breeds are the following: Huzul horses, Arabic horses, 

Novooleksandrivska Heavy Draft horses and others with a strong 

balanced type of higher nervous activity. The horses of the elder age 

(7-10 years old) are selected, mainly gelded horses and mares with a 

characteristic exterior: short, stretched, with a wide back, with a 

step at a trot of 80-90 cm, a step of 68-76 cm, with strong limbs, but 

the main thing is their well-balanced nature [1]. 

In addition, a horse possessing all the necessary 

therapeutic qualities should be well prepared for certain exercises 

during therapy. Therefore, the horse-doctor, whatever happens, 

should be calm, obedient, and steady, accustomed to be touched 

everywhere, attentive to the voice of the instructor and to what is 

happening. Thus, the horse should accept any human action 

absolutely positively. 

A comprehensive study of the interaction of all 

participants of animal-assisted therapy: animals, patients, therapists 

(instructors, psychologists, doctors) is carried out according to the 

methodology of animal psychology. Ideally, the instructor and the 

horse should form a coordinated team, and not only during 

hippotherapy sessions. 

Duration of hippotherapy sessions varies depending on 

the illness and physical fitness of the rider. The loads are given 

purposefully. 

It would be wrong to say that horses are recommended 

only if there is some kind of physical problem. A healthy person 

will be really amused and delighted after the interaction with these 

cute and graceful creatures. Taking care of the animal develops a 

person’s communicative skills, helps them overcome emotional 

barriers, and promotes social rehabilitation. 

Horse riding has a particularly strong healing effect on 

children. Communication with a horse solves such complex 

problems as hyperactivity and attention deficit disorder. But besides 

this, horseback riding fully develops the child, makes him bold, 

agile, resilient, determined and resourceful. 

Horse riding classes are also useful for elderly people. 

Scientists have calculated that the work of the muscles when riding 

in steps is similar to fast walking, and at a gallop to running. And at 

the same time there is almost no load on the joints. Riding a horse 

leads to an improvement in fine motor skills, which helps elderly 

people to more easily cope with household. In addition, the 

development of fine motor skills is closely related to the speech 

apparatus. 
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Fig. 2: Iinteraction “human-horse” 

 

Each horse is a personality. During hippotherapy they are 

expected to do almost an impossible thing: to become a reliable and 

safe simulator, to clearly and unconditionally carry out our orders. 

This can be achieved only if we treat the horse as a partner, with 

due respect, and give them time and space to satisfy our 

requirements. 

Conclusions. Thus, the “human-horse” interaction 

mechanism needs to be thoroughly investigated, and in order to 

preserve the health of the nation, the government should provide 

financial assistance for the development of hippotherapy, 

rehabilitation centers and equestrian sport for the disabled. 
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